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Preface 
This is not the first book on the ‘reflexive’ and undoubtedly it will be far from 
the last. As with many of the other topics that fall under the linguist’s field of 
interest, research into the ‘reflexive’ gives rise to quite disparate analyses, not 
merely depending on the theoretical framework that is adopted, but also 
depending on the language that is investigated. The ultimate goal of my research 
is to say something interesting about the conceptual structure of the ‘reflexive’ 
in relationship to English. But, as the reader will notice, I soon realised that by 
restricting my enquiry to this one language I would not be able to present an 
accurate (as accurate as I dare) picture of the oppositions that I believe are 
operative in this part of the language system. Thus, a cross-linguistic 
investigation was almost inevitable.  

After being so very fortunate to have been taught by Professor Paul Kent 
Andersen, I became interested in performing an investigation on the ‘reflexive’. 
Some of his previous scholarly work, including work on the ‘passive’ and his 
discussion of Thrax’s term diathesis (Andersen 1987, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1994a, 
and 1994b), served as inspiration for my own work, but also led me to question 
(and challenge to some degree) a number of currently held views in linguistics. 
As I point out in the text below, it is only by being explicit about the theoretical 
framework that one is working in can one’s results be seen as meaningful. If, 
however, this entails that one is forced to debunk a number of widely held 
claims concerning the ‘reflexive’ (including the relevance of the ‘prototype’ to 
the ‘reflexive’, whether the ‘reflexive’ can be properly said to be a systemic 
meaning encoded in language, or whether it can be reduced to an value in a 
single ‘universal’ grammatical category), then so be it. If my claims serve as 
points of departure for further discussion, I welcome such discussion. 

What I have attempted to do is to try to make some sense of the 
distribution of a number of morphemes (in terms of the interpretations of 
sentences that contain these morphemes) which have been variously glossed as 
‘REFLEXIVE’ in a number of different languages. Why is it that these distinct 
morphemes (associated with the ‘reflexive’ interpretation) have the particular 
range of interpretations that they do? Although the overlap in the ranges of 
interpretations is not perfect (far from it), by looking at a number of different 
types of sentence interpretation, including the ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’, 
‘anticausative’, ‘emphatic’ and so on, we are struck by what is, from a cross-
linguistic perspective, obviously a non-random distribution of distinct forms and 
these types of interpretation. Thus, even though it might be considered a 
circuitous way of trying to posit an answer to the question: What is the meaning 
of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English?, what falls out from my study, especially 
my characterisation of ‘Diathesis’, is, I hope, an original contribution to 
linguistic science. Perhaps the main contributions that I make (if one accepts 
what I have done as contribution) is to show (i) that the ‘reflexive’ is not a 
meaning encoded in any one morpheme, (ii) that there is widespread 
underdeterminacy in language systems, including grammatical categories not 
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only in lexical word meaning, and (iii) that there are a number of serious 
problems with the modern theoretical understanding of the grammatical category 
known as ‘voice’. 

And now I turn, with great pleasure, to the happy task of expressing my 
heartfelt thanks and appreciation to my friends and colleagues, at home and 
abroad, who have been of invaluable help to me in the writing of this thesis, and 
who kept the monsters at bay. Firstly, many many thanks to The Bank of 
Sweden Tercentenary Foundation’s Research School in Modern Languages 
(Riksbankens Jubileumsfond) for awarding me the generous scholarship which 
made it possible for me to do this piece of research. My special thanks also to 
the very kind, and eminently approachable Professors, Inger Rosengren and 
Lars-Gunnar Andersson, who, in their capacity of scientific advisors at the RJ 
Research School, so enthusiastically gave sound encouragement and advice to 
myself and my fellow members of the Research School. Thank-you to Mats 
Rolén of the Riksbankens Jubileumsfond and the research school’s board of 
directors and coordinators: Professors Inge Jonsson, Lars-Gunnar Andersson, 
Lennart Elmevik, Gunnel Engwall, Moira Linnarud, Inger Rosengren and Astrid 
Stedje. 

Thank-you to my fellow students in the RJ Research School, from the 
English, French and German sections, with whom I studied on numerous 
occasions on courses around the country. The idea of regularly bringing together 
research students from different Swedish universities was an excellent one since 
each student was exposed to so many different ideas every time we met. It also 
facilitated open and candid discussions with people who were not strangers with 
one another. 

Special thanks to Anna and Fabian for listening to me waffle on about 
my various ideas and for putting up with me in far-flung Bulgaria, where the 
heat of the 2000 Summer was enough to drive the best of us a little crazy. To 
Mikael, for accommodating me when I had no accommodation. Letting me live 
with your dear mother, Vera, at the farmhouse in the dark forests of Småland 
was characteristically generous of you.  

Many thanks to Professors Leon Stassen and Peter Muysken of the 
Katholieke Universitet Nijmegen, and Dr. Martina Faller of the Max Plank 
Institute for Psycholinguistics (same city), for allowing me to be a visiting 
scholar for a year in the Netherlands and making me feel part of the Department 
of Linguistics, KUN. A special thanks must also go out to my great Russian 
comrade, the indomitable Leonid Kulikov, for his friendship. My stay in the 
Netherlands was funded in part by a STINT scholarship, a scholarship which I 
gratefully acknowledge here. 

I must also express my gratitude to Professors Jerzy Rubach, Emma 
Harris, Elżbieta Górska and Eva Mioduszewska-Crawford and for inviting me to 
be a visiting scholar at the English department at Uniwersytet Warszawski 
(Warsaw University) for six months. It was there that I learnt that exceptionally 
high standards at a department can serve as a fantastic motivation for young 
students. My stay in Poland was funded in part by a scholarship from the School 
of Humanities, Växjö University, something which I again gratefully 
acknowledge here. 
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Moving now a little closer to ‘home’, I would like to thank the staff, both 
scientific and administrative, and Hans Lindquist, at the School of Humanities, 
Växjö University, for the assistance I have received during my work there. To 
Professor Tuija Virtanen (now Chair at Åbo Akademi University, Finland), for 
the many stimulating conversations we had together when I began my research 
studies. Thank-you for making your time and advice available to me. Also to 
Professors Eva Larsson Ringqvist and Olof Eriksson of the French department, 
VU, for their continued interest and their constructive criticism given at the 
many seminars at which I presented my work. Professor Ringqvist also 
graciously accepted to be my examiner of coursework at short notice when 
Professor Virtanen returned to Finland, and also supported my initiation of 
Växjö University’s Linguistic Club (VULC). Thank-you to my fellow doctoral 
colleagues, especially Angela Marx-Åberg and Maria Fohlin for your comments 
and your expert knowledge of German and French. Many thanks to Lori, for 
being such a help in the final phase of this project. You shred dude! 

Tack så hemskt mycket! to Professor Christer Platzack, Department of 
Scandinavian Languages, Lund University, for acting as my secondary 
supervisor, and for the helpful remarks and advice on the texts I sent him. The 
fact that he was able to travel to Växjö on a number of occasions to present talks 
and to be available for consultation demonstrates his generous nature and 
unflagging enthusiasm for his work. This is something which can only serve as 
inspiration to those others who look up to you. 

The reader may notice that I have taken the uncommon liberty of 
dedicating this book to my supervisor Professor Paul Kent Andersen (I am sure 
he will have something witty to say about THAT!) since, even though I always 
considered it a grand privilege to be a doctoral student, it was always a much 
grander privilege to have him as a supervisor and mentor. A heartfelt thanks to 
you Sir! 

Finally, to Sabina who has helped in many ways, and, I daresay, will 
continue. With gratitude. 
 
R.R. 
Småland, 
2004. 
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1. Introduction 
In this introductory section, I will outline the research questions addressed in 
this thesis and, furthermore, present an overview of the structure of the thesis.   

Sometimes, the most simple of questions are the most difficult to answer. 
This has not put me off from asking the following question however:  

What is the meaning of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in 
English? 

Some might think this question quite innocuous, and even wonder why one 
might spend all that time that this thesis took to write worrying about it. Surely, 
they might exclaim, the meaning of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is ‘reflexive’! For 
those who believe that this is so, what I have written below may pose somewhat 
of a challenge to this conception of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun. 

Others might say, Yes, that is an interesting question! But then they 
might expect me to proceed in providing an abstract syntactic account of the 
distribution of these forms, where I describe one configuration after another and 
subtle manipulations and alterations of configurations, and try and come up with 
a limited number of syntactic ‘principles’ which one can then relate to other 
‘syntactic’ phenomena. But since, for the purposes of this study, I have not 
equated ‘meaning’ with a characterisation of the syntactic distribution of a form, 
they too might be disappointed. And herein lies the rub. 

How is one supposed to represent the ‘meaning’ of a form? Asking 
myself this question, even before I began to say this or that about the meaning of 
the ‘reflexive’ form, raised some serious problems. Looking at the numerous 
scholarly articles, and several monographs, that address the ‘reflexive’, I 
immediately noticed that it is not a simple matter, this discussion of ‘meaning’ 
whilst investigating some ‘linguistic’1 phenomenon. I identified many instances 

                                                 
1 I have inserted ‘linguistic’ in scare quotes in the text above because it is quite 
clear that before one has come up with evidence that shows that this or that 
phenomenon is truly linguistic (in the sense that it is ‘linguistically significant’ 
etc, or concerns the ‘linguistic system’, or at least, is ‘significant to the 
development of (a) linguistic theory’), one has to make a certain ‘leap of faith’ 
as it were, and assume that what one is observing will lead one along the right 
path. Fortunately, wiser men and women than myself have taken this path before 
me. Note for example, that by asking the question What is meaning? one can 
come up with quite a large list of possible answers, each worth exploring in their 
own right.  

For example, in the linguistic sciences, a linguist may choose to present 
‘something’ as the meaning of of a linguistic form in terms of ‘a definition’, or 
‘a mental concept’, or ‘a single use of a form’, or ‘a collection of uses of a form’ 
(for example, a statistical analysis of the use of a form), or ‘a list of 
entailments/assumptions that are said to hold through the use of a form’, or ‘a 
paraphrase expression’, or ‘a synonym’, (i.e., another form taken from the same 
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of what I consider to be linguistic reasoning that were quickly proved to be 
faulty or lacking in some serious way. I have tried to avoid polemic in my 
discussion, but ultimately it is the reader who will judge whether I was 
successful in this endeavour.  

But returning to the problem of ‘meaning’, let me briefly say that in a 
very real sense, the meaning of a form is not the easiest thing to ‘pin down’ and 
present in black and white. In chapter 2., Linguistic signs, I present the 
theoretical framework which was eventually adopted in this thesis. I will not 
overly anticipate its content here. However, I will say that even though the 
perspective on ‘meaning’ that I adopt and argue for in that chapter may not 
appeal to everyone, I am compelled to present the theoretical discussion on 
‘meaning’ (and the conceptualisation of the linguistic sign adopted in the thesis) 
because it is my claim that only in the light of this theoretical discussion can the 
results of this study be seen as results.  

The section that follows the theoretical discussion is in itself another 
somewhat theoretical discussion, but of quite a different nature. The object of 
study in chapter 3., Prototypes and the ‘reflexive’, dealing with the technical 
term known as ‘prototype’, forms part of this thesis because nearly all of the 
previous linguistic studies into the ‘reflexive’ that I have come across invoke 
this term as a mode of explanation, or at least as part of their explanation of the 
‘meaning’ of the forms usually labelled ‘reflexive’. This state of affairs is 
evidenced by the several quotes and references that I supply in the text. 

I initially approached this term, ‘prototype’, with some hope that it might 
well assist me in answering one of the main research questions in this thesis, to 
wit: What is the meaning of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English? I thought to 
myself that since so many other linguists have invoked this term in their 
discussions of the ‘reflexive’, it should be of some particular relevance and use 
to the present study. 

I proceeded by examining what the originator of this technical term, the 
American linguist/psychologist Eleanor Rosch, said about it, including how she 

                                                                                                              
object language), or ‘a particular reading of a form in a particular 
time/situation’, or ‘a relationship with another word – a sense’, or ‘an image 
schema’ (or other graphic representation), or ‘an effect associated with the 
form’, or ‘a response to a stimulus’, or ‘the cause of some result’, or ‘the relation 
between the signans and the signatum of a linguistic sign’, or ‘the signatum in 
isolation’, or ‘some atomic component of a complex structure’, or ‘some 
thing/event in the world’ (i.e., something denoted, or referred to) and so on. 
Thus, we see that there are quite a number of very different approaches a linguist 
may employ to (re)present something that is as central to linguistic 
investigations as meaning is. Of course, her theoretical view of language will 
play a role in how the linguist will couch her representations of meaning. 
Related to this are the metaphors that are employed in linguistic discussions. 
How ‘literally’ are we to interpret a certain metaphor? For example, Is meaning 
‘contained’ in a word? And What is actually had when we say ‘This word has 
this meaning’? and What is not had when we say ‘This word does not have this 
meaning? 
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established and defined it. I then compared this original definition of the term to 
how numerous linguists have employed the very same term (several of them 
actually quote Rosch’s findings in their own work) in their own investigation of 
the ‘reflexive’. What became patently clear was that many linguists, subsequent 
to Rosch’s publishing her original work on ‘prototypes’, have come to employ 
the term in a completely different way than what Rosch originally envisaged. I 
demonstrate this in this chapter. I also remark that Rosch herself, as early as 
1978 in Rosch (1978: 36), warned about the widespread mis-use of this term in 
linguistic discussions. Furthermore, I attempt to present a reconstruction of the 
reasoning that is employed which results in this (mis-)use of the technical term 
‘prototype’.  

In summary, I show that the above-mentioned (mis-)use of the term 
stems from a confusion of the nature of category membership with respect to the 
formal, or structural, properties of linguistic signs and the functional properties 
of linguistic signs. I conclude this chapter by arguing that, despite the 
proliferation of this term, ‘prototype’ in the linguistic literature, this term, and 
the ideas that it stands for, is in fact of no help in the present investigation into 
the ‘reflexive’. Making this standpoint explicit to the reader will further aid the 
reader in evaluating my own claims concerning the ‘meaning’ of the linguistic 
signs investigated in this thesis. 

The next chapter, chapter 4., ‘Reflexives’, voice, diathesis and 
Dionysios Thrax’s Tekhné Grammatiké, takes us back in time to 
approximately 200 B.C., and the ‘oldest grammar in the West’. It was in this 
grammar that the technical term ‘diathesis’ was introduced by Thrax. Now, this 
technical term is a term that is very often used in discussions of the ‘reflexive’ 
by numerous scholars, as shown by the references and quotes supplied in this 
chapter, so it would only be natural to investigate how this term was originally 
defined by Thrax. I thus studied all of the different translations of the Tekhné 
Grammatiké that are currently available. These included translations from the 
original Greek into English, but also into Dutch and German. I also examined 
the literature that attempts to address Thrax’s original definition of the term 
‘diathesis’. I came to the conclusion that, with the exception of Andersen (1987, 
1989, 1990, 1991, 1994a and 1994b), there has previously been no clear 
understanding (in the modern linguistic literature) of what Thrax meant with his 
technical term ‘diathesis’, and the grammatical categories that were shown to 
instantiate it in Classical Greek.  

I thus compare what the modern view on diathesis is (also known under 
the rubric ‘voice’) with Thrax’s original conception of ‘diathesis’. By making 
this comparison, I come to show that the ‘modern’ conceptualisation of what 
diathesis is is very different to Thrax’s original definition. I show this by 
indicating to the reader the logical and methodological inconsistencies that are 
employed in identifying different diatheses in modern linguistic practice. I also 
argue that the modern-day (mis-)use of this term stems from a confusion of the 
nature of category membership with respect to the formal, or structural, 
properties of linguistic signs and the functional properties of linguistic signs. 
Thus, we will come to notice a striking similarity between, what I consider to be, 
the present (mis-)use of the terms ‘prototype’ and ‘diathesis’. 
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Since some of the claims presented in this chapter on Thrax might be 
considered somewhat controversial (by some linguists at least)2, I have attached 
an appendix at the end of this thesis that supplies further comments and 
argumentation in support of my interpretation of the Tekhné Grammatiké. I have 
also attached an additional discussion on the morphology of the Classical Greek 
verb so as to support my claim that neither a distinct ‘middle’ form nor a distinct 
‘middle’ function is to be found in Classical Greek. This is contrary to what has 
been claimed by all of the grammarians and scholars of Greek that I have read 
for this study.  

Returning to the chapter on Thrax proper, I supply a number of different 
attested example sentences in Classical Greek which give rise to a number of 
different interpretations, including the ‘reflexive’ interpretation. I furthermore 
relate these interpretations to distinct linguistic signs deemed relevant to the 
linguistic phenomenon identified by Thrax as ‘diathesis’. This is the first step in 
coming to understand the fact that a proper understanding of the technical term 
‘diathesis’ is relevant to understanding some of the linguistic properties of the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation. This chapter then serves as the basis for my own 
characterisation of ‘Diathesis’ [note the initial capital] as a linguistic 
phenomenon. 

The next chapter, chapter 5., The ‘reflexive’ in Polish, and Transitivity, 
provides the second step in my cross-linguistic evaluation of certain 
morphological categories [the pronouns się and siebie] that have been labelled as 
‘reflexive’. I begin by describing the relevant parts of the linguistic system 
which the Polish ‘reflexives’, się and siebie are part of, and proceed to outline 
and discuss in some depth the several distinct interpretations that can be 
associated with these ‘reflexive’ forms. A certain amount of cross-linguistic 
evidence is supplied to support the linguistic significance of these interpretations 
(basically in terms of the cross-linguistic regularity with which these 
interpretations obtain). This chapter also includes a short introduction and 
explanation of the technical term ‘Transitivity’ [note the initial capital] 
originally envisaged by Hopper and Thompson in their seminal 1980 article in 
Language entitled ‘Transitivity in grammar and discourse’. In this context, we 
should note that Hopper and Thompson demonstrate that numerous different yet 
distinct grammatical categories are shown to be relevant to the calculation of the 
overall Transitivity of a clause. 

Some of the reasons why Polish features in this thesis is because of the 
fact that ‘pronominal’ forms are the locus of investigation with respect to the 
reflexive in this language (as in English). Secondly, there exists a significant 
amount of previous research in this area of Polish and Slavic linguistics. Thirdly, 
the range of different interpretations associated with the ‘reflexive’ forms is 
                                                 
2 I have sent a draft version of my remarks concerning Greek and Thrax to a 
specialist in this area of study for appraisal and, after my arguments were read 
by this specialist, I received confirmation concerning the correctness of my 
claims. The correctness of all of the Polish, Finnish, German, Swedish, Russian 
and French examples in this thesis have been checked by native-speakers of, or 
experts in, these languages. 
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particularly clear, and there exist several studies that identify several of these 
interpretations. Fourthly, since Polish is an Indo-European language, it proved to 
be reasonably simple to deal with the different morpho-syntactic categories that 
are manifest in this language.  

After providing a characterization of the systemic ‘meaning’ of these 
Polish ‘reflexive’ forms,3 I report on the findings I made with respect to a mini-
corpus study that I conducted, where I examined the distribution of these 
‘reflexive’ pronouns in a narrative text. I then relate these findings to the notion 
of Transitivity established by Hopper and Thompson. The results of the textual 
study support the general hypothesis put forward in their article. 

The final language-specific chapter, chapter 6., ‘Reflexives’ and 
Diathesis in English, begins with a number of remarks that indicate the 
connection between what I have said earlier in the thesis, and the mode of 
presentation that I come to adopt in the discussion of English. I then present a 
number of observations concerning the cross-linguistic distribution of ‘reflexive’ 
morphology. We notice that by looking at but a limited number of languages, at 
least seventeen distinct formal strategies are employed cross-linguistically to 
give rise to the ‘reflexive’ interpretation. Many, if not all, of these strategies can 
also be used in giving rise to interpretations that are not ‘reflexive’. 

I then briefly comment on some of the remarks that earlier English 
grammarians, including Jespersen (1924) and Poutsma (1926), have made 
concerning their conceptualisation of ‘diathesis’ and the ‘reflexive’ and the 
relationship that these terms have in linguistics.  

After providing an overview of the structure of the chapter, I proceed in 
examining the formal, Generativist analysis of the distribution of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronouns in English and relate this to the so-called ‘emphatic’ interpretation of 
the same. This discussion then serves as a spring-board which I use to begin my 
discussion of the several and distinct interpretations of the ‘reflexive’ pronouns 
in English, including the interpretations that I call the ‘emphatic’, 
‘decomitative’, ‘characteristic property’, ‘anticausative’, ‘high degree of 
engagement’, ‘beneficial’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘autocausative’, ‘resultative’ and 
‘reflexive’ interpretations. I also relate the meaning of the pronoun forms to 
what is commonly called ‘point of view’ and the phenomenon known as ‘free 
indirect speech’ in literary theory.  

I provide both constructed and attested examples (taken from British 
literary works) for each species of interpretation mentioned above. In the 
examples taken from the literary works, effort is made to relate certain 
co(n)textual features that are found in these examples to the particular 
interpretation that obtains. In several of these examples, it is demonstrated that 
evidence from within the very same extract can be found such that it is seen to 
‘resonate’ with, and quite clearly support, the interpretation that is argued for in 
each instance. 

                                                 
3 The characterization of these forms should be seen in the light of the 
theoretical framework outlined in chapter 2., and the description of the linguistic 
sign argued for there. 
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Furthermore, I provide numerous cross-linguistic examples that support 
my identification of each interpretation. The cross-linguistic examples 
demonstrate that the interpretations that I identify with respect to English are not 
ad hoc or opportunistic interpretations, but rather that they are symptomatic of a 
more general linguistic phenomenon, namely that of what I come to term 
‘Diathesis’ [note the capital initial]. What I suggest is that the meaning encoded 
in the ‘reflexive’ pronoun form is relevant to, but not the same as, the linguistic 
phenomenon originally identified by Thrax; ‘diathesis’. Just as we observe that, 
with respect to Transitivity, several different yet distinct morphological 
categories are deemed to be relevant to the notion of Transitivity, my cross-
linguistic investigation into the ‘reflexive’ demonstrates that several different yet 
distinct morphological categories can be deemed to be relevant to the notion of 
Diathesis.  

This finding thus leads me to my claim that Diathesis is a linguistic 
phenomenon that is found at an abstract level similar to that of Transitivity. I 
also note that Thrax did not limit his discussion of diathesis to the verbal domain 
in Greek, since he remarks that it is also relevant to the domain of the Greek 
noun (see my discussion in section 4.4.1). Without unduly anticipating the 
summary and conclusions found in the final chapter of this thesis the following 
remarks concerning Transitivity and Diathesis are deemed pertinent: 

Transitivity, as an empirically supported linguistic 
phenomenon, is concerned with relating particular 
distinct linguistic signs to some conceptualisation of 
the effectiveness of energy transfer between clausal 
participants. 

Diathesis, as an empirically supported linguistic 
phenomenon, is concerned with relating particular 
distinct linguistic signs to a conceptualisation of the 
number and nature of the particular roles clausal 
participants come to play in the transfer of energy. 

The above remarks concerning Diathesis, in the light of Thrax’s insightful and 
original definition of the term ‘diathesis’, and the empirical support for its 
existence found in this thesis, then provide us with a linguistic level that is at a 
level of abstraction and ‘universal’4 application which is of immediate relevance 
to explaining the several and distinct interpretations of the ‘reflexive’ pronouns 
that obtain in English. I claim that the several and distinct interpretations of the 
‘reflexive’ pronouns that obtain in English are motivated by the ‘meaning’ of 
this pronoun form. 

Finally, I claim that, by taking a closer look at the distributional 
properties of these ‘reflexive’ morphemes in a cross-linguistic perspective, and 
by keeping a strict distinction between the structural aspects and the functional 

                                                 
4 This is again an empirical question. My claims might possibly be shown to be 
incorrect if more that the 55 languages mentioned in this thesis are investigated. 
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aspects of linguistic signs, we will be able to make non-circular cross-linguistic 
generalisations about the grammatical categories that are realised by these 
forms. 
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2. Linguistic signs 
In chapter 3., I present a number of reasons why the prototype model is not of 
use in my investigation into the reflexive, despite the claims of a number of 
typologists who have studied the ‘reflexive’ that it is of use. Before we proceed 
with a discussion of ‘reflexive’ morphology proper, it is necessary to outline the 
theoretical framework within which this cross-linguistic study proceeds. The 
present chapter is comprised of a discussion of this theoretical framework, 
dealing with linguistic signs and systems, communication, and the notion of 
underdeterminacy in particular.  

It is not my intention that the discussion that follows be interpreted as a 
new and original contribution to the science of linguistics. My indebtedness to 
other scholars should be quite clear from the numerous quotes and references 
contained herein. However, I am compelled to present a discussion of the 
theoretical framework used in this study since, if it is true that ‘theoretical 
positions define what is a theoretically relevant fact’ and ‘there are no bare facts: 
facts only become facts through the intervention of background assumptions and 
interpretive principles’ (Geeraerts 1999: 167), then the onus lies with me to 
explicitly state my theoretical position (and to outline the interpretive principles 
that I rely on). Without a clear statement of the theoretical background adopted 
in this study, I am not sure how the reader is to evaluate my claims contained in 
this study of the ‘reflexive’. 

In the preparatory stages of this work, I was surprised by the fact that 
whilst most linguists seem to be in agreement with the basic tenets of Saussurian 
structuralism (the distinction between diachrony and synchrony, syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic relations, linearity, the notion of system etc.) it is not possible 
to align the results of many of the linguistic investigations found in the literature 
with these basic tenets without observing that one or more of these tenets is 
flouted or ignored. The main source of difficulty that I have been confronted 
with is the (modern) idea of meaning change or meaning shift within a 
synchronic5 system. Other, related issues are the relationship between linguistic 
forms and meaning, and between linguistic forms and function. These issues are 
often treated under the terms polysemy and/or ambiguity.  

If a linguist is to say that a particular word’s meaning can change, 
depending on the co(n)text in which that word is found, we might ask From 
what has the meaning changed? Be that what may, the problem that confronts 
us has to be related to our theoretical assumptions of (i) what (linguistic) signs 
are and (ii) how they are organised with respect to each other and (ii) with 
respect to those who employ them in communication. This then has brought us 
to the position where we must look to those linguists and philosophers who have 
made explicit statements concerning (linguistic) signs, so as to come to an 

                                                 
5 On making the distinction between ‘present meanings’ and ‘original 
meanings’, that is to say, synchrony from diachrony, see also Miles (1895). 
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understanding of what signs are, and how they can be employed in 
communication. (See, for example, Bolinger (1977) and Biggs (1982) for 
particularly interesting discussions of this.) What follows is a presentation of 
certain aspects of their views on linguistic signs, many of which have been 
adopted in the theoretical framework of the present study. 

2.1 Signs and semiology 
The first observation to make concerning the study of signs (linguistic or 
otherwise) is that they can not be conceived as objects of study independently of 
the existence of the organisms that use and create signs:  

A science that studies the life of signs within society 
is conceivable; […] I shall call it semiology. 
(Saussure 1985: 34) [my emphasis, RR]. 

In our case – the case of human beings – we must be aware that, to study 
linguistic signs and the use of linguistic signs, we are forced to employ the very 
same signs in the discussion of our findings. Consequently, there is a particular 
reflexive relationship between the object of study, linguistic signs, and the 
discourse we create concerning this object of study: our linguistic metalanguage. 
This is inevitable since linguistics is a humanistic endeavour. However, despite 
the problem of self-reference being inevitable6, we can constrain or restrict our 
results within the humanistic sciences, with obvious focus on linguistics in this 
context, so as to limit the range of possibilities of valid descriptions (in our case 
linguistic descriptions).  

The problem of restricting what counts as a valid description is part of 
the Dilthy’s problem of controlling ‘romantic arbitrariness’ in the humanistic 
sciences (see Geeraerts 1997, 1999: 189ff) and thus, establishing a theory of 
interpretation (i.e., interpreting the results of a humanistic endeavour) falls 
within the field of hermeneutics. 

The actual restrictive principles we employ in a humanistic endeavour 
may differ from study to study, and from theory to theory (Geeraerts 1997). 
Some may employ some type of empirical restriction, for example, by 
demanding that whatever linguistic phenomenon is under investigation be found 
in a representative corpus. Others may employ a number of representational 
restrictions, for example, the finite number of formal notational devices found in 
formal semantics and Categorical Grammar. Or, in this context, we can consider 
the finite list of ‘semantic primes’ found in Wierzbicka’s intriguing natural 
semantic metalanguage [NSM], as another type of representational restriction. 

                                                 
6 The observation made above concerning self-reference as a problem is, of 
course, the result of taking a particular perspective with respect to the 
expectations we may have concerning the results of a humanistic endeavour. For 
some humanists, self-reference need not be seen as a problem at all, but rather as 
a liberation from the confines of a finite, limited ‘scientific’ viewpoint where 
results must be reduplicable and ‘objective’. 
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Despite being very different from each other, these restrictive principles are all 
put into effect (consciously or unconsciously) so as to try and diminish the 
influence of the self-reference that obtains between the object of study 
(language) and the means by which the results of the study, and associated 
explanations, are presented, i.e., language. Note that the relationship of self-
reference can also potentially undermine certain cross-linguistic endeavours.  

If a linguist persists in adopting an Anglo-centric view on an Australian 
language and, for example, he entertains the preconceived idea that Australian 
languages will display the very same grammatical categories as English, with 
members of these categories having the same values as the English forms that 
instantiate English grammatical categories, then this can be considered a result 
of the linguist being influenced by self-reference. By ‘forcing’ one language, for 
example, Western Desert, to fit into a grammatical description of another 
language, English, the linguist confuses the difference between English, as an 
object of study, and a grammar of English, as the metalanguage devised to 
represent the findings concerning the object of study.  

Later in this section, the reader will see that I maintain a number of 
representational and organizational restrictions on the representation of my 
findings (presented in chapters 4., 5., and 6.) which have the intended effect of 
lessening the influence of self-reference. The representational restrictions that I 
attempt to employ stem from two general points found in the discussion 
presented below: (i) the idea that grammatical categories are systemic, and (ii) 
the semiotic triangle as a representation of the structural and functional aspects 
of signs. 

The idea behind spending some time in the present study on semiotics 
(Silverman 1983) and the study of the action of signs in society stems from 
Saussure’s hope that: 

[I]f I have succeeded in assigning linguistics a place 
among the sciences, it is because I have related it to 
semiology. (Saussure 1985: 35). 

It is my claim that by ignoring semiology, or at least not explicitly stating how 
linguistic signs are to be treated, one runs the risk of letting linguistics slip from 
its ‘place among the sciences’. The representational restrictions invoked by an 
explicit statement of the nature of linguistic signs, in fact, lend to this 
immanently humanistic endeavour a firm link to the natural, classical, sciences 
such as chemistry, mathematics and physics since these sciences all have strict 
representational restrictions on what counts as a valid description. 

However, I will first consider some of the statements made by Saussure 
about the linguistic sign and examine some ideas that his views entail and then 
relate them to the grammatical category under present investigation, namely that 
grammatical category that is commonly known as the REFLEXIVE.  
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2.2 Representations of signs and systems 
We start with the well-known statement concerning ‘arbitrariness of the sign’: 

The bond between signifier and the signified is 
arbitrary. (Saussure 1985: 37). 

Expanding on this, we will see that not only is the relationship between signifier 
and signified arbitrary, but also that the way in which our thoughts are 
distinguished, each from the other, is arbitrary since they can only be 
distinguished, each from the other, through the action of signs which are 
arbitrary in themselves. This idea, supported by the next quote below, should 
prevent us from immediately assuming that a grammatical category in one 
language is equivalent to another in a different language. Here I suggest that the 
non-equivalence be extended not only to the values that the component parts of 
the system may have, that is to say, the internal, paradigmatic, structure of the 
grammatical category, but also extended to the external, syntagmatic, structure 
of the grammatical category – how it relates to other grammatical categories:  

What is most striking in the organization of 
language are syntagmatic solidarities; almost all 
units of language depend on what surrounds them in 
the spoken chain or on their successive parts. 
(Saussure 1915: 127). 

The zero-hypothesis adopted in the present study is that we cannot immediately 
adopt the viewpoint that grammatical categories, for example, the category 
commonly labelled as the REFLEXIVE, are structurally equivalent in different 
languages. The reason for this being that, in the different languages discussed in 
this thesis, the grammatical category commonly labelled REFLEXIVE displays 
quite different structural properties (see chapter 6. and the seventeen types 
outlined there). This position is supported by Saussure’s explanation of the 
‘linguistic fact’ that, just as the divisions on the ‘plane of sounds’ are arbitrary, 
the divisions on the ‘indefinite plane of jumbled ideas’, too, are arbitrary: 

Against the floating realm of thought, would sounds 
by themselves yield predelimited entities? No more 
so than ideas. Phonic substance is neither more 
fixed nor more rigid than thought; it is not a mould 
into which thought must of necessity fit but a plastic 
substance divided in turn into distinct parts to 
furnish the signifiers needed by thought. The 
linguistic fact can therefore be pictured in its totality 
– i.e. language – as a series of contiguous 
subdivisions marked off on both the indefinite plane 
of jumbled ideas (A) and the equally vague plane of 
sounds (B). (Saussure 1915: 112). 
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In the following quote, Saussure is particularly explicit about what arbitrariness 
of the sign entails with respect to how ideas, on the plane of thought ‘shapeless 
and confused’, associated with different signs, are distinguished from each 
other: 

These views give a better understanding of what 
was said before about the arbitrariness of signs. Not 
only are the two domains that are linked by the 
linguistic fact shapeless and confused, but the 
choice of a given slice of sound to name a given 
idea is completely arbitrary. If this were not true, 
the notion of value would be compromised, for it 
would include an externally imposed element. But 
actually values remain entirely relative, and that is 
why the bond between the sound and the idea is 
radically arbitrary. (Saussure 1915: 113). 

Putting these observations of Saussure in the context of a linguistic investigation 
of the ‘reflexive’, we can say that the signifiers that instantiate the particular 
grammatical category commonly labelled as REFLEXIVE are arbitrary (for 
example the particular form that the ‘reflexive’ pronouns take) and that the 
relationship between the forms and a signifié is arbitrary. However, the 
arbitrariness does not stop there. Since the signifiant is arbitrary and the 
relationship between the signifiant and the signifié is arbitrary, it follows that the 
signifié is arbitrary. It may not be immediately clear why we assert that what is 
signified (on the plane of thought, the signifié) is arbitrary, but if we recall 
Saussure’s metaphor of a sheet of paper as representing the immediate and 
irreducible relationship between signifiant and signifié, then this is the only 
coherent conclusion that obtains: 

Each linguistic unit is made of a signifiant (form) 
and a signifié (meaning). Signifiant and signifié are 
like the recto and verso of the same sheet of paper 
(Sassure 1960: 157). They cannot be present or 
absent independently of one another.7 (Lazard 2003: 
176). 

The above discussion, however remains somewhat overly focused on the 
relationship between forms and the meaning associated with these forms: the 
link between thought and sound. Of crucial importance to the present thesis is an 

                                                 
7 See also Hjelmslev’s (1963: 24) comments on what he termed ‘solidarity’: 

An expression is expression only by virtue of being 
an expression of a content, and a content is content 
only by virtue of being a content of an expression. 
(Hjelmslev 1963: 48-49). 
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understanding of how thoughts, or ‘meanings’, are organised in grammatical 
systems.  

In a system of ‘reflexive’ pronouns, what we come to characterise as the 
meaning of the forms that instantiate that system will be a characterisation of the 
systemic opposition that obtains within that system. Since the number of distinct 
forms within a system is directly dependent8 on the action of these oppositions, 
by analysing the distribution of these forms we will be able to work back to the 
nature of the oppositions that are operative within the grammatical system. 
However, grammatical systems that display two distinct forms, for example the 
Swedish system instantiated by the ‘reflexive’ pronouns sig:sig själv, and the 
Polish się:siebie[+ case inflection] alternation, will necessarily be different from a 
system that does not display these alternations, e.g., English PRON[Dat./Gen.]self. 
Thus, when analysing these languages we should keep our eyes open to the 
different oppositions that are operational within these grammatical systems. 
Note, however, that this standpoint does not make the comparison of different 
languages impossible. Just because it is suspected that different languages 
demonstrate different systems of oppositions, this may not always be the case. 
This is an empirical question. Furthermore, even though it may be revealed by 
close investigation that different languages encode different systems of 
opposition, we can still gain insight into how humans employ language to 
communicate with each other, and, furthermore, what is communicated. 
However, this anticipates the discussion in the next section. 

Moving on from how linguistic signs are organised in systems (as 
assumed in this thesis), we will now consider the Peircian conceptualisation of 
the sign and how the Peircian semiotic can be employed in coming to an 
understanding of grammatical categories and the forms that instantiate these 
categories, including the so-called ‘reflexive’ pronouns. 

2.3 Peirce and the sign 
In this section I will briefly present and discuss a number of observations made 
by Charles S. Peirce concerning signs and their operation. I will then comment 
on a particular paradox that this construal of the sign presents to the linguist who 
has the goal of representing the meaning of linguistic signs. To start with, let us 
consider the following definitions of the sign: 

I define a Sign as anything which is so determined 
by something else, called its Object, and so 

                                                 
8 The claim that the number of forms within a system is directly dependent on 
the action of the oppositions within that system may be somewhat simplified in 
the light of the following quote: 

But Language is a system of interdependent terms in 
which the value of each term results solely from the 
simultaneous presence of the others. (Saussure 
1915: 114). [my emphasis, RR]. 
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determines an effect upon a person, which effect I 
call its Interpretant, that the latter is thereby 
immediately determined by the former. (Peirce 
1908, quoted in Odgen and Richards 1953: 288). 

A sign […] is something which stands to somebody 
for something in some respect or capacity. It 
addresses somebody, that is, creates in the mind of 
that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more 
developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the 
interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for 
something, its object. It stands for that object, not in 
all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which 
I have sometimes called the ground of the 
representamen. (Peirce 1931-58:2.228). 

The above view of the sign differs somewhat from Saussure’s two level 
representation of the sign as a connection between a signifiant and signifié. In 
fact it is a three level representation. For Peirce, the sign is to be understood as 
being composed of three different things. Firstly, we have the manifestation of 
the sign, which we will call the sign’s signans. Secondly, we have the object, or 
signatum of the sign. This is what the sign stands for, its meaning. Thirdly, we 
have the effect of the sign on some human interpreter; its interpretant.9 These  

                                                 
9 Note also the following: 

As is well-known, Peirce’s phenomenology 
involves a movement from basic impressions to 
general rules, distinguishing three categories of 
being – possibility, actuality, and generality – and 
three aspects of representation – the sign itself, the 
object and the interpretant. Signs stand for objects, 
which they represent as something new, as 
interpretants. Put another way, signs are that which 
we perceive or conceive; objects are that which 
signs presuppose knowledge of in order to inform 
[…], and interpretants are the interpreting thoughts 
(or actions) associated jointly with a sign and its 
object. (Battistella 1999: 87). 
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three aspects can be graphically represented as below in Figure 1.: 
 
   signatum 
 
 
 THE SIGN:      signans……………………… interpretant 
 
FIGURE 1. The semiotic triangle.  
 
In the present study, a linguistic sign, for example an instance of some part of a 
pronoun system, is phonologically (or orthographically) expressed by a 
particular signans. The signatum is what is expressed by the signans. The 
signatum can be characterised as being ‘the cognitive feature’ (Andersen 
1991:20) that is associated with a particular signans, independent of the 
co(n)text in which the signans is used. This is the structural property of the sign 
and is understood as being the content of an expression should the sign be a 
linguistic sign. The interpretant can be described as ‘the idea to which a sign 
gives rise’ (Buchler 1955:99) when the sign is used (in a particular context). The 
interpretant can be thus considered to be the functional property of the sign. 

The above representation of the sign is a useful heuristic in coming to 
terms with the action of signs and, perhaps more importantly, in delimiting their 
structural aspects from their functional aspects.10 However, we should keep in 
mind that just as the sign is a representation for something other than itself, since 
the signans stands for its signatum, the above representation is merely a type of 
signans which stands for some signatum. What interpretant obtains in the mind 
of the reader is to some extent dependent on the reader. Peirce himself was 

                                                 
10 A similar sentiment is expressed in the following quote where the irreducible 
dichotomy between signans and signatum can be understood as being similar to 
the irreducible relationship between the emic and etic levels of representation: 

A phoneme is no doubt an abstract position within a 
system, and it acquires its value only because of the 
other phonemes to which it is opposed. Yet for an 
“emic” unit to be recognised, it must be formulated 
somehow as “etic”. In other words, phonology 
builds up a system of oppositions in order to explain 
the functioning of a number of phonetic presences 
which, if they do not exist prior to the system, 
nonetheless are associated with its ghost. Without 
people uttering sounds, phonology could not exist, 
but without the system postulated by phonology, 
people could not distinguish between sounds. One 
cannot speak of a form (of the expression or of the 
content) without presupposing a matter and linking 
it immediately (neither before nor after) to a 
substance. (Eco 1984: 23). 
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aware of the potential infinite recursion, and ultimate circularity, of 
representations of representations when one engages in a discussion of the 
workings of signs: 

The meaning of a representation can be nothing but 
a representation. In fact, it is nothing but the 
representation itself conceived as stripped of 
irrelevant clothing. But this clothing never can be 
completely stripped off; it is only changed for 
something more diaphanous. So there is an infinite 
regression here. Finally, the interpretant is nothing 
but another representation to which the torch of 
truth is handed along; and as representation, it has 
its interpretant again. Lo, another infinite series. 
(Peirce 1931: I.171). 

If we agree with the above, that a sign can potentially generate an infinite 
regression of representations of meanings, then the linguist should be aware that 
any representation of the meaning of a linguistic sign will have itself its own 
meaning. This meaning will not be exactly the same as the meaning of the 
linguistic sign whose meaning was to be represented in the first place, since the 
representation of the meaning of the sign under analysis will never be (merely?) 
an exact copy of that sign. But since we can not make an omelette without 
breaking eggs, I will of course make representations of meaning in this study.  

The paradox lies in the fact that even though I will try to present a 
representation of the meaning of a linguistic sign, the representation that is 
offered will not be a representation of the linguistic sign under investigation. 
Rather, the representation of the meaning of the linguistic sign will represent its 
own meaning, which, given the perspective outlined above, is something 
different from the linguistic signs under investigation. 

2.4 Identifying a meaning 
In this section, I share with my reader a number of claims concerning the nature 
of the meaning that I wish to pursue in connection with the ‘reflexive’. The task 
set before us is to give a characterisation, or statement, of the meaning of a 
number of different linguistic signs. The first point to observe is that the 
meaning (signatum) of a linguistic sign is hardly ever immediately apparent to 
the linguist.11 What is apparent to all speakers of a language, however, are the 
possible interpretations of the linguistic signs, or the effects different linguistic 
signs may have upon them.  

                                                 
11 Cf. ‘meanings are not directly observable’ (Noël 2003: 757). We might then 
surmise that if we do come to directly observe something in connection with a 
sign, it is most likely not its meaning. 
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[T]he notion of word meaning is much more 
complicated than it might appear even at second or 
third glance. More specifically, I will claim that (at 
least) two aspects of meaning are to be 
distinguished that are organized according to 
independent, though interacting principles: 
Semantic structure, determined by the rules of 
language and thus pertaining to the realm of tacit 
linguistic knowledge; Conceptual structure, based 
on rules in terms of which mental representations of 
the world are built up. (Bierwisch (1981: 341) 
quoted in Ruhl (1989: viii)). 

We should be very careful not to confuse these ‘two aspects of meaning’, 
‘Semantic structure’ and ‘Conceptual structure’, with each other. The semantic 
structure of a word (or morpheme) is the purely linguistic aspect of the word’s 
meaning. We might say that this meaning is what determines the word’s position 
in the linguistic system, ‘based on the rules of language’.  

Conceptual structures, on the other hand, are the thoughts we entertain 
concerning the world we live in. Contribution is made to the building up of these 
conceptual structures by linguistic semantic structures, but since our mental 
representation of the world is built up of information that is not purely linguistic 
information (for example, we constantly receive information via different 
modalities such as tactile sense, taste and vision, and even memories of the 
same), a description of a conceptual structure will not serve as a description of a 
linguistic system. Confusing these two separate levels would be tantamount to 
confusing a stimulus to action and the action thus stimulated: 

To develop its meaning, we have, therefore, simply 
to determine what habits it produces, for what a 
thing means is simply what habit it involves. Now, 
the identity of a habit depends on how it might lead 
us to act, not merely under such circumstances as 
are likely to arise, but under such as might possibly 
occur, no matter how improbable they may be. 
What the habit is depends on when and how it 
causes us to act. As for the when, every stimulus to 
action is derived from perception; as for the how, 
every purpose of action is to produce some sensible 
result. Thus, we come down to what is tangible and 
practical, as the root of every real distinction in 
thought, no matter how subtle it may be; and there 
is no distinction of meaning so fine as to consist of 
any thing but a possible difference in practice. 
(Peirce 1982 (W 3: 265), quoted in Parmentier 
1997: 3-4). 

A similar two-level system of meaning is described by Guillaume below. His 
distinction between the two levels is based on the desire to give proper attention 
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to linguistic systems and not merely to the different interpretations that forms 
can give rise to: 

Up to now, morphology has focused on the 
contextual meaning of forms, and to all intents and 
purposes has neglected their systemic meaning: the 
systemic point of view has not found favour, both 
its existence and its importance being ignored by 
most linguists. The real reason why morphology has 
taken no notice of the fact that before forms take on 
a contextual meaning in discourse they have a 
permanent12 systemic meaning in tongue, is that 
linguistics has remained oblivious to systems. 
(Guillaume 1984: 81). 

The claim here is that the different contextual meanings of different morphemes 
in discourse are something quite different from the morphemes’ ‘permanent 
systemic meaning in tongue’. Note again that a characterisation of ‘the 
contextual meaning of forms’ will not be a characterisation of the systemic (i.e., 
linguistic) meanings of those forms.  

This view on linguistic meaning is shared by several present-day 
linguists, including Tobin, who takes a ‘sign orientated structural semiotic point 
of view’ in defining language (Tobin 1990: 35)13. According to this viewpoint, 
‘the invariant meaning of a linguistic sign motivates its distribution in language.’ 
(Tobin 1990: 49). What this viewpoint then offers is a mode of explanation for 
why different linguistic signs have different distributional properties in 
language. In this framework, the systemic meanings of signs motivate (not 
determine) their syntactic distribution. 

This semiotic point of view, furthermore distinguishes between invariant 
meanings and ‘syntactic functions’: 

The dichotomy between the invariant meaning of a 
linguistic sign versus its inferred contextual 
messages and syntactic functions […], is the most 
basic Saussurian and, therefore, semiotic axiom. 
(Tobin 1990: 69). 

Thus, there is an appreciation that one and the same linguistic sign can perform 
different syntactic functions (or at least be found in different syntactic ‘slots’ if 
one so wishes). This is quite an uncontroversial observation of course, but it is 
significant to note that an invariant meaning in langue is not in a one-to-one 
relationship with its inferred contextual messages and syntactic functions in 
parole: 

                                                 
12 The term ‘permanent’ in this context should be understood as referring to the 
synchronic system.  
13 See Andersen (1992) for a review of Tobin (1990). 
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The primary theoretical task of the semiotic or sign-
orientated linguistic schools is the postulation of the 
invariant meanings of linguistic signs and to try to 
explain how these invariant sign meanings are 
exploited by human beings to communicate specific 
discourse messages. In other words, the goal of 
semiotic or sign-oriented linguistic research is to 
create a scientific model which will bridge the gap 
between the abstract ‘system of systems’ shared by 
a community of speakers (langue) and the concrete 
realization or enactment of that abstract code by 
individual speakers and writers (parole). (Tobin 
1990: 72).  

What is in a direct relationship, however, is the relationship between expression 
and the content of an expression: 

An expression is expression only by virtue of being 
an expression of content, and a content is content 
only by virtue of being content of an expression. 
(Hjelmslev 1963: 48-94). 

In this thesis, Hjelmslev’s claim above will be taken as another ‘semiotic axiom’ 
(Tobin 1990: 69). Thus, given two different sentences, if a difference in 
expression is observed, then it follows that a difference in content is present, and 
vice versa14. Note that the content of an expression is not the same as an 
interpretation of an expression. The content of an expression is determined by 
the linguistic meaning of its component parts. What that content expresses are 
the thoughts or wishes, and so on, of the person who uttered that sentence, but 
the content of an expression is not identical to the person’s thoughts or wishes. 
This explains why the relationship between expressions and the 
thoughts/interpretations that they give rise to is many-to-many. Just as a 
particular form (with its particular content) can give rise to different 
interpretations, different thoughts and interpretations can be expressed in 
different forms as noted by the following Norwegian philosopher: 

Olika satser kan uttrycka samma påstående, och en 
och samma sats kan i olika sammanhang uttrycka 
olika påståenden. (Næss 1959: 3). 

                                                 
14 What further follows from this is that no perfect synonyms exist in a language. 
Just because two different expressions can be captured by the same paraphrase 
does not provide evidence for synonymy because before one can supply a 
paraphrase for two expressions, one has to interpret those expressions. Thus, a 
paraphrase will paraphrase the interpretation of an expression and not its 
meaning. 
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[Different sentences can express the same 
statement, and one and the same sentence can in 
different contexts express different statements.] 

A similar sentiment is expressed in the following quote: 

Every normal child will learn very soon that it can 
use various symbols to express the same wish or 
thought. (Cassirer 1944: 37). 

An excellent summary of certain views concerning the relationship between 
linguistic expression and linguistic content is supplied by Heringer (1978: 1): 

The character of the relation between expression 
and content has been widely discussed in linguistics. 
This is particularly true of the problems of the one-
to-one relation and its ‘conventionality’: both are 
closely associated with the type of theory 
presupposed. If one assumes that one expression can 
express several contents (polysemy or homonymy) 
while still remaining only one sign, then the 
assumption seems to be that one can distinguish 
contents without using differences in signs or 
expressions. This seems to be possible only if these 
contents do not depend on language. But the 
assumption that contents do depend on language 
leads us to postulate a one-to-one relation between 
expression and content. (Heringer 1978: 1).  

Note Heringer’s observation that if the linguist assumes that he ‘can distinguish 
contents without using differences in signs or expressions’ then the linguist has 
constructed a view of ‘contents’ which includes extra-linguistic aspects, i.e., in 
some way ‘these contents do not depend on language’. This assumption is 
expressly avoided in this thesis. 

Turning now to the content of an expression, we will adopt the view that 
it is compositionally composed in terms of the content of its constituent parts. In 
contrast to this, it will be argued that that which is expressed by a particular 
content is not strictly compositional (see section 2.8 below).  

In terms of stating the content of a linguistic sign, the word ‘content’ is 
somewhat unfortunate despite its obvious metaphorical import. The meaning of 
a word is not ‘contained’ in the word, but rather, the meaning of a word is to be 
found in the semantic domain through which oppositions are active in 
distinguishing one word from another. In fact, what should be of interest to the 
linguist are not the words themselves (they are mere forms) but the synchronic 
relationships that hold between the words in a system. The following definition 
of structuralism confirms these claims: 

[A] linguistic or cultural system is a system of 
relations between features that define structured 
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inventories of material signifiers. The system is not 
made up of the signifiers themselves, but rather is 
made up of the relations that define the system. 
(Battistella 1990: 13). 

With these points in mind, we might think that it is impossible to analyse a 
linguistic sign in isolation from its system, since the meaning of the linguistic 
sign is a function of the system of oppositions (‘differences’ in the quote given 
below) operative in the system within which the linguistic sign is to be found.  

Whether we take the signified or the signifier, 
language has neither ideas nor sounds that existed 
before the linguistic system, but only conceptual 
and phonic differences that have issued from the 
system. (Saussure 1915: 120). 

Removing the sign from the system in which it is found effectively eliminates 
all possibility of establishing the dimensions of opposition which are relevant to 
that sign, and thereby undermines the linguist’s task of characterising the 
meaning of the linguistic sign. Thus, whilst I am in agreement with almost all of 
the following quote, I do not agree with its first sentence: 

The invariant meanings of linguistic signs in 
isolation can be characterized by a semantic concept 
or set of concepts called a semantic substance or a 
semantic domain. If more than one sign can be 
characterized by the same semantic substance, these 
signs are in an oppositional relationship of value in 
their categorization of that semantic domain. When 
the invariant meanings of a set of signs taken 
together exhaustively classify a semantic substance, 
this is called a grammatical system. Each 
grammatical system has both an internal and 
external structure. (Tobin 1990: 80). 

As soon as a linguistic sign is consciously isolated from its system, it ceases to 
be a linguistic sign since the structured interrelationships which are necessary in 
giving linguistic signs value are no longer operative. As Newmeyer (1996:26) 
puts it: ‘at the heart of language lies a structured interrelationship of elements 
characterisable as an autonomous system’. Remove the sign from the system and 
the heart stops beating. 

The ‘internal and external structure’ of a grammatical system is made 
apparent to the linguist through its paradigmatic substitutional and syntagmatic 
combinatorial properties. It is these aspects of the linguistic sign that have to be 
explored by the linguist so that the relevant dimensions of opposition ‘come to 
the surface’, as it were.  

Finally, I wish to make clear that the ‘internal and external structure’ (or 
at least a characterisation of the same) constitute the identity of a particular 
grammatical system. If we compare two grammatical systems in two different 
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languages and we come to observe that the internal and external structure of 
these two grammatical systems are not the same, then the conclusion I draw in 
this thesis is that the forms that constitute these grammatical systems are not 
equivalent forms, i.e., they do not share the same ‘identity’ and as such cannot 
serve as grounds for postulating a substantive universal. 

2.5 Concerning arbitrariness 
At this point of the discussion of the theoretical framework adopted in this 
thesis, we now return to Saussure’s statement that: 

The bond between signifier and the signified is 
arbitrary. (Saussure 1985: 37). 

What I wish to do here is make explicit what consequences this statement has in 
a cross-linguistic investigation of the ‘reflexive’. 

When making a cross-linguistic investigation into a particular linguistic 
phenomenon the first thing one needs to establish is whether the forms in the 
different languages under investigation are actually comparable. I anticipated 
this problem somewhat in the previous section, but it needs to be explored 
further so that the claims and results of the investigation presented in this thesis 
can be evaluated.  

The point of departure in the present investigation is the observation that 
in a large number of languages (see section 6 in particular), distinct linguistic 
signs are employed in constructions that are variously interpreted as ‘reflexive’, 
‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’, ‘anticausative’ and so on. The similarity in the range of 
interpretations in these different languages can not be ignored as being merely 
co-incidental. The conclusion that we draw in the present investigation is that 
these different interpretations (read conceptual structures) can be associated in 
terms of commonalities with respect to the meanings (read semantic structure) 
in the individual languages.  

However, it would be unfounded to claim that the forms that instantiate 
these meanings are equivalent across the different languages merely because 
there exists an overlap in the different interpretations that can be associated with 
these forms. What determines the meaning of a form is the action of the 
oppositions that are operative within the language system. The meaning of a 
form in one language is in no way a priori be said to be dependent on the 
oppositions operative in another language. 

Consider Gil’s (2001) investigation into the meaning of the morpheme 
sendiri in Riau Indonesian where he argues that sendiri is not a ‘reflexive’ form 
(as is commonly assumed in Riau Indonesian grammars), but is, instead, a 
‘conjunctive operator’. In the following quote, he takes up a position somewhat 
similar to that I have suggested above.  

Just because a certain expression translates into a 
reflexive construction in English does not mean that 
the expression is itself a reflexive construction in its 
own language. Rather, each apparent instance of a 
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reflexive form must be examined on its own terms, 
in order to determine whether it is indeed a reflexive 
anaphor, or perhaps some completely different kind 
of construction. This is true both for different forms 
within the same language, and for different forms in 
different languages. (Gil 2001: 106). 

Thus, translation equivalents can not serve as basis for the claim that two 
expressions in two different languages are structurally the same. When Gil states 
that ‘each apparent instance of a reflexive form must be examined on its own 
terms’ we are exhorted to examine the system within which the ‘reflexive form’ 
is found. So, we might build on what Gil claims by adding ‘…on its own terms 
[in the language system in which it is found]’. 

Another linguist who maintains that there is a distinction between the 
meaning of a form and the interpretation that a form may give rise to is 
Gerritsen. In her study of Russian ‘reflexive verbs’ she claims that: 

A consequence of the working hypothesis of a one-
to-one relation between meaning and form is the 
distinction between meaning and interpretation, as 
the latter is not tied to a separate form. 
Interpretations are derived from the sum of 
meanings as well as contextual and extra-linguistic 
factors. (Gerritsen 1990: 2).15 

Note that it is quite correctly stated that interpretations include ‘extra-linguistic 
factors’. An important series of entailments falls out from this statement. Firstly, 
in the same spirit as Guillaume (1984: 81) quoted earlier, we are informed that 
the proper focus of a linguistic investigation should be on the meaning of a form 
(for Guillaume this is the ‘systemic meaning’ of a form) since interpretations, by 
their nature, include extra-linguistic information. Extra-linguistic information, of 
course, lies outside the linguistic system proper. Consequently, statements that 
concern sets of utterances that share a similar interpretation will be statements 
                                                 
15 A similar view is held by Ruhl (1989): 

In this book I argue for monosemy; I claim that 
current linguistic theories accept too uncritically the 
conclusion of dictionaries that words in general 
have multiple meanings. I argue that words 
contribute much less to meaning than usually 
supposed; the apparent lexical meaning of a word 
includes in a large part a contribution of contextual 
factors, both linguistic and extralinguistic. Factoring 
out contextual meaning, we find that some words 
have a single, highly abstract meaning; other words, 
referring to highly diverse realities, represent the 
unity of that diversity. (Ruhl 1989: vii). 
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concerning interpretations, and thus will not be statements that address the 
linguistic system per se, but rather the results of the action of the linguistic 
system and the interaction of contextual and other extra-linguistic factors. If the 
linguist has set herself the task of making statements about a particular linguistic 
system, then a method must be established so as to strip away the contextual and 
extra-linguistic factors that have come to play a role in the interpretations that 
are apprehended by the linguist. 

The above-mentioned idea that statements that concern the linguistic 
system should not include extra-linguistic information is echoed by the 
Generativist claim that different syntactic constructions are epiphenomenal to 
universal principles of grammar. A construction is a by-product of the 
application of universal syntactic principles; the same principles that are shared 
by other constructions. Since it is possible (in fact desirable for economy-driven, 
theory-internal reasons) for the Generativist to postulate syntactic principles that 
are found in more than one ‘construction-type’ in a particular language, we 
cannot state that a construction is ‘particular’ with respect to another since they 
may well be but manifestations of one and the same syntactic constraint/process. 
Ideally, if there is no syntactic principle that is unique to a particular 
construction, then no individual construction per se can take on any central 
theoretical significance.  

In the present semiotic account, no one interpretation will be regarded as 
‘particular’ with respect to another interpretation of the same linguistic sign in 
the synchronic system. In a sense similar to what has been claimed above, we 
might say that the different interpretations assigned to one and the same 
linguistic sign are epiphenomenal to that linguistic sign. (Although my claim is 
made without the universalist assumptions which the Generativist holds, or may 
aspire to hold).  

Just as the notion of ‘c-command’ (Haegeman and Guéron 1999: 212ff) 
may be relevant to ‘passivization’, ‘raising’ and ‘question formation’ (and a 
number of other construction types) in the sense that the principle of c-command 
is common to the structural descriptions of all of these different constructions, 
then so is the meaning of a particular linguistic sign relevant to a structural 
description of the interpretations that this sign may give rise to. So, for example, 
we can present the analogy “‘passivization’, ‘raising’ and ‘question formation’ 
(etc): c-command :: ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’ (etc): the meaning of 
particular linguistic signs”. This should help the reader understand that just as a 
‘raising construction’ should have no special or central theoretical status over a 
‘passive construction’ or a ‘question construction’, then neither does a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation have a special or central theoretical status over a 
‘reciprocal’ or ‘passive’ interpretation.  

Thus, arbitrariness of the sign in fact allows the linguist to assume that if 
a particular range of interpretations, for example ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’ and 
‘passive’, can be associated to a particular linguistic sign in a particular 
language, be it an instance of inflectional or derivational morphology or an 
unbound word form, then those interpretations (should they be explicatures) are 
related in terms of a common meaning component in that language.  
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Looking at the situation cross-linguistically we can then come to 
characterize the different meanings that languages exploit in expressions which 
may be variously interpreted as ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’ and ‘passive’ and so on, 
as the case may be. However, we can not assume that the meaning component 
that gave rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation in one language is the same meaning 
component that is exploited in another language, even thought there may exist a 
non-random overlap in the range of interpretations that are available with respect 
to these two meaning components in the two languages. This is demonstrated in 
a number of different languages in chapter 6. 

2.6 The variant functional aspects of signs 
I stated above that the relationship between any particular signans and its 
associated signatum is an immediate one-to-one relationship. It is invariable and 
fixed in a synchronic system.16 Given this state of affairs, we must now account 
for the fact that the relationship between the linguistic forms we use in 
communication and the range of messages (interpretations) that we 
communicate is not a one-to-one relationship. Note too that we can not expect 
the frequency of correspondence between a particular form and an interpretation 
thereof to play a role in how we characterise that form in an interlinear gloss or 
in a grammatical description.17 Consider Taylor’s (1995: 262) insightful remarks 
anent the relationship between linguistic forms and the interpretations thereof. In 
summary, his observation is that, if an expression l is typically used to denote 
entity e, it does not follow that e will be typically be denoted by l, nor, if e is 
typically denoted by l, is it true that the typical use of l is to denote e.  

Thus, what is merely typical of a linguistic form, expression etc. need not 
be elevated to being criterial in establishing the actual relationship between it 
and what it denotes (or what it is interpreted as). This follows from the fact that 
an onomasiological perspective (moving from an interpretation to a form) can 
not be simply ‘reverse-engineered’ to produce results obtained when one adopts 
a semasiological perspective (moving from a form to an interpretation) and vice 
versa, since the procedures involved in the two perspectives are quite different. 
This is illustrated in the figures below which graphically present the non one-to-
one relationship between forms and interpretations: 

                                                 
16 The stress placed on synchrony above stems from the obvious fact that the 
child, when acquiring his language, has no acess to the diachronic or historical 
aspects of the relevant signs. 
17 Cf. Svartvik (1966), a statistical analysis of the relative frequency of the 
‘passive’ construction. 
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FIGURE 2a. The semasiological relation between a form and its interpretations. 
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FIGURE 2b. The onomasiological relation between forms and an interpretation. 

 
Before I remark on the different demands that Speakers and Hearers place on the 
linguistic system when they communicate, I will now very briefly consider the 
notions of synergy, context and modes of reasoning and indicate where they fit 
in with the semiotic approach to linguistic communication that is being outlined. 

2.6.1 Synergy 
Synergy must be understood as a potentiality. That is to say, its effects do not 
necessarily have to be realised at any given time. However, synergy can be 
considered as a mode of explanation for certain phenomena. One criterion by 
which we can evaluate synergetic action is the change of entropy within a 
system, such that the system exhibits a perceived increase in internal 
organisation thereby endowing the system more potency than the simple sum of 
the potencies of the entities found in the system. The results of synergetic action 
can be observed in the fields of physics, chemistry and economics. Tobin (1990: 
48) includes the notion of ‘synergesis’ in his semiotic approach to language 
systems and defines it as ‘the cooperative action of discrete agencies such that 
the total effect is greater than the sum of the discrete effects taken 
independently.’ The observation is that the interpretation one obtains of longer 
stretches of language is more that the simple sum of the individual meanings to 
be found in that stretch of language.  
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2.6.2 Context 
Secondly, I turn to the notion of context: a device often invoked by other 
linguists in their explanation of so-called variable word sense. In some way, it 
should be delimited and defined. It is important to note that in the present study, 
‘words do not get their meaning from the context’ (Hirtle 1989: 135-6). 

Two arguments can be brought to confute the idea that words get their 
meaning from the context. Firstly, if a word gets its meaning only in a context, 
then this entails that it must be devoid of meaning prior to its use in a particular 
context. But it makes no sense to suggest that ‘contextual meaning’ (clearly 
‘something’) is built up or emerges from the successive putting together a 
collection of ‘meaning-less’ entities. Were this so, then it suggests that we could 
use any word, in any context, to mean anything. But of course this is not the 
case. 

The second objection to the idea that words get their meaning from their 
context is based on concerns of explanatory adequacy for a theory of linguistic 
meaning. If we were to accept the idea that words do in fact get their meaning 
from their context, then all the linguist can do is make a list of all the contexts in 
which a word is found and mention the different interpretations he finds. But it 
seems that there are potentially many different interpretations of any one word 
since there are so many different contexts in which the linguist will find that 
word. All this boils down to is a description of the use of a particular word, and 
not an explanation. It seems that this approach precludes any possibility of 
explanation. This type of ‘analysis’ is exactly what Guillaume (1984: 81) 
criticised as the unwarranted focus on ‘the contextual meanings of forms’ which 
leads us to no insight of the system in which these forms operate.  

Returning to the notion of context however, it is traditionally understood 
as including features such as addressor and addressee, an audience (if present), 
topic, setting (place and time), code, message form, event, and purpose (Yule 
and Brown 1983: 38). However, when one considers the following definition we 
see an interesting contrast in the nature of the entities found to be relevant in 
terms of context: 

[Context is] the organism’s cognizance of 
conditions and manner of appropriate and effective 
use of messages. Context includes the whole range 
of the animal’s cognitive systems (that is, ‘mind’), 
messages flowing parallel, as well as the memory of 
prior messages that have been processed or 
experienced and, no doubt, the anticipation of future 
messages expected to be brought into play. (Sebeok 
1991: 29). 

Thus we see that the context does not simply include things that are perceptible, 
but rather states of knowledge; that is knowledge of certain conditions. Lyons 
(1977: 574) argues that the following are relevant to our theoretical 
understanding of the role of context: 
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i. knowledge of role and status (referring to the 
participants and their social status) 

ii. knowledge of spatial and temporal location (for 
the successful resolution of deictic expressions for 
example) 

iii. knowledge of formality level (interacting with 
point (i) above) 

iv. knowledge of the medium 

v. knowledge of appropriate subject matter 

vi. knowledge of appropriate province  
 (See also Levinson (1983: 23) for further 
discussion). 

In summary (see also Goatly 1997: 137), I propose that the following four points 
are relevant to our notion of context and it is from these domains information 
necessary for the interpretation of linguistic utterances stems: 
 
i. knowledge of the grammar of the language spoken (its systematic nature) 
 
ii. knowledge of the co-text and the physical situation in which the utterance 
occurs 
 
iii. cultural knowledge 
 
iv. knowledge that stems from the anticipation or expectation of further 
linguistic utterances from our interlocutors. 

2.6.3 Inference 
Finally, I will point out that there are a number of modes of reasoning that we 
may appeal to in characterising how we may move from a signatum to an 
interpretation of the same. What I wish to refer to here is the logical mode of 
reasoning known as abductive reasoning (Hoos et al 1993).18 Consider the 
following three well-known statements: 
 

All men are mortal  (LAW) 
Socrates is a man (CASE) 
Socrates is mortal (RESULT) 

 
Using these three sentences as a starting point, we may observe a number of 
different relationships that can be established between them. These three 

                                                 
18 See also Kempson (1977) and Kempson (1995) re. the use of inferential 
reasoning in the construction of interpretations. 
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different relationships are realised by three different modes of inference based 
on the status of the sentences (i) relative to the state of affairs to which they 
refer, and (ii) relative to each other. The mode of reasoning that I wish to discuss 
here is abductive reasoning. Inductive and deductive reasoning will not be 
commented on at length19.  

Abductive reasoning20, or the formation of a hypothesis, establishes or 
infers a CASE by taking some observed RESULT and applying some LAW 
such that when we observe that Socrates was mortal (he is dead) and that All 
men are mortal we abduce that Socrates is a man. It is important to note that this 
mode of reasoning is fallible since it is possible for us to link up an observed 
RESULT with the ‘wrong’ LAW and thereby come to a false conclusion  (in this 
example, the CASE may be false. For example, Socrates might well be a dog). It 
is this possibility of mis-matching a LAW with an observed RESULT which 
allows abduction to be a source of new ideas, explanation, and some aspects of 
creative human behaviour. This is a pre-eminently inferential process. 

With respect to human linguistic communication, the hypothesis 
proposed in this thesis is that inferential processes play a role in how we come 
to interpret linguistic signs. These inferential processes are necessary because of 
the semantic underdeterminacy that is employed in the linguistic code (see 
section 2.9). Given a particular linguistic sign in a particular context, the Hearer 
proceeds to construct a hypothesis (or perhaps a number of hypotheses) 
concerning how the linguistic sign is to be interpreted. Note Peirce’s (5.189) 
notion of abduction: 

The surprising fact, C, is observed 

But if A were true, C would be a matter of course 

Hence there is reason to suspect that A is true  

Once an interpretation obtains, the content of the linguistic expression can be 
employed as ‘a matter of course’ explanation with respect to that interpretation. 
It is in this way that the characterisation of the meaning content of a particular 
linguistic sign can be proffered as a mode of explanation with respect to the 
different interpretations that the linguistic sign may give rise to.  

[I]nduction proceeds from the data to the (tentative) 
law: we see that this piece of metal expands when 

                                                 
19 Inductive reasoning moves from an observed CASE and RESULT and 
establishes a LAW. Thus, if we are to hear that Socrates is a man and that 
Socrates is mortal and establish that All men are mortal then we have availed 
ourselves of inductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning establishes a RESULT 
from a LAW and a CASE such as shown in the syllogism given above. 
20 See also Lightfoot (1979: 349) and Andersen (1973) where abductive 
reasoning is seen as a potential source for linguistic change from a diachronic 
perspective. 
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heated and that piece of metal expands when heated 
etc., and thus we infer that all pieces of metal 
expand when heated. Deduction proceeds from the 
law and antecedent conditions to the fact: assuming 
the above-mentioned law and knowing that this 
piece of metal is being heated, we infer (= predict) 
that it will expand. Abduction proceeds from the 
fact to the law which is such that the fact can be 
deduced from it plus the antecedent conditions: 
when we see that this piece of metal has expanded, 
we explain this fact by appealing to the above 
mentioned law, which happens to be such that we 
can deduce the fact from it (once we additionally 
assume the existence of the relevant antecedent 
conditions, i.e. once we assume that this piece of 
metal has been heated). (Itkonen 1999: 160). 

Thus, we are informed that: 

Abduction […] is a composite process: its result is a 
law from which (plus the antecedent conditions) a 
fact can be deduced. Thus, abduction always 
contains deduction. Induction produces a pool of 
laws from which one is free to choose when one is 
going to perform abductive inferences. (Itkonen 
1999: 161). 

An example of how this mode of reasoning from the H(earer)’s perspective 
might look is given in the following syllogism (adapted from Keller 1998: 123-
124):  

- S(peaker) uttered U(tterance) 

- I assume that, in this place, uttering U serves, in 
certain circumstances, to let H know x, and that S 
knows this (and also knows that I know it) 

- Therefore, S wants to let me know that x 

In summary, the notions of synergy, context and abductive reasoning can be 
invoked in discussions of the explaining the difference between the meaning of 
linguistic signs and the interpretations that they give rise to.  

2.7 Signs and communication 
Placing this semiotic system in a community of Speakers and Hearers (the 
human social context) we can identify two opposing demands that are put on the 
linguistic system. Both demands are related to the notion of economy. Speakers, 
on the one hand, strive to use the minimum linguistic material necessary to 
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convey the thoughts that they wish to communicate. Over-encoding is thus 
avoided. Hearers, on the other hand, can be said to expect messages that are as 
explicit and as clearly encoded as possible. Successful communication exploits a 
co-operative balance between these two demands.  

The above-mentioned two opposing demands can be related to particular 
human factors, including human intelligence, human efficiency and human 
memory (Tobin 1990: 49). In terms of efficiency, the encoder expresses 
messages (evidence for possible interpretations) such that a single 
expression/form may be used in obtaining many different interpretations (see 
also Fig. 2a above). For the decoder on the other hand, there is a demand for 
maximally distinct forms that can be minimally mapped to a single 
interpretation. This is more economical for the decoder in that it demands less 
processing effort. Maximally distinct forms of expressions limit the range of 
possible interpretations which may arise in the mind of the decoder hence a 
reduced processing load. 

However, encoding and decoding is only a part of the communicative 
process. A proper treatment of linguistic communication as envisaged in this 
thesis, with respect to the above-mentioned semiotic characterisation of 
linguistic signs, demands that two modes of cognitive activity are operative; a 
process of en-coding and de-coding, and ostensive and inferential processes. 
These two levels are acknowledged by Sperber and Wilson in their work on 
Relevance Theory: 

According to the code model, communication is 
achieved by encoding and decoding messages. 
According to the inferential model, communication 
is achieved by the communicator providing 
evidence of her intentions and the audience 
inferring her intentions from the evidence. (Sperber 
and Wilson 1986: 24). 

As I mentioned above, abductive reasoning is a mode of inference that the 
audience can employ in inferring the communicator’s intentions. The distinction 
between what is encoded and what is inferred can be aligned with the distinction 
between the study of semantics and pragmatics in linguistic science, as 
suggested in the following quote where reference is made to ‘Gricean inferential 
processes’: 

Verbal communication is a complex form of 
communication.  Linguistic coding and decoding is 
involved, but the linguistic meaning of an uttered 
sentence falls short of encoding what the speaker 
means: it merely helps the audience infer what she 
means. The output of decoding is correctly treated 
by the audience as a piece of evidence about the 
communicator’s intentions. In other words, a 
coding-decoding process is subservient to a Gricean 
inferential process. (Sperber and Wilson 1986: 27). 
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In the present construal of the linguistic sign, a sign’s signatum is the ‘semantic’ 
aspect of the sign, whilst the interpretant is its ‘pragmatic’ aspect. The signatum 
falls within the structural domain of the sign in the sense that the signatum is the 
product of the system of oppositions that are operative in the linguistic system in 
which the sign is found. The interpretant falls within the functional domain of 
the sign in the sense that the interpretant is the use to which the sign has been 
put. The functional domain of the sign thus should include not only information 
such as the signatum of the sign, but also include ‘contingent aspects of context 
and common ground’ as referred to in the following two quotes: 

The SEMANTIC INVARIANT of a linguistic sign is the 
minimal meaning that is always derived from the 
signal regardless of the context in which it is used. 
(Enfield 2003: 84). 

The domain of PRAGMATICS concerns the process 
whereby meanings richer than the encoded 
conventional meanings of signs arise in real 
contexts. Pragmatic meanings are semiotically 
accessible and/or logically derivable, but are not 
semantically encoded. They include contingent 
aspects of context and common ground (things one 
knows, and things one can see and hear), on the one 
hand, and derived inferences on the other. Context 
and common ground constitute input for deriving 
inferences from encoded meanings. (Enfield 2003: 
84). 

Returning to Tobin, we can now appreciate his concern for the theoretical and 
methodological implications that a semiotic approach to language and its 
structure have on the distinction between semantics and pragmatics. 

The most fundamental and therefore perhaps the 
most ignored theoretical and methodological 
implications of the semiotic approach to language 
and linguistics are: 

rejecting all preconceived theoretical units and 
categories such as the sentence, the word, parts of 
speech, etc., in favour of the unique concept of the 
linguistic sign; 

maintaining the distinction between invariant sign 
meaning versus contextual sentence and discourse 
messages. (Tobin 1990: 72). 

In this thesis, I will assume that the study of the properties of linguistic signs, in 
particular their signata, are subject to the principles of organisation described in 
the Saussurian structuralist tradition. In particular I will explore the extent to 
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which it can be shown that signs take their value within the system from those 
other signs which they are not equal to. 

2.8 Compositionality, truth, and the semiotic approach 
The ‘Principle of Compositionality’ (Partee 1995: 313, see also Larson 1995: 
366, Levinson 1983: 191, and Ahrenberg 1995) is a commonly accepted notion 
in modern linguistics. The idea that the meaning of the whole is a function of the 
meaning of the parts and of the way they are syntactically combined is one of 
modern linguistic’s touchstones.21 In fact it is not a particularly new or 
controversial idea: 

Semantic atomism holds that “The sense of the 
whole is determined by the sense of its parts”. It has 
been the most popular view among illuminist 
philosophers from Hobbes right down to Montague 
(1970) and Scott (1970). (Bunge 1974: 171). 

However, certain problems and analytical complications arise when the notion 
of strict compositionality is adhered to too blindly. Consider the following 
sentences discussed in Palmer (1976: 137): 
 
(2: 1)  John smeared paint on the wall. 
 
(2: 2)  John smeared the wall with paint. 
 
(2: 3)  Bees are swarming in the garden. 
 
(2: 4)  The garden is swarming with bees. 
 
In these sentences, the entities denoted by the nominal expressions, John, paint, 
wall, bees and the garden, play the same semantic role in each pair of sentences. 
For example, John is the ‘Agent’ in both of the sentences in which it appears, 
and the garden is similarly the ‘Location’. However, Palmer points out that ‘the 
meanings of the [pairs of] sentences are not the same’ (Palmer 1976: 137).  
                                                 
21 Cf. also the ‘Fregean Principle’: 

[T]he meaning of a complex expression should be a 
function of the meaning of its parts. (Allwood et al 
1977:130). 

Compositionality can also be related, i.e., seen as a source of motivation, with 
respect to current claims about ‘iconicity’ in language. I do not address iconicity 
in this study. (See, however, Newmeyer 1992, 1998 for discussion of the 
relevance to linguistic theory of iconicity in language, and Sweetster 1999 for a 
discussion of how compositionality may be incorporated in a cognitive approach 
to language studies). 
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The difference between these pairs of sentences is in the alternation 
between the prepositions on/in v. with and a ‘partial’ v. a ‘complete’ meaning 
respectively. Now the question that is raised here is whether the alternation 
between ‘partial’ v. ‘complete’ are meanings that are encoded in the prepositions 
on/in v. with or whether they are inferred pragmatic interpretations. Strict 
compositionality would demand that they be encoded meanings (since ‘[t]he 
sense of the whole is determined by the sense of its parts’). However, if the 
‘partial’ v. ‘complete’ are meanings that are encoded in the prepositions on/in v. 
with, then we would expect that each and every time these prepositions are 
‘parts of a whole’, the meanings ‘partial’ v. ‘complete’ would be present. 
However, these meanings are not apparent in the following examples: 
 
(2: 5)  I asked her to stand on one foot. 
 
(2: 6)  Since I wrote down everyone’s name, I am quite sure when I say 

that in all, a grand total of five people attended the class.  
(2: 7)  Now that the boat has turned somewhat, I can see that we are sailing 

with the wind. 
 
Note too that the so-called meanings ‘partial’ v. ‘complete’ defeasible, as is 
demonstrated in these examples: 
 
(2: 8)  John smeared paint on the wall. He covered the whole wall in a 

matter of minutes. 
 
(2: 9)  John smeared the wall with paint. Fortunately the top part escaped 

untouched. 
 
(2: 10)  Bees are swarming in the garden. There is not a single flower that 

does not have a bee sitting on it. 
 
(2: 11)  The garden is swarming with bees. If you stand under the poison ivy 

you will be safe. 
 
I am not denying that there is a ‘partial’ v. ‘complete’ alternation to be observed 
in these sentences. The point is that one may wonder whether this is encoded in 
the prepositions that are used or whether this is something that is actually 
inferred. Strict compositionality on the other hand would lead us to analyse these 
meanings as encoded.22  

                                                 
22 Another area where the notion of compositionality and encoded meaning is 
somewhat confused is in discussions of idiomatic expressions. These 
expressions are considered formulaic, in the sense that one cannot change any 
part of the whole without the whole either becoming no longer idiomatic or 
merely nonsense. A typical example is to kick the bucket which is figuratively 
understood as ‘to die’. Thus we can not say to kick the painful bucket or to kick 
the bucket slowly and intend to be understood as referring to a painful death or a 
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Another example we might consider with respect to understanding 
compositionality is found in Finnish. The partitive case is employed to mark 
indefinite objects (there being no determiner system in the language), and thus 
contrasts with the accusative case which is used to mark definite objects. Note 
however that there is a high correlation of imperfective aspect (as an 
interpretation) and the use of the partitive case in Finnish. 
 
(2: 12)  Henry rakensi talon  
 Henry rakensi talon  
 Henry built house.ACC 
 ‘Henry built a/the house’ [‘resultative’] (examples adapted from 

Chesterman 1991: 92) 
 
(2: 13)  Henry rakensi taloa 
 Henry rakensi taloa  
 Henry built house.PART 
 ‘Henry was building a/the house’ [‘irresultative’]  
 
Now we can not reasonably say that the partitive case encodes imperfective 
aspect (since aspect is a verbal category not a nominal one) but we can explain 
the co-alignment of atelicity (a feature of LOW TRANSITIVITY, see Hopper 
and Thompson (1980), and my discussion in section 5.7) and a decrease in 
individuation of O in terms of the hypothesis posed by Transitivity theory. The 
point being that, since imperfectivity is also found on the LOW 

                                                                                                              
death that took some time to occur. Neither does they kicked the buckets refer to 
a multitude of deaths. The assumption is then that the expression is non-
compositional. 

Note too that, with this idiom, we can not change the order in which the words 
in the expression appear. Thus, it was the bucket that he kicked or the bucket was 
kicked by him are not understood as describing a death. However, as Ruhl (1989: 
154) has convincingly argued, highlighting the figurative nature of the 
interpretation of the idiom is no proof that the expression is not compositional. 
Neither does the observation of the impossibility of changing the word order in 
the expression offer proof that the expression is non-compositional.  

Firstly, we have expressions that are formulaic, in that the word order can not be 
changed, that are evidently compositional, as in men, women and children; 
knives and forks; King and Country. (Cf. ?children, men and women; ?forks and 
knives; ?Country and King). 

Secondly, we have compositional expressions that are figurative, such that the 
expressions are seen as metaphors or metonyms, but are not necessarily idioms: 
the blacks of South Africa rose up against their oppressors.  

Thirdly, we have expressions that are both figurative and whose word order can 
not be changed which are considered idioms, but on closer inspection are in fact 
compositional as in: come Hell or high water, (?come high water or Hell). 
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TRANSITIVITY side of the scale, as is non-individuation (or at least lowered 
individuation) of O, we can infer that the clause is imperfective by the presence 
of an O which is encoded as being low with respect to some or other Transitivity 
feature.  

Thus the overt co-variance of morpho-syntactic features which encode 
particular meanings found in the Transitivity-theoretic approach can be further 
exploited in terms of constructing a system of co-alignment of interpretations 
which may be inferred (via abductive reasoning) as being present, as long as the 
inferred interpretations are on the same side of the TRANSITIVITY scale as the 
original morpho-syntactic cues. 

Remaining with the issue of compositionality, we observe that many 
scholars have noticed that the principle of compositionality leads to problematic 
claims regarding what they would call the literal meaning of sentences and the 
notion of truth (or ‘truth value’). 

 One question that can be raised in the context of truth values is whether 
the information that is encoded in a sentence can serve as sufficient information 
for the Hearer to ascertain under which conditions that sentence is true or not, or 
whether the Hearer has to add further information to particular semantic 
structures before the truth value can be established.  

This is not a trivial question to ask, because the idea of ‘logical form’ 
(LF) plays a central role in modern linguistics. It is this level of structural 
representation that contains ‘only semantically interpretable features’ (Radford 
1997: 171).23 It is thus the level of representation that states ‘how the 
interpretation of a sentence (its truth conditions) is determined by the semantic 
properties of its component words […] and the sentence’s syntax […]’ (Radford 
et al 1999: 361). Apparently, this is the level of the proposition: the level against 
which truth conditions can be determined. (See also Bach 1964, 1989.) 

Returning to the semiotic characterisation of the linguistic sign discussed 
above, we see that claims about LF are claims about the structure of particular 
utterances, and apparently not about interpretations (as I have discussed earlier 
in this chapter) of utterances.24 (See also Heim and Kratzer 1998). However, this 
view leads to a number of serious difficulties.  

                                                 
23 See also: [T]he LF representation for a given expression must contain all and 
only those semantic features which determine linguistic aspects of the meaning 
of the expression […] (Radford 1997: 508). 
24 Note that in the following discussion of LF it is assumed that, from a cross-
linguistic perspective, all of the categories that are relevant at LF are universal. 
Hence the theoretical importance of this level of representation for linguists with 
universalist aspirations: 

En sats uttrycker alltid bestämda grammatiska 
betydelser, bl.a. genom förknippningen av subjekt 
och predikat (nexusrelationen) och genom de 
lexikala kategorier (ordklasser) och satsdelar som 
finns i satsen, men också genom sådant som modus 
och tempus. De grammatiska betydelserna är i LF 
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Establishing the truth conditions of an utterance may entail the 
calculation of pronoun referents/antecedents in a particular context, the 
calculation of deictic reference (including verb tense and its relation to the 
moment of utterance and demonstratives) in a particular context, the calculation 
of referents for proper names, and the resolution and reduction of ambiguity and 
vagueness. Note that these calculations involve processes and information that 
lie outside the linguistic system proper since they involve information that 
concerns the context of the utterance and assumptions about the interlocutors’ 
beliefs and worldview.  

Given this view (which is supported below by a number of references to 
other scholars), establishing the truth conditions of an utterance is a matter that 
falls within the domain of pragmatics and not semantics. With reference to the 
semiotic approach to linguistic signs, we would say that the truth value of an 
expression is a functional aspect of that expression and not a structural aspect. 

The claim that formal linguistic expressions are underspecified with 
respect to their propositional meaning/interpretation has been treated by a 
number of scholars, including Fauconnier (1994, 1997) and Turner (1991). This 

                                                                                                              
tillgängliga för minne och begreppsbildning. Dessa 
kognitiva processer är sannolikt lika för alla 
människor, varför en viss grammatisk betydelse bör 
representeras på samma sätt i LF oberoende av 
vilket språk det är fråga om. Eftersom det är de 
funktionella kategorierna som uttrycker grammatisk 
betydelse, följer att alla språk bör ha samma 
funktionella kategorier, ordnade på samma sätt. 
(Platzack 1998: 60).  

[A sentence always expresses particular 
grammatical meanings, using, amongst other 
things, the relation of a subject and a predicate 
(nexus relation) and by the lexical categories (word 
classes) and clause parts found in the sentence, but 
also by things such as mood and tense. The 
grammatical meanings in LF are available to the 
memory and the construction of concepts. These 
cognitive processes are probably the same for all 
people, which is the reason why a particular 
grammatical meaning should be represented in the 
same way at LF irrespective of which language is in 
question. Since it is the functional categories that 
express grammatical meaning, it follows that all 
languages should have the same functional 
categories, ordered in the same way.] 

The assumption above is that if two sentences from two languages share the 
same truth conditions, then these sentences share the same LF, and thus share 
the same ‘functional categories’. 
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claim also forms a central part of Sperber and Wilson’s Relevance theoretical 
approach to language: 

[S]emantic representations are incomplete logical 
forms, i.e. at best fragmentary representations of 
thoughts. (Sperber and Wilson 1986: 193).25 

Although not in agreement with the above-mentioned scholars on all points of 
their linguistic theory, Levinson (1989: 468) informs us that there are a number 
of philosophers that have held similar views on this idea of propositional 
underdeterminacy, including Strawson (1952) and Atlas (1979, 1989). He notes 
that ‘in the early 1980s a slow realization of the extent of contextual 
determination of propositional content has begun to dawn on all concerned with 
the theory of meaning.’ He also claims that the ‘contextual determination’ 
referred to above is not only related to the literal interpretations or explicatures 
of utterances but also related to non-literal interpretations: 

The idea that implicature might play a crucial role 
in the determination of the proposition expressed by 
an utterance (and thus in the circumscription of its 
truth-conditions) is not in fact new. Indeed, 
Jonathan Cohen (1971) in an early critique of Grice, 
pointed out that this might be an unavoidable 
consequence of the Gricean programme. But the 
real credit for maintaining this view consistently 
when it was least popular surely belongs to Jay 
Atlas (1977; 1979: 275-279; 1989: 146ff.). 
(Levinson 1989: 468fn). 

                                                 
25 A similar sentiment is expressed in the following quote: 

Language exhibits only partial compositionality: 
often if not always, the actual meaning of a complex 
expression is more elaborate than anything regularly 
derivable from the meanings of its component 
elements. It is therefore misleading to think of 
components as “building blocks” from which the 
meaning of the whole is constructed – their function 
is rather to evoke and symbolize certain facets of 
the integrated composite conception the speaker has 
in mind. Through general and contextual 
knowledge, the addressee can usually overcome the 
discrepancy between conventionally determined 
value and how an expression is actually understood. 
The gap is often substantial: the notions coded 
overtly may be quite limited compared to the 
implicit conceptual substructure providing their 
support and coherence. (Langacker 1996: 334). 
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On a similar note, we see that Chomsky has also expressed a similar view that 
‘[a]ctual interpretation in performance also involves extra-grammatical factors’, 
(Chomsky 1977: 30, in his remarks on the interpretation of generics). This view 
also concerns what we might call the problem of ascertaining the truth value of a 
sentence, and the reliance on non-linguistic information26.  

Note that from a Generativist point of view, distinguishing between how 
one ascertains the truth value of a sentence and reliance on non-linguistic 
information are seen as potential problems to delimiting a Generativist linguistic 
theory. Chomsky (1977: 40) discusses the important distinction between a 
theory of grammar (which linguists obviously pursue), a theory of belief (which 
lies outside the ambit of linguistics proper), and a theory of the interaction of the 
two.  

In contrast, we find linguists who claim that: 

We offer an […] account that argues that the 
meaning assigned to any utterance is radically 
underdetermined by the lexical items and the 
grammatical structures in which they occur. That is, 
sentential interpretation is largely the result of 
various cognitive/inferential processes and 
accessing appropriate world knowledge. (Tyler & 
Evans 2001: 741). 

What this claim, and the arguments supporting it, in effect does is that (in the 
context of linguistic theory) it removes the notion of truth from a domain that 
includes only aspects of linguistic structure to a domain where linguistic 
structure is necessarily placed in connection with language users’ beliefs and the 
use of language in particular contexts. In short, the relevance that truth 
conditions may have in discussions of linguistic structure is severely questioned, 
for example, in comparisons of different structures within one language or 
across different languages. Thus, the claim that two sentences, for example, 
John hit Mary and Mary was hit by John mean the same (in however fine or 
gross a sense) and that they may share the same truth conditions may be 
interesting. However, in this thesis, these observations will not form a point of 
departure in my attempt to construct a linguistically relevant discussion about 
these sentence types, and paradigmatic morpho-syntactic alternations that reveal 
structural relations between different sentences.  

2.9 Linguistic underdetermination 
In the previous section I outlined some of the consequences that pragmatic 
inference (assignment of proper referents, indexes for pronouns, time and place 
deixis, and so on) has in the role of determining the proposition expressed by an 
utterance. The claim was that, in terms of its purely structural aspects, 
expressions are underdetermined and, in fact, indeterminate with respect to the 

                                                 
26 This ‘problem’ is restricted to only synthetic sentences, not analytic sentences. 
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propositions they are to be associated with. This indeterminacy is related to both 
the grammatical aspects of the structure and to its lexical aspects. If the linguist 
is to compare the systems of two different languages then the linguistically 
relevant claims will lie at the level of structure and not at function. 

For example, in his classic study of the Russian genitive case and its 
‘Gesamtbedeutung’, Jakobson ([1936]1984: 72) came to characterise the 
structure of the genitive as an indication of ‘the limit of the referent’s 
involvement in the context of the utterance.’ Since he made his characterisation 
at the structural level of the linguistic system of Russian (contrast was made 
with the other case inflections in Russian) valid comparison could be 
subsequently made to the ‘English genitive’: 

The genitive may be analysed as marked for a 
feature of ‘limitation’ for which the direct cases 
[nominative and accusative, RR] are unspecified. 
The English genitive may be analyzed as being 
similar to the Russian genitive sketched by 
Jakobson (see chap. 2). The genitive signals the 
limitation of a referent’s participation. A genitive 
pronoun (or noun) is only involved in the verbal 
predication in so far as it is connected with the head 
noun that it modifies. (Battistella 1990: 74).27 

                                                 
27 This characterisation, whilst appreciating the indeterminacy of the meaning of 
the genitive, does still supply an informative and explanatory characterisation of 
the Russian genitive. This contrasts somewhat with the following 
characterisation, which in itself is somewhat indeterminate: 

The second type of vagueness is indeterminacy of 
the meaning of an item or phrase, where the 
interpretation seems itself quite intangible and 
indeterminate. Perhaps the most extreme example of 
this in English is the possessive construction – 
John’s book, John’s train, John’s sheets. […] In the 
face of this variety [the author supplies a number of 
different interpretations, RR] it seems clear that we 
can say little about the meaning of possessive 
constructions other than that there must be some 
relation of association between the ‘possessor’ and 
the ‘possessed’. The meaning is otherwise quite 
indeterminate. (Kempson 1977: 125). 

In the above quote, the claim seems to be that the interpretations of the 
possessive phrases are indeterminate. However, in this thesis, it is the meanings 
of expressions that are indeterminate with respect to the interpretations that they 
give rise to. The interpretations themselves are quite determinate and clear. It is 
upon these interpretations that the linguist exercises his power of judgement 
according to his linguistic intuitions. Recall that interpretations are enriched 
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In summary, the observation that Jakobson made was that each time the genitive 
case is employed in Russian, the meaning of the case inflection was present in 
the expression, whether it gave rise to interpretations of possession, bound 
partitives, or under negation (under the so-called Slavic ‘genitive of negation’). 
However, this meaning component did not constitute the whole interpretation of 
the sentences he considered. 28 The point however remains that in all of the 
different interpretations that obtain, they all share this one and the same 
component in its entirety and to the very same extent. 

The relation between the parts of an expression and the interpretations 
that an expression may give rise to has been considered by Langacker in his 
discussion of the school of linguistic thought known as ‘Cognitive Grammar’: 

Often (if not typically), the composite structure 
displays emergent properties not discernible in any 
component taken individually: it may be more 
precise or inclusive in its specifications, invoke 
another cognitive domain, or impose an alternate 
image (e.g. a different profile). Hence the 
component structures are best described, not as 
constituting the composite structure, but rather as 
categorizing certain facets of it and as motivating to 
some degree the form-meaning pairing it embodies. 
(Langacker 1991b: 5f.). 

Again we see a consideration of the difference between the semantic content, or 
structure of an expression, and its ‘composite structure’. The emergent 
properties that are associated with the composite structure, that is to say, the 
properties that can not be immediately explained in terms of the presence of a 
particular component in that structure, are then accounted for by the processes 
involved in moving from the signatum of a linguistic sign to an interpretans. 
These processes include abductive reasoning and the creation of metaphor and 
metonymy. (For additional discussion of the relationship between metonymy 
and grammar see Ruiz de Mendoza Ibáñez & Hernández 2001). 

An interesting Generative account addressing the mis-match between the 
semantic content of utterances and the interpretations that they give rise to can 
be found in Pustejovsky’s (1995) The Generative Lexicon, where he outlines his 
notion of ‘enriched composition’ (1995: 59). Here he claims that the conceptual 

                                                                                                              
conceptual structures, including information over and above the signata 
provided by linguistic structure.  
28 With reference to English, Sperber and Wilson (1986: 188), quoted in Taylor 
(1994), find it ‘hard to believe that the genitive is ambiguous, with as many 
senses as there are types of relationship it may be used to denote’. Without 
giving a clear characterisation of its structural properties they claim that 
possessives are ‘semantically incomplete’ (1986: 188) and proceed to argue that 
sentences with possessives have semantic representations that are ‘something 
less that fully propositional’, hence their notion of ‘enrichment’. 
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structure of a sentence may contain, in addition to the conceptual content of its 
lexical conceptual paradigms [LCPs], other material that is not expressed 
lexically, but must be present in conceptual structure either in order to achieve 
well-formedness in the composition of the LCPs into conceptual structure 
(‘coercion’ to use Pustejovsky’s term) or in order to satisfy the pragmatics of the 
discourse or extralinguistic context.  

Finally, the way the LCPs are combined into a conceptual structure is 
determined in part by the syntactic arrangement of the lexical items and in part 
by the internal structure of the LCPs themselves (Pustejovsky’s term is ‘co-
composition’). 

In the sections that follow, I invoke the notion of semantic 
underdeterminacy with respect to my analysis of morphemes traditionally 
glossed as ‘REFLEXIVE’, ‘RECIPROCAL’, ‘PASSIVE’ and so on. This will be a 
necessary move to make before we can come to some linguistically relevant 
characterisation of the structural properties of these morphemes. Before I 
address this problem and its implications for some of the current assumptions in 
modern linguistic reasoning, I will provide further support for the notion of 
indeterminacy by introducing several examples from the visual domain. 

2.10 Visual underdetermination 
In this section I will present a number of examples of simple drawings which are 
intended to exemplify in a particularly clear and striking way the difference 
between the signata of signs and the interpretans of the same. The discussion 
will be introduced with some thoughts on the notion of Gestalt and its relevance 
to the human apprehension and manipulation of signs, both visual and 
linguistic.29 

Gestalt reasoning has traditionally addressed (i) relationships between 
parts, and (ii) relationships between parts and wholes. The relationships are 
envisaged as the organisation of the whole, governed by particular laws, 
including the law of prägnanz: 

The word gestalt “has the meaning of a concrete 
individual and characteristic entity, existing as 
something detached and having a shape or form as 
one of its attributes” (Köhler 1929: 192). A gestalt 
is therefore a product of organization, organization 
is the process that leads to a gestalt. But as a 
definition this determination would not be enough 

                                                 
29 See also the discussion on the putative relationship between visual stimulus 
interpretation and linguistic interpretation, and similarities in the theories 
constructed to explain both phenomena in Boucher and Gold (2002). Note 
especially their interesting discussion of ‘computational vision’ and the ‘natural 
constraints’ that are employed to reduce the number of possible solutions to 
visual ‘problems’ (interpretations of visual scenes, p220ff), and references 
therein. 
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unless one implied the nature of organization, as it 
was expressed in the law of prägnanz, unless one 
remembered that organization as a category is 
diametrically opposed to mere juxtaposition or 
random distribution. In the process of organization, 
“what happens to a part of the whole, is determined 
by intrinsic laws inherent in this whole” 
(Werheimer 1925: 7). (Koffka 1935: 682-683). 

In this view, a grammatical category, for example a system of pronoun forms, or 
a particular inflectional category, can be seen as a gestalt. The constituent 
components of such categories would be assumed to be organized; organized in 
terms of a system of oppositions. It is an empirical question whether or not the 
content, or exact nature, of the system of oppositions in such a category would 
be non-random, but the Gestalt claim is that even if this were the case, the 
system of oppositions themselves (not the particular content of the oppositions, 
but the way the oppositions would be organised) would be subject to the laws of 
prägnanz: 

[T]o apply the gestalt category means to find out 
which parts of nature belong as parts to functional 
wholes, to discover their position in these wholes, 
their degree of relative independence, and the 
articulation of larger wholes into sub-wholes. 
(Koffka 1935: 22). 

Gestalt reasoning also makes claims concerning the synergetic, non-
compositional relationship between parts and wholes, as briefly discussed in the 
previous section: 

It has been said: The whole is more than the sum of 
its parts. It is more correct to say that the whole is 
something else that the sum of its parts, because 
summing is a meaningless procedure, whereas the 
whole-part relationship is meaningful. (Koffka 
1935: 176). 

With respect to the linguist and linguistic analysis, we can draw an obvious 
parallel between the whole-part relationships (in the visual dimension) and 
linguistic whole-part relationships. In my estimation, by exploring the analogy 
between a Gestalt-oriented discussion of the visual domain and extending it to 
linguistic categories, we achieve a mode of explanation which we can use when 
discussing the internal organizational properties of certain grammatical 
categories: 

[O]rganization depends upon the resulting form. Of 
several geometrically possible organizations that 
one will actually occur which possesses the best, the 
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most stable shape. This is, of course, nothing but 
our law of prägnanz. (Koffka 1935: 138). 

Moving now to the Necker cubes (Atlas 1989: 10) below, let us consider firstly 
the structural properties of the two drawings.: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

                  Figure A.                          Figure B. 

The first structural property we observe is that there are no differences in the 
length of the lines that make up the figures. Thus, there are no perspective cues, 
such as angled shadings, or a convergence of lines to a vanishing point. Despite 
this, the two figures can be viewed (interpreted) as a representation of two 
cubes. Furthermore, two very different perspectives seem to emerge with respect 
to these two cubes; although in tandem. The first perspective is where each cube 
projects such that the ‘front’ surfaces are seen facing up and to the left, and a 
second perspective is where the ‘front’ surfaces are seen facing down and to the 
right.  

The fact that both cubes are interpreted in parallel ways can be related to 
the law of prägnanz.30 By interpreting the two cubes as either projecting towards 

                                                 
30 Prägnanz is an overarching principle of interpretation of visual input. The 
overarching principle is supported by the following sub-principles of perceptual 
organisation: 

Proximity – entities that are close together are 
interpreted as being related. 

Similarity – entities that are perceived as being 
similar are thought of as being related. 

Good continuity – contours of smooth continuity are 
preferred over those of abrupt changes of direction. 

Closure – closed figures are preferred over open 
figures. 

Smallness – small figures are perceived as figures 
against a larger background (i.e. relative size). 
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the top left or the bottom right, ‘the most stable shape’ for the pair of diagrams 
obtains. Consider how difficult (i.e., unstable) it is to interpret the two diagrams, 
A and B, as cubes that project in two different directions.  

Partee’s definition of the Parallel Structure Effect, based on her 
observations that, in a syntactically conjoined structure, each conjunct is 
interpreted in a parallel way relative to its common context (Partee 1995: 334), 
now seems particularly relevant to relating certain properties of the visual field 
to that of linguistic structure. If we consider Figures A and B as being conjuncts 
and hence their parallel projections (and the lack of disjoint projections), we can 
indeed quite easily relate certain properties of the visual field to that of linguistic 
structure.  

To return to the diagrams however. I wish to point out that it does not 
make sense to say that the two different projections that obtain (separately) are 
encoded in the structure of the diagrams since all of the lines that are in the 
diagrams are of the same length. If a particular projection were encoded in the 
diagram then that projection and only that projection would be viewed.  

The question to ask now is: Since the projections are not in any way 
encoded in the diagram, where do they come from? Atlas (quoting Gombrich 
1969) answers this question by invoking the idea of ‘the Beholder’s share’. This 
is ‘the contribution made by the viewer in transforming the retinal image of a 
figure or picture into a presentation.’ (Atlas 1989: 17). Note that the diagram 
presents to the viewer something that can be viewed in one way or another, and 
that the projections thus viewed are limited in number (in this case there are 
two). Furthermore, the way the projections of A and B organize themselves 
when viewed together are subject to parallel interpretations only.  

When one of the diagrams is interpreted as having a particular projection, 
then the diagram with which it is conjoined is interpreted as having the same 
projection. This is a fact about the local context in which the second diagram is 
interpreted. Thus the context plays a role in how the diagrams are interpreted 
and the interpretation of one of the diagrams contributes to the context within 
which the other is interpreted. Note too that the structural integrity of the 
diagrams is in no way compromised by the fact that two different interpretations 
can arise with respect to the diagrams.  

Turning now to linguistic signs, we often see that one and the same sign 
can give rise to different interpretations. I now suggest that there is a similarity 
between how the drawings above give rise to more than one interpretation and 
the multiple interpretations that can be associated to particular linguistic signs. 
Secondly, we will consider the role of what is encoded with respect to the sign 
and interpretations of the same. 

                                                                                                              
Symmetry – symmetrical entities are perceived as 
figures against an asymmetrical background. 

Surroundedness – entities surrounded by others are 
perceived as figures. (Chandler 2001:151). 
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Consider, for example, the Swedish verbal inflection -s; the so-called 
passive-s form.31 It is found in a paradigmatic alternation, in the present tense32, 
with the –(e/a)r active inflection to the right of the verbal tense inflection. This  
-s form is found in sentences that give rise to a number of different 
interpretations which can be variously labelled as ‘passive’, ‘reflexive’, 
‘reciprocal’, ‘anti-causative’, ‘impersonal passive’, ‘transitive’, ‘potential’ and 
so on:33 

 
(2: 14) Ängen slogs fort. 
 äng-       en     slog-         s          fort  
 meadow-DET hit.PAST-PATH fast 
 ‘The meadow (was) mowed fast’ 
 
(2: 15) Kon stångas. 
 kon stånga-       s  
 cow butt.PRES-PATH 
 ‘The cow butts’, ‘The cow is a butt-er’ [i.e., can be characterised as 

one that butts]. 
 
(2: 16) Jag avundas honom. 
 jag avunda-      s          honom  
 I    envy.PRES-PATH him 
 ‘I envy him’ [note the transitive construction]. 
 
(2: 17) Efteråt serverades kaffe. 
 efteråt       server-ade-   s          kaffe  
 afterwards serve-PAST-PATH coffee 
 ‘Afterwards coffee was served’ [general activity interpretation]. 

                                                 
31 The same -s inflection is glossed as ‘reflexive’ by Klaiman (1991: 87), whilst 
the same morpheme is characterised as being ‘passiv’ [passive] by Wallin (1964: 
260, 273ff). See also Wessén (1965: 178) who calls it ‘mediala –s’ [middle –s], 
and Sundman (1987: 13) who discusses both ‘mediala och passiva s-former’ 
[middle and passive s-forms]. 
32 In the past tense, the following alternation may be observed:  

 tvättade-ø::tvättade-s 
33 The exact labels we assign to each of the example sentences is not crucial at 
this stage of the argument. The point to be made here is that quite different 
interpretations of the -s morpheme obtain in the different sentences. For the sake 
of consistency, and in the light of my discussion of Classical Greek in chapter 4., 
I will gloss this verbal suffix as PATH(os). 
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(2: 18) Det åts smörgås. 
 det    åt-            s          smörgås  
 there eat.PAST-PATH sandwich 
 ‘Sandwiches were being eaten’34  
 
(2: 19) Det jagades hare. 
 det    jag-  ade-     s         hare  
 there hunt-PAST-PATH hare 
 ‘Hares were being hunted’ 
 
(2: 20) Det fångas fisk. 
 det    fånga-          s          fisk  
 there catch.PRES-PATH fish 
 ‘Fish are being caught’ 
 
The last four examples I call instances of a ‘general activity’ in the sense that the 
object nominal in these constructions is understood as being non-specific. 
Although not idiomatic English, we might translate these sentences as some 
form of incorporated object construction: cf. Afterwards, there was a serving-of-
coffee, There was an instance of sandwich-eating, There was hare-hunting, 
There was fish-catching. Note too that the following sentences are not 
interpreted in a similar way: 
 
(2: 22) Efteråt serverades kaffet. 
 efteråt server-     ade-     s         kaff-    et  
 afterwards serve-PAST-PATH coffee-DEF 
 ‘Afterwards, the coffee was served’, ‘Afterwards, one served 

coffee’ 
 
(2: 23) Det jagades två harar. 
 det    jag-  ade-     s          två har-  ar  
 there hunt-PAST-PATH two hare-Pl 
 ‘Two hares were being hunted’ [non-specific reference]. 
 
(2: 24) *Det fångas de tre fiskarna. 
 det    fånga-          s           de    tre     fisk-arna  
 there catch.PRES-PATH DEF three fish-Pl.DEF 
 ‘The three fish are being caught’ [specific reference]. 
 

                                                 
34 This and the following two examples are taken from Wallin (1964: 280) who 
interestingly comments with respect to these three examples that ‘Dessa ord  
äger icke här någon konkret, åskådlig betydelse eller över huvud någon 
nämnvärd substantivisk innebord.’ [These words [we may assume he is referring 
to kaffe ‘coffee’, hare ‘hare’, and fisk ‘fish’, RR] do not have any concrete, 
visible meaning or any substantial content worth mentioning.]  
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(2: 25) Vi skall mötas klockan åtta. 
 vi   skall möta-       s          klockan     åtta  
 we shall meet.INF-PATH clock.DEF eight 
 ‘We shall meet at eight o’clock’ [‘reciprocal’].35 
 
(2: 26) Dörren stängs automatiskt. 
 dörr-en      stäng-          s          automatiskt   
 door-DEF close.PRES-PATH automatically 
 ‘The door closes automatically’ [‘anticausative’]. 
 
(2: 27) Dörren stängs av Jan. 
 dörr-en     stäng-           s         av Jan  
 door-DEF close.PRES-PATH of Jan 
 ‘The door is closed by Jan’ [‘passive’]. 
 
(2: 28) Hans fru vill inte skiljas. 
 hans fru vill inte skilja-            s   
 his wife will not separate.INF-PATH 
 ‘His wife does not want to get a divorce’ [‘reflexive’]. 
 
(2: 29) Jag avundas honom. 
 jag avunda-      s          honom   
 I    envy.PRES-PATH him 
 ‘I envy him’ [‘transitive’]. 
 
(2: 30) Boken säljs lätt. 
 bok-  en     sälj-           s         lätt  
 book-DEF sell.PRES-PATH easily 
 ‘The book sells easily’ [‘characteristic property’]. 
 
(2: 31) Skjortan stryks lätt.  
 skjorta-n      stryk-         s          lätt  
 shirt-   DEF iron.PRES-PATH easily 
 ‘The shirt irons easily’, ‘The shirt is easy to iron’ [‘characteristic 

property’]. 
 
In the above examples, we are faced with a number of different possible 
interpretations of constructions containing the morpheme -s as a distinctive 
formal feature, including the ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, and ‘passive’, to name but 
a few. Recall that the Necker cubes also gave rise to different interpretations 
                                                 
35 Other examples of predicates that can give rise to ‘reciprocal’ interpretations 
are: vi möttes, vi ses igen, de hjälptes åt, råkas, umgås, knuffas, gnabbas, retas, 
slåss, brottas, kyssas, talas vid, bytas om med varandra (Wessén 1965: 176-177) 
[‘we met’, ‘we will see each other again’, ‘they helped each other’, ‘meet’, 
‘socialise’, ‘push’, ‘argue’, ‘tease’, ‘fight’, ‘wrestle’, ‘kiss’, ‘talk to each other’, 
‘exchange with each other’]. 
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with respect to the projection of different surfaces being ‘in front of’ or ‘behind’ 
other surfaces. Note that this occurred despite the fact that no information 
concerning particular projections is in any way encoded in these drawings; all 
of the lines in the drawings are of the same length. If information concerning a 
particular projection was encoded in the drawing, then when we looked at the 
drawing, that would be the projection we would see. However, they are 
unspecified for depth since they are structurally indifferent with respect to 
perspective. This does not prevent us as viewers to entertain the idea of depth 
with respect to these images however. This is shown by our ability to talk about 
one plane surface being ‘in front of’ another. However, sufficient information is 
encoded in the drawings above to allow for the two different interpretations of 
the cubes. That information is what these two interpretations have in common.  

It is my claim that with respect to the Swedish verbal inflection, -s, and 
the different interpretations that obtain with respect to this morpheme, a similar 
state of affairs is present. The interpretations ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, and 
‘passive’ are not in any way encoded in the meaning of the morpheme since the 
morpheme is in no way particular or exclusive to any one interpretation. What is 
encoded in the morpheme is information that is sufficient to allow for the 
different interpretations of the sentence. Note that the co(n)text in which the 
morpheme appears also plays a role in establishing the interpretation that 
obtains. For example, in the following sentences two distinct interpretations 
obtain: 
 
(2: 32) Pojkarna slåss. 
 pojk-arna      slås-         s  
 boy- Pl.DEF hit.PRES-PATH 
 ‘The boys are pugnacious’  
or  
 ‘The boys are fighting (against each other)’ 
 
(2: 33) Hundarna bits. 
 hund-arna       bit-             s  
 dog-  Pl.DEF bite.PRES-PATH 
 ‘The dogs are biters’ [i.e., in the habit of biting people]. 
or 
 ‘The dogs are biting each other’ 
 
The particular interpretation of the two that actually obtains is dependent on the 
context of course. We might intend the first interpretation as a warning to our 
interlocutor not to go near the boys or dogs in question for fear that our 
interlocutor may be hurt. On the other hand, the other interpretation would be 
better suited to comment or report on some ongoing fighting or biting activity. 

If we can agree on the role of co(n)text, simply outlined above, then we 
should agree that the particular interpretation that obtains is then not determined 
by the -s verbal inflection itself. If this is the case, then it makes no sense to 
gloss the -s verbal inflection as the ‘passive’, ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’ and so on. 
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Returning to the visual domain we can similarly illustrate the action of 
context with respect to the interpretations that may obtain. In Figure C below 
there are six circles, exactly the same size, partially overlapped with each other 
across the same horizontal. This drawing can be interpreted as merely six 
circles, exactly the same size, partially overlapped with each other across the 
same horizontal of course (Koffka 1935). But there are two other different 
interpretations. The first is one where we see a pipe at an angle such that the 
opening to this pipe is on the right-hand-side of the drawing. The other 
interpretation is where the opening is on the left-hand-side. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  Figure C. 
 
By adding to the context in which this drawing is found, one interpretation 
becomes much more readily obtainable than the other. In Figure D below, the 
much stronger interpretation is that of a pipe with the opening facing the 
direction of the arrows to the left. 
 

 

 

 

Figure D. 

By merely changing the placement of the arrows, the interpretation changes to 
that of a pipe with its opening facing to the right, as in Figure E. 
 

 

 

 

Figure E. 
 

Note that just as the alternation in the two different angles of interpreted 
perspective (‘opening left’ and ‘opening right’) is dependent on the surrounding 
context of the Figures D and E, in an analogous way the alternation between the 
two interpretations ‘The boys are pugnacious’ and ‘The boys are fighting 
(against each other)’ mentioned above are dependent on the context in which the 
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Swedish sentence is used. Furthermore, recall that there are no particular 
structural aspects of the drawing in Figure C that encode one or the other 
perspective. Neither is it the case that both perspectives are encoded at the same 
time like a strange Maurits Cornelis Escher drawing.36 These perspectives are 
not encoded in the drawing since the six circles that constitute Figure C are all 
exactly the same size. Similarly, I adopt the standpoint in this thesis that the 
interpretations; ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’ and so on are not encoded in 
the semantic structures of the sentences that are presented in this study. 

The last drawings I will comment on are designed to demonstrate the 
effect certain aspects of structure may have on the observer. Observers can be 
mislead into thinking that certain aspects are encoded in a structure when they 
are in fact not. Consider Figure F below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure F. 
 
Most observers will interpret this figure as a white-bordered triangle lying on 
top of another white triangle (with a black border).37 This interpretation can be 
made even more pointed by adding the three circles as in Figure G: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
   Figure G. 

                                                 
36 ‘Famous in the 1940s and 1950s for his novel tessellations of the plane and 
realistic depictions of impossible scenes and infinite vistas.’ 
(http://users.erols.com/ziring/escher.htm). 
37 The inference that the drawings F and G contain a triangle with a black border 
(and not merely three V-shaped forms at different angles) can be related to the 
‘Factor of closure’ – ‘Closed areas seem to be self-sustaining, stable 
organizations […].’ (Koffka 1935: 151). The ‘stability’ that obtains in a triangle 
(instead of three seperate V-shaped forms) in turn can be related to the law of 
prägnanz which demands ‘unity, uniformity, good continuation, simple shape, 
and closure.’ (Koffka 1935: 171) [my emphasis]. 
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The observation to be made here is that in neither of these figures is there a 
white triangle encoded in the structure. Instead, the presence of a white triangle 
is inferred by the observer; (‘the Beholder’s share’ mentioned above). The 
particular inference that is made has been called a ‘Predictive hypothesis’ 
(Gregory 1986, quoted in Atlas 1989: 22). Note that abductive reasoning, 
discussed earlier in this section, is what Peirce called ‘hypothesis’. 

Abductive reasoning accepts a conclusion on the 
grounds that it explains the available evidence. The 
term was introduced by Charles Sanders Peirce to 
describe an inference pattern sometimes called 
‘hypothesis’ or ‘inference to the best explanation’. 
(Honderich 1955, entry in the Oxford companion to 
philosophy). 

Thus, we can again see parallels between the way we process and interpret signs 
in the visual domain and the abductive reasoning employed in the interpretation 
of linguistic expressions. Furthermore, we are now in a position to address the 
notion of linguistic ambiguity and polysemy usually associated with so-called 
‘reflexive markers’ (as claimed in Gaby (2001) and Geniušienė (1987), to 
mention but two studies).  

2.11 Linguistic polysemy and ambiguity 
The most frequent claim or standpoint adopted by scholars investigating the 
‘reflexive’ is that the various distinct morphemes identified in these studies are 
ambiguous or polysemous (see, for example, Abraham 1995: 12). One of the 
issues that I have attempted to address in this section is the question whether 
ambiguity or polysemy is something we can assign to the different morphemes 
under consideration. Does it make sense to say, for example, that the Swedish -s 
verbal inflection is ambiguous between the ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’ 
and so on? Is this morpheme polysemous, in that the ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, 
‘passive’ and so on are all meanings of this morpheme? 

A particularly enlightened answer to the question of linguistic ambiguity 
is given by Atlas who claims that when one is confronted with an expression 
that can give rise to several different interpretations, ‘[o]ne is reading meaning 
into the words, not reading meaning out of them’ (Atlas 1989: 26). He also 
claims that in the cases of the Necker-cube and ring drawings described above, 
‘a general symbol severally “presents” distinct “objects” but it is not ambiguous 
among them.’ (Atlas 1989: 21-22).38  

                                                 
38 Atlas also argues that the underspecification, or underdeterminism, found in 
language is an expected state of affairs when one considers the world of certain 
artistic representations and how they ‘naturalistically […] render a world 
rightly’: 

A symbol system, verbal or pictorial, if it is 
naturalistically to render a world rightly (Goodman 
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With respect to sentences traditionally considered as ambiguous, Atlas 
claims that such sentences are ‘sense unspecified, not ambiguous, between these 
interpretations; the meaning of the sentence is neutral between them. The 
meaning of the sentence is neither one nor the other.’ (Atlas 1989: 39).  

Taking the semasiological perspective, when we are faced with 
expressions that can give rise to different interpretations, we do not choose one 
interpretation over another in the sense that a number of different interpretations 
are available at the same time, and then they are chosen from. The interpretation 
that obtains is the interpretation that is constructed via inferential reasoning from 
the linguistic material that is present in the expression, and the context in which 
the expression is found. These ideas are supported by the following quote: 

In interpreting the utterances of sense-general 
sentences, we are not selecting from the readings of 
an ambiguous sentence: we are CONSTRUCTING from 
a definite but general sense and from collateral 
information a specific content. (Atlas 1989: 31). 

I will end this section on underdeterminism with an observation made by Gil 
(2001) concerning ‘underspecified meanings’ and ‘interpretations of sentences’: 

Riau Indonesian differs in many respects from 
Standard Malay/Indonesian. From a Eurocentric 
perspective, its most noteworthy feature is the 
pervasiveness of underspecification: the absence of 
obligatory overt grammatical expression for a wide 
variety of categories, including number, 
(in)definiteness, tense, aspect, thematic role, and 
ontological type. Consider, for example, a simple 
two word expression such as the following: 

(3)        Makan   ayam 

          eat          chicken 

          ‘An association of eating and chicken’ 

                                                                                                              
1978: 127-40), must contain representations that are 
unambiguous but “undetailed” (as Bennettt (1971) 
said of Locke), “sketchy” (as Bennett said of Locke, 
and Gombrich of Gainsborough), “unfinished” or 
“undetermined” (as Reynolds said of 
Gainsborough). They must have “nodal” meanings 
that are “dominant” (Gombrich) but not specific: 
that permit some concisions of sense and forbid 
others. (Atlas 1989: 22). 
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In the above sentence, ayam ‘chicken’ is unmarked 
for number and (in)definiteness, while makan ‘eat’ 
is unspecified for tense and aspect. In addition, the 
semantic relation between the thing word and the 
activity word is indeterminate: the chicken could 
bear any thematic role whatsoever, such as agent, 
patient, and so forth. Finally, the expression as a 
whole can be associated with any ontological 
category: it can denote an activity, for example ‘The 
chicken is eating’; a thing, for example ‘The 
chicken that is eating’; a time, for example ‘When 
the chicken is eating’; a place, for example ‘Where 
the chicken is eating’, and so forth. Sentence (3) 
thus has a single underspecified meaning, involving 
eating and chicken, associated with each other in 
arbitrary manner. Only in actual discourse is the 
range of possible interpretations dramatically 
reduced, by the context in which the sentence is 
uttered. (Gil 2001: 87). 

In the Saussurian structuralist/semiotic framework adopted in the present study, 
I will not assume that the meaning of a linguistic sign is to be immediately 
recognised as a particular function it may perform, or a particular interpretation 
that may obtain with respect to that sign. If we take the ‘reflexive’ as a 
functional whole, then the task at hand is to consider the role the linguistic parts 
(the individual linguistic signs) play in ‘belonging to’ this whole and to establish 
‘their degree of relative independence’ with respect to the whole. It is only then 
can we obtain to a characterisation of the linguistic system within which the 
individual signs are to be found.  

[T]o apply the gestalt category means to find out 
which parts of nature belong as parts to functional 
wholes, to discover their position in these wholes, 
their degree of relative independence, and the 
articulation of larger wholes into sub-wholes. 
(Koffka 1935: 22). 

This then concludes the theoretical discussion of the linguistic sign as 
conceptualized in this thesis, including the notions of ‘meaning’, ‘interpretation’ 
and ‘underdeterminacy’. The next chapter remains somewhat theroretical in 
nature, since it deals with the technical term ‘prototype’. 
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3. Prototypes and the ‘reflexive’ 
It is quite common to come across the term ‘prototype’ when reading the 
linguistic literature concerned with discussions of the ‘reflexive’ (see references 
to Maldonaldo 2000, Klaiman 1991, Wierzbicka 1990, 1995, and Gaby 2001 
below). The following quote is typical of how the term ‘prototype’ is used in the 
linguistic discourse. Note too the claim that the prototype is of special relevance 
to investigations of the ‘reflexive’: 

Reflexives in English can be characterized in terms 
of both a schematic value and a prototypical value. 
In its prototypical usage, the nominal profiled by a 
reflexive corresponds to the direct object of a verb; 
its antecedent is the subject of the clause. This 
prototypical configuration is included as part of the 
meaning of the reflexive – a speaker’s knowledge of 
the meaning of himself, herself etc. includes, in 
addition to gender, number, and person information, 
the specifications of the prototypical configuration 
in which it appears. (Van Hoek 1995: 335). 

Van Hoek proceeds in her discussion of the reflexive and informs her reader that 
there exist a number of ‘extensions from the prototype’. This claim is explained 
in terms of the idea that ‘[t]he emphatic reflexive can be considered to be most 
distantly extended from the prototype.’ (Van Hoek 1995: 335). 

Other major studies on the ‘reflexive’ that also invoke the term 
‘prototype’ include Faltz (1985: 3), Shibatani (1985), Kemmer (1993), and 
Deane (1992). These studies assume some sort of ‘prototypical reflexive 
configuration’ (Van Hoek 1995: 335) much in the same way. 

It is well-known that this term, when used as a technical term (which we 
may safely assume it is in these cases), comes from the pioneering work made 
by the American psychologist, Eleanor Rosch in the 1970s. Today, some 
linguists use the term to describe some phenomenon whilst others use it to 
explain a certain phenomenon, for example, the nature the of ‘polyfunctionality’ 
of grammatical morphemes (Brugman 1997: 20). However, I will not attempt to 
present an argument about the difference between scientific descriptions and 
scientific explanations in this section.39 The question that I wish to ask in this 
section is whether or not the term ‘prototype’, or linguistic analyses that are 
conducted within the framework of ‘Prototype Theory’, can help us to 
understand more about the ‘reflexive’ and the particular linguistic signs that 
have been previously labelled as REFLEXIVE.  

                                                 
39 The interested reader is referred to Contini-Morava and Goldberg (1995) for a 
discussion of linguistic meaning as an explanation. 
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Before we proceed to examine the term ‘prototype’ below, it should be 
again emphasised why this section forms part of my study on the ‘reflexive’. 
There have been a number of different cross-linguistic investigations of the 
‘reflexive’, and other types of sentence interpretation, that have introduced the 
terms ‘prototype’ and ‘prototypical’ into their discussions. In fact, it is 
particularly difficult (if not absolutely impossible) to find a modern linguistic 
study on the ‘reflexive’ which does not invoke the term ‘prototype’. This then 
quite clearly leaves me with the onus of examining the usefulness of this term in 
investigations of the ‘reflexive’. Before we can answer this question however, it 
is necessary for us to look to the original definition and discussion of ‘prototype’ 
made by Eleanor Rosch and compare this to our understanding of how this term 
has been used by the linguists referred to above. 

3.1 The first ‘prototype’ 
It is my contention that by looking at Rosch’s first characterisation of the 
‘prototype’ we will come to see that the use of this term in the current linguistic 
literature is not the same as when this term was originally introduced and 
defined. In fact, there is a striking analogy between Thrax’s definition of 
diathesis (see section 4.4.1) and how it is (mis-)used in the literature today, and 
Rosch’s definition of ‘prototypes’ and how it is used today.40 It is my further 
contention that the current usage of the term ‘prototype’, like the employment of 
the term diathesis (‘voice’), is no longer the same as that envisaged by their 
originators because, in the contemporary literature, the structural aspects and the 
functional aspects of linguistic signs are not distinguished from each other. 
Again, this is symptomatic of the excessive attention linguists have given to the 
contextual interpretations of signs, and the concomitant neglect in the area of 
investigating the systemic meanings of signs. In a large cross-section of the 
literature, one notes that no semiotic system is envisaged so as to deal with these 
different aspects of linguistic signs. This, in part, serves as an explanation as to 
why I spent chapter 2., Linguistic signs, on discussing these problems. 

It should be mentioned in this context that there exist a number of other 
authors who are critical of how the term ‘prototype’ is exploited in the literature, 
and of some of the analyses that have been made in terms of Prototype Theory. 
These authors include Vandeloise (1990), Tsohatzidis (1990), and Wierzbicka 
(1990). However, the objections that I raise in this section are not exactly the 
same as the above-mentioned authors’. (Note, for example, my comments on 
Wierzbicka’s objections at the end of this section.) 

                                                 
40 Note that it is, in theory, possible that Rosch herself is wrong about what the 
prototype tells us about category membership, and its possible relevance to the 
‘reflexive’. However, the discussion that follows should also demonstrate that 
even if this might be the case (I do not subscribe to this idea however), it should 
still be clear that whatever the linguists referred to below mean with the term 
‘prototype’, it remains ‘incorrect’ in the sense that it does nothing to inform us 
about the ‘reflexive’. 
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3.2 Prototypes, in the world and other mental representations 
Rosch’s point of departure in her investigations into human categorization is 
based on the observation that the way we humans categorize things in the world, 
for example, creatures that we classify as birds, is not purely arbitrary. Note that 
the point made by the classification of animals made in the quote below is to 
demonstrate that it would be quite unnatural (even illogical) for someone to 
make the following subdivisions of the category ANIMAL, [taken from the 
Chinese encyclopaedia Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Knowledge, RR]: 

On those remote pages it is written that animals are 
divided into (a) those that belong to the Emperor, 
(b) embalmed ones, (c) those that are trained, (d) 
suckling pigs, (e), mermaids, (f) fabulous ones, (g) 
stray dogs, (h) those that are included in this 
classification, (i) those that tremble as if they were 
mad, (j) innumerable ones, (k) those drawn with a 
very fine camel’s hair brush, (l) others, (m) those 
that have just broken a flower vase, (n) those that 
resemble flies from a distance. (Borges 1966: 106, 
quoted in Rosch 1978: 27). 

Given that the way we categorize things is not arbitrary, one of the questions 
that arises is ‘In terms of which constraining principle(s) do we categorize 
things?’ Eleanor Rosch’s insightful research into this question has left us with 
the legacy of the notion ‘prototype’.  

Before we look to what Rosch herself said on the subject, let us ask 
ourselves why we in fact do classify things (in the world, wherever or whatever 
that may be) into different categories, i.e., mental constructs, to which we attach 
different labels. Why do we not just go through life interacting indiscriminately 
with the things that are around us, without classifying these things as being 
members of one or the other category? One answer would be to say that we do 
so so that we can more easily identify one thing from the other (e.g., a wild pig 
from a panther). The more easily we can come to identify things, the faster we 
can make choices about whether we are going to interact with those things, or 
perhaps avoid them. These choices that are made may even have a certain 
importance to the individual organism’s survival possibilities, so that the 
organism that can identify things more quickly and more successfully than the 
next organism has an evolutionary edge, in terms of immediate survivability, 
over some other organism.  

If we take a functional approach to the notion of category and agree that 
it is plausible that the different categories that humans come up with do help us 
in identifying one thing from another, then we would expect that the way 
individual categories are organised (the internal organisation of a category) 
would in some way possess certain structural properties in response to the 
functional demands identification places on the organism.  

Identification consists of two aspects. Firstly, the term ‘identification’ is a 
bit of a misnomer, since to identify something (or class of things) as being that 
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thing (or class of things) which we have identified it as, demands that we have 
come across the same things (or class of things) before. So identification 
somehow always presupposes some form of prior knowledge of the thing 
identified. In fact we might call this re-identification.41 Be that what may, the 
idea I want to put forward is that when we identify something, either twice, (or 
perhaps even once), there is the idea of repetition, of something happening over 
and over (potentially). If we are going to use our categorizations over and over, 
we might expect (again from a functionalist perspective) that the categorizations 
that we have made in the past (or at least prior to this latest invocation of the 
category) remain stable over time (again, at least from the last time I invoked the 
category).  

If we expect, not unreasonably I believe, that the internal structure of our 
categories is to remain stable over time, then we might expect that the 
principle(s) that govern(s) the structure of the category is a principle that 
remains stable over time. If this principle stays stable over time, then, I suspect, 
we stand a reasonably good chance of observing it (or its effects). Before I claim 
that Rosch has done just that, and has associated the prototype with one 
particular principle of the organisation of categories, let me comment on, what I 
believe, is a second aspect of (re)identification. 

The second aspect of identification is something which I associate with 
the idea of perception of differences. If I am to identify something, say A, as 
whatever it is, or as a member of a particular category X, I must have some 
criteria of establishing what it is that makes this thing, A, different from things 
like B and C which are members of category Y. If I do not have such criteria 
then I may run the risk of incorrectly saying that A is a member of category Y 
for example. However, things are ‘different’ from other things in a multitude of 
different ways, thus the dimensions along which we say there exist differences 
between two objects should also be stable over time in a manner which I 
claimed the principle(s) that govern(s) the structure of the category is stable over 
time. 

Let us now look to Rosch’s own words and see what she has to say about 
categorisation in general, and prototypes in particular: 

[T]he more prototypical of a category a member is 
rated, the more attributes it has in common with 
other members of the category and the fewer 
attributes in common with members of the 
contrasting categories. (Rosch 1978: 37). 

Here we see that prototypicality is a category-internal property. It is a 
relationship between one member of the category and other members, such that 
the member of a particular category that has the most attributes in common with 
all the other members of the category is deemed more prototypical of that 

                                                 
41 Those who claim that the expression ‘mistaken identity’ should actually be 
‘mistaken identification’ might consider the expression ‘mistaken re-
identification’ as a more accurate (and perhaps similarly pedantic) alternative. 
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category than the other members (just so related). I interpret the expression 
‘attributes in common’ as creating the mental space where similarities between 
members of the same category can be observed, whilst having ‘fewer attributes 
in common with members of the contrasting categories’ creates the interpretive 
space within which we can observe differences between members of different 
categories can be observed. Note that the these differences play a role in 
identification too. 

It should be stressed here that, in terms of Rosch’s remarks quoted above, 
we see that the prototype has just as much to do with showing the relationship of 
difference between members of contrasting categories as it does in showing 
similarities. 

The next point to be made concerns the empirical grounds on which 
Rosch’s claims are based. It is via observations made via experimentation and of 
actual behaviour of people that she formulates her theory of the prototype. 
Observe that she does not claim that the ‘typical category member’ is the 
prototype, but rather ‘a prototype of a typical category member’ is ‘[t]he most 
cognitively economical code for a category’. What she does not claim is that 
there are particular members of categories that are the prototypes of that 
category: 

Many experiments have shown, that categories are 
coded in the mind neither by means of lists of each 
individual member of the category nor by means of 
a list of formal criteria necessary and sufficient for 
category membership but, rather, in terms of a 
prototype of a typical category member. The most 
cognitively economical code for a category is, in 
fact, a concrete image of an average category 
member. (Rosch 1977: 213f.). 

As happens so often in the linguistic sciences, once a new piece of technology 
(in this case the ‘prototype’) emerges into the general discourse of linguistics, it 
is appropriated by linguists in a number of different ways, and even in ways that 
go against the first foundational statements that introduced the original concept. 
Thus, as early as 1978, Rosch felt compelled to state the following clarifying 
remarks concerning the ‘confusion in the discussion of prototypes’: 

By prototypes of categories we have generally 
meant the clearest cases of category membership 
defined operationally by people’s judgements of 
goodness of membership in the category. A great 
deal of confusion in the discussion of prototypes has 
arisen from two sources. First, the notion of 
prototypes has tended to become reified as though it 
meant a specific category member or mental 
structure. Questions are then asked in an either-or 
fashion about whether something is or is not the 
prototype or part of the prototype in exactly the 
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same way in which the question would previously 
have been asked about the category boundary. Such 
thinking precisely violates the Wittgensteinian 
insight that we can judge how clear a case 
something is and deal with categories on the basis 
of clear cases in the total absence of information 
about boundaries. Second, the empirical findings 
about prototypicality have been confused with 
theories of processing – that is, there has been a 
failure to distinguish the structure of categories 
from theories concerning the use of that structure in 
processing. (Rosch 1978: 36). 

Note her explicit denial of the claim that the prototype is to be understood as ‘a 
specific category member’ (i.e., a specific member of a category) or ‘mental 
structure’.  

In the next quote from Rosch, we see her argue against the now very 
common (see references below) practice of claiming that, respect to this or that 
‘natural language category’, ‘a single entity […] is the prototype’: 

To speak of a prototype at all is simply a convenient 
grammatical fiction42; what is really referred to are 
judgements of degree of prototypicality. Only in 
some artificial categories is there by definition a 
literal single prototype […] [references given]. For 
natural language categories, to speak of a single 
entity that is the prototype is either a gross 
misunderstanding of the empirical data or a covert 
theory of mental representation. (Rosch 1978: 40). 

Her motivation for stating why natural language categories can not be 
instantiated by a prototype is related to the then (and present) lack of a specific 
theory of representation of natural language categories which fully exploits the 
category-internal organisational principle associated with the prototype:   

Prototypes do not constitute a theory of 
representation of categories. Although we have 
suggested elsewhere that it would be reasonable in 

                                                 
42 If it is not permitted to speak of ‘a prototype’ then I daresay it is also not 
permitted (by Rosch at least) to speak of ‘the prototype’. Note the following 
definition of prototypicality however: 

[T]he most useful working definition of 
prototypicality is that it is the central member or 
best example of a category, where centrality or 
bestness is determined by our experience as 
speakers of a language. (Battistella 1990: 43). 
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light of the basic principles of categorization, if 
categories were represented by prototypes that were 
most representative of the items in the category and 
least representative of items outside the category 
(Rosch & Mervis 1975; Rosch 1977), such a 
statement remains an unspecified formula until it is 
made concrete by inclusion in some specific theory 
of representation. (Rosch 1978: 40). 

Recall that the prototype is not a representation of one or more members of a 
category, but rather it is an evaluation of the relationships that hold between 
members of a single category, and by extension, can be linked to an evaluation 
of the relationships that hold between members of different categories. This 
aspect of the relational nature of prototypicality is emphasised in the following 
quote: 

Tversky formalizes prototypicality as the member or 
members of the category with the highest summed 
similarity to all members of the category. (Rosch 
1978: 37). 

Now that I have outlined some of Rosch’s original theoretical claims concerning 
prototypes, and have noted some of her explicit ‘clarifications’ regarding the 
misuse of the term ‘prototype’ (and its associated theoretical import), it is now 
time to look to a cross-section of the linguistic literature to see how the term is 
employed in modern linguistic discourse, including discussions of the 
‘reflexive’. 

3.3 Prototypes and category membership 
My first quote claims the existence of ‘prototype theory’. It is not an 
uncommonly exploited rhetorical device to attach the word theory behind a new 
term so as to promote some technical ‘authority’ or credibility to the new term. 
This same rhetorical move has also been made with respect to 
‘Grammaticalization theory’, ‘Case theory’, ‘Binding theory’ (the list goes on) 
in linguistics. However, calling something a ‘theory’ does not make the validity 
of one’s claims immune to controversy (see also Rosch 1998: 13). Admittedly, 
neither does adding ‘theory’ to the term automatically invalidate the claims 
being made either. However, one can always question why such moves are made 
since, by doing so, a better understanding of the actual claims might be obtained. 

There are two different perspectives within 
prototype theory, and although they are intimately 
connected, it aids clarity of exposition to consider 
them separately, at least to begin with. The first 
perspective is basically a matter of looking at the 
relations between a category and its members. 
Taking the second perspective involves attempting 
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to describe a category or concept in terms of its 
characteristic features. If we adopt the first 
perspective, we shall apply the adjective 
prototypical to certain members of a category; if we 
adopt the second perspective, we shall apply 
prototypical to certain characteristics or features of 
the category. The second perspective is generally 
the more congenial to linguists, as the attributes of a 
category can readily be viewed as semantic features 
of the word which serves as a conventional label for 
the category.’ (Cruse 1990: 382-383). [my 
emphasis, RR]. 

However, putting aside my objections to calling whatever these linguists are 
practicing as a theory, observe the structure of the argument Cruse puts forward. 
We are told that the difference between calling the relations between a category 
and its members as prototypical, versus calling features of a category 
prototypical, is merely one of perspective. But these are very different things 
indeed, and are not merely things that obtain from a change in ‘perspective’. 
Note too that he claims that he and the other linguists he assumes that he is 
speaking for (note the plural ‘we’ above) are not interested in ‘looking at the 
relations between a category and its members’ per se (note too the use of the 
word ‘basically’). Neither does he seem to be interested in the conventional label 
for ‘a category or concept’, but rather the interest lies on the ‘semantic features 
of the word which serves as a conventional label for the category’. But we are 
now faced with something of a dilemma. Does Cruse advocate the investigation 
of words and their ‘semantic features’, or is it ‘concepts’ that he is interested in? 
Surely there is some difference between words and concepts, even for 
practitioners of ‘Prototype Theory’? 

Let us re-consider the most ‘prototypical’ of all prototype studies; the 
category ‘BIRD’ (note the uppercase letters). Rosch asked a number of her 
students to list and order a number of things that they thought fell under the 
category ‘BIRD’. Robins were ranked highest on the list and penguins and 
ostriches lower. Rosch claimed that the way that the lists were produced was not 
random, but rather the lists reflected a regularity in the way that the items on the 
list were organised with respect to each other. There is a particular relationship 
that holds between members of the category, and, of course, the category itself. 
The fact that robins were most frequently named, and most frequently named 
first, was considered to be an effect of the workings of a category-internal 
organisation principle, the prototype, hence the term ‘prototype effect’. 

Thus, given a category ‘BIRD’, we should consider the following. We 
start off with a concept, ‘BIRD’ and look to those items that fall within this 
concept. Those items include things we call ‘robins’, ‘ostriches’ and ‘penguins’. 
Note that we are warned against calling a robin the prototype, or even the 
prototypical BIRD. See the schema below: 
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Category:   BIRD  
Members of this category:   ‘more prototypical’ 
(things in the world that  ‘robin’ 
we call)  ‘ostrich’ 

‘penguin’ etc. 
 ‘less prototypical’ 

 
The category-internal organisational principle that makes most people think of 
robins first is the prototype. 

Recall however that Rosch herself claimed that ‘to speak of a single 
entity that is the prototype is either a gross misunderstanding of the empirical 
data or a covert theory of mental representation’ Rosch (1978: 40). Thus, one 
wonders how it is possible to ‘apply prototypical to certain members of a 
category’ (Cruse 1990: 382-383), and think that one is still dealing with 
prototypes as first established by Rosch.  

What about Cruse’s claim that linguists can ‘apply prototypical to certain 
characteristics or features43 of the category’ Cruse (1990: 382-383) [my 
emphasis, RR]? Are robins, ostriches and penguins attributes or ‘features of the 
category’ ‘BIRD’? Are the words ‘robin’, ‘ostrich’ and penguin’ features of the 
category ‘BIRD’? Of course not! Current practice shows that the linguist looks at 
features of robins, ostriches and penguins, not of ‘BIRD’. Features are usually 
conceived as [lays eggs], [can fly] and so on. We never write [robin], [ostrich] 
and [penguin] as features, they are things in the world, or at best (for the 
linguist), something related to us via the use of words:  

Rosch (1977) demonstrated that people categorized 
objects in the world […] by means of their 
resemblance to a central member of the category. 
Other objects may belong to this category to some 
degree or other according to how many and which 
characteristics are shared with the central member. 
(Brugman 1980: 3-4, quoted in Vandeloise 1990: 
431). 

                                                 
43 Consider too the following quote by a another linguist, from a different 
theoretical background, where the term ‘prototype’ is ascribed to feature of a 
class: 

‘Lexical item’ is a theoretic construct and therefore 
theory dependent. Here the term is intended to 
designate a member of an open class that is 
associated with prototypical features of that class 
(e.g., for nouns: demonstratives, quantifiers, 
number, gender and case; for verbs: tense, aspect 
and mood, etc.). (Traugott 2003: 646n). [my 
emphasis, RR]. 
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Before we can speak of a category there must exist entities that we can say are 
members of that category. Thus, a category, to be a category, must contain 
members. There are no empty categories,44 nor do we have categories that 
contain only one member. Rosch’s discussion of the prototype informs us that 
the existence of a category obtains through the relational organisation of the 
members of that category.45 Members of a category which are considered non-
central, borderline to the category are still members of the category. 100% 
members in fact, although their closeness to the ‘category prototype’ may be so 
identified by the ease with which they fit into the following frames (from Lakoff 
1972, Cruse 1990: 387): 
 

X is to some extent a Y46  
X is technically a Y 
X is to all intents and purposes a Y 

 
In the next section, I will present a number of quotes from different linguists that 
demonstrate their usage of the term ‘prototype’ and will briefly comment on 
how the term is employed in the literature. Only then will we able to evaluate 
whether the term can be used to shed light on the ‘reflexive’. 

3.4 Prototypes, in linguistics and other mental 
representations  
Below, I refer to a number of diverse linguistic studies that have been made by 
various linguists.47 What they all have in common is that they use the terms 
                                                 
44 What the ‘prototypical’ member of such a category would look like escapes 
me. 
45 Thus I do not understand how a sole member of a category would be 
organized within that category. 
46 Note that these frames indicate to us the borderline cases. Just as they 
highlight borderline members, they strongly reject non-members of the category, 
e.g., a pencil is technically a piece of furniture or a lion is to some extent a dog. 
47 Use of the prototype is also found in Swedish language studies. For example, 
the Svenska akademiens Grammatik, Teleman et al (1999), 4 volumes, contains 
a section (p38-39 vol 1, Inledning) devoted to a discussion of the prototype, 
wherein mention is made of ‘prototypiska företrädare för olika kategorier’ 
[prototypical representatives for different categories], ‘prototypisk huvudsats’ 
[prototypical matrix clause], ‘prototypisk ordföljd’ [prototypical word order], 
‘prototypisk hjälpverb’ [prototypical auxiliary verb], ‘en prototypisk och en 
icke-prototypisk användning’ [a prototypical and non-prototypical use], ‘det 
prototypiska pronomenet’ [the prototypical pronoun] and the ‘prototypisk 
subjekt’ the [prototypical subject]. We are also informed that ‘[t]ill skillnad från 
intransitiva verb som sova kräver transitive verb som ge prototypiskt ett objekt.’ 
[In contrast to intransitive verbs like sleep, transitive verbs like give 
prototypically demand an object.] (p. 38). 
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‘prototype’ or ‘prototypical’ in their discussion of their findings. I have sorted 
these quotes in terms of the (putative) aspect of linguistic investigation that is 
being claimed as being ‘prototypical’. In the first quote we see that it is the 
function of particular word classes that is considered to be prototypical: 

Hopper and Thompson (henceforth H&T [1984, 
1985]) propose that the categories ‘noun’ and ‘verb’ 
are, in any language, associated with universal 
prototypical discourse functions – ‘discourse-
manipulable participant’ (noun) and ‘actual reported 
event’ (verb). In other words nouns are used 
prototypically to refer to participants (either 
animate or inanimate) with a relatively high degree 
of salience or prominence in the discourse; verbs are 
used prototypically to report events which actually 
happened. The notion of prototypicality (after 
Rosch, 1979) is invoked to recognize the 
heterogeneity of forms and functions which are 
found in languages and to distinguish some forms 
and functions as more characteristic of their 
category than others. (Francis 1998: 399) [my 
emphasis, RR]. 

Here we have a category, ‘NOUN’ and the idea that the different functions that 
nouns can perform are different members of the category ‘NOUN’ (in the same 
way ‘robin’, ostrich’ and ‘penguin’ are different members of the category 
‘BIRD’). The claim is that ‘discourse-manipulable participant’ (category 
‘NOUN’), is a ‘prototypical discourse function’.  

But at the same time ‘NOUN’s [the category, RR] ‘are used prototypically 
to refer to participants (either animate or inanimate) with a relatively high 
degree of salience or prominence in the discourse’ (Cf. however, those members 
with a low degree of salience in the discourse). This is like claiming that the 
prototypical use of the category ‘BIRD’ is to refer to robins. This is far from what 
Rosch first discussed when the term ‘prototype’ was established despite 
Francis’s claim that her discussion is ‘after Rosch, 1979’. Recall that Rosch said 
that: 

For natural language categories, to speak of a single 
entity that is the prototype is either a gross 
misunderstanding of the empirical data or a covert 
theory of mental representation. (Rosch 1978: 40). 

If we assume that ‘nouns’ instantiate one of our ‘natural language categories’, 
then it is difficult to reconcile Rosch’s statement above, to the claim that a 
particular use of ‘nouns’ is the prototypical use of that category.  

Recall too, that one prototype effect is that the central member(s) of one 
category is/are seen as being maximally distinct from the central member(s) of 
another category, i.e., the ‘clearest cases of category membership’ (Rosch 1978: 
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36). Thus it would be theoretically impossible for an item which is considered to 
be a more prototypical member of category A to simultaneously be a more 
prototypical member of category B, since how would one distinguish between 
category A and B? (Note, that categories are constituted by their members). This 
position does not stop Francis (1998) from making the following claim however: 

The fact that determiners serve several different 
discourse functions is certainly not shocking, but it 
does have important consequences for the present 
discussion of iconicity. Some of these uses of 
determiners correspond to prototypical uses of 
nouns while others correspond to non-prototypical 
uses of nouns. (Francis 1998: 404). 

If it is true that the most central ‘use’ (member of the category) of ‘NOUN’s (the 
category) can be performed by determiners, then one wonders what the 
difference can be (for there is surely one) between determiners and nouns if they 
can share the same prototype; (NB! ‘these uses of determiners correspond to 
prototypical uses of nouns’). The problem with this and many other claims that 
employ the terms ‘prototype’ and ‘prototypical’ (as we will further see below) is 
that, within the present linguistic discourse, the distinction between categories 
and the members of categories is confused, (and is symptomatic of the 
confusion of the distinction between the structural and functional aspects of the 
linguistic sign.) 

Sometimes we find that the prototype is not merely applied to a particular 
use of a category (as above) but also a manner of use: 

In examples (5a-b) the verbs chop and learn are 
non-stative and are used in a prototypical manner 
to report events (i.e. actions) of the discourse. 
(Francis 1998: 405) [my emphasis, RR]. 

Similar objections to this use of the term prototypical as above apply. 
In the next quote, the distribution of the –ing suffix in English 

(traditionally known as the ‘progressive aspect inflection’) is being discussed. 
The author observes that a large number of verbs are able to take this suffix. In 
fact, those verbs that do take this suffix are considered to be more prototypical 
verbs than verbs that do not. However, adding to this, the author goes on to 
claim that the –ing suffix is a ‘prototypical marker’. Note too that this marker, 
despite being a ‘prototypical marker’, ‘indicates’ two distinct (although 
admittedly ‘related semantically’) ‘senses’ or ‘semantic effect[s]’: 

Like special markers for non-prototypical uses of 
nouns and verbs, secondary uses of prototypical 
markers are also important for semantic reasons. For 
example, when combined with lexically stative 
verbs, the progressive marking indicates 
temporariness – a semantic effect compatible with a 
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number of discourse contexts. This secondary sense 
of ‘temporary duration’ is related semantically to 
the primary sense of ‘ongoing process’, which is 
used with event verbs, because temporariness is a 
secondary effect of the meaning of ‘ongoing 
process’ in the present tense. (Francis 1998: 408). 

Does this mean that we have a category, say ‘VERBAL SUFFIX’, of which the 
suffix, -ing, is one of the most prototypical of members? If so, one wonders what 
a less prototypical verbal suffix in English is, perhaps the tense inflection? A 
further difficulty arises however. If the –ing suffix is one of the ‘prototypical 
markers’ in the category ‘VERBAL SUFFIX’ then one would not expect to be able 
to categorize this marker under a different category label, since the more 
prototypical member of one category is supposed to have ‘fewer attributes in 
common with members of the contrasting categories’ (Rosch 1978: 37). 
However, even if we pretend to agree with the ideas that, (i) if a marker is found 
with prototypical verbs, ‘event verbs’48, (so in fact, we might want to change the 
category label from ‘VERBAL SUFFIX’ to ‘VERBAL SUFFIX ON PROTOTYPICAL 
VERBS’), and that (ii) this marker is then the ‘prototypical marker’ (i.e., the 
marker is identified as such because of its membership of a particular category) 
we would not expect to be able to categorize the same marker under a different 
category. But this is exactly what is suggested in the following quote: 

The most prototypical function of an individual 
grammatical morpheme may in fact be broader than 
the overall prototypical function of the lexical 
category with which it combines. That is, a 
grammatical morpheme in its most prototypical 
sense may be used in a much larger range of 
contexts than just those identified by H&T [Hopper 
and Thompson] as prototypical for nouns or verbs. 
(Francis 1998: 409). 

Note that in the last quote we see that the adjective ‘prototypical’ is used to 
modify both ‘function’ and ‘sense’. Thus, the claim is that not only entities like 
those things in the world which we might refer to as ‘robins’ can be considered 
more prototypical of other things in the world that we categorize under the label 
‘BIRDS’, but that (i) different functions of one and the same morpheme can be 
considered more prototypical than other functions of the same morpheme (I do 
not know what the category label that one would categorize these different 
functions would look like however), and (ii), different senses of one and the 
same morpheme can be considered more prototypical than other senses of the 
same morpheme (but again, we do not know what the category label that one 
would categorize these different senses under would look like).  

                                                 
48 ‘[T]he less prototypical state verbs show fewer oppositions than the more 
prototypical event verbs.’ (Francis 1978: 405). 
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The claim that different ‘senses’ can be more prototypical than others is 
repeated in the following quote: 

In cases in which grammatical morphemes have 
multiple related senses, it appears that some senses 
are more prototypical than others. For example, the 
‘ongoing process’ sense of the progressive is more 
prototypical than the ‘temporary duration’ sense. 
(Francis 1998: 409). 

But to return to what Rosch said about prototypes; we see that she has a category 
‘BIRD’, and members of this category, things we call ‘robin’, ‘ostrich’ and 
‘penguin’, etc. The prototype is a category-internal relationship that reflects 
certain principles by which humans categorize things. To agree with Francis 
(and the others referred to below) would be like saying that the prototypical 
meaning/function/sense of ‘BIRD’ is ‘robin’. Note that neither can we coherently 
say that the prototypical meaning/function/sense of ‘robin’ is ‘BIRD’. These are 
just the things that Rosch did not claim in her discussion of prototypes, and she 
even went out of her way to explicitly point out, in the quote repeated below for 
my reader, that: 

confusion in the discussion of prototypes has arisen 
from two sources. First, the notion of prototypes has 
tended to become reified as though it meant a 
specific category member or mental structure. 
(Rosch 1978: 36). 

‘The prototype’ is not ‘a specific category member’ and nor is it a ‘mental 
structure’. Thus, it can not be a ‘meaning’ (or sense). To say that such and such 
a word or inflectional marker has a prototypical sense is an abuse of the original 
definition of the prototype and flies in the face of Rosch’s admonitions not to 
confuse this definition. 

Note again that the objection given above also includes applying the term 
‘prototype’ to natural language categories: 

For natural language categories, to speak of a single 
entity that is the prototype is either a gross 
misunderstanding of the empirical data or a covert 
theory of mental representation. (Rosch 1978: 40). 

Recall that, since the prototype is a category-internal principle that organises the 
members of a particular category in a particular way, if we then say that one 
member is close to the prototype (usually expressed as ‘is the prototype’) this 
entails the existence of at least one other member of that category (which is of 
course further away from the prototype than the first). With this in mind 
consider the following claim: 

I take the prototypical reflexive situation to be one 
in which a participant acts upon itself (assuming the 
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semantic roles of both Actor and Undergoer), as in 
the activity I spear myself. (Gaby 2001: 1). 

If we take ‘REFLEXIVE SITUATION’ as the category label (like ‘BIRD’), and we 
take ‘a participant acts upon itself’ as a member of this category (like ‘robin’) 
we might now ask ourselves what is a non-prototypical ‘REFLEXIVE SITUATION’? 
(like, what is a non-prototypical ‘BIRD’?). Note that the question is not to do 
with linguistic expressions, since the assumption being made by Gaby concerns 
‘the activity I spear myself’ not the expression ‘I spear myself’, this is also 
reflected by her choice of term ‘situation’. Situations occur ‘out there’ in the 
world and in a general manner are on the same ontological level as robins and 
ostriches. But despite this similarity, it is not clear what a non-prototypical 
reflexive situation would look like – would we call it a reflexive situation at 
all?49 

The next use of the adjective ‘prototypical’ is ascribed to various 
properties of a construction (in this case the construction is ‘the prepositional 
phrase’):50 

This construction has various properties that can be 
regarded as prototypical. (Langacker 2002: 26). 

Looking closer at what these particular properties actually are, we are informed 
that the properties are the ‘relational part’ and the ‘nominal part’ (Langacker 
2002: 26). The problem that obtains here is that there are no other ‘parts’ of a 
prepositional phrase besides the ‘relational part’ and the ‘nominal part’, so again 

                                                 
49 Kemmer uses ‘prototypical situation types’ (1993: 43) in her study. She 
claims that there is a prototypical situation that serves as the ‘semantic prototype 
that forms the basis of the grammatical category of reflexive in human 
languages.’ (see also Kemmer 1993: 50 ‘prototypical two-participant event’ as 
being relevant to semantic transitivity).  

The problem with this approach is that if one uses the prototype story as 
suggested by Kemmer (we are not given any heuristic to determine what a 
prototypical ‘reflexive’ situation type would look like) and compare this to how 
a particular language supposedly encodes the ‘reflexive’ as a starting point, then 
one will come to the conclusion that one or the other language will employ a 
less-than-prototypical way of expressing the ‘reflexive’ (or at least a deviation 
from the prototype). Thus there is an tacit suggestion that there are some 
languages that are in some way ‘deviant’ with respect to the ‘reflexive’. This is a 
completely insupportable claim in the least. But we should also note that the 
purpose of her study (or at least one of the purposes) is to arrive at ‘the true 
semantic prototype as revealed by cross-linguistic marking patterns’ (Kemmer 
1993: 44). We may ask ourselves why, if she uses a prototype structure as a 
starting point in the study, does she have a prototype structure as the goal of the 
study. There seems to be an obvious circularity lurking in her argumentation. 
50 See also Taylor’s (1995: 197ff) claims in his chapter entitled ‘Syntactic 
Constructions as Prototype Categories’. 
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one wonders what the non-prototypical part of the prepositional phrase would 
be. Note too the ad hoc nature of Langacker’s presentation of his schematic 
representation of the prepositional phrase which: 

serves as the structural description of any 
expression which it categorizes when so employed. 
(Langacker 2002: 26). [my emphasis, RR]. 

The message being sent here is that if the same expression is ‘employed’ 
differently (that is to say, it has a different meaning/function), then the 
schematic representation will not serve as ‘the structural description’ since it 
will no longer categorize it. Note however, that it remains inevitable that the 
construction itself will still have those two ‘prototypical’ properties mentioned 
above. 

3.4.1 Other linguists who question the prototype 
I mentioned in the introduction of this section that other linguists have also 
shown concern with the (mis)use of the term ‘prototype’. Consider Wierzbicka’s 
following (ironic) remarks: 

For example, the actual usage of individual words is 
too messy, too unpredictable, to be accounted for by 
definitions. But fortunately, semanticists don’t have 
to worry about it any longer: they can now deploy 
the notion of ‘prototype’. And just as the failure of 
grammatical rules to work can now be proclaimed 
as evidence of progress in linguistics (because we 
have discovered the all-explaining role of Gricean 
maxims in language), the failure of semantic 
formulae to work can also be proclaimed as 
evidence of progress in semantics. “Semantic 
formulae SHOULD NOT ‘work’ ”; that’s the one thing 
that ‘prototypes’ have taught us.’ (Wierzbicka 1990: 
347, her emphasis).  

Wierzbicka’s idealist (v. empiricist) construal of semantics has been put under 
the spotlight (see Geeraerts 1999 and Geeraerts 1997) for apparently being 
‘incapable of accounting for categorization judgements’ (Geeraerts 1999: 173). 
Note that her construal of semantics (as demonstrated in her well-developed 
theory of the natural semantic metalanguage, see Wierzbicka 1996) is such that 
it is intended to explain, in a cognitively relevant way, the actual linguistic 
behaviour one is confronted with when one studies the things people say. 
Semantics is, in this theory, an account of the deep-seated level of stored 
meanings which are subject to contextual modification when these meanings are 
used. Wierzbicka’s above-quoted criticism of the term ‘prototype’, is that, when 
it is used by semanticists, the term is used vacuously to organise the contextually 
modified interpretations of expressions, ‘the actual usage of individual words’, 
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and not the underlying semantic meanings that allow us to come up with the 
various ‘messy’ and ‘unpredictable’ contextual interpretations. 

A similar problem arises, however, in the natural semantic metalanguage 
approach to the explication of semantic meaning as outlined above. Wierzbicka 
criticises others (quite correctly in my estimation) for vacuously distinguishing 
between prototypical meanings (contextually modified interpretations) and non-
prototypical meanings (contextually modified interpretations) in their discussion 
of a word’s meaning (for her ‘the usage’ of that word), but unfortunately a 
similar practice is found within her own theory. Note that the distinction 
between the two different ‘senses’ of ‘the English word feel’ (emotional ‘feel’, 
and tactile ‘feel’) is made in terms of ‘primary sense’ and ‘secondary meaning’ 
made in the following quote from her co-worker: 

I hasten to add that it is not expected that lexical 
exponents of semantic primes in different languages 
will be equivalent in every respect. In particular, 
while it is claimed that the primary (simplest) sense 
of the exponent words can be matched across 
languages, it is recognised that their secondary, 
polysemic51 meanings may differ widely from 
language to language. For example, the English 
word feel and the Malay word rasa have the same 
primary sense, namely, the prime FEEL; but the 
English word feel has a secondary meaning related 
to ‘‘touching’’ which is not shared by the Malay 
word, while Malay rasa has a secondary meaning 
‘‘taste’’ which is not shared by English feel 
(Goddard, in 2002a: 103). In other words, the 
equivalence is not at the level of the lexeme, but at 
the level of the lexical unit (where a lexical unit is 
defined as the pairing of a single specifiable sense 
(meaning) with a lexical form, and a lexeme 
consists of a family of lexical units; cf. Cruse, 

                                                 
51 An additional concern with the ‘semantic prime’ approach is brought to the 
fore in the following quote: 

Semantic primes can also have variant forms 
(allolexes or allomorphs); for example, in English 
the word thing functions as an allolex of 
SOMETHING when it [‘SOMETHING’, RR] is 
combined with a determiner or quantifer (i.e. this 
something = this thing, one something = one thing). 
(Goddard 2003: 407). 

In the quotation in the text above we are told that ‘the English word feel and the 
Malay word rasa have the same primary sense, namely, the prime FEEL’. Thus, 
the prime FEEL is a ‘primary sense’.  
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(1986: 76–77). (Goddard 2003: 406). [my emphasis, 
RR]. 

To distinguish between ‘touch’-feel and ‘think’-feel one would of course need a 
context to contextually attune these two words so that these two different 
‘senses’ could be apprehended. But this would boil down to the ‘actual usage’ 
(Wierzbicka 1990: 347) of an individual word. But note that just as Wierzbicka 
has lambasted others for suggesting that they can rank the different ‘meanings’ 
words may have in terms of the prototype model whilst doing semantics, the 
very same thing occurs within her own theory. (Cf. the ‘primary sense’ and 
‘secondary meaning’ referred to above.) 

Thus, whilst I agree that the employment of ‘prototype-theoretical 
models of semantic structures’ (Geeraerts 1999: 175) has at times been seen as 
problematic by linguists (like Wierzbicka) who strive to characterize the 
conceptual knowledge people have and employ when they use particular words, 
my reasons for rejecting a prototype-theoretic modelling of semantic meaning 
are different to hers. I do not subscribe to the idea that we should abandon our 
efforts in establishing ‘semantic formulae’ (as Wierzbicka ironically suggests) 
because of the existence of prototypes. In contrast, the above explication of 
Rosch’s writings demonstrate that prototypes have nothing to do with the 
meaning of linguistic expressions at all.  

3.5 What can the prototype tell us about the ‘reflexive’? 
In this subsection, I briefly appeal to some of the points made above and then 
address the question whether the prototype model, or approach, can help us in 
understanding more about the ‘reflexive’. 

We have seen that the terms ‘prototype’ and ‘prototypical’ have been 
applied to a number of very different levels of linguistic representation, 
including form, function, sense, meaning, use, manner of use, feature and so on. 
Furthermore, it seems that not only members of categories are considered to be 
more prototypical than others: sometimes a particular member is the prototype, 
and even categories themselves are considered more prototypical than others. 

A number of typologists have remarked on the fact that particular forms, 
in a number of languages, can be found in constructions (forms) that are 
variously determined to be ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’, ‘detransitive’, 
‘potential’ and so on. (See section 6.1.1 for a larger cross-linguistic survey of 
this phenomena.) These facts are often ‘explained’ in terms of polysemy and 
prototypes. Consider, for example, Wierzbicka’s claim that the cross-linguistic 
identification of a form (in her particular case, English and Polish ‘imperative 
constructions’) is not undermined if the construction in one language displays 
different extended meanings when compared to the ‘same’ construction in the 
next, because she can still claim the existence of ‘exactly the same prototypical 
meaning’ for this construction: 

[I]t should be pointed out that the proposed 
procedure for matching grammatical categories 
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cross-linguistically is not based on the vague notion 
of “similarity”, but on the rigorous notion of 
identity. For example, if the English and Polish 
imperative constructions can be matched, despite 
the differences between them mentioned here (and 
others, not mentioned for reasons of space), it is not 
because they are somehow “similar”, but because 
they can be assigned exactly the same prototypical 
meaning (with different extensions in each 
language). (Wierzbicka 1995: 184). 

She makes a similar claim with respect to ‘reflexive’ sentences when she states 
that the following NLS explicature is the ‘prototypical meaning’ of reflexive 
sentences: 52 

at some time, someone was doing something 

because of this, 

something happened to the same person at the same 
time  

(Wierzbicka 1995: 192). 

What is quite interesting is the fact that she claims the idea that this explicature 
is the prototypical meaning of ‘reflexive’ sentences, not their ‘semantic 
invariant’ (Wierzbicka 1995: 192). Thus, what is suggested is that we can have a 
‘reflexive’ sentence which displays some deviation from the above explicature. 
This means that we can have a sentence which does not mean:  

at some time, someone was doing something 

because of this, 

something happened to the same person at the same 
time, 

yet still it can be called a ‘reflexive’ sentence. Note that since this explicature is 
not the ‘semantic invariant’ of ‘reflexive’ sentences, what we must be dealing 
with here is a contextually attuned interpretation of ‘reflexive’ sentences. But 
this is that ‘messy, too unpredictable’ part of ‘actual usage’ (Wierzbicka 1990: 
347) where the employment of the notion prototype was (rightly) criticised in by 
Wierzbicka herself!  

Note that it is not only linguists who make a distinction between the level 
of semantic formulae (invariant meaning), and the level of contextually attuned 

                                                 
52 Cf. also the following definition of the ‘prototypical reflexive’: ‘[A] 
participant acts on himself/herself, rather than on any other’, Lichtenberk (1994: 
3504). 
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meaning (interpretation), who claim the existence of a prototypical ‘reflexive’ 
meaning, but also other linguists, including functional typologists: 

The prototypical meaning of reflexives is, however, 
the structural reflexive, involving coincidence in the 
referents of verbally assigned core nominal 
positions. Two especially typical structural reflexive 
functions, often encoded by reflexive markers, are 
the semantic reflexive and the reciprocal. (Klaiman 
1991: 104-105). 

Firstly it is quite odd indeed to say that the ‘reflexive’ marker encodes the 
semantic ‘reflexive’ and the ‘reciprocal’. Furthermore, we can not speak of 
‘referents’, in the plural, when we speak of a ‘reflexive’, since with the 
‘reflexive’, we focus on what only one referent (or a number of referents 
conceived as a single group) does (to himself/themselves as a single group). 
Thus, how the ‘prototypical meaning of reflexives’ can turn out to involve more 
than one referent (or a number of groups of referents) is not clear. Note too, that 
to speak of the ‘reciprocal’ we must have more than one participant. These 
remarks show that there are significant differences between the ‘reflexive’ and 
the ‘reciprocal’, thus it is difficult how one and the same form can encode these 
two distinct ‘meanings’. (See also Langendoen 1978). 

Moving on to constructions, in contrast to meanings, we see that whilst 
working within Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar framework, Maldonaldo comes 
to claim that: 

A prototypical transitive construction is 
characterised as an action chain where the subject 
transfers some energy to the object participant 
inducing some change of state or location in it. 
(Maldonaldo 2000: 156). 

In analogy with Rosch’s original discussion, and for the sake of continuing this 
argument, I take the claim of the existence of a prototypical construction as the 
equivalent of saying that some particular construction is a member (the 
prototypical member) of the category ‘TRANSITIVE’ whilst at the same time there 
exist non-prototypical transitive constructions. 

But if we compare this with Lazard’s claim concerning actions: 

A PROTOTYPICAL ACTION (symbol: PrA), is an 
effective volitional discrete action53 performed by a 
controlling agent and actually affecting a well 
individuated patient. (Lazard 2003: 152). 

                                                 
53 One might also consider that the claims stem from a circularity of argument 
when the term ‘action’ is found in the definition of the category  ‘ACTION’. 
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the result we come up with is that all prototypical actions are transitive, and all 
prototypical transitive constructions deal with actions. That is to say, there is an 
opposition of mutual inclusion between these two categories (one formal and the 
other functional). However, by turning to a third linguist who invokes the term 
‘prototype’ we see that even those constructions that are not considered 
prototypical transitive constructions (including ‘reflexive’ constructions) can 
still, in turn be considered prototypical constructions. For example: 

The prototypical Partitive Object construction [as a 
type of ‘reflexive’ construction, RR] describes a 
situation in which the Actor acts upon a Part (or 
semantic subset) of itself, rather than itself as a 
whole. (Gaby 2001: 26). 

Thus it seems that constructions that are non-prototypical in terms of their 
membership within a particular category can still be classified as prototypical in 
terms of another, but still related, category. But note that the categories and the 
putative members of the categories themselves are theoretical constructs made 
by the linguist which are in turn identified as being prototypical or non-
prototypical.  

By shifting the levels around like this, the following absurd position 
obtains. Firstly a ‘reflexive’ construction is a non-prototypical transitive 
construction (and thus a non-prototypical action). However, certain ‘reflexive’ 
constructions are considered to be more prototypical ‘reflexive’ constructions 
than others, but at the same time even those non-prototypical ‘reflexive’ 
constructions, e.g., the Partitive Object construction can be categorised so that 
we have ‘the prototypical Partitive Object construction’ (Gaby 2001: 26).  

This is like saying that even though penguins are not prototypical birds, 
there still are prototypical penguins. At the same time there are non-prototypical 
penguins, say for example, rockhopper penguins from South Africa. Despite 
these being non-prototypical penguins, the claim is that it is theoretically 
acceptable to talk about the prototypical rockhopper penguin (assuming that 
there is are non-prototypical members of the same category). Thus we conclude 
that anything can be prototypical if one suggests enough levels of representation, 
hence undermining any interest that the prototype may have in a scientific 
context.  

Recall that Rosch’s original investigation dealt with the basic level 
term/category ‘BIRD’. The reason why we can not conclude what the most 
prototypical piece of ‘FURNITURE’, or the most prototypical ‘BODY-PART’, is 
depends on the fact that these are not basic level categories. It has yet to be 
established whether the ‘reflexive’ or ‘TRANSITIVE CONSTRUCTION’ is a basic 
level category such that we can say this or that is a more prototypical ‘reflexive’ 
than some other member of the category. It is my contention, along with Rosch, 
that the prototype is not applicable to natural language categories. 

In the present study, I make a distinction between the meaning of a 
linguistic sign (be it a lexical item or a derivational or inflectional marker) and 
the different interpretations that may obtain when linguistic signs are employed 
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in linguistic communication. Furthermore, it is appreciated that each linguistic 
sign has a particular form and syntactic distribution. However, after 
investigating how the term ‘prototype’ was first defined and considering the 
subsequent various applications of this term to linguistic aspects, including 
aspects as divergent as marker, meaning, use, manner of use, situation, and 
so on, I will not attempt to say such and such a form is the most prototypical 
way of giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation, and nor will I say that the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation is prototypically expressed by such and such a form 
since it should be quite clear that the prototype will not shed any light on the 
problem of the ‘reflexive’.  

The reader may wonder why I have discussed the prototype with as much 
detail in this section as I have done, if the prototype and prototype theory is not 
deemed relevant to an investigation into the problem of the ‘reflexive’ and will 
not be applied in the present analysis of the ‘reflexive’. There are a number of 
reasons but I will focus on only two of them. 

The first reason why I have done this is a reaction to the prevalence of the 
term ‘prototype’ in the typological literature that deals with the ‘reflexive’. In 
fact, I have yet to see a study on the ‘reflexive’ that does not invoke this term 
somewhere in the discussion. If I am to perform a cross-linguistic investigation 
into the ‘reflexive’, then it may be automatically expected of me to use this term 
in my findings (either with respect to the relevant forms or the meanings 
associated with the relevant forms). The implication might well be in the minds 
of other linguists that any set of findings that does not employ the ‘prototype’ in 
some way is somehow deficient, or in some other way, lacking or at fault. It is 
my belief that the findings in this study are not deficient in this way (although 
they might be deficient in some other way.) 

The second reason why I have discussed the prototype is to highlight the 
difficulties that we encounter when one and the same term is indiscriminately 
applied to very different aspects of linguistic theory or different levels of 
representation. The general picture one gets from reading the literature is that 
there is confusion regarding the difference between the terms ‘meaning’, 
‘sense’, ‘form’, ‘construction’, ‘use’, ‘interpretation’ and so on. In certain 
instances, this confusion (or neglect to distinguish between these different 
aspects of linguistics signs and what we can do with these signs) has been 
compounded by the (mis-)use of the terms ‘prototype’ and ‘prototypical’. It is 
my understanding that the present indiscriminate use of the terms ‘meaning’, 
‘sense’, ‘form’, ‘construction’, ‘use’, ‘interpretation’ and so on, is reflected in 
the fact that particular ‘meanings’, ‘senses’, ‘forms’, ‘constructions’, ‘uses’, 
‘interpretations’ and so on, can be said to be (just as indiscriminately) 
prototypical. This is what I have attempted to demonstrate in this section.  

In conclusion, there is an analogy that deserves to be drawn between the 
situation described above with respect to Prototype Theory and the present 
understanding of the terms ‘active’, ‘middle’, ‘passive’, (and by association 
‘reflexive’). The traditional assumption is that, if a particular morpheme is 
regularly found in ‘passive’ sentences (i.e., sentences that vicariously mean or 
are interpreted as ‘passive’), then that morpheme is the ‘passive morpheme’, and 
it has the ‘passive’ as its meaning. However, as soon as the linguist is confronted 
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with a sentence that includes the same morpheme but does not mean or is 
interpreted as ‘passive’ (perhaps the sentences is interpreted as being ‘reflexive’) 
then mention is often made of a non-prototypical ‘use’ or ‘meaning’ of that 
morpheme.  
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4. ‘Reflexives’, ‘voice’, diathesis and 
Dionysios Thrax’s Tekhnē Grammatikē 
In this section I present a number of different views on ‘voice’ and ‘voice 
phenomena’. The idea of making reference to Dionysios Thrax’s grammar and 
comparing today’s views on voice with his own original characterisation of 
diathesis (the grammatical category often known as ‘voice’ today) in his Tekhnē 
Grammatikē is inspired by Andersen (1994a). Readers who are interested in a 
more detailed and scholarly discussion of the history of the Ancients’ 
grammatical tradition are encouraged to consult Andersen (1989, 1991, 1994a, 
1994b). The reasons for presenting these different views on grammatical voice, 
and its first characterisation in linguistic science, in a thesis that is concerned 
with the ‘reflexive’ and linguistic theory are threefold:  
 

(i) A number of language typologists (see the numerous references 
provided below) have claimed a relationship of association exists 
between the ‘reflexive’ and the ‘middle’.  

(ii) It is argued in this thesis that a proper understanding of the notions 
of the ‘active’, ‘passive’, and ‘middle’ diatheses are crucial to 
understanding the ‘reflexive’. 

(iii) The putative active::passive alternation is a phenomenon central to 
linguistic theory. 

 
These issues are addressed in some detail in the next section. 

4.1 The relationship between ‘voice’ and the ‘reflexive’ 
The first reason why we are concerned with voice phenomena in this thesis is 
that every single linguistic theory on the market today has something to say 
about the putative active::passive distinction or alternation. In fact, for most, if 
not all, linguistic theories, the active::passive alternation, and how it is to be 
dealt with and ‘explained’, is considered to be a central linguistic phenomenon. 
Since it will be demonstrated later that the ‘reflexive’ interpretation is a type of 
interpretation that is associated with ‘voice’, it is well worth our while to take a 
closer look at what has previously been said about this grammatical category. 
Consider the following quote: 

Recent achievements in theoretical linguistics have 
depended primarily on ineluctable intuitions of 
sentence acceptability and relatedness. For example, 
it is clear that any syntactic theory must deal with 
the fact that John ate the is not a sentence, and that 
John ate the bun and The bun was eaten by John are 
structurally related sentences. Such intuitions are 
pre-theoretically solid, and have been properly used 
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as factual touchstones of linguistic theory during the 
last two decades. (Carroll, Bever & Pollack 1981: 
368). [my emphasis]. 

What I have come to observe is that the way in which the perceived 
active:passive alternation is treated (and way one is to describe how they are 
‘structurally related’) in a linguistic theory permeates the rest of the linguistic 
theory. I mean this in the sense that the technical devices that are invoked with 
respect to an analysis of pairs of sentences that are assumed to display the 
active:passive distinction become foundational within the rest of the theory.  

Looking through the Generativist literature for example, including 
Chomsky’s Syntactic structures (1957) all the way through to his ‘Derivation by 
Phase’ (1999: 32), we can not fail to recognise the centrality of the different 
explications of the putative relation that holds between sentences like the police 
put the man behind bars and the man was put behind bars by the police 
(Chomsky 1975: 485). (See also Platzack 1982: 105ff, 144ff for relevant 
examples and discussion of Swedish). The initial demonstration of the 
significance of theoretical devices such as ‘transformations are meaning-
preserving’54 (Platzack 1998: 20), Movement, Trace theory and UTAH (the 
‘universal theta role assignment hypothesis’, Baker 1988) are all based on the 
analysis of sentences signalling some form of active:passive alternation (see also 
Radford 1997: 341ff). Even the child’s language acquisition has been modelled 
on observations based on the traditionally understood active:passive alternation, 
(Platzack 1982: 138).  

In the 1970s, proponents of the ‘Generative Semantics’ school of 
linguistic thought were in part interested in explaining the nature of certain 
linguistic phenomena, including the active:passive ‘transformation’ in terms of 
lexical semantic properties. For example, Freidin (1975: 389) argued that since 
the lexical items cost, resemble, and weigh can not be used in ‘passive’ 
constructions in English, this was evidence against a general ‘transformational 
rule of passive’ (see also Newmeyer 1996: 59). Other new developments in 
linguistic theory are often based on new analyses of the traditional active:passive 
alternation, including demonstrations of the superiority of ‘functional’ 
linguistics over ‘Generativist’, formal linguistic theories, (see Shibatani (ed.) 
(1988) for a collection of papers on ‘voice’ which are presented to demonstrate, 
if not showcase, the superiority of the functionalist approach to linguistics over 
the Generative approach). (See also Thompson 1996).  

Furthermore, in the Cognitive Grammar school of linguistic thought, we 
see that accounts of the relationship between the ‘passive’ and the ‘active’ are 
also showcased as demonstrating the superiority of Cognitive Grammar over 
others since: 

                                                 
54 See also Liles (1971: 52): ‘A principle of our grammar is that transformations 
affect the form of a structure but not the meaning.’ and ‘There is no difference in 
meaning between passive sentences and their corresponding actives. This 
transformation, like the one that produces indirect objects, makes stylistic 
variations but not changes in meaning.’ (Liles 1971: 69) [my emphasis, RR]. 
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[I]t rules out all arbitrary descriptive devices, i.e. 
those with no direct grounding in phonetic or 
semantic reality. Among the devices excluded are 
contentless features or arbitrary diacritics; syntactic 
dummies with neither semantic nor phonological 
content, introduced solely to drive the formal 
machinery of autonomous syntax (cf. Perlmutter 
1978); and the derivation of overt structures from 
abstract, underlying structures of a substantially 
different character (e.g. the derivation of passives 
from actives) […]55 (Langacker 2002: 19) [my 
emphasis]. 

Second, when consulting the literature dealing with grammatical voice, it is not 
uncommon that one comes across discussions of a three-way voice distinction; 
to wit, the existence of ‘active’, ‘passive’, and ‘middle’ voices. Consider the 
following quote from a scholar of classical languages and modern English: 

The particular form which a predicate assumes in 
virtue of the relation in which the person(s) or 
thing(s) indicated by the grammatical subject 
stand(s) to the predication is called its genus or 
voice, the latter being the ordinary term used in 
English grammars. We may, therefore, distinguish 
three genera or voices, i.e. the active, the passive 
and the middle voice, the term middle voice to be 
understood as a rendering of medium in Greek 
grammars, which is meant to indicate the fact that 
the form expresses a meaning that is intermediate 
between that of the active and the passive. (Poutsma 
1926: 13). 

Thus, in his definition of ‘genus’ or ‘voice’, Poutsma indicates to us that he is 
concerned with ‘the particular form which a predicate assumes’, i.e., that it is a 
formal property of the verb. Furthermore, he claims that there are three distinct 
forms in English that are relevant to our understanding of voice: ‘the active, the 
passive and the middle voice’. He adds that the middle voice is such that ‘the 
form expresses a meaning that is intermediate between that of the active and the 
passive’. However, despite reading this, and many other works on voice, and 
being a native speaker of English, I have yet to come across any distinct form of 
the predicate (that is to say, distinct from those forms which are generally 
understood as being the ‘active’ form and the ‘passive’ form) such that I have 
been able to unequivocally identify it as the ‘middle’ form. Note that the 
criterion that the form be unequivocally identifiable as an instance of the 

                                                 
55 Note that Langacker’s example sentences which show an active:passive 
alternation are Alice approached Bill and Bill was approached by Alice 
(Langacker 2002: 127). 
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relevant category is a commonly held criterion in linguistic typology (Klaiman 
1992: 621). 

This three-way distinction is not only attributable to an older school of 
linguists, that Poutsma is an example of, but also to contemporary theoretical 
linguists (see Stroik (1999), and Fox (1995: 155, 157) for explicit examples of 
this practice). Note however, Poutsma’s reference to, and hence the undisputed 
significance of, the Greek grammars to modern linguistic terminology, which 
is the meta-language used in linguistic analyses of English and other languages. 
I will remark on this later in this chapter. 

Third, and perhaps most importantly, it has been argued that the 
‘reflexive’ is another formal aspect of the clause or a meaning (there is obvious 
confusion between the two) that is relevant to an investigation into ‘voice’ 
phenomena. Turning this observation around we can say that an investigation 
into the ‘reflexive’ (as this thesis is) most definitely needs to concern itself with 
other ‘voice’ phenomena. Note the following observation made by a well-known 
typologist: 

A third view expressed by a number of writers is 
that there exists an association between middle and 
reflexive. In numerous languages, a reflexive 
morpheme is associated with various kinds of 
reductions in valence, marking such functions as 
passive, inchoative meaning, detransitive meaning, 
and reciprocal meaning, in addition to reflexive 
meaning proper or the basic function of the 
reflexive (i.e., referent of subject does action to self; 
this meaning will also be referred to below as the 
semantic reflexive). The valence-reducing functions 
a reflexive morpheme may encode arise, 
presumably, by extension of the reflexive’s basic 
function, since any morpheme which expresses 
reflexivity automatically marks the verb as having 
one less referentially distinct argument than the 
number of arguments it is lexically assigned. 
(Klaiman 1991: 45-46). 

If it is true that there is ‘an association’56 between the ‘middle’ and the 
‘reflexive’ (in the quote it is suggested that the association is one of ‘meaning’), 
then it follows that there should be some ‘association’, or other relation to be 
defined, between the ‘reflexive’, and the ‘active’ and ‘passive’ by virtue of the 
relationship that the ‘middle’ (at least as it is described by Klaiman above) holds 
within generally accepted theories of language structure.  

However, it is also quite unclear how a morpheme ‘associated with 
various kinds of reductions in valence’ can be employed in ‘such functions’ as 

                                                 
56 One suspects that this ‘association’ can be argued for on grounds of logical 
transitivity. 
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‘reciprocal meaning’. As is quite plain to understand, when we have interpreted 
something as expressing the ‘reciprocal’ we must have two participants; one 
doing something to another, and the other doing something (the same thing) to 
the first. Thus, it is not immediately clear why one would claim that a 
‘reciprocal meaning’ (Klaiman 1991: 45-46) can be expressed by reducing the 
number of participants in the clause from two to one, such that we have a 
reduction in valence in the predicate from transitive to intransitive. 

In her cross-linguistic survey, Geniušienė (1987: 142-143), notes that 
certain RMs [‘reflexive’ markers] are frequently employed as ‘passive’ markers 
across languages, either individually or in conjunction with a specialized form, 
as in Russian. Although her account confuses the difference between the 
semasiological and onomasiological perspectives (see section 5.4) and hence 
renders most of her explanations of the data somewhat circular, we are, 
however, again reminded that one can not perform an investigation into the 
‘reflexive’, i.e., into the forms that give rise to ‘reflexive’ interpretations, and the 
interpretations that obtain with respect to particular forms, without taking so-
called ‘voice’ phenomena into account. 

 
*** 

 
Before I show how the above three comments on voice phenomena differ from 
Dionysios Thrax’s original account of the relevant category of verbal inflection 
in Greek, I wish to elaborate on each of the points above and present some of my 
own views on these observations. The first point to be brought to the fore is the 
nature of ‘voice’ alternations. 

4.2 ‘Voice’ alternations 
Before we take a look at what is supposedly the most clear of all voice 
alternations – the ‘active’ and the ‘passive’ – let us consider the very general 
notion of a grammatical alternation, or paradigmatic opposition, as it is 
understood in linguistics. For example, let us take the number system in English. 
How could we go about identifying the relevant system? Well, we might take 
two sentences, The book is a delight to read and The books are a delight to read, 
and consider the fact that the perceived difference in form between book and 
books is supported by the fact that the two sentences mean different things and 
give rise to two sets of different interpretations. After reading the two sentences 
we explain the minimal difference in meaning in terms of the minimal difference 
in form of the nominal subjects. (The fact that the verb form, in this instance the 
copula BE, also shows an alternation in form is explained in terms of 
grammatical agreement and need not concern us for the moment.) Thus, we use 
paradigmatic substitution to isolate the particular form(s) that are considered 
relevant to the differences in meaning of the two sentences, (Nida 1948: 414). In 
fact we would not be able to talk of paradigmatic substitution proper if there 
were not a concomitant ‘substitution’ of meaning.  

After examining more pairs of sentences with different structures and 
lexical items, so as to exclude the possibility that the difference in meaning 
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between the first pair of sentences is the result of some other factor, the linguist 
will come to the generalisation that, with respect to regular number inflection, 
the formal schemas N+Ø and N+s pretty well sum up the so-called ‘singular’ 
and ‘plural’ meaning distinction. The coincidence of N+s with a plural 
interpretation of the entities referred to or denoted by the noun phrase prompts 
the linguist to say that the <s> in question is ‘the plural form’ without arousing 
controversy.  

So to recapitulate, when the linguist is asked to demonstrate an 
alternation in terms of the number system in English, given the sentence The 
book is a delight to read, the linguist will say that The books are a delight to 
read is the correct sentence that shows the alternation. NB, it is the difference in 
meaning between pairs of sentences that allows one to identify the relevant 
forms. Without the perceived differences in meaning we can not say that the 
forms being spoken of are in fact distinct forms, they may well be allomorphs. 
(But of course in this example we will agree that they are not). 

This method of analysis is, quite clearly, based on the structuralist 
principle of setting up an opposition along a paradigmatic axis. This method is 
used by linguists, consciously or unconsciously, all over the world and almost 
all grammatical inflectional categories are identified in this way, to the exclusion 
of the grammatical category ‘voice’ however. Because this is a controversial 
claim that am making, it deserves some explanation.  

I have asked numerous linguists the following question, in analogy to the 
point made above with respect to the number system; given the ‘active’ sentence 
John kissed Mary, what does the ‘passive’ sentence look like so that one has 
formed a minimal pair that demonstrates the difference in form between ‘active’ 
and ‘passive’ sentences? 100 percent of them have answered: Mary was kissed 
by John. Asked why they give this sentence as the answer to the question, they 
reply ‘Because the two sentences mean the same.’57 This answer stems from the 
fact that the ‘synonymy of actives and passives’ (Freidin 1975: 384) is assumed 
in practically all linguistic theories.58 

But what about the principle that demands that there be a difference in 
meaning between two forms that are considered to be minimal pairs? Somehow, 
the grammatical category of ‘voice’ seems to be exempt from this principle. This 
unconscious belief that ‘active’ and ‘passive’ minimal pairs are exempt from 
demonstrating differences in meaning is what has contributed to the great deal 
of confusion surrounding voice phenomena and to the construction of various 
‘mythologies of voice phenomena’ (Andersen 1994a: 17-124). Recall the 
structuralist principle that informs us that the only way we can perceive the 
existence of two distinct forms is because there is a difference in meaning 
expressed by those two forms. Forms do not exist without there being a 

                                                 
57 If the ‘active’ means the same as the ‘passive’, we might ask what the 
relationship (in terms of ‘meaning’) is between the ‘active’ and ‘middle’, and the 
‘passive’ and ‘middle’.  
58 This is taught at all levels of formal instruction, including schools. 
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dimension of opposition between them. They emerge through the action of the 
opposition, but not vice versa (see section 2. for further discussion). 

Recall also that when we go out to identify a grammatical category we 
attempt to keep everything constant and only change a minimal formal 
component in order to determine the relevant categories that emerge from the 
observation of a paradigmatic opposition. 

When I inform my linguist friends and colleagues that given the ‘active’ 
sentence John kissed Mary, the sentence that forms the other half of the minimal 
pair (that is to say, the sentence that demonstrates the correct paradigmatic 
opposition) is the ‘passive’ sentence John was kissed by Mary, they look on with 
disbelief. Below, I will give a more detailed account of why I consider John was 
kissed by Mary and not Mary was kissed by John to be the other half of the 
minimal pair that contrasts with John kissed Mary.59 But before I do that I wish 
to examine a number of different views on grammatical ‘voice’ by referring to a 
number of different researchers who have shown interest on this topic. 

4.3 A modern view on ‘voice’ 
One definition of ‘voice’ that seems to be clear and to the point is Klaiman’s, 
where she claims that voice is a category ‘encoding alternative allocations of 
nominals among positions in structural configurations.’ (1991: 620). What is 
attractive about this definition is that it is not dependent on the existence of a 
definition of ‘subject’ (or the ‘subject relation’)60. Furthermore, she states that 
what we are dealing with is a category of forms which encode information about 
the participants of the clause, since it is only those constituents which enter into 
the ‘structural configurations’ deemed relevant to voice. The formal category 
supplies information about ‘allocations of nominals’. What I understand by this 
is whether there is one or two, or more, nominals in the clause and/or what 
semantic roles these nominals perform within the clause. 
                                                 
59 Consider also the sentence, John is kissing Mary as an ‘active’ sentence. Note 
that the progressive form of the verb kissing indicates to us that we are dealing 
with a dynamic event. The traditional view regarding the ‘passive’ form of the 
verb in English is that it is the perfect or past participle, i.e., kissed.  Under the 
traditional analysis, we obtain the corresponding ‘passive’ Mary is being kissed 
by John. A serious problem arises, however. The past participle form, kissed, 
formally expresses a state (perfective) and it is often observed that ‘passive’ 
sentences serve as the expressions of states. If this is actually the case then there 
should be a radical difference in meaning between John is kissing Mary as a 
dynamic event and Mary is being kissed by John as a putative state, since in the 
‘passive’ sentence we have the participle form kissed, i.e., the formal 
expression of a state. Note that in Dionysios Thrax’s original definition of 
diathesis (see discussion below) both of his examples, tuptō and tuptomai show 
present tense imperfect aspect. Thus, the dynamic meaning is preserved across 
the alternation.  
60 See Keenan and Comrie (1977) for a typologically valid definition of the 
subject in terms of formal properties. 
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Numerous problems arise in investigations into voice phenomena 
however, because of the widespread lack of a coherent theory of linguistic 
signs, and how linguistic signs relate to language systems, within the 
typological community. Despite the fact that there is agreement in the present 
thesis that there is some relationship between the occurrence of forms glossed as 
‘MIDDLE’ or ‘PASSIVE’ and different interpretations, including ‘passive’, 
‘middle’, ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’ and so on, I can not agree with the ideas 
expressed in the following quote: 

Aside from writers who view the middle’s basic or 
central function61 as reflexive (Woodcock 1959: 14; 
and see citations in Geniušienė 1987: 8; 61, fns. 2, 
3), there are also those who see extensions in the 
functions of reflexive morphemes as evidence of 
middle voice behaviour even when there is no 
inflectional middle voice as such (Croft, Shyldkrot 
& Kemmer 1987). Also, certain writers identify 
middleness with reflexive morphology even when it 
does not express reflexive meaning proper. For 
instance, when a reflexive morpheme marks a 
passive construction (the reflexive passive; see 
Siewierska 1984: 162ff.; Langacker & Munro 1975; 
Andersen 1987: 13), some writers (see e.g. 
Geniušienė 1987: 112) invoke the term 
“mediopassive”. Incidentally, reflexive marking 
also encodes the antipassive, a derived voice, in a 
number of ergative-absolutive languages (see 
Paterson 1983, Levin 1987). (Klaiman 1991: 46). 

Let us look a little more closely at the claims that are made in the above 
quotation. First we are informed that the viewpoint exists that ‘the middle’s 
basic or central function’ is ‘reflexive’. What does this mean? We have a form, 
the ‘middle’ form, which has the ‘reflexive’ as its main function. One may 
wonder why it is called the ‘middle’ form at all and not simply the ‘reflexive’; 
note Geniušienė’s (1987) onomasiological definition of the ‘reflexive’ in section 
5.4, for example. Other researchers actually deal with ‘reflexive’ morphemes (no 
doubt called so because they can function as such) which have somehow been 
extended (within a synchronic system)62 to perform the ‘middle’ function. Given 
just this part of the quote we see that the term ‘middle’ has been ascribed to a 
form, and in the next sentence, also to a function, additionally described as 

                                                 
61 Note, however, my discussion of the term ‘prototype’ in chapter 3. 
62 Note that ‘grammaticalization’ (as a phenomenon often referred to in 
linguistics when more than one ‘meaning’ is observed) focuses on how 
languages change over time. It can not, in my estimation, be used as a mode of 
explanation of how, in a synchronic system, more than one interpretation of a 
single form (or set of forms) can obtain.  
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‘middleness’. In fact we are told that it is possible to have a ‘middle’ function in 
a language even when there is no ‘middle’ form. Strange indeed, but stranger 
still is that this ‘middle’ function is performed by a ‘reflexive’ form which ‘does 
not express reflexive meaning proper’. Why is it then called a ‘reflexive’ form in 
the first place? One may wonder. But the strangeness does not stop there. We 
are further informed that some of these ‘reflexive’ forms (which do not express 
‘reflexive’ meaning) but which are identified with ‘middleness’, actually mark 
passive constructions! 

After reviewing the above quotation we may ask ourselves What does the 
research referred to above tell us about ‘voice’? Well, I myself am left in some 
confusion by the above claims. What is made clear, however, is that there is 
either no consensus on the content of the terminology employed to discuss voice 
phenomena, or that the linguists quoted above are all talking about different 
phenomena. Whatever the case may be, the claim that a ‘reflexive’ form which 
does not express the ‘reflexive’, but is identified with ‘middleness’, and can 
mark a ‘passive’ construction does nothing to inform me about the grammatical 
category of voice. Rather, it demonstrates that:  

 
i. There is confusion surrounding that which is 

understood (however imperfectly) as voice phenomena 
(for example is it solely an inflectional category on 
(finite) verbs or does it encompass other morphological 
categories?). 

ii. Some account of the relationship between grammatical 
forms and the meanings of these forms is lacking. 

iii. A linguistic theory of how these meanings emerge 
from within a system has not been worked out by these 
typologists. 

 
Returning now to Poutsma, we again see what I consider a misunderstanding 
regarding the status of particular forms and the meaning of these forms, in this 
case in English, under his sub-section heading ‘Passiveness expressed by other 
means than the passive voice’ where we are informed that ‘[…] the middle or 
reflexive voice in not a few cases has a meaning which approaches very closely 
to that of the passive voice.’ (Poutsma 1926: 135, my emphasis). Note that his 
‘reflexive voice’ must refer to a particular class of forms, since it is only forms 
that can immediately be said to have meaning. The following are the examples 
he supplies: 

 
(4: 1) A wisdom and knowledge of the world manifested itself in the 

gifted youth. (Thackeray). 
 
(4: 2) The whole of her emotions she put into the slam of the door behind 

her. The ornaments shivered. A cup sprang off a bracket and dashed 
itself to pieces on the floor. (Hutchinson). 
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Consider a further problem that his characterization of voice brings up. Recall 
that the traditional way of identifying the ‘passive’ is with pairs of sentences like 
to following, which are said to ‘mean’ the same: 
 
(4: 3) John kissed Mary. 
 
(4: 4) Mary was kissed by John. 
 
However, one wonders what the meaning of ‘the middle or reflexive voice’ 
actually is such that it is distinct from the meaning of the ‘passive voice’. 
Moreover, and how it is claimed that the meaning of one voice (by definition 
distinct) ‘approaches’ the meaning of another voice.63 

The seeming lack of distinction between the ‘middle’ and ‘reflexive’ 
categories is also displayed in the following quote. Note that the definition of the 
‘middle’ category given here by Klaiman is basically a partial definition of what 
we understand to be a ‘reflexive’ interpretation: 

Traditional grammars also recognise a third or 
middle voice category. Originally, the middle seems 
to have been conceived as a compromise category 
displaying characteristics of both the active and the 
passive. In a middle construction, the viewpoint is 
active in that the action notionally devolves from 
the standpoint of the most dynamic (or Agent-like) 
participant in the depicted situation. But the same 
participant has Patient-like characteristics as well, in 
that it sustains the action’s principle effects. 
(Klaiman 1991: 3). 

As will be shown later in this section, the middle is somewhat of ‘a compromise 
category displaying characteristics of both the active and the passive’ but not at 
all in the sense suggested by Klaiman. Let it suffice to say here that it does not 
form the locus of the encoding of two distinct viewpoints, the Agent and the 
Patient.  

The view that the ‘middle construction’, a voice phenomenon, encodes 
the conjunction of these two different viewpoints – the viewpoint of the 
participant who can be considered the source of action in the clause and the 
viewpoint of the participant considered to be the recipient participant – is not 
supported in this thesis. Furthermore, if we assume that the above-mentioned 
linguists consider ‘voice’, as a grammatical category, to be a grammatical 
category that manifests itself as a formal category in the verbal domain, i.e., it is 
a verbal category, then it remains to be seen how a sub-category of pronoun can 
be said to express the meaning of the ‘middle’ as suggested below: 

                                                 
63 In the same context we might also ask what the meaning of ‘the middle or 
reflexive voice’ actually is such that it is distinct from the meaning of the ‘active 
voice’. 
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[I]t has been observed that the meaning of the Greek 
medium is normally expressed by means of 
reflexive or, less frequently, reciprocal pronouns. 
[…] In this chapter the combinations with the 
reflexive and reciprocal pronouns will be viewed 
exclusively as expedients to denote genus or voice. 
(Poutsma 1926: 143). 

Undoubtedly, in Classical Greek there exists an intersection in the different 
types of interpretations that obtain of sentences that include particular verbal 
inflections, including what is popularly understood as the ‘middle’ inflection, 
and particular pronominal forms, including what is popularly understood as 
‘reflexive’ and ‘reciprocal’ pronouns. But from this observation we can not 
conclude that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in Greek expresses the meaning of the 
Greek ‘medium/middle’. The reason being that they are members of two 
different grammatical categories within one and the same language.64 That there 

                                                 
64 Of course, cross-linguistically we may come across different grammatical 
categories sharing many and perhaps all of their structural properties (not 
necessarily all of their functional properties however). Thus the Finnish ‘essive’ 
case inflection (on the noun) and the English preposition ‘in’ are instantiations 
of forms that are members of different grammatical categories but on closer 
inspection may come to have the same structural properties. Observe that 
Finnish does not possess a prepositional form which we can gloss as ‘in’. And 
neither does English possess a case inflectional form that we can call essive.  

However, these cross-linguistic possibilities aside, within one and the same 
language system it is not possible for two distinct forms that are instantiations of 
different grammatical categories (for example, a verbal agreement inflectional 
form and a free standing pronominal) to share exactly the same structural 
aspects, i.e., they can not have the same meaning. We do have languages where 
some, but not all, structural aspects are coded twice in the same sentence, 
however. For example, in Polish there is a past tense verbal suffix that agrees 
with the number and gender (in the feminine) of the subject as illustrated below: 

(a) Dziewczyna uderzyła chłopca. 
 dziewczyna           uderz-ył-      a              chłopca  
 girl.NOM.Sg.Fem hit-    PAST-3Sg.Fem boy.ACC.Masc 
 ‘The girl hit the boy’ 
 

(b) Dziewczyny uderzyły chłopca. 
 dziewczyny           uderz-ył-       y           chłopca  
 girl.NOM.Pl.Fem  hit-    PAST-3Pl.Fem boy.ACC.Masc 
 ‘The girls hit the boy’ 
 

(c) Chłopiec uderzył dziewczynę. 
 chłopiec                  uderz-ył       dziewczynę  
 boy.NOM.Sg.Masc hit-   PAST girl.ACC.Fem 
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is an overlap in the range of possible interpretations of sentences containing 
particular instantiations of one or the other of these categories does not entail 
that these forms ‘mean’ the same. Again, the very fact that experts in Classical 
Greek are able to identify two distinct formal categories (a verbal inflectional 
and a pronominal category) points to the fact that these categories are the locus 
of different meanings. However, there have been linguists who have come to the 
conclusion that these forms mean the same by observing a similarity in possible 
interpretations (including the ‘reflexive’ for example) that obtain either 
because of the contribution that a verbal inflection makes to the sentence or 
because of the contribution a pronominal form makes to the sentence. The 
reasoning then follows that if these forms mean the same (an incorrect 
assumption), e.g., the ‘middle’ verbal inflection and some pronoun form, then 
they must be part of the same grammatical category, hence Poutsma’s (1926: 
141) discussion of ‘[T]he middle or reflexive voice’. Note too that, despite these 
references to the similarity in meaning between the ‘middle’ and the ‘reflexive’ 
forms, Poutsma also finds similarity between the ‘reflexive’ (form) and ‘passive’ 
meanings (potentially at least): 

Reflexive verbs with a strongly marked passive 
meaning may be called passive reflexive. (Poutsma 
1926: 156). 

Returning to the view that the ‘middle’ is a meaning that is the conjunction of 
both ‘active’ and ‘passive’ meanings (Klaiman 1991: 3), Klaiman later states the 
following: 

Traditionally, […] the middle in opposition to the 
active is said to express a distinction of meaning 
relating to alternate views of the logical subject’s 
participation in the denoted action. The middle, in 
contrast to the active, signals the subject’s 
coincidence with the locus of the action’s principle 
effects. (Klaiman 1991: 27). 

Given this partial characterisation of the relationship between the ‘active’ and 
the ‘middle’ meanings (we do not know whether the contrastive opposition 
between the ‘active’ and the ‘middle’ is a privative opposition, or equipollent for 
example) one may well wonder what the contrastive opposition between the 
‘middle’ and ‘passive’ meanings is. This of course would depend on whether 
there are in fact three distinct verbal inflectional forms in Classical Greek, the 
‘active’ form, the ‘middle’ form and the ‘passive’ form, since if there are three 

                                                                                                              
 ‘The boy hit the girl’ 
 
(d) Chłopcy uderzyli dziewczynę. 
 chłopcy         uderz-yl-      i               dziewczynę  
 boy.NOM.Pl hit-    PAST-3Pl.Masc girl.ACC.Fem 
 ‘The boys hit the girl 
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distinct verbal categories (meanings) then we should expect three distinct verbal 
inflection forms. In fact there are a number of scholars who hold such a view. 
Consider Abraham’s (1995) specialist paper on ‘Diathesis: the middle, 
particularly in West-Germanic’ where he states the existence of three different 
forms; ‘active’, ‘middle’ and ‘passive’, each part of a code, signalling some 
meaning: 

[T]he middle is distinguished from the passive in a 
variety of languages, notably the old Indo-European 
ones and the modern Slavic languages. (Abraham 
1995: 4). 

Note that it is different forms that are being ‘distinguished’ from each other. 
With reference to Classical Greek we are informed that this language: 

[R]etained the medial form next to the passive and 
the active: viz. the semantic equivalence between 
endou (active)/enduomai (“medium”), equally well 
for “get dressed”.65 (Abraham 1995: 4). 

However, just because two (obviously) different forms (with no context given) 
in Classical Greek can be glossed by one and the same phrase in English does 
not serve as proof that these two different forms display ‘semantic equivalence’. 
Again I ask (hopefully without sounding too pedantic): how is it possible for us 
to identify two forms as being distinct if they are ‘semantically equivalent’? If 
they have the same meaning? What this example shows us is that these two 
distinct verb forms in Greek could give rise to at least one interpretation in 
common, but the claim of  ‘semantic equivalence’ does not hold because the 
form enduomai can just as well be interpreted as ‘dress oneself’ or ‘be dressed 
(by someone else)’ or ‘get dressed for myself’ or with a change in number 
agreement ‘dressed each other’. See also the Greek examples below.  

Another example from Abraham’s work shows that one and the same 
form in Greek, which he calls the ‘medium’, can give rise to a number of 
different glosses in English: 

Take Ancient Greek: the medium louomai, derived 
from lou ‘wash’, is taken to mean either ‘I wash 
myself’ or ‘I wash for myself’ (i.e. according to my 
own purposes); on the other hand, it can also mean, 
depending on the context, ‘I am washed’. (Abraham 
1995: 4).  

                                                 
65 Note that one can use enduo (sic) in a sentence with an object, e.g., enduo 
andra ‘I dress a man’, enduo ton andra ‘I dress the man’. This interpretation is 
not available if a ‘middle verb’ is used. A further argument against the putative 
‘semantic equivalence’. 
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If it is true that louomai is an example of the ‘middle’ voice form, we might now 
ask what the status of the term ‘middle’ actually is in modern linguistics. First of 
all, in the example given above, we are given English glosses that are variously 
understood as ‘reflexive’: ‘I wash myself’; ‘benefactive’: ‘I wash for myself’; 
and ‘passive’: ‘I am washed’. Now if it is true that the Greek ‘middle’ form can 
give rise to a ‘passive’ meaning, nota bene Abraham claims that ‘I am washed’ 
is a possible meaning of louomai, one wonders what is the nature of the 
contrastive opposition in meaning between the ‘middle’ and the ‘passive’ as 
alluded to earlier? A more pertinent question however, is what is the ‘passive’ 
form in Greek? If endou is the ‘active’ form of the verb and enduomai is the 
‘middle’ form, we are still not informed of what the ‘passive’ form is. 

Note too that in the characterisations of the ‘middle’ in Greek given so 
far, i.e., it is a particular inflectional form and/or it is a meaning instantiated in ‘a 
compromise category displaying characteristics of both the active and the 
passive’ no reference has been made to the following: 

standard examples of middle constructions in 
English,  

Bureaucrats bribe easily = Bureaucrats are easy to 
be bribed [sic] 

The wall paints easily = The wall is easy to paint 

Chickens kill easily     = Chickens are easy to kill 

The floor waxes easily = The floor is easy to wax 

The left column presents the middle construction; 
the right column paraphrases the meaning. Note that 
the verbal voice appears in the active morphology. 
For lack of a distinct morphology, there are no 
middle “verbs” known in the tradition of English 
grammar.EN[dnote] (Abraham 1995: 7-8). 

Note the difficulties that we are now faced with in understanding what voice is 
about. In Greek, we have learnt so far that the ‘middle’ inflection can be used to 
express ‘passive’ meaning (which itself should be of course in a contrastive 
opposition with the ‘active’ meaning). Now it seems that ‘active’ morphology in 
English is used in ‘middle constructions’. These constructions are said to have 
the meaning of whatever the ‘middle’ is. Note too that these English sentences 
all demand the presence of an adverbial like easily or quickly for them to (i) be 
grammatical, and (ii) to convey ‘middle’ meaning (as intended by the author). 
Thus: 
 
(4: 5)  *Bureaucrats bribe. 
 
(4: 6)  *The wall paints. 
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(4: 7)  *Chickens kill. 
 
(4: 8)  *The floor waxes. 
 
Neither do these sentences give rise to ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’ or 
other such like interpretations, i.e., Chickens kill can not be interpreted as 
‘chickens kill themselves’, ‘chickens kill each other’ or ‘chickens are killed (by 
someone)’. Note Abraham’s explanatory endnote to the above: 

ENIt is worthwhile pointing out that any assumption 
to the contrary would have to define a verbal class 
either in purely semantic terms or, as a 
consequence, of some distinct distributional 
behaviour. The second option would be to 
presuppose some cryptic, invisible morpheme to 
take care of the specific classification. The latter 
methodology could be pursued in the GB 
framework. (Abraham 1995: 45). 

I concur with Abraham’s first objection to defining a verbal class in purely 
semantic terms, and, to a certain degree, to his second, concerning distributional 
behaviour (since we have no a priori reason to believe that even the most 
rigorous of semantically defined verbal classes will display distinct 
distributional behaviours).66 However, since English does not, to my knowledge, 
allow for the overt morphological inflection of verbs for the ‘active’ voice, if 
one were to go down the road of presupposing ‘some cryptic, invisible 
morpheme to take care of the specific classification’ for the ‘middle’, then one 
would have to do the same for the ‘active’. But if we were to have two cryptic, 
invisible morphemes, ‘cryptic invisible AØ’, and ‘cryptic invisible MØ’ for 
example, to take care of the ‘active’ and ‘middle’ classifications, we might still 
ask what empirical grounds we have in doing so. Secondly, if there is no 
distinction in form between these two invisible morphemes (since both are 
invisible they have exactly the same form), then we are on very shaky ground 
indeed in postulating some difference in meaning between the two forms. Since 
it is only through the action of oppositions in meaning within a system that we 
come to perceive distinct forms. If we come to a situation where we can not 

                                                 
66 Empirical evidence that touches on this assumption has been collected by 
Gross (1979) and his co-workers with respect to individual lexical items, i.e., not 
necessarily verb classes. In his particularly interesting work in exploring the 
feasibility of constructing a Generative Grammar for French (in the 1970s) he 
‘attempted to verify systematically the applicability of [600] rules [rules and 
conditions of application] to more than 12,000 lexical items.’ (Gross 1979: 859). 
This investigation resulted in a 600 × 12,000 binary matrix. When the syntactic 
properties of any two of the 12,000 lexical items that were investigated were 
compared, Gross and his colleagues ‘observed that no two lexical items have 
identical syntactic properties.’ (Gross 1979: 860). 
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perceive a distinction between the forms (both are ‘zero forms’ within the same 
paradigmatic slot, i.e., they are of the category ‘voice inflection’) then we are in 
no position to claim that a distinction of meaning holds either. The best solution 
here (if one wishes to persist in claiming that there is ‘active’ and ‘middle’ voice 
in English) is not to create two invisible morphemes or even one invisible 
morpheme but rather to say that the verb in English is unmarked with respect to 
what is understood as ‘active’ and ‘middle’ voice grammatical inflections. 

Returning to the ‘middle’ example supplied above: 
 
(4: 9)  Chickens kill easily. 
 
One might be tempted to claim that it is the adverb which is the semantic locus 
of the difference which distinguishes the meaning of the ‘middle’ from the 
meanings of other interpretations (if available). However the sentence: 
 
(4: 10)  Chickens easily kill. 
 
also contains the same adverb yet no ‘middle’ interpretation obtains. Quite the 
opposite in fact. In this example, the semantic role played by the subject is very 
different from the role played by the subject in example (4: 9).67 

Turning our attention briefly to German, let us consider what claim 
Abraham makes with respect to this language and compare it with what has been 
said so far in this section. Consider the following statement:  

Unlike English middles [which do not have a form 
distinct from that of the active, RR], middle forms 
in German are always ambiguous between a 
reflexive interpretation and a medial interpretation. 
(Abraham 1995: 12). 

Here he claims that German has ‘middle forms’, hence we might expect 
evidence of a verbal inflectional category, since voice is supposedly a verbal 
grammatical category. Looking closer at one of his examples however, we find 
that this is not the case: 
 
(4: 11) Diese Leute  beherrschen sich    nicht leicht.  
 these people control         REFL   not    pleasantly [sic] 
 ‘These people are rather uncontrolled’ (Abraham 1995: 8). [i.e., 

trouble in controlling themselves, or difficult for anyone else to get 
them under control]. 

 
Note too that the pronoun sich is glossed as ‘REFL(exive)’ and not ‘MIDDLE’. But 
disregarding that, sich can not be the ‘middle form’ that he is referring to here 
because it is not true that all German sentences that contain sich give rise to a 

                                                 
67 Also compare a similar difference in interpretation between The book reads 
well and He reads well. 
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‘medial interpretation’.68 Note too that not all sentences that contain the pronoun 
sich that give rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation are ambiguous between a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation and a ‘middle’ interpretation either: 
 
(4: 12) Er hat sich gewaschen. [‘reflexive’] 
 Er hat sich gewaschen  
 he has self PAST.wash 
 ‘He has washed himself’ 
 
Neither is it true that all sentences that contain sich and give rise to a ‘middle’ 
interpretation are ambiguous between a ‘middle’ interpretation and a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation: 
 
(4: 13) Das Buch verkauft sich gut.  
 Das Buch verkauft sich gut  
 this book sell.PRES self good 
 ‘This book sells well’ [‘middle’]. 
 
Note Abraham’s (2000: 94) own examples and explanatory annotation: 
 
(4: 14) Die Tür öffnet sich leicht. [‘middle construction’] 
 ‘The door can be opened easily’ 
 Middle verb: sich öffnen ‘(go)open’ 
 Middle construction: sich leicht öffnen ‘open easily’ 
 
Finally, note that despite being glossed as REFL, sich can be found in sentences 
that are interpreted as reciprocal as in (4: 15): 
 
(4: 15) Sie küßten sich.  
 sie   küßten        sich 
 they kiss.PAST self 
 ‘They kissed each other’ [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
In summary, we are informed that German has a ‘middle’ form, but it is not a 
verbal inflectional category however. This form is glossed as ‘REFL(exive)’ 
despite being the ‘middle form’. However, contrary to the claims reported on 
above, the form sich is not only found in sentences that are ambiguous between 
‘middle’ and ‘reflexive’ interpretations, but also in sentences that exclude a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation or a ‘middle’ interpretation. Sentences also exist where 
it is reasonable to say that both types of interpretation are excluded, for example 
the ‘reciprocal’ sentence given in (4: 15). 

                                                 
68 See also Cranmer (1976) for further examples. 
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4.4 An Ancient view on ‘voice’: Dionysios Thrax and our first 
Western grammar 
When reading the modern or contemporary literature on a particular 
grammatical feature or property we seldom see that reference is made to work 
published more than 80 years ago. Of course lip-service is sometimes paid to 
some of the foundational ideas of Saussure, Jakobson, Peirce, Pike, Firth, Boas, 
Whorf, Jespersen, Bloomfield, and the like, but they are all somewhat ‘old-
school’ and it is assumed that new and exciting progress has been made in the 
science of linguistics subsequent to their passing from the stage. For the 
purposes of the present section, I too will pass over their contributions to the 
field and focus on a piece of work written considerably earlier than their own, 
namely Dionysios Thrax’s Tékhnē Grammatikē. 

The fact that a grammar was written more than one thousand or even 
more than two thousand years ago does not immediately disqualify the use of 
that grammar in any contemporary linguistic endeavour.69 In fact we are 
particularly fortunate to have had these grammars made available to us by 
native-speakers of languages which are now extinct. Note the following words 
indicating the legitimacy of using such grammars in modern linguistic 
investigations, including investigations into voice phenomena: 

The study of voice and its functions is part of a long 
tradition pre-dating modern grammatical analysis. 
In fact, the conception of the middle as a verbal 
category seems to be as old as the tradition of 
grammatical description in Indo-European (IE) 
languages. Rules specifying the selection of middle 
vs active inflections appear in the Classical Sanskrit 
grammar attributed to Pāṇini, the Aṣt ̣ādhyāyī. There 
seems no compelling reason to overlook the 
potential contributions this work can make to our 
understanding of voice, or to assign lesser weight to 
premodern grammars as contrasted with modern 
grammars in sorting out and evaluating the IE 
middle’s functions. (Klaiman 1991: 82-83). 

It has been a point of scholarly controversy whether the Tékhnē Grammatikē 
should be (solely) attributed to the grammarian known as Dionysius Thrax. 

                                                 
69 An investigation into the history of a science, and how certain problems were 
discussed in the earliest beginnings of a science, may shed light on 
contemporary problems and attempts to present explanations for these problems. 
See for example the bacteriologist Zinsser’s (1934) historical investigation into 
events surrounding the spread of the typhus germ in Europe and the Orient. 
Zinsser demonstrates how an understanding of the historical background 
associated with the disease lead to an understanding of the life-cycle of epidemic 
diseases in general. Furthermore, his research lead to a better understanding of 
the specific nature of the typhus germ in particular.  
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However, the issue of textual authority per se is not of relevance to the 
following discussion. The Tékhnē’s appearance in the 2nd/1st century B.C. does, 
however, make it the first grammar of the Greek language, and by a native-
speaker to wit. The relevance of what was written in the Tékhnē is still felt today 
in all linguistic studies, because it is our (from a Western-European perspective) 
first grammar, and it is this grammar from which a great deal of our present 
linguistic terminology, (our metalanguage), stems (see also Dinneen 1995: 
144ff).  

Note that Swiggers and Wouters’ (1998) choice of title, De Tékhnē 
Grammatikē ́ van Dionysius Thraxte; die oudste spraakkunst in het westen 
[‘Dionysisos Thrax’s Tékhnē Grammatikē: the oldest grammar in the West’], for 
their commentary and translation (into Dutch) of the Tékhnē indicates the 
indebtedness Western linguistics owes to this grammar. In their introduction, 
these attentive scholars explicitly remark on the links between today’s linguistic 
endeavour and the Tékhnē’s contribution in establishing not only an original 
manner of presenting a grammar, but most importantly for the discussion below 
on grammatical voice70, the terminology used in discussing grammatical 
phenomena. 

Hoewel de precieze invloed die uitgaan is van de 
Tékhnē op de grammaticale beschrijvingen in het 
Western nog niet in detail werd onderzocht, kan 
men toch de volgende belangrijke feiten vaststellen: 
[…] (b) De definities van de rededelen zijn nog 
steeds, in de meest elementaire grammatica’s, een 
mengeling van formele en semantische kenmerken, 
de we voor het grootste gedeelte reeds vinden in de 
Tékhnē (met toepassing op het Grieks); het 
identificeren van karakteristieke accidentia is een 
blijvende verworvenheid van de Westerse 
grammatica. (c) De terminologie die door de 
Alexandrijnen werd ontwikkeld en de Tékhnē werd 
vastgelegd, is nog steeds deze van onze 
(traditionele) grammatica: onze hedendaagse termen 
zijn ofwel leenvertalingen gebaseerd op de Latijnse, 
letterlijke vertaling van de Griekse termen [...]. 
(Swiggers and Wouters 1998: xxxix).71 

[Even though what the exact influence was of the 
Tékhnē on grammatical descriptions in the West has 

                                                 
70 See for example Claflin’s ‘appeal to Dionysius Thrax, no mean authority on a 
point of grammar’ (1939: 159) in her discussion of the ‘Voice of the Indo-
European Perfect’. 
71 Many thanks to Professor A. Wouters (Head of the Department of Classical 
Studies, Greek Philology, Leuven University) for his pertinent remarks on my 
discussion of his translation and commentary on Thrax’s grammar. 
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not yet been studied in detail, one can still assert the 
following important facts: [...] (b) The definitions of 
the parts of speech are still, in the most elementary 
of grammars, a mixture of formal and semantic 
aspects, which to a large majority we already find in 
the Tékhnē (as applied to Greek); the identification 
of characteristic accidence is a constant 
achievement in Western grammars. (c) The 
terminology developed by the Alexandrians was 
established in the Tékhnē and remains the same as 
that used in our (traditional) grammars: our 
contemporary terms are often loan-translations 
(calques) based upon Latin, literal translations of the 
Greek terms72].73 

Even though the definitions found in the Tékhnē are said to take into account 
both formal and semantic aspects ‘een mengeling van formele en semantische 
kenmerken’ [a mixture of formal and semantic aspects], note that the importance 
of formal aspects in establishing inflectional patterns takes priority in the 
presentation of the relevant Greek examples (see Thrax’s discussion of the verb 
below, for example) as suggested in the following quote: 

Als aparte rededelen worden die elementen vermeld 
die in formeel opzicht ven elkaar verschillen: door 
hun buigingspatroon, [...] De semantische en de 
syntactische verschillen (de drie types van 
naamworden betekenen iets anders en hebben 
uiteenlopende syntactische kenmerken en 
combinatiemogelijkheden) werden dus minder 
belangrijk geacht dan het overeenstemmende 
buigingspatroon [...]. (Swiggers and Wouters 1998: 
xxxii). 

[The elements which differ from each other in 
formal aspects are treated as separate parts of 
speech: by inflectional patterns, [...] The semantic 
and syntactic differences (the three types of noun 
mean something different and are distinguished in 
terms of different syntactic and combinatory 
possibilities) are thus considered less important than 
the harmonic inflectional patterns]. 

                                                 
72 Note that the term ‘reflexive’ used today originates from the Latin reflex, 
which in turn is a translation of the Greek term ‘anaphor’. 
73 English translations by RR. Many thanks to L. Kulikov (Leiden University) 
for kindly checking them for me. All errors remain mine, however. 
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As I will try to demonstrate by a close reading of Thrax’s discussion of the 
Greek verb, it is in fact imperative to note the distinction between form and 
function when analysing the inflectional category of diathesis, and certain 
categories of possible relationships between form and function. Hence the 
observation that: 

Die formele invalshoek hangt samen met een 
streven naar subcategorisatie, binnen de rededelen, 
op basis van een formele analogie [...]. (Swiggers 
and Wouters 1998: xxxiii). 

[The formal perspective went together with a desire 
for subcategorisation, within the parts of speech, 
based on a formal analogy]. [my emphasis, RR]. 

4.4.1 Thrax’s characterisation of διαθέσεις, diathesis 
In this section I present a number of different translations of Thrax’s discussion 
of the Greek (finite) verb and the inflectional categories that pertain to this part 
of speech. A similar formal distinction in diathesis is also present on all non-
finite verb forms, i.e., infinitives and participles in Greek. In fact the majority of 
verb forms one comes across in Greek texts are non-finite forms. By using these 
translations and the original Greek examples given by Thrax, I will argue that 
with respect to the relevant verbal inflectional categories, there are but two 
formal diatheses instantiated by (i) an ‘active’ set of person and number 
agreement endings and (ii) a páthos (experiential) set of person and number 
agreement endings. (See also Robins R.H. 1993, and Andersen 1994b). 

Because, however, this particular interpretation of the grammar has not 
gained substantial acceptance within the linguistic community (if any at all), and 
despite Andersen’s (1991, 1994a) scholarly presentation of his arguments 
concerning Thrax’s grammar (note the numerous publications on voice 
phenomena which claim the existence of three formal diatheses in cross-
linguistic studies, including Greek) it is necessary to discuss these translations 
and commentaries in this section. Most importantly, it should be recalled that 
this grammar serves as the starting point for the terminological apparatus that is 
still used today in modern linguistics, and thus must be considered particularly 
relevant to any discussion of the terms ‘passive’, ‘active’ and ‘middle’. Once we 
come to an understanding of these voice phenomena, we will be in a better 
position to understand how the relevant inflectional endings can give rise to 
‘reflexive’ interpretations. 

Thrax’s characterization of the category διαθέσεις, diathesis, (also known 
as ‘voice’ today, see Davidson’s (1874: 335) comments quoted later in this 
section) is found in his discussion of the Greek verb and the noun74. At this 
point, however, we will focus on what he had to say about the verbal category.75 
                                                 
74 Note the following comments by Thrax on the Greek noun: 

The Dispositions [Thrax’s term, διαθέσεις, RR] of 
the noun are two, Activity and Passivity; Activity, 
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A verb is a word which is without case inflection, 
displaying changes of tense, person, and number, 
and signifying also activity or passivity. The verb 
has eight types of attributes: mood, state [Thrax’s 
term; διαθέσεις, RR], species, shape, number, 
person, tense, and conjugation.  

[...] 

There are three states [Thrax’s term; διαθέσεις, RR] 
– active, passive and middle. Active is exemplified 
by tuptō (I strike), passive by tuptomai (I am 
struck), and middle sometimes signifies activity and 
sometimes passivity, for instance pepēga (I am 
fixed to the spot), diephthora (I am ruined), 
epoiēsamēn (I made for myself, I had [something] 
made), egrapsamēn (I wrote down for my own 
benefit). (Translation by Kemp 1986: 354). 

First, giving special attention to the differences between the words display and 
signify, note how Kemp’s (1986) translation informs us that, according to 
Thrax’s definition of the Greek verb, the lack of case inflection, tense, person 
and number are categories that the verb displays, that is to say, these are formal 
properties of the verbal expression. Second, we see that ‘activity or passitivity’ 
are two categories that are signified, i.e., in this part of Thrax’s discussion he 
informs us that there are two general meaning categories (or functional 

                                                                                                              
as the judge, the judging; Passivity, as the 
judgeable, the judged. (Translation by Davidson, 
1874: 334).  

Also:  

There are two διαθέσεις of the noun, ένέργεια (and) 
πάθος; ένέργεια, on the one hand, as κριτής “judge” 
(and) ό κρίνων “he who decides”, (and) πάθος, on 
the other, as κριτός “choice, chosen” (and) ό 
κρινόµενος “he who is chosen”. (Translation by 
Andersen, 1994a: 152).  

Finally:  

The noun has two states [διαθέσεις, RR], active and 
passive; active is exemplified in kritēs (judge) – 
“the judging (man)” and passive in kritos (judged) – 
“the judged (man)”. (Translation by Kemp, 1986: 
354). 

75 See Appendix 1 for further discussion of this text. 
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categories if you like) ‘active’ and ‘passive’ which can be associated with the 
verb in Greek. The translation proceeds, and we are informed that διαθέσεις 
(translated here as ‘state’) is a type of attribute of the verb.  

In the next paragraph however, we are informed that ‘[T]here are three 
states – active, passive and middle’. It is my contention that it is a 
misunderstanding of this statement that has lead to the widespread belief that (i) 
there are three different formal inflectional categories to be observed in Greek, 
and/or (ii) there are three different meaning/functional categories in Greek, and 
by extension (under universalist aspirations) these three form- and/or meaning- 
categories are to be found in all Indo-European languages, if not all languages. 

The answer to what Thrax actually meant with his statement regarding 
the existence of three διαθέσεις is supplied by looking at the specific examples 
he mentions immediately following the statement.76  

                                                 
76 Note too that since the whole Tékhnē Grammatikē spans only about 23 pages 
of text, yet covers topics including the Greek alphabet, rhetoric, pronunciation, 
phonetics, parts of speech and so on, the outstanding genius of the work also lies 
in its brevity, whilst retaining its depth of observation. Being an expert in 
rhetoric, Thrax was fully competent to the job of presenting his material in an 
orderly and logical fashion. By looking at the different sections covering the 
different parts of speech we see a regularity in his order and style of presentation 
that supports the present interpretation of Thrax’s discussion of διαθέσεις. 

For example, consider the formal structure of the manner in which the Greek 
noun is presented by Thrax:  

There are three numbers – singular, dual, and plural. 
The singular is ho Homēros (Homer), the dual tō 
Homērō (the two Homers), and the plural hoi 
Homēroi (the Homers). There are some singular 
forms applied to plurality, such as dēmos (people), 
khoros (chorus), okhlos (crowd); and some plural 
forms which are applied to single or dual referents, 
for example Athēnai (Athens), Thēbai (Thebes) of 
single referents, and amphoteroi (both) of dual 
referents. (Translation by Kemp, 1986: 352). 

As in his discussion of the verb, Thrax presents us with examples of each of the 
formal categories of the noun, in this particular case we focus just on the 
divisions in the category ‘number’. First we are given examples where the form 
and meaning of the expressions ‘match’, such that we have a singular form and a 
singular meaning; ‘ho Homēros (‘Homer’)’. The fact that a so-called proper 
noun is used in these examples does not detract from the example, but instead 
adds further theoretical import to the distinctions Thrax demonstrated in his 
grammar since: 

[a] homonymous noun is one which is applied in the 
same form to a number of things; for instance, in the 
case of proper nouns, “Ajax, son of Telamon” and 
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After stating that there are three διαθέσεις, Thrax’s example for the 
‘active’, enérgia (‘activity’), is tuptō (I strike). This is a verb form that displays 
‘active’ inflection (for the 1st person, singular) and has an ‘active’ meaning/or 
function. In other words, the subject (as indicated by the person and number 
agreement features) is in an energetic disposition with respect to the event 
denoted by the verb (Andersen 1991: 32). 

The second of his examples is an example of the páthos (‘experience’); 
tuptomai (I am struck). Here we have a páthos form, indicated by the agreement 
(person and number) inflection –mai, with a páthos , experiential, meaning.  

The next two examples illustrating the category mesótēs ‘middle’ –    
pepēga  (‘I am fixed to the spot’), and diephthora (‘I am ruined’) – display 
‘active inflectional endings’ (Andersen 1991: 35). The form is ‘active’, but with 
a páthos meaning. In these two examples the subject is in an experiential 
disposition with respect to the event denoted by the verb. Furthermore, the two 
examples following these also illustrate the category mesótēs; epoiēsamēn (‘I 
made for myself’, ‘I had [something] made’), egrapsamēn (‘I wrote down for 
my own benefit’). These two forms display páthos inflectional endings but 
signify ‘an active meaning – the “subject” performs an action without being 
directly affected by it’ (Andersen 1991: 36, and see his footnote to Jankuhn 
1969: 16).  

Note that the ‘active’ inflection can be employed when the nominal 
participant stands in an energetic macro-semantic relation to the verb, as 
‘Agent’, independent of whether the nominal simultaneously stands in a 
                                                                                                              

“Ajax, son of Ileus”, and in the case of appellative 
nouns mus (mouse) -  sea variety and land variety. 
(Translation by Kemp, 1986: 353).  

For Thrax, the generalisations concerning the parts of speech categories that he 
wished to make with respect to Greek hold across a number of different notional 
parameters; in this instance a discussion of ‘number’ and ‘homonym’ can both 
be applied to members of the category ‘proper noun’. After being given a 
number of examples where there is a ‘match’ between form and meaning, we are 
given a number of so-called exceptions to the general rule, e.g., ‘singular forms 
applied to a plurality’; ‘dēmos (‘people’)’, i.e., ‘mis-matches’ between form and 
meaning. Note, however, that the fact that there is a ‘mis-match’ at one level of 
representation/analysis, did not preclude Thrax from formulating a 
generalisation, as captured in his technical term ‘collective noun’, about words 
that show some other form of regularity:   

[A] collective noun is a noun in the singular number 
which signifies a plurality, such as “people [dēmos, 
RR], chorus, crowd”. (Translation by Kemp, 1986: 
353).  

A similar pattern of presentation is apparent in Thrax’s discussion of the Greek 
verb. This pattern can be characterized in terms of a particular ‘vertaalstrategie’ 
[narrative strategy] as observed by Swiggers and Wouters (1998: 19). 
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experiential disposition with respect to the verb, for example in instances of 
‘reflexive’ and ‘reciprocal’ interpretations. Similarly, the páthos inflectional 
form can be employed when the nominal stands in an experiential macro-
semantic relation to the verb, i.e., ‘Undergoer’. This may occur independently of 
whether the participant simultaneously stands in an ‘active’ disposition with 
respect to the verb, for example in instances of the ‘reflexive’ and the 
‘reciprocal’ (see the examples given below).  

Concerning the secondary, derived category, mesótēs (from which our 
modern-day term ‘middle’ derives), note the particular care Thrax took in 
selecting his examples. We have two ‘actively’ conjugated verbs in which the 
participant stands in an experiential relation with respect to the verb to the 
exclusion of simultaneously standing in an ‘active’ disposition to the verb: 
pepēga (‘I am fixed to the spot’), and diephthora (‘I am ruined’). Then we have 
two páthos inflected verbs in which the participant stands in an ‘active’ 
disposition with respect to the verb to the exclusion of simultaneously standing 
in an experiential disposition to the verb: epoiēsamēn (‘I made for myself’, ‘I 
hade [something] made’), egrapsamēn (‘I wrote down for my own benefit’). 

 Before summarizing these observations, let us now consider Kemp’s 
footnoted commentary to his translation of the above passage: 

FN It is not clear whether the emphasis here is on the 
inflections which distinguish active, passive, and 
middle in Greek (though not in all tenses), or on the 
differences in meaning. The examples given do not 
include those found in Apollonius which he says are 
of active form but passive meaning, e.g. kopiō (I am 
tired), gērō (I grow old). (Kemp 1986: 354). 

Kemp shows uncertainty about where the emphasis in Thrax’s discussion of the 
three διαθέσεις is placed. Is it on form, or on meaning/function? However, a 
third logical possibility exists. In his discussion of the three διαθέσεις, Thrax 
does not talk of mere forms, nor does he talk of meanings. Rather, he 
demonstrates to us three different form:meaning combinations, i.e., relations 
between form and meaning. To understand this is to understand the gist of 
Thrax’s point. Note that this point has not been discussed in the literature 
previously. 

In summary, what we are dealing with here are three form:meaning 
categories called ‘active’, ‘passive’ and ‘middle’. The first category, ‘active’, is 
exemplified by verbs that display the ‘active’ inflection and, at the same time, 
signify an ‘active’ meaning. The subject can be said to be in an ‘active’ 
disposition with respect to verb event. The second category, páthos, is 
exemplified by verbs that display the páthos inflection and signify a páthos 
meaning. The third category, ‘middle’, is exemplified by verbs that display an 
‘active’ inflectional form and a páthos meaning, or by verbs that display a 
páthos inflectional form and an ‘active’ meaning. Thus, we can say that the  
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category described by Thrax as mesótēs, and is known today as the ‘middle’, is a 
secondary, derived, category with respect to the categories ‘active’ and páthos 
as summarized in the table below: 
 
Table 1. The relationship between forms and meaning w.r.t. the categories 
‘active’, páthos and ‘middle’. 
 

 active meaning páthos meaning 
ACTIVE FORM ‘active’ ‘middle’ 
PÁTHOS FORM ‘middle’ ‘páthos’ 

 
Before presenting a number of Classical Greek examples that partially 
demonstrate the range of different interpretations available with respect to the 
inflectional categories ένέργεια and πάθος, it now falls on me to highlight what 
the ramifications of the above observations, if they are accurate, are.  

First of all, it is quite uncontroversial to expect the grammarian/linguist 
to maintain some distinction between the level of expression and the level of that 
which is expressed. Thrax maintained this distinction throughout the relevant 
parts of his grammar, and I maintain that therein lies no small measure of his 
success and genius.  

At the level of expression, the formal aspect of the linguistic sign, we 
find that there are two, and only two, agreement inflectional categories of the 
Greek verb; the ‘active’ form, and the páthos form.77 At the level of what is 
expressed, according to Thrax, there are two, and only two, meaning categories 
related to the above mentioned inflectional forms; the ‘active’ meaning, and the 
páthos meaning. The ‘middle’78 is neither a form of the Greek verb, nor is it a 
                                                 
77 See Appendix 2 for a more detailed discussion of the morphology of the 
Greek verb and linguistic evidence that supports my claim.   
78 Note the following comments on the term ‘middle’ in Classical Greek 
grammatical discourse: 

Thus each of these uses of ‘middle’ [as a technical 
term, RR] refers really, for the Greeks, to a term 
which combines some feature(s) shared with one 
polar term with other feature(s) shared with the 
other polar term; and, at any rate where the 
combination involves part likeness to the polar term, 
it is essentially a matter of combining different 
features in respect of each pole. (Collinge 1963: 
234).  

A similar view is held by Babcock where she remarks that ‘ […] the middle is 
precisely a combination of active and passive features never wholly equivalent 
to either of the voices.’ (Babcock 1970: 39) 

Even more cryptic is the claim made by Donaldson, who states that the ‘“middle 
voice” […] is more or less a synthesis of the active and passive voices.’ 
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meaning of the Greek verb. However, at the level of the relationship between 
the level of expression and the level of what is expressed, we do find 
examples of verbs that exemplify the ‘middle’ diathesis, by virtue of their 
having an ‘active’ form but expressing páthos meaning, or by virtue of their 
having a páthos form but expressing ‘active’ meaning. 

As a point of clarification, it must be stressed that it can not be true that 
the ‘middle’ is a ‘mixture’ of the two forms, ‘active’ and páthos. Neither is the 
middle a ‘mixture’ of two meanings, ‘active’ and páthos, as illustrated by 
Thrax’s examples and the examples below. See also Andersen’s discussion 
(1994a: 125-183) on ‘[T]he rise and fall of Diathesis’ which demonstrates his 
own particular interpretation of the Tékhnē Grammatikē with supporting 
evidence taken from the Scholia Marciana (Hilgard 1901: 401.29-34), the 
Scholia Londinensia (Hilgard 1901: 558.34-35), and Sophronios (Hilgard 1894, 
II: 411.32-412.3). [Hilgard was not consulted by the present author, RR] 

But now we come to a more interesting question. If there is no 
identifiable form that is the ‘middle’, and if there is no identifiable meaning 
that is the ‘middle’ (such that it is distinct from what Thrax illustrated as being 
páthos), what are the ‘functions’ of the middle voice as alluded to in the 
following quote?: 

The middle voice and its functions are, of course, 
also examined by many latter-day writers on 
classical IE languages. As a result, several 
differential functions, functions that the middle 
expresses when in opposition to the active, have 

                                                                                                              
(Donaldson 1973: 21). However, in none of these texts, nor in any of the 
literature consulted for this study, are we told exactly what features are 
combined or ‘synthesised’.  

Looking closely into Thrax’s discussion ‘On Elelments’ (Davidson 1874: 328) 
[basically, a description of the Greek sound system], we notice that Thrax uses 
the term mesotes ‘medial, or mean’ [‘middle’] in a discussion of the sound 
features of Greek, which in turn has nothing at all to do with diathesis: 

There are nine Mutes, β, γ, δ, υ, x, π, τ, φ, χ. They 
are called mutes because they are more disagreeable 
in sound than the others, just as we say that a 
tragedian with a disagreeable voice is mute (άφωνος 
= voiceless). Of these, three are smooth, x, π, τ; 
three are rough, υ, φ, χ; and three are medial, β, γ, δ. 
The last are called medials because they are rougher 
than the smooths, and smoother than the roughs. 
And β is the medial between π and φ, γ between x 
and χ, and δ between τ and υ. (Translation by 
Davidson 1874: 329). 
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been identified. Two differential functions which 
receive especially prominent mention in prior works 
are detransitivization (or valence reduction) and 
reflexivity. Another concern of some writers is the 
relationship between the middle and derived voice, 
or the passive. (Klaiman 1991: 83). 

Note that in this quote we are told that the ‘middle’ voice has particular 
functions. There must be some form then that we can identify as performing 
these functions. Furthermore, note that Klaiman has the distinct term ‘middle’ as 
part of her discourse on the subject of voice. But Dionysios Thrax, the originator 
of the terminology used in this quote and in all other Occidental linguistic 
discourse, did not identify the ‘middle’ as being a particular form, but rather a 
particular, derived, relationship between forms and their associated meanings. 
Thus it does not make sense to say, either at the level of form, or at the level of 
function, that the ‘middle’ can express functions ‘when in opposition to the 
active’, since an example of the ‘middle’ diathesis may be instantiated by a verb 
with ‘active’ inflection as with πέπηγα – ‘to be fixed’. What I mean when I say 
‘it does not make sense to say’ in the previous sentence is that when one comes 
to understand how Thrax envisaged the category diathesis, one is struck by the 
lack of coherence in almost all of the literature on diathesis and voice 
phenomena in general (see section 4.5.1 for further observations and remarks on 
this point). 

Note too that as a formal category, diathesis is instantiated by two 
different (‘active’ and páthos) sets of inflectional endings found at the right 
periphery of the verb. Both of these sets of endings are sensitive to changes in 
the person and number of the subject. When we see a concomitant change in 
form of the inflectional ending when the number or person of the subject 
changes, we come to say that the inflectional ending supplies us with 
information concerning the participation of the entity denoted by the governing 
nominal. The ‘active’ or páthos inflectional ending tells us something about the 
role a particular participant plays in the clause, i.e., its general thematic relation. 
Note again, for example, Klaiman’s (1991: 92) discussion of the affected 
subject79 and the affect devolving on the interests of the subject, which in effect 
is a discussion of the páthos inflection. 

What the two sets of agreement endings do not do is tell us is something 
about the number of participants in the clause, and hence they do not encode 
information about whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. Neither do these 
two sets of agreement inflections encode whether a clause is ‘reflexive’ or not. 
This issue is explored in the closer analysis of a number of Classical Greek 
sentences in the next section, (section 4.5).  

Another fact that we should consider is that, when supplying a 
contrastive pair of examples to demonstrate the opposition between the ‘active’, 

                                                 
79 While her discussion focuses primarily on alternation in case marking, 
Saksena’s (1980) discussion of the ‘affected agent’ may also be considered of 
interest in this context. 
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τύπτω tuptō, ‘I am hitting’; and the páthos τύπτοµαι tuptomai, ‘I am being hit’; 
Thrax gives us two examples where the subject, in this instance the 1st person 
singular, remains the same. By making the subject remain the same across 
these two examples, Thrax demonstrates to us the difference in meanings 
between the ‘active’ inflection and the páthos inflection. By simple analogy, if ‘I 
am hitting’ and ‘I am being hit’ is a pair of forms relevant to the demonstration 
of the opposition necessary to define the active::passive opposition then it can 
only be the sentence John was hit (by Mary) that can be ‘passive’ and not Mary 
was hit by John, if it is given that John hit Mary is considered to be ‘active’. 

The consequences of such an analysis are far-reaching. In Chomsky 
(1957: 77) for example, we are informed that the ‘passive transformation’ is ‘a 
paradigmatic instance’ [my emphasis, RR] in demonstrating his putative 
distinction between kernel and non-kernel sentences. Note too that his rule of the 
‘passive transformation’ is primarily motivated to demonstrate ‘the inadequacy 
of the conceptions of phrase structure’ (Chomsky 1957: 42) and to avoid 
‘inelegant duplication’ in a Generative grammar of English: i.e., it was not 
primarily designed to deal with the making of cross-linguistically valid 
generalisations. As a consequence of these and other theory-internal and meta-
theoretical concerns, subject/object inversion (or at least object promotion) is 
still considered a defining feature of the active::passive opposition80 as 
illustrated by the ‘rule’ given below: 

If S1 is a grammatical sentence of the form 

             NP1 – Aux – V – NP2 

then the corresponding string of the form 

             NP2 – Aux + be + en – V – by + NP1 

is also a grammatical sentence. (Chomsky 1957: 
43). 

This view of the active:passive opposition is not only held by Generative 
linguists, but also those of ‘functional’ schools. The following example of an 

                                                 
80 See also Radford’s (1997) discussion of the ‘four main properties which 
differentiate passive sentences from their active counterparts’ which includes the 
following ‘difference’: ‘the expression which serves as the complement of an 
active verb surfaces as the subject in the corresponding passive construction’ 
(Radford 1997: 341). This ‘surfacing’ phenomenon associated with 
‘passivization’ is also characterised as a ‘movement operation whereby the 
complement of a verb becomes its subject’ (Radford 1997: 520). We can thus 
see quite clearly that, for the 40 years that were spanned by Chomsky’s (1957) 
publication and Radford’s (1997) generativist textbook (on Minimalism), ‘object 
promotion’ and its relevance to the ‘passive’, and ‘movement’, remained, and 
still remains, an important observation.    
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‘active – passive alternative’ is taken from Downing and Locke’s  A university 
course in English grammar (1992: 251): 
 
(4: 16) The three Heads of State signed the treaty. 
 
(4: 17) The treaty was signed by the three Heads of State. 
 
The fact that this so-called ‘active – passive alternative’ is used as a test for 
constituency (Downing and Locke 1992: 8) indicates the importance of their 
assumptions made about the alternation. (Although admittedly, they are not 
central to or crucial to their argumentation concerning constituencyhood).81 

Recall that it was under his discussion of diathesis that Thrax identified 
mesótēs, the ‘middle’, as being a derived category where we have a mis-match 
between form and meaning along the ‘active’ and páthos form:function 
dimensions, and that diathesis, as a formal category is made manifest by two 
distinct sets of person and number endings. Thus the observation that ‘Dionysios 
Thrax (Ars Grammatica) cited perfects and medio-passives side by side, pépēka, 
diéphthora, epoiēsámēn, egrapsámēn, as examples of the middle voice.’ 
(Lightfoot 1979: 281) has little bearing on the problem on hand. I claim this 
because (i) these four examples do not all show the same set of person and 
number agreement inflection (two are ‘active’, and two are páthos in form), (ii) 
the perfect, as a part of the Greek tense/aspect system is a different formal 
grammatical category all together: it is formally realised in a completely 
different paradigmatic slot on the verb, that is to say, closer to the verb stem than 
what the person and number agreement inflection is found, and (iii) the ‘middle’ 
(as shown by Thrax) is not a particular formal aspect of the verb, neither a 
particular form of the agreement inflection, and most definitively not of the 
tense/aspect system. The fact that the person and number inflectional endings 
may change depending on the particular tense/aspect of the verb does not entail 
any semantic difference of the agreement inflection (see the relevant discussion 
in Appendix 2, which is on the morphological categories of the Greek verb). 

In the next section, I will present a number of different sentences from 
Classical Greek which, with their accompanying comments, will demonstrate 
that there is not a one-to-one relationship between that which is understood 
today as a ‘passive’ construction and the presence of the páthos inflectional 
category as defined by Dionysios Thrax. This is not to suggest that his 
characterisation is incorrect or deficient in any way, but quite the opposite. The 

                                                 
81 Further complications arise for linguists who assume the commonly accepted 
active:passive alternation. These complications are in the potential non-
equivalence of the following sentences with quantification and the non-
equivalence of pairs of sentences with modal modification, e.g., Everyone likes 
his mother ≠ His mother is liked by everyone because of the differences in wide 
and narrow scope of quantification, and John must like Mary ≠ Mary must be 
liked by John because the epistemic interpretation of must is not available in the 
second sentence.  
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examples demonstrate that Thrax’s original definition of this grammatical 
category, διαθέσεις, shows a deep insight into the relationship between certain 
formal aspects of Greek and the meanings associated with those formal aspects. 

4.5 Πάθος διαθέσεις – páthos morphology in Greek 
In the previous section we identified and discussed the nature of the grammatical 
category verbal διαθέσεις, diathesis, as originally defined by Dionysios Thrax. I 
have also shown that at the level of form, Dionysios Thrax indicated that there 
are two possible instantiations of this category: either an ‘active’ inflectional 
ending or a páthos inflectional agreement ending on the verb. Since the times of 
the Roman grammarians however, confusion as to the labelling of the formal 
categories available to express diathesis has arisen. Thus it is not uncommon in 
the literature to see that the inflectional ending that was identified by Thrax, the 
páthos form, is referred to as the ‘middle form’ (stemming from a 
misunderstanding of what the category µεσότης, mesótēs ‘middle’ is about) as 
illustrated in the following quotation: 

The meaning of the Greek medium is normally 
expressed in English by aid of reflexive or, less 
frequently, reciprocal pronouns. Thus, 

χξίω = I anoint; χξίοµαι = I anoint myself 

άµιλλώνται = They contend with each other. 

[…] 

ό στξατηγός τοϊς στξατιώταις σϊτον ποξίζει = The 
general procures his soldiers corn; οί στξατιώται 
σϊτον ποξίζονται = The soldiers procure themselves 
corn. 

[…] 

The other functions of the medium may here be 
passed over in silence. (Poutsma 1926: 14). 

The inflectional endings -µαι (1st person singular) on χξίοµαι, and -ται (3rd 
person plural) on άµιλλώνται are reported as being the ‘Greek medium’ despite 
evidence from Thrax that are clearly examples of the páthos inflectional form as 
in τύπτο-µαι “I am hitting myself; I am mourning; I am being hit”. 

Note that even though the English translations of the Greek expressions 
‘χξίοµαι = I anoint myself’ and ‘άµιλλώνται = They contend with each other’ 
give rise to ‘reflexive’ and ‘reciprocal’ interpretations respectively, this does not 
entail that the meaning of the Greek páthos form is ‘reflexive’ or ‘reciprocal’ in 
meaning, and neither does it entail that the meaning of the Greek páthos form is 
a meaning identical or in any way equivalent to the meaning of the English 
forms Pronoun+self or each other. 
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What is interesting for our present purposes is to note the range of 
different constructions or types of interpretations that can obtain for sentences 
that include the páthos inflectional set of endings and also the range of different 
constructions or types of interpretations that can obtain for sentences that 
include the ‘active’ inflectional set of endings. In Poutsma (1926: 14) we have 
evidence for the ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’ and so-called ‘indirect reflexive’ 
interpretations. Below, I refer to a number of different, attested sentences that 
contain a verb form inflected with páthos subject agreement which give rise to a 
number of different possible interpretations. Also discussed below are a number 
of sentences which contain ‘actively’ inflected verbs and which give rise to a 
number of different interpretations. Departing from Andersen (1991) and the 
other linguists quoted below, I have changed the interlinear gloss for the páthos 
inflectional ending from M(iddle)/Med(ium) to ‘PATH(os)’. By doing so I am of 
course going against 2000 years of tradition, but this may be the price to pay for 
consistently following the principle of classification originally established by 
Thrax.82 However, it is not merely a point of terminology that is at issue here83. 
                                                 
82 By consistently glossing the páthos  inflection as ‘PATH’, I am of course not 
representing the secondary sources that are quoted in the text in a completely 
accurate way. However, I see little point in glossing the morpheme in question 
as M(iddle) in the present study if the major thrust of the argument contained 
therein is to demonstrate that there is no ‘middle’ inflectional morpheme in 
Greek, and neither was there any ‘middle’ meaning or function identified by 
Thrax. There is simply no place for the term ‘middle’ in an interlinear gloss in 
linguistics. 
83 The repercussions that terminological differences may have on our typological 
work can be very wide-ranging. Note that the traditional understanding of 
Thrax’s definition of diathesis (as expressed by  the verb in Classical Greek) 
claims that the opposition between tuptō and tuptomai is an instance of the 
active::middle opposition, i.e., tuptomai is the ‘middle’ form. In Latin, the 
opposition displayed by scribo (1st person singular) and scribor (1st person 
singular) is generally taken as an instance of the active:passive opposition. Now 
simply because, in traditional grammar, tuptomai is labelled as the ‘middle’ and 
scribor is labelled the ‘passive’ they must be different; (since ‘middle’ and 
‘passive’ are different terms for loci of different meanings).  

Confusion now arises because there has been no consideration of the fact that 
the term the Roman grammarians gave to the form scribor, passivum, is merely 
a direct translation of the term Thrax used to designate tuptomai, i.e., páthos. 
The result is that we are confronted with an instance of one instantiation within a 
particular grammatical category (diathesis/voice) being treated as two distinct 
instantiations within the same grammatical category merely because the 
traditional terminology employed to refer to the Greek and Latin examples 
differ. If, by looking at what the Classical grammarians wrote about their own 
languages, we come to the conclusion that the Greek ‘middle’ (as they 
characterised it) and the Latin passivum are one and the same instantiation of a 
grammatical category (Agreement), then we have learnt something about how 
we should compare these languages, and others, today.  
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(4: 18) Herodotos 2,131,2: ho:s e: paîs apé:gxato hupò ácheos 
 ho:s  e:                       paîs                   apé:gxato 
 that   DET.NOM.Sg  child.NOM.Sg  strangle(Aor).3Sg.PATH 
 hupò   ácheos 
 under  distress.GEN.Sg 
 ‘That the girl hanged herself [i.e., committed suicide] out of grief.’ 

(Andersen 1991: 31). 
 
This is an example of a construction containing the páthos inflectional ending, 
giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation in the context which the sentence is 
found. Note the fact that, in the context of the text, the girl committed suicide. 
She herself was responsible for the final outcome of the activity. The 
interpretation of the sentence is not the case that some entity, in this instance a 
personification of ‘distress’, was the agent responsible for her death. Note that in 
the preposition phrase hupò ácheos, ‘under distress’, the noun exhibits genitive 
case marking. In the next example, the PATH(os) ending is found on the verb, 
and a preposition phrase headed with the preposition hupò (here hup') and 
complement in the genitive case. However, it is clear that despite sharing these 
structural similarities with (4: 18), sentence (4: 19) does not give rise to a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation, but instead it is interpreted as being a ‘passive’ 
construction as indicated by the English interpretation: 
 
(4: 19)  Homer Illiad 13,675f.: de:ïóo:nto laoì hup' argeío:n 
 de:ïóo:nto                   laoì                     hup'   argeío:n 
 slay(PAST).3Pl.PATH  people.NOM.Pl  under  Argive.GEN.Pl 
 ‘The people were slain by the Argives.’ (Andersen 1991: 32). 
 
Before proceeding, it must be stated that the fact that hupò ‘under’ is the 
preposition heading the prepositional phrase that is interpreted as the agent does 
not entail that all such prepositional phrases (i.e., headed by hupò) are to be 
interpreted as ‘agent phrases’ (as demonstrated in example (4: 18). 

A similar state of affairs holds in English where the preposition by is 
often seen as heading the ‘agent phrase’ in ‘passive’ constructions84. Note that 
the same preposition may appear in phrases that denote spatial, temporal, and 
other relations, for example, He was stopped by the supermarket, He was 
exhausted by three o’clock, She is removing the skin by pulling. What this of 
course demonstrates is that the meaning (signatum) of these two prepositions 
hupò and by is not ‘agent’, but rather that the preposition can give rise to a 
number of different interpretational possibilities, one of them being what we 
understand as the ‘agent phrase’. Furthermore, just as the preposition hupò can 
be found in preposition phrases that can give rise to a number of different 
interpretations, it is not the only preposition in Greek that can head a preposition 
phrase that is interpreted as the ‘agent phrase’. For example the prepositions 

                                                 
84 See Taylor (1995) for a ‘prototype’ analysis of prepositional forms in English, 
and also Brugman (1980).  
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̀από, ̀εκ, παρά, πρός can all head preposition phrases (with complements in the 
genitive or dative case) that can be interpreted (although not exclusively) as 
‘agent phrases’ (Blomqvist and Jastrup 1998: 216).85  

In the next example, the verb loúontai, ‘wash.3Pl.PATH’, is found in a 
sentence which has a ‘reflexive’ interpretation because the accusatively marked 
tò sô:ma is interpreted as those ‘bodies’ which are associated with the subject, as 
indicated by the 3rd person plural agreement inflection on the verb.  
 
(4: 20)  Herodotos 4,75,2: ou gàr dè: loúontai húdati tò parápan tò sô:ma 
 ou   gàr  dè:  loúontai              húdati                tò  
 not  for  Ptc  wash.3Pl.PATH  water.DAT.Sg  DET.ACC.Sg 
 parápan      tò                    sô:ma 
 absolutely  DET.ACC.Sg  body.ACC.Sg 
 ‘For they never wash their bodies at all with water.’ (Andersen 

1994a: 85). 
 
Observe however, that the fact that a verb of grooming, such as ‘wash’ for 
example, is marked with páthos agreement, does not determine that the sentence 
that it is found in is always interpreted as being ‘reflexive’. Thus, in the 
following sentence we see that the 3rd person singular páthos inflected verb 
eloû-to, ‘wash(Past)-3Sg.PATH’, does not give rise to a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation, but rather, to a ‘passive’ interpretation. 
 
(4: 21)  Herodotos 3,125,4: eloû-to mèn gàr hupò Diós, hókōs hú-oi  
 eloû-to                          mèn gàr hupò Diós,              hókōs  
 wash(Past)-3Sg.PATH Ptc  for  by     Zeus.GEN.Sg when  
 hú-oi 
 rain-OPT.3Sg 
 ‘For he was washed by Zeus, when it rained.’ (Andersen 1994a: 85). 
 
In the next example, we observe that the 3rd person plural páthos inflected verb 
e:spázonto, ‘greeted’, does not give rise to either a ‘passive’ interpretation nor a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation (in the context in which the sentence is found). 
Although it makes but little sense in this, or any other, context to interpret the 
sentence as ‘They greeted themselves with the right hand and friendly words’ 
because greeting oneself (and shaking one’s own hand) is not common practice 
(despite not being an impossibility to imagine), there does exist the possibility of 
interpreting (4: 22) as a ‘passive’ sentence, i.e., ‘They were greeted with the 
right hand and friendly words’. But again this is not the interpretation that 
obtains in the context in which the sentence is found. Another possible 
interpretation is that they shook their right hands at each other (they waved at 
each other without their respective hands touching). Note that in English They 
shook heads in disbelief/Heads were shaken in disbelief does not usually entail 

                                                 
85 Smyth (1920: 371) reports that the following different prepositions can be 
used in ‘agent phrases’: υπό, παρά, δια, απο, εξ, and πρός. 
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that there was contact between two or more heads, whilst They shook hands in 
agreement/Hands were shaken in agreement is usually interpreted as there being 
contact. However, given this pair of sentences (and the ideas associated with 
them), we can not conclude that there is always contact between hands when 
hands are used in friendly greeting. The point being that we can not assume that 
there is always one and only one clear-cut interpretation available for a given 
sentence, (if, in fact, for any sentence). 
 
(4: 22) Homer Illiad 10,542: dexiê:i e:spázonto épessí te meilichíoisi 
 dexiê:i             e:spázon-to                   épessí             te 
 right.DAT.Sg  greet(Past)-3Pl.PATH word.DAT.Pl CONJ  
 meilichíoisi 
 friendly.DAT.Pl 
 ‘They [i.e., Nestor and Odysseus] greeted (each other) with the right 

[hand] and with friendly words.’ 
 
The next four sentences all contain a páthos inflected form of the verb túpto, ‘to 
hit, stike’, and, as can be expected in the light of the above discussion, this form 
is found in sentences displaying a range of different interpretations. 
 
(4: 23) Herodotos 6,138,2: eí te túptoitó tis autô:n hup' ekeíno:n tinós 
 eí  te         túptoitó                         tis                    autô:n 
 if  CONJ  hit.3Sg.OPT.PATH      Pron.NOM.Sg  Pron.GEN.Pl 
 hup'    ekeíno:n         tinós 
 under  Pron.GEN.Pl  Pron.GEN.Sg 
 ‘If one of these (children) was beaten by one of those (children).’ 

(Andersen 1994a: 95). 
 
(4: 24) Herodotos 2,61,1: túptontai mèn gàr dè: metà tè:n thusíe:n pántes 

kaì pâsai 
 túptontai         mèn  gàr  dè:  metà  tè:n 
 hit.3Pl.PATH  Prt   for   Ptc  after DET.ACC.Sg 
 thusíe:n                 pántes                    kaì       pâsai 
 sacrifice.ACC.Sg  all.NOM.Pl.masc  CONJ  all.NOM.Pl.fem 
 ‘After the sacrifice all of the men and women beat themselves (on 

the chest).’ (Andersen 1994a: 94). 
 
(4: 25) Herod.2,61,1: 
 týptontai…                       pántes                            kaí     
 beat(Pres).3Pl.PATH    all.NOM.Pl.masc         and  
 pásai…; 
 all.NOM.Pl.fem  
 tón                              de    týptyontai [sic],          oú     moi   

who.ACC.Sg.masc    but   beat(Pres).3Pl.PATH not to me    
 hósion      esti légein 
 permitted  is to tell  
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 ‘All the men and women mourn, but it is not permitted for me to say 
who they mourn.’ (Palmer 1994: 151-152). 

 
(4: 26)  Herodotos 2,61,1: tón dè túptontai 
 tón                  dè   túptontai 
 Pron.ACC.Sg  Ptc  hit(Pres).3Pl.PATH 
 ‘Whom they mourn.’ 
 
In (4: 23) we have a ‘passive’ interpretation as indicated by the English 
translation, and in (4: 24) we have a ‘reflexive’ interpretation. What is 
particularly interesting is the cultural context in which these sentences are to be 
interpreted. As with many other Mediterranean cultures, when an important 
figure in the community or a loved one died, the mourners would strike their 
heads with their hands as a sign of their grief. From this practice, the expression 
‘they are beating themselves’ can come to be interpreted as ‘they are showing 
grief’. Thus the practice of beating oneself, for example after a sacrifice as in (4: 
24), has to be understood in terms of a particular cultural context.  

Note however, that at another level, the identification of the metonymic 
relationship that holds between beating oneself and showing grief is culturally 
determined. Understanding that beating oneself is part of the showing of grief 
(not the whole activity of showing grief since crying and other expressions of 
emotion can be associated with the showing of grief) allows us to note the 
metonymic relationship between the expression and the interpretation of that 
expression. 

Once the expression túptontai ‘hit(Pres).3Pl.PATH’ can come to be 
interpreted as ‘they are showing grief’ the possibility remains to add yet another 
participant to the predicate, i.e., túptontai ‘hit(Pres).3Pl.PATH’ is not 
necessarily intransitive, as exemplified in (4: 26) above. Note that the structural 
possibility of adding another participant again shows us that the encoded 
conceptual structure of túptontai is not ‘they hit themselves’ since the putative 
reflexive conceptual structure ‘whom they hit themselves’ makes no sense.  

In brief, the conceptual structure that is associated with the information 
encoded in the expression is ‘whom they hit-PATHOS’, i.e., (i) there is a hitting 
event, (ii) “they” are involved in this hitting event, (iii) “they” are in an 
experiential disposition with respect to this hitting event, and (iv) “whom” is an 
additional participant in the clause as indicated by its accusative case marking’. 
The fact that this sentence is interpreted as ‘Whom they mourn’ is of course 
dependent on the information encoded in the expression, but just as importantly, 
it is dependent on the cultural practices of certain people in a particular cultural 
context. Again a metonymic relationship can be identified between 
grieving/mourning and the showing of grief. The showing of grief is merely a 
part of mourning for someone, not the whole activity.  

It should be stressed that the view taken here is that the particular 
metonymic and metaphoric relations that one comes across in language are 
dependent on cultural contextual aspects of the speakers of those languages. 
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Note that a metaphor in one language may be impossible in another because of 
certain cultural differences.86 

The point to be highlighted here is that the inflectional ending identified 
as páthos does not encode the ‘reflexive’, nor a ‘reflexive’ meaning. What it 
does encode is a piece of information that can be seen as a component of a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation. Note however, that the same piece of information (that 
the subject stands in an experiential disposition with respect to the event denoted 
by the verb) can also be seen as a component of a ‘passive’ interpretation and a 
‘reciprocal’ interpretation, amongst others. It is in fact by identifying this 
commonality in form across different constructions/types of interpretation that 
one can identify a commonality in a meaning component that is shared by all of 
these interpretations. Note that by standing in a páthos relationship with the 
verb, it follows that the subject may be directly or indirectly affected by the 
action of the verb. In the discussion of English and Polish later on in this thesis, 
I will argue that these other languages also possess morpho-semantic means to 
give rise to types of interpretations similar in range to Classical Greek. 
However, just because the range of interpretations is similar, it does not 
automatically entail that the meaning components encoded by the morphological 
forms are equivalent. 

Besides ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’ and ‘passive’ interpretations, sentences 
which contain a páthos inflected verb may fall into a number of different 
classifications. Referring to Miles (1895: xix), we are given ‘a rough idea of 

                                                 
86 A similar metonymic interpretation with concomitant alterations in syntactic 
structure (i.e., the possibility of adding another nominal participant to the 
syntactic structure) can be demonstrated for Swedish. If we consider the verb att 
andas ‘to breathe’, we note that this verb always is inflected with the –s 
‘passive’ inflection (see section XXX where I supply further Swedish examples 
that show a striking similarity to the Greek examples discussed in this section). 
Thus, att anda is ungrammatical.  

Note that whenever someone breathes he can not help but be affected by this 
action. Thus the verb inflection signals that the subject is in experiential 
disposition with respect to the action denoted by the verb. Breathing is an action 
that sustains life. However, if we consider that breathing is composed of two 
separable parts, inhaling and exhaling, we can come to understand the 
metonymic interpretation (and concomitant change in syntactic structure) found 
in the following two examples: 

(a) Han andades Calvados på henne. 
 ‘He breathed Calvados on her’ [i.e., he exhaled Calvados. The 

metonymy lies in the fact that exhaling is part of breathing. Note 
that we do not interpret this sentences as ‘He was breathing 
Calvados in and out of his lungs’]. 

 
(b) Flickan andades rent syre på sjukhuset i en timma efter branden. 
 ‘The girl breathed pure oxygen at the hospital for an hour after the 

fire’ [i.e., she inhaled oxygen, not ‘She breathed oxygen in and out 
of her lungs’.]. 
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certain important uses of the Greek “Middle” ’. Note that, in the examples he 
supplies, the relevant verbs are formally inflected with páthos agreement: 

Transitive: ώοµηυ ‘I thought’ 

Causal: διδάσκεσθαι τόυ παϊδα ‘to get my son 
taught’ 

Intransitive: έσεσθαι ‘that it would be’ 

Reflexive: κείρεσθαι ‘to shave (oneself)’ 

Reciprocal: άγωυίξεσθαι ‘to quarrel (with one 
another) 

Passive: κείρεσθαι ‘to be shaved’ 

Action for self: έκτήσατο ‘he gained (for himself)’ 

Differentiations: προηρεϊτο ‘he chose’. (Miles 1895: 
xix). 

These Greek forms are translations of the relevant predicates in the following 
English sentence: 
 
(4: 27)  We quarrelled because I thought it would be pleasanter to get my 

son taught by a man who shaved regularly, though he had gained no 
Prizes, than by a man who chose never to be shaved until the cold 
weather stopped. (Miles 1895: xix). 

 
Further examples of the different types of interpretations of páthos predicates 
are given below from the same author: 

Παύοµαι – ‘I stop’, ‘I stop myself’, ‘I am stopped’  

Πείθοµαι – ‘I  obey’, ‘I persuade myself’, ‘am 
persuaded’ 

Θαίυοµαι – ‘I appear’, ‘show myself’, ‘am shown’ 
(Miles 1895: 9, 31). 

Note that even though we have only two inflectional forms in Greek, when one 
considers whether the clause is transitive or intransitive, four possible scenarios 
obtain. We may have (A) an intransitive ‘active’ verb or (B) a transitive ‘active’  
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verb, or we may have (C) an intransitive páthos verb or (D) a transitive páthos 
verb as shown in the following diagrams, and summarized in the table below: 
 

              ‘active’ form:performance 
 
 
 
 intransitive (pure performance)           transitive (affected object) 
 A  B 
 

              páthos form:experience 
 
 
 
 intransitive (pure experience)           transitive (experience connected to the 

  corresponding noun) 
 C  D 
 
Table 2. Possible relationships between diathesis and the transitive::intransitive 
alternation. 
 

 intransitive transitive 
‘active’ A B 
páthos C D 

 
These very four distinctions were made by Simplikios’ commentary on 
Aristotle’s grammar: 

For, just as the pure performance of an action is 
something other than that (performance) which is 
directed toward the affected (object) and is never to 
be confused with this, so too is the pure experience, 
which embraces only the experience in the 
experiencer, not to be connected to the action either 
through a reference (to the action), a state (resulting 
from the action), or a union (with the action). 
(Translation in Andersen 1994a: 143). 

In summary, Simplikios recognizes the fact that a given Greek verb can in 
principle be employed in the expression of four basically distinct types of 
events.  First, the verb can be ‘actively’ conjugated in which case it formally 
encodes a performance. Depending on whether this ‘actively’ conjugated verb 
furthermore co-occurs with an object noun (phrase) or not we end up with the 
two possibilities: either (i) a ‘pure performance of an action’ which does not 
presuppose the existence of another (i.e., object) noun (phrase), or (ii) a 
‘performance directed toward the affected object’. When the verb is marked in 
the páthos it formally encodes an ‘experience’. Depending on whether this 
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páthos verb furthermore co-occurs with another appropriate noun (phrase) or 
not, we can construe two possibilities: either (iii) a ‘pure experience’ which is 
not connected to the corresponding action either through reference to the action, 
a state resulting from the action or a union with the action, and (iv) an 
‘experience which is connected to the corresponding action’. 

Returning to Miles’ examples given above, we see that the intransitive 
páthos, έσεσθαι ‘that it would be’, signals a ‘pure experience’ which is modified 
as ‘pleasanter’.  

Miles’ ‘action for self’: έκτήσατο ‘he gained (for himself)’ is a páthos 
inflected verb with a direct object, ‘no Prizes’, and as such is an example of (D), 
an experience which is connected to a corresponding action. The teacher gained 
for himself no prizes and as a result is considered as not being such an 
outstanding teacher. Thus, the gaining or not gaining of prizes is seen as an 
experience relevant to the teacher in evaluating whether one would hire such a 
teacher or not. With respect to the same category we also see in Miles’ 
‘differentiations’: προηρεϊτο ‘he chose’, that the event of choosing whether to 
shave or not ‘returns’ as it were onto the subject, because the effects of shaving 
or not shaving are clearly to be seen on the prospective teacher. In this light we 
can consider the following comments on ‘voice functions’: 

Another voice function […] is that of showing the 
subject’s beneficiary status vis-à-vis the action; i.e., 
for conveying the subject’s dual status, as source 
(performer) of the action and as affected entity, or 
locus of the action’s effects. (Klaiman 1988: 31). 

A ‘beneficiary status’ is clearly construed when one considers the gaining of 
prizes. Prizes are not won just for the sake of possessing some object, but rather 
something good is expected to come from winning a prize: perhaps one can 
charge a higher rate of remuneration when one teaches. Thus, the gaining of a 
prize is not seen as affecting the prize, but rather ‘the locus of the action’s 
effects’ devolve upon the subject. Observe however, that just as ‘the locus of the 
actions effects’ devolve upon the subject, the subject still performs an activity in 
the ‘gaining of no Prizes’. Another example of this is: 
 
(4: 28)  hair-oumai moiran  
 take-MIDDLE share 
 ‘I choose (take for my own benefit) a share’ (Klaiman 1988: 31). 
 
In the intransitive Πείθοµαι ‘I  obey’, ‘I persuade myself’, ‘am persuaded’ we 
again have an example of a pure experience ‘which embraces only the 
experience in the experiencer’. 

In summary, we see that it is the páthos inflection that marks that: 

the expression of action in which the undergoer can 
be seen as, in some way, within the ‘sphere’ 
(Smyth’s [1974] terminology) of the Subject. 
(Klaiman 1988: 32). 
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And that a ‘pure experience’ is one where the ‘effects logically accrue to no 
party but the Subject.’ (Klaiman 1988: 32).  

4.5.1 Further comments on páthos and diathesis 
Although her observations were made with respect to so-called ‘reflexive’ 
morphology in a large-scale typological study of Australian languages (non- 
Indo-European languages), put into the context of the present discussion, a 
summary of Gaby’s (2001: 7) conclusions can be seen, in part, as an insightful 
comment on páthos verbs: 

i. a single (represented) participant is associated 
with an activity involving transfer 

ii. attention is directed towards the engagement of 
the Subject in an activity, rather than the effect this 
activity has on an Object 

iii. the participant affected by an activity is 
represented as Subject of this activity. 

In Geniušienė’s The Typology of Reflexives (1987), a slightly more technical 
definition of diathesis is presented. Her definition might not, in fact, be 
completely incompatible with Thrax’s, despite the fact that she uses a number of 
different technical terms. Her claim is that every lexical verb is associated with a 
structure represented by a three-level diagram called a diathesis. The diathesis 
apparently accounts for interconnections among referential structure, semantic 
role (thematic structure), and syntactic (grammatical relational) structure. Note 
that she too relates diathesis to the verbal domain, and that it is relevant to the 
interconnections, i.e., relationships, between different levels of linguistic 
description; for her they include ‘referential structure’, ‘semantic role’ and 
‘syntactic structure’.  

For the ancient Greeks we have seen that inflectional forms 
(active::páthos), the disposition of the subject (performance::experience) and the 
valence structure of the verb (intransitive::transitive) and the different 
relationships that can pertain across these dimensions of contrast were relevant 
to their discussion of diathesis. However, just because there is a superficial 
similarity between the characterisation of diathesis between Thrax and 
Geniušienė, this does not entail that the present author is in agreement with all of 
Geniušienė’s conclusions concerning voice phenomena. Consider the following 
quote. Despite her numerous reference to other works, it is not the case that the 
‘middle’ (páthos actually) is an intransitive marker, and neither does it have a 
decausative meaning: 

In descriptions of the Old IE languages, the 
decausative function of the RM [reflexive marker] 
is traditionally referred to as the middle (or 
intransitive-middle) meaning of the middle voice. 
As the material quoted by the authors indicates, the 
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decausative function is central in the Ancient Greek 
middle forms (Savčenko 1960a: 10-24; Perelmuter 
1977: 140 -141); this also seems to be the case in 
the Hittite middle voice (Savčenko 1960a: 46-51) 
and, very likely, in Sanskrit (Gonda 1960a: 52 -54; 
Burrow 1976: 275). (Geniušienė 1987: 257). 

In the example: 
 
(4: 29)  Herodotos 2,61,1:  tón dè túptontai 
 tón                  dè   túptontai 
 Pron.ACC.Sg  Ptc hit(Pres).3Pl.PATH 
 ‘Whom they mourn.’ 
 
we have a clear demonstration that the páthos inflection is not a marker of 
intransitive verbs since it is clear that there are two core participants in the 
clause, the first marked by the 3rd person plural agreement on the verb, the 
second with accusative case marking. In this context note too that the páthos 
inflected ώοµηυ ‘I thought’ is clearly categorised as ‘Transitive’ by Miles (1895: 
xix) in the example above. In this context we can also consider the following 
‘middle marked’ verbs (they are of course in fact marked with a páthos 
inflectional suffix) that are transitive87: 
 
(4: 30) undra-sk ‘wonder at’ [Old Norsk]  
 minna-sk ‘remember’ 
 hrœa-sk ‘fear’ 
 
(4: 31) vereo-r ‘fear’ [Latin] (Kemmer 1993: 22). 
 
Secondly, the páthos inflection can not be said to have a ‘decausative’ meaning, 
or function, since Miles again demonstrates that the páthos inflected verb 
διδάσκεσθαι τόυ παϊδα ‘to get my son taught’ is of the category ‘Causal’ (1895: 
xix). It would be odd to say, in the least, that the ‘decausative’ meaning of the 
páthos inflection has been ‘extended’ to a ‘causative’ meaning, or that this is a 
‘causative’ use of an instance of ‘decausative’ morphology. 

Thus, we are reluctant to agree with Geniušienė when she claims that: 

Decausative RVs [reflexive verbs, RR] are termed 
so because the RM marks subtraction of the 
causative sense from the semantic component 
structure of the base NV [non-reflexive verb, RR] 

                                                 
87 We also have examples of verbs which are originally intransitive, and remain 
intransitive despite being marked for the ‘middle’: Old Norsk ganga 
‘go’[intrans.], cf. ganga-sk, þykkja ‘think’ þykkja-sk (Kemmer 1993: 33). All of 
the Latin grammars that I consulted report the verbal inflectional form, -r, as the 
1st person singular ‘passive’ suffix, not a ‘middle’ marker. 
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and thus serves as an anticausative marker. Their 
component structure is comprised of the remaining 
components of meaning. Therefore, semantically, 
decausative RVs are either stative, or inchoative, or 
actional verbs. These are RVs traditionally viewed 
as the middle voice. (Geniušienė 1987: 98). 

I will briefly raise three objections to the above observation. Each objection is  
dependent on what Geniušienė interprets ‘middle voice’ as being of course, but 
since her view on the ‘middle’ is not clear from her text, we will take the three 
different possibilities in turn.  

Firstly, if she understands ‘middle voice’ as Thrax defined it, i.e., as a 
secondary category where there is a mis-match between form and meaning, then 
it is not logical to speak of a particular marker (for her the ‘reflexive marker’) as 
being the form marking the ‘middle’ voice because Thrax’s ‘middle’ voice 
category, by its very nature, can not be associated with any one form.  

A second option is to understand Geniušienė’s ‘middle voice’ as being 
instantiated by the páthos inflectional marker, i.e., what she really is talking 
about is páthos diathesis. However, in Classical Greek, and in many other 
languages (as shown in chapter 6.), just because a verbal inflectional marker is 
present in different constructions that give rise to a number of different 
interpretations, including ‘reflexive’, and even ‘decausative’ constructions, we 
can not say that this verbal inflectional marker ‘marks subtraction of the 
causative sense from the semantic component structure of the base NV’, i.e., it 
has ‘decausative’ meaning. This is because we have examples where the same 
marker is seen as not marking subtraction of the causative sense from the 
semantic component structure of the base NV as in the ‘causative’ διδάσκεσθαι 
τόυ παϊδα ‘to get my son taught’ mentioned above. Furthermore, derivational 
verbal morphology, including valence reducing markers, can be exploited in 
giving rise to ‘passive’ interpretations, for example the Finnish (Kalevala) 
derivational suffix –U– 88: 

 
(4: 32) 3,24: kuuli kummia sanoja  
 kuul-i               kummi-a              sano-j-a 
 hear-Past.3Sg wonderful.Pl-PART word-Pl-PART 
 ‘He (i.e., Joukahainen) heard wonderful words’ 
 
(4: 33) 3,15: Kauas kuuluvi sanoma. 
 kauas      kuul-u-vi            sanoma 
 far away hear-1VAL-3Sg news.NOM 
 ‘Far away the news was heard’ (Andersen 1994a: 253) 

 

                                                 
88 The suffix is realised as the following allomorphs; -tU-, -ntU-, -pU-, -stU-, -
UtU-, where the uppercase vowel is subject to vowel harmony.  
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And also reflexive interpretations: 
 

(4: 34) 18,90: käänny pain omille maille  
 käänn-y                    pain      omi-lle       mai-lle 
 turn-1VAL.2Sg.Imp towards own.Pl-ALL country.Pl-ALL 
 ‘Turn yourself towards (your) own countries!’ (Andersen 1994a: 

255). 
 

More importantly for the present argument, the same derivational suffix that can 
be used to derive intransitive verbs from transitive verbs, can also be found in 
‘decausative’ constructions such as the following: 
 
(4: 35) 26,345: miekkanen käessä kääntyi 
 miekkanen    käessä         käänt-y-       i 
 dagger.NOM hand.INST turn- 1VAL-PAST.3Sg 
 ‘The dagger turned in the hand’  
 
Note that the instrumental case marking on käessä indicated that ‘hand’ is not a 
core participant in the clause; there is only one core participant, namely 
miekkanen, as indicated by the nominative case inflection. In modern Finnish the 
same alternation can still be seen with respect to the transitive sentence, ‘He 
turned the dagger in the hand’ and the intransitive ‘The dagger turned in his 
hand’: 
 
(4. 36) Hän käänsi miekkaan kädessään.89 
 hän            kääns-i             miekka-an    käde-ssä-     än 
 3Sg.NOM turn-  Past.3Sg dagger-ACC hand-INST-GEN 
 ‘He turned the dagger in his hand’ 
 
(4: 37) Miekka kääntyi (hänen) kädessään. 
 miekk-a         käänt-y-        i             (hänen)       käde-ssä-    än 
 dagger-NOM turn- 1VAL-Past.3Sg (3Sg.GEN) hand-INST-GEN 
 ‘The dagger turned in his hand’ 
 
This is not to say however, that such derivational forms have a ‘decausative’ 
meaning. A similar observation can also be made for Greek. Note the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation of the following sentence which displays the 
intransitivising derivational suffix (1VAL – ‘valence of one’) that forms the 
aorist stems (see also the additional discussion of the Greek verb in Appendix 
2): 

                                                 
89 Thanks to M. Olaussen, Växjö University, for kind help with these Finnish 
examples. 
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(4: 38) Homer Il. 18,198: Τρώεσσι φάυηθι 
 trṓe-ssi            phán-          ē-        thi 
 trojan-DAT.Pl show(Aor)-1VAL-2Sg.Imp.ACT 
 ‘Show yourself to the Trojans!’ (Andersen 1991: 43). 
 
Also of particular significance in this context is the fact that the verb shows an 
‘active’ personal agreement inflection. Thus we have an ‘actively’ inflected verb 
in a ‘reflexive’ construction. Geniušienė would then be forced to assume (by 
exploiting her exclusively onomasiological approach to this species of 
morphology) that ‘actively’ inflected verbs in Greek are an instantiation of her 
category of R[eflexive] V[erb] (see discussion below). But note that ‘middle’ 
inflected verbs are also, for her, an instantiation of her category RV because they 
too can be used in ‘reflexive’ constructions – again showing the ad hoc nature of 
her method of categorisation. 

A third option is to assume that Geniušienė is not only talking about 
verbal inflectional categories, but also pronominal forms that are often glossed 
as ‘reflexive pronouns’, hence her category, RV.90 However, just because a 
pronoun form is found in constructions that give rise to a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation, it does not mean that that pronoun has, as its meaning, a 
‘reflexive’ meaning (see section 6.12). In Polish, for example, the form się can 
be dropped from certain predicates and thereby derive a ‘causative’ verb91, e.g., 
wściekać ‘enrage’ from wściekać się ‘be/become enraged’ (Rothstein 1993: 

                                                 
90 Note that for Geniušienė, a R[eflexive] V[erb] can function as the ‘middle’, 
i.e., can give rise to a ‘middle’ meaning/interpretation, whilst for Klaiman the 
opposite occurs:  

A typical function of the middle in Greek is to 
indicate an identity relation between the subject (or 
more properly, the source argument) and the direct 
object (or more properly, the undergoer).That is, a 
middle voice verb may convey reflexive or 
reciprocal activity. (Klaiman 1988: 31-32).  

Thus for Klaiman we have ‘middle voice verbs’ functioning as ‘reflexives’ i.e., 
they can give rise to a ‘reflexive’ meaning/intepretation. Put together, these 
claims amount to nothing but circularity of terminology. It is my claim that the 
circularity demonstrated here stems from a lack of distinction between the 
structural aspects of linguistic signs and the functional aspects of linguistic signs 
(see chapter 2. for more discussion on this point). 
91 ‘Causative’ is understood as there being ‘a causal relationship between two 
events, one of which (P2) is believed by the speaker to be caused by another 
(P1)’ (Kulikov 2001: 886). Thus, in the first example in the text above we have 
someone doing something, and this thing that it done causes someone to become 
enraged. The second example concerns someone who does something and 
causes something else to exist because of that thing which the first participant 
did. 
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376). However, this does not entail that the reverse is true, i.e., that given a 
particular ‘causative’ verb, if one adds się the result is a ‘decausative’ verb. (See 
also the numerous Polish examples given in chapter 5). Thus the verb ‘to build’ 
in Polish, budować, can be found with the so-called ‘reflexive’ pronoun się, but 
the ‘causative’ meaning, of one participant undergoing a change because of the 
action of a different participant, remains: 

 
(4: 39) Gniazda buduje się wysoko. 
 gniazd-a         buduje                się   wysoko  
 nests-ACC.Pl build.PRES.3Sg self  high up 
 ‘Nests are built high up./One builds…’ [Can not be interpreted as 

relating to birds, only to humans.] (Siewierska 1988: 263). 
 
Note that in the following Polish example the subject, ‘the fellow’, causes some 
change to his career: he ruins it. 
 
(4: 40) Gość psuje sobie tylko karierę. Więc po co? 
 gość    psuje sobie        tylko karierę  więc po      co  
 fellow spoil  self.DAT only  career    then PREP what 
 ‘The only thing that the fellow ruins is his career. So why bother?’ 
 (Frajzyngier 2000: 134). 
 
By Geniušienė’s account, the Swedish verb-s form would be considered a RV 
(since it is found in ‘reflexive’ constructions with ‘reflexiv betydelse’ [reflexive 
meaning] such as Hon tänker skiljas från sin man, ‘She is thinking of divorcing 
her husband’ and Deltagarna samlades i korridoren, ‘The participants gathered 
in the corridor’ (Sundman 1987: 321). However, in Sundman’s (1987) analysis, 
this verb form can be found in causative constructions of the type: 
 
(4: 41) Kalle fick gropen att fyllas med vatten. 
 Kalle    fick grop-en    att fylla-s      med vatten  
 Charles got  hole-DEF to fill.INF-s  with water 
 ‘Charles got the hole filled with water’ (Sundman 1987: 262). 
 
Again we question Geniušienė’s account of the ‘reflexive’ form being 
‘decausative’ in meaning92. 

In the following quote from Geniušienė (1987), we are informed that the 
‘middle’ form is associated with a ‘passive’ function and a ‘decausative use’. 
Recalling Thrax’s definition of páthos and mesótēs it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to understand how the ‘passive’ is a ‘function’ of a ‘middle’ 
marking, never mind how, at the same time, a single distinct form can have both 
a ‘passive’ and a ‘decausative’ meaning. Furthermore, if ‘the passive function 

                                                 
92 We might also ask ourselves why one would want to can a form ‘reflexive’ if 
it had a ‘deacausative’ meaning. If one were to accept this, surely one would 
want to say that the form in question was simply the ‘deacuasative’ form! 
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was among the most characteristic functions of the middle forms’, one wonders 
why these forms were not simply called ‘passive’ forms. It is also not clear what 
type of putative meaning opposition is supposed to exist between the ‘passive’ 
and ‘middle’ meanings if one and the same form (i.e., Geniušienė’s ‘middle 
forms’) can function as both a ‘passive’ and a ‘middle’. 

In Ancient Greek, the passive function was among 
the most characteristic functions of the middle 
forms (cf. Delbrűck 1897: 432-433; Claflin 1927: 
158; Savčenko 1960a: 3, 26-27; Hirt 1934: 208; 
Perelmuter 1974, 1981: 117-119), though in Homer, 
middle forms rarely occurred in the passive 
meaning (Claflin 1927: 158 – 159; Perelmuter 1977: 
168 – 171, 182 – 183). Significantly, the passive 
and decausative use of middle forms became more 
widespread in Classical Greek (5-4 centuries B.C.) 
than in Ancient Greek (Perelmuter 1977: 165-166). 
The Greek Koine of the 4c. B.C. – 4c. A.D. 
preserved the wide use of middle forms in the 
passive function (Leddusire 1972: 62-63). 
(Geniušienė 1987: 266). 

4.6 ένέργεια διαθέσεις – ‘active’ morphology in Greek 
In this section I will briefly present a number of Greek sentences which display 
an ‘actively’ inflected verb form, yet give rise to ‘reflexive’ and ‘passive’ 
interpretations. Of course, the very fact that we have examples demonstrating 
this would under a traditional analysis be theoretically impossible. What these 
examples show us, however, is that the terms traditionally understood as 
‘passive’ and ‘reflexive’ (and so on) are not the encoded meanings of particular 
morphological categories. Rather they are contextually determined, yet 
motivated, interpretations of the structural aspects of the sentences given below.  

In the first example, we have an ‘actively’ inflected verb in the 
imperative mood which gives rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation: 
 
(4: 42) Homer Il. 18,198: Τρώεσσι φάυηθι 
 trṓe-ssi              phán-         ē-         thi 
 Trojan-DAT.Pl show(Aor)-1VAL-2Sg.Imp.ACT 
 ‘Show yourself to the Trojans!’ (Andersen 1994a: 43). 
 
What we have here is a command to the addressee to do something as indicated 
by the imperative mood. We also have the aorist VAL1 derivational suffix 
marking, indicating that this is an intransitive verb. Hence, it is an example of 
‘pure performance’ as mentioned above. However, since this intransitive marked 
structure indicates to us that there is only one core participant in the ‘showing’ 
event (i.e., the participant who is to do the showing) the possibility of inferring 
that a second participant besides the addressee is to be shown is excluded. By 
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excluding this possibility of a second participant, we infer that who it is the 
addressee (singular) is to show, is himself – hence the ‘reflexive’ interpretation.  

In the next example, we have Socrates claiming that the argument that he 
gives was so difficult that it made him himself dizzy. 
 
(4: 43)  Plato Lysis 216c: αλλ`α τω̣ `όντι αύτòς ìλιγγιω υπò της του λóγου 

απορίας 
 allà tōi ónti autòs                       iliggi-ō                            hupò  
 but  in fact AnaphPron:NomSg become dizzy-1Sg.ACT by 
 tēs                            toû                            lógou             
 DemoPron.GEN.Sg DemoPron.GEN.Sg word.GEN.Sg  
 aporías    
 difficulty.GEN.Sg 
 ‘But in fact I myself become dizzy from the difficulty of the 

argument’, i.e., ‘the difficulty of the argument makes me dizzy’. 
(Andersen 1994a: 208). 

 
Note that the predicate shows active inflection and that the anaphoric pronoun 
autòs is interpreted (and hence translated) as ‘emphatic’, as shown by the 
English apposition ‘I myself’. The conclusion is that we again have a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation with an ‘actively’ inflected predicate. Note that the ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation does not obtain because of the pronoun autòs; it is interpreted as 
expressing emphasis that it was Socrates that was made dizzy, perhaps in 
contrast to what he thought the general expectations of his listeners were, i.e., 
that he would not get dizzy from his own arguments. 

In the following two examples, we have ‘actively’ inflected verbs, the 
first in the aorist tense/aspect (with the characteristic derivational suffix), and 
the second in the perfect. Both sentences exhibit a preposition phrase headed by 
hupò followed by a nominal form inflected for the genitive plural, and both of 
these phrases are interpreted as the ‘agent’ in each of these sentences. Recall, 
however, that just because a sentence may contain a structurally identical 
preposition phrase as outlined above, this does not entail that a sentence that 
includes such a preposition phrase must be interpreted as being ‘passive’. Note 
that despite displaying ‘active’ agreement inflection, ‘passive’ interpretations of 
the sentences obtain (in the contexts which the sentences are found): 

 
(4: 44)  Xen. Hel. 1,1,34: καί τινες … ύπò των ψιλων άπεθανον 
 kaí   tines                       …  hupò  tōn                                                 
 and  IndefPron.NOM.Pl … under DemoPron.GEN.Pl  
 psilōn                       apéthan-on 
 light troops.GEN.Pl die(Aor)-3Pl.ACT 
 ‘And some were killed by the light troops’ (Andersen 1994a: 206). 
 
(4: 45) Hdt. 7,226,1: τòν ̀̀ήλιον ΄υπò πλήθεος των òїστων `αποκρνπτουσι 
 tòn                            hēlion           hupò  plētheos                 
 DemoPron.ACC.Sg sun.ACC.Sg under magnitude.GEN.Sg  
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 tōn                           oistōn              apokrúpt-ousi 
 DemoPron.GEN.Pl arrow.GEN.Pl hide from-3Pl.ACT 
 ‘They had the sun hidden by the magnitude of (their) arrows.’ 

(Andersen 1994a: 224).  
 
The example below exemplifies that we can, of course, have ‘active’ 
constructions that display the ‘active’ inflectional ending: 
 
(4. 46) Thuc. 7,84,3: εσπίπτουσιν ούδενί κόσµω̣ ̀έτι 
 espípt-   ousin       ouden-           ì    kósmōi éti 
 fall into-3Pl.ACT by no means-Ptc order     yet 
 ‘They are rushing in without any order.’ (Andersen 1994a: 210). 

4.7 Summary and conclusions 
In summary, the present confusion in the literature concerning diathesis and the 
grammatical category of voice and its relevance to the ‘reflexive’ is based on a 
general misunderstanding of the following: 
 

i. Three formal sets of inflectional categories are not to be found in 
Greek. 

ii. The relationship between forms and the interpretations that they 
give rise to is not a one-to-one relationship (as argued in chapter 
2.). 

iii. The distinction between the structural and the functional aspects of 
the relevant morphology (either verbal inflections or pronominal 
forms) is not rigorously upheld. 

 
Note that just as the relationship between a single form and the interpretations 
that it may give rise to is one-to-many, the relationship between a single 
interpretation and the forms that may be used to give rise to that interpretation is 
also one-to-many. Thus, taking a ‘passive’ interpretation as our starting point we 
see that several different forms can be used in bringing this type of interpretation 
about, as illustrated in the following: 

Weisgerber begins with the fact that the range of 
forms of passive sentences encompasses 
significantly more than sentences with verbs 
constructed with passive endings. Along with the 
simple passive forms that can be constructed from 
transitive verbs of action especially, where the 
accusative object can appear without restriction as 
the subject in the related passive forms (as in ‘I 
praise you’ – ‘You are praised by me’), within the 
range of the passive there are also active verbs that 
can be substituted for passive forms (‘He was given 
a cuff on the ear’ – ‘He got a cuff on the ear’, ‘The 
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bill was read’ – ‘The bill came to a reading’. 
(Kutschera 1975: 268). 

When taking both the onomasiological and semasiological perspectives into 
account, the fact that we are faced with a many-to-many relationship with 
respect to forms and functions does not make the task of identifying particular 
forms and the structural aspects of those forms impossible. What it does entail, 
however, is that when performing a linguistic investigation, the researcher 
should be aware of, and take into careful consideration, (i) the different 
interpretations that a particular morpheme can give rise to, and (ii) the different 
morphemes that can be used to instantiate one and the same interpretation. 

As I have briefly demonstrated in this section, linguists who fail to take 
both the onomasiological and semasiological perspectives into account run the 
risk of confusing the putative relationship between the structural aspects of 
linguistic signs and the functional aspects of the same. The fact that Thrax was 
sensitive to the difference between the meaning of particular forms and the 
interpretations that arise when those forms are used in discourse led him to 
postulate a secondary, derived category which is known in the modern linguistic 
discourse as ‘middle diathesis’. It is my considered estimation that this 
contribution to the science of linguistics has been misunderstood. Unfortunately, 
this has led to a multitude of claims that, when looked at closely, do not hold.  

In terms of meaning, the Greek notion of diathesis covers two distinct 
‘dispositions’. In the case of the verbal inflection, a nominal participant with 
respect to the predicate is identified in terms of a co-variance in agreement 
features. This participant is either in an ‘active’, ‘energetic’ disposition or in a 
páthos, ‘experiential’, disposition with respect to the predicate.93 With regard to 
what is commonly understood as the ‘passive’ in the literature, we observe that 
the experiential disposition of the subject participant is a component of the 
‘passive’ interpretation, i.e., a ‘passive’ interpretation can obtain if the verb 
shows páthos inflection. However, this meaning component (the ‘experiential 
disposition’) is also a component of the ‘reflexive’ interpretation, i.e., a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation can obtain if the verb shows páthos inflection. It is, as 
argued here and in the rest of this thesis, the presence of this páthos inflectional 
form that directly motivates the interpretation that obtains: the ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation properly has this meaning as a component of its structure.  

However, the particular interpretations that obtain, be they ‘passive’ or 
‘reflexive’, are not determined by the presence of the páthos inflection because 
other interpretations of the same sentences may occur depending on the context 
in which they appear. Thus, I consider it, at the very least, short-sighted to gloss 
the páthos inflection as PASS(ive), REFL(exive) etc., since this inflection does not 
mean ‘passive’ or ‘reflexive’. By equating the meaning of this inflectional 
category with these species of interpretation (i.e., as functional categories, since 
whether they obtain or not is dependent on factors beyond the single 
grammatical category under investigation, including lexical information, context 
                                                 
93 Recall too that diathesis is a notion relevant to Nouns, and not only Verbs, for 
Dionysios Thrax. 
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and cultural practices) prevents one from: (i) discovering the structural aspects 
of this inflectional category, (ii) making valid cross-linguistic claims concerning 
the structural aspects of particular grammatical categories, including 
person/number agreement inflectional categories, valence modifying 
derivational suffixes and the pronominal forms that have been touched upon in 
this chapter.  

Finally, just as it has been argued above that it is insupportable to gloss 
or label the Greek páthos inflectional form as ‘the passive morpheme’ or as the 
‘reflexive morpheme’ etc. it will be shown that it is similarly insupportable to 
gloss particular morphemes in other languages, including morphemes from 
Polish (się, siebie) and English (himself, etc.) as ‘reflexive morphemes’ or 
‘passive morphemes’. I claim that, by taking a closer look at the distributional 
properties of these morphemes, in particular, the ranges of different 
interpretations that may obtain with respect to these forms, and by keeping a 
strict distinction between the structural aspects and the functional aspects of 
linguistic signs, we will be able to make non-circular cross-linguistic 
generalisations about the grammatical categories that are realised by these 
forms. 
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5. The ‘reflexive’ in Polish, and Transitivity 
Polish is a West Slavonic language with approximately 40 million speakers in 
Poland. The largest Polish-speaking community outside Poland is the 
approximately 6 million speakers in the USA (Stone 1987: 86). Some relevant 
points of Polish grammar are that nouns inflect for one of seven cases: 
Nominative, Vocative, Accusative, Genitive, Dative, Instrumental or Locative. 
Nouns do not take articles like the English a or the, thus definiteness is not 
morphologically encoded. There is subject-verb agreement with respect to 
person, gender and number. Verbs also inflect for tense, and there is overt aspect 
morphology in the form of a range of different verbal prefixes. The paradigm for 
the ‘reflexive’ pronominal forms that are the topic of this chapter consists of się 
(no case inflection) the ‘weak’ form, and siebie, the ‘strong’ form. Siebie inflects 
for case as in the following: siebie (GEN), sobie (DAT), siebie (ACC), sobą 
(INS), sobie (LOC) (no vocative form, although Polish does have a vocative 
case). There is no nominative form for siebie. Neither of the forms inflect for 
person or number, (Baluta 1915, Decaux 1966). 

5.1 Aims of the investigation into the ‘reflexive’ in Polish 
The aims of this section are threefold. The first is to present an analysis of a 
number of Polish sentences which contain the morphemes (usually glossed as 
‘REFLEXIVE’) się, ‘self’, or siebie,94 ‘self’, (or any of its inflected variants). The 
glosses I give here are not in any way explanatory in themselves of course. 
Thus, it is one of the tasks of this section to clarify what is meant by these 
morphemes.  

The analysis of these two morphemes is made within the structuralist 
framework discussed in chapter 2. It will be shown that there exists a opposition 
between the two Polish morphemes. This opposition is argued to be the 
substance of a minimal system containing the two forms, which can be regarded 
as relevant to the Transitivity of a clause, hence the discussion of Transitivity in 
this chapter. The results of this investigation will be later added to the results of 
my investigation of Classical Greek and English. These results are, in turn, then 
related to the characterization of diathesis presented in section 4.4.1. 

A second aim of this section is to exploit the notion of Transitivity, as 
presented by Hopper and Thompson’s seminal article ‘Transitivity in grammar 
and discourse’ (1980, henceforth H&T), as a mode of explanation with respect 
to the non-random distribution of się and siebie in a narrative text. The texts that 
were examined for this purpose are The Emperor’s New Suit by Hans Christian 

                                                 
94 I wish to thank S. Ostrowska and P. Rutkowski (Warsaw University), and A. 
Fenn (Växjö University) for native-speaker help with the Polish examples. All 
inaccuracies are of course my own. 
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Andersen (1873), and a Polish version of the same story: Nowe Szaty Cesarza 
(see appendix). 

The third aim of the present discussion is to further explore the notion of 
the ‘reflexive’ as an interpretation and to relate this idea to the morphological 
evidence language-users exploit in giving rise to interpretations that can be 
called ‘reflexive’. To achieve this aim, the performance of a cross-linguistic 
investigation, as attempted in this thesis, is considered to be the only way of 
going about characterizing the ‘reflexive’. 

The structure of the chapter is the following: I first present a discussion 
of systems and oppositions in a Structuralist framework, and also discuss and 
define the notion of the semantic role, ‘Agent’. I argue that the Polish ‘reflexive’ 
forms, się and siebie form part of a minimal linguistic system. I then raise the 
question of whether the ‘reflexive’ is a meaning encoded in these forms. After 
presenting a number of different sentences which give rise to a range of 
interpretations other than the ‘reflexive’, I then discuss the notion of 
compositionality and comment on the descriptive labels given to się and siebie 
in Slavic linguistics. We then examine several other sentences (which include 
the forms under investigation) in terms of semantic roles, the 
transitive::intransitive alternation, aspect, high degree of engagement, 
responsibility of the subject, and the expression of norms. After characterizing 
the opposition between these two forms in terms of distinction of semantic roles, 
and co-reference, I present a discussion of Transitivity. This notion is then 
employed to explain the non-random distribution of się in a narrative text. The 
text can be found in Appendix 3. The chapter ends with a summary of the 
conclusions drawn during the course of the chapter. 

5.2 Systems and oppositions 
Before presenting the relevant Polish data, I will explicitly state my 
characterisation of the entities, signatum and signans, involved in language 
systems. Employing a Saussurean type of structuralist reasoning I will 
characterise the signatum-signans sign relationship as one-to-one at any given 
moment of the system’s existence. Clearly, from a synchronic perspective, the 
relationships are fixed.   

i. The minimal number of signs ( = {signans, 
signatum}) that can be characterised as being part of 
a system is two. 

ii. Systems themselves may be considered as 
signata of more complex signs. 

iii. At any one time, the sum of the signata found 
within a system exhausts the expressive domain of 
that system. 

iv. Should the total number of signata found within 
a system change, the relative values of one or more 
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signata will change to fully accommodate the 
change in their number: the system’s expressive 
domain remains constant. 

v. Signata take on substantial form via the action of 
oppositions. Without a minimal opposition we can 
not talk of a distinct signatum. Thus no two signata 
may be the same since then we could not talk of an 
opposition that would separate the two.95  

Relevant to the discussion of the system that Polish się and siebie partake in are 
the following points: 

i. The system under discussion is a minimal system 
consisting of two entities.96 

ii. Like all other entities that exist in conceptual 
space these entities are subject to the principles of 
prägnanz. 

iii. Entities invoked by the minimal system are 
related on the paradigmatic axis. 

iv. Since they are considered to be related (as in 
(iii)), we may expect some similarity between the 
two entities. 

Finally, in this section I will comment on how we can characterize the 
opposition between the two forms się/siebie. Firstly, I will have to demonstrate 
that there does in fact exist an opposition between these two forms. Secondly, I 
will argue that the opposition is an opposition where the linguistic notions of 
‘Agent’ and participant roles are relevant dimensions. In this thesis, the 
following three points are considered aspects of Agents. An Agent is: 

 
(i) responsible for the result that obtains with respect to the event 

initiated by the Agent, 
(ii) not affected by the event, and  
(iii) maximally different and distinguishable from the Patient (and 

all and any other semantic roles).  

                                                 
95 Many thanks to Yishai Tobin (pc, 2002-02-27) for feedback on points (i-v). 
96 I will not consider the other pronoun forms or other nominal expressions, 
including noun phrases or proper names in Polish in much detail (see below a 
short discussion of the ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ pronoun forms however). Of course 
one could increase the size of the system to include these forms too, and a study 
that included these forms would be more detailed. For the purposes of the 
present study of the ‘reflexive’ in Polish, the system under investigation will be 
the minimal system mentioned in the text above. 
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Thus any alteration in the role of Agent may be described in terms of specific 
alterations of any of the three aspects given above. In all of the Polish examples 
containing się we will come to observe that the Subject nominal is either: 
 

   (i´)  not responsible for the result of the event, 
   (ii´)  effected by the event to some extent, and/or 
   (iii´) not maximally distinguishable from the Patient. 

 
And thirdly, I will claim that the features that emerge from this opposition 
between się and siebie are distributed, i.e., the features apply equally in each 
instantiation of the relevant forms, się and siebie.  

5.3 Się and siebie as a minimal linguistic system 
It has been noted by a number of traditional Polish grammarians (but see also 
Dancygier (1997: 311) for a different opinion on this point) that the difference 
between się and siebie is a mere phonological difference (i.e., it has to do with 
the placement of stress), and the two forms are thus to be described as weak and 
strong forms respectively. This entails that there is but a single underlying 
representation for the pair which may differ in their surface realization in terms 
of the features: +STRESS or –STRESS. The idea then follows that what we are 
dealing with are, in effect, allomorphs. I do not agree with this type of argument 
however, because of the following observations: 

i. Się does not inflect for case. It is however said to 
be in accusative case. 

ii. Siebie on the other hand does inflect for case, cf. 
siebie (GEN), sobie (DAT), siebie (ACC), sobą 
(INS) and sobie (LOC). There is no nominative or 
vocative form. 

iii. Despite the fact that there are instances where się 
can not be replaced with siebie and vice versa, we 
find examples where it is possible to replace either 
się or siebie with the other as demonstrated in the 
examples given below. 

The standpoint taken in this thesis is that there is a distinct difference between 
the meanings (signata), or grammatical acceptability, of się and siebie, and that 
this difference is a result of the paradigmatic opposition between these two 
forms (or set of forms in the case of siebie).  

The strong and weak allomorph hypothesis does not hold up to the 
observation in (iii) because there are no purely structural aspects, e.g., syntactic 
environments or syntactic feature matrixes, or phonological environments, 
which can be invoked to act as a trigger for the one form over the other. This 
would be the case if the two forms were allomorphs. Secondly, native speakers 
of Polish can ascribe a difference in interpretation between sentences in which 
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się and siebie are paradigmatically substituted. This is exemplified in the Polish 
examples below. 

 
(5: 1) Janek nie spodziewał się zobaczyć. 
 Janek          nie spodziewał            się  zobaczyć  
 John.NOM not expect.PAST.3Sg self see.PAST.3Sg 
 ‘John did not expect to see’ 
 
(5: 2)  Janek nie spodziewał się zobaczyć siebie. 
 Janek          nie spockiewał           się   zobaczyć siebie  
 John.NOM not expect.PAST.3Sg self see.INF    self.ACC  
 ‘John did not expect to see himself’ 
 
(5: 3)  *Janek nie spodziewał się zobaczyć się. 
 Janek          nie spodziewał            się  zobaczyć się  
 John.NOM not expect.PAST.3Sg self see.INF    self 
 ‘John did not expect to see himself’ 
 
(5: 4)  Janek dał sobie prezent. 
 Janek          dał                     sobie       prezent 
 John.NOM give.PAST.3Sg self.DAT prezent.ACC 
 ‘John gave himself a present’ 
 
(5: 5)  *Janek dał się prezent. 
 Janek          dał                     się  prezent 
 John.NOM give.PAST.3Sg self prezent.ACC 
 ‘John gave himself a present’ 
 
(5: 6)  Sabina kocha siebie. 
 Sabina           kocha                siebie 
 Sabina.NOM love.PRES.3Sg self.GEN 
 ‘Sabina loves herself’ 
 
(5: 7)  *Sabina kocha się. 
 Sabina           kocha                się 
 Sabina.NOM love.PRES.3Sg self 
 ‘Sabina loves herself’ 
 
(5: 8) Marta pogardza sobą. 
 Marta           pogardza                sobą 
 Marta.NOM despise.PRES.3Sg self.INS 
 ‘Marta despises herself’ 
 
(5: 9)  *Marta pogardza się. 
 Marta           pogardza                się 
 Marta.NOM despise.PRES.3Sg self 
 ‘Marta despises herself’ 
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(5: 10)  Marta mówi o sobie całymi dniami. 
 Marta           mówi                o        sobie       całymi  dniami 
 Marta.NOM talk.PRES.3Sg about self.LOC all.INS day.INS.Pl 
 ‘Marta talks about herself all day/all the time’ 
 
(5: 11)  *Marta mówi o się całymi dniami. 
 Marta           mówi                o        się  całymi  dniami 
 Marta.NOM talk.PRES.3Sg about self all.INS day.INS.Pl 
 ‘Marta talks about herself all day/all the time’ 

 
In arguing for the idea that się and siebie are members of a minimal linguistic 
system, I appeal to the structuralist approach to linguistic forms and substance. 
The paradigmatic substitutions provided in the examples above lend evidence to 
the idea that we are dealing with two different forms which display a systematic 
distribution with respect to the opposition between these two forms. This is an 
opposition which is reflected in the range of interpretations that speakers ascribe 
to sentences containing one or the other of these forms (and from a discussion of 
sentences where one or the other form is understood as contributing to the non-
wellformedness/ungrammaticallity of the sentence). In this light, consider 
Culler’s statement concerning linguistic meaning in a Saussurean framwork: 

Meanings exist only because there are differences of 
meaning, and it is these differences of meaning 
which enable one to establish the articulation of 
forms. Forms can be recognised, not by their 
persistence in a representational or historical 
continuity, but by their differential function: their 
ability to distinguish and thus produce distinct 
meanings. (Culler 1986: 70). 

In the analysis of the Polish data below, I will attempt to show the relationship 
between the contextual meaning in discourse of sentences which contain się 
and/or siebie and the permanent systemic meaning in tongue, and by doing so, 
supply a statement of the opposition between się and siebie. 

As I mentioned above, if my analysis is to have any relevance to our 
knowledge of these forms, my third task is to show that the features that emerge 
from this opposition are distributed, i.e., they apply equally to each instantiation 
of the relevant forms, się and siebie. This basically entails that, given my 
statement of the opposition between się and siebie, if we are confronted with 
new data, the generalization still holds.  

5.4 Is the ‘reflexive’ a meaning encoded in Polish? 
In this section I will very briefly argue against the term ‘reflexive’ as a cover 
label for the two forms, się and siebie.97 I need to introduce this point before 
                                                 
97 Cf. ‘Reflexive verbs reflect the action of the verb back to the subject. The 
reflexive pronoun się translates “myself, yourself, ourselves, themselves”, etc. 
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proceeding with a more detailed discussion of the Polish data below to let the 
reader consider the Polish data with an open mind, without preconceived ideas 
about the grammatical category. 

Some linguists may not object to labeling these forms as ‘reflexive’ since 
we all know that ‘a rose with any other name would smell just as sweet’. But my 
objection to the term in the case of Polish (and in many other languages) is not 
based on rejecting an arbitrary assignment of a name to a form (or pair of forms 
in this Polish example). My argument is based on the erroneous acceptance of a 
motivated assignment of a name to a form. It is my claim that the motivation is 
not justified.  

Firstly there is a general misconception as to at which level of 
representation the term ‘reflexive’ is to be found. Recall that Guillaume made a 
distinction between ‘contextual meaning’ and ‘systemic meaning’. The point 
being argued for in this thesis is that the ‘reflexive’ is merely a contextual 
meaning and not a systemic meaning, and thus the ‘reflexive’ is not a part of the 
language system per se. However, to avoid potential confusion by the repetition 
of the word meaning in ‘contextual meaning’ and ‘systemic meaning’, I will use 
the terms interpretation and meaning instead. 

It is my belief that the motivation as to why (or how) the forms się and 
siebie have come to be labeled ‘reflexive’, is based on an abuse of the 
semasiological and onomasiological perspectives. Let me demonstrate how this 
abuse proceeds. When confronted with the following sentence: 
 
(5. 12) Wymyłem                       się. 
 wy-     my-   łem            się  
 PERF-wash-1Sg.PAST self 
 ‘I washed’ [‘reflexive’]. 
 
the linguist considers the morphemes contained therein and tries to come up 
with a plausible explanation as to why we interpret the sentence as reporting on 
a reflexive state of affairs. In effect, he moves from the interpretation of the 
sentence to the forms via the onomasiological perspective. After considering all 
the options that this sentence offers, he pronounces the morpheme się as the 
morph which has determined that the sentence be interpreted as ‘reflexive’ and 
so promptly labels się as the ‘reflexive marker/pronoun’. Consider Geniušienė’s 

                                                                                                              
[…] się also translates the reciprocal pronoun “each other/one another”.’ (Bielec 
1998: 59). Note also that: 

In addition to periphrastic personal passives, the 
Slavic languages also have a number of reflexive 
constructions formed with the verb in the 3rd person 
and the reflexive morpheme s’/sja, se, się 
(depending on the language) […]. (Siewieska 1988: 
245). 
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comments below on how she proceeded in establishing the ‘reflexive’ verbs 
relevant to her study entitled The typology of the reflexive: 

It should be stressed that the basis for a comparison 
of such formally different phenomena subsumed 
under the general term is semantic, viz. (a) the 
ability to express the reflexive meaning, which 
makes a unit a RV [reflexive verb] by definition. 
(Geniušienė  1987: 238). [i.e., onomasiologically, 
RR]. 

The reflexive marker is broadly defined here as an 
element in the verb (affix, ending, etc.) or its 
environment (particle, pronoun, etc.) which has (or 
once had) a reflexive meaning (of coreference of 
two semantic roles) as its only or one of many 
functions. (Geniušienė  1987: 25f.). 

Whatever the status of a RM [reflexive marker] in a 
particular language, their equivalence is established 
on the basis of their functional similarity. Thus, the 
approach “from meaning (function) to form” is 
applied here. (Geniušienė  1987: 239). [i.e., 
onomasiologically, RR]. 

When we look further into the Polish language we find many other sentences 
which contain się. But not all of these sentences refer to a ‘reflexive’ event or 
state of affairs. In the short text (of approximately 1500 words) that I examined 
for the purposes of the present study (see Appendix 3), only 5 out 31 clauses that 
contain się can be said to present ‘reflexive’ states of affairs. They are listed 
below with their English counterparts: 
 
(5: 13) Wybrał się więc z całą gromadą oddanych mu ludzi, wśród których 

znajdowali się tamci dwaj dzielni urzędnicy, którzy już tu byli […] 
 With a number of courtiers, including the two who had already been 

there, he went to the two clever swindlers […] [i.e., he took 
himself]. 

 
(5: 14) Ludzie widzieli, jak się śpieszyli, aby wykończyć szaty cesarza. 
 People should see that they were busy to finish the emperor’s new 

suit. [i.e., they busied themselves]. 
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(5: 15) […] cesarz zaś kręcił się i obracał przed lustrem. 
 […] and the emperor looked at himself in the glass from every side. 

[i.e., he turned himself so as to view himself from every side]. 
 
(5: 16) I wykręcił się jeszcze raz przed lustrem, 
 Then he turned once more to the looking-glass, [i.e., he turned 

himself]. 
 
(5: 17) Dworzanie, którzy mieli nieść tren, schylili się do ziemi i czynili 

takie ruchy rękami, jakby ów tren podnosili; 
 The chamberlains, who were to carry the train, stretched their hands 

to the ground as if they lifted up a train, [i.e., they bent themselves 
to the ground]. 

 
But now, once the linguist has adopted the label/name ‘reflexive’ for the 
morpheme się (for example, ‘RM’ (reflexive marker) in an inter-linear gloss), 
how is the linguist to deal with all those clauses which contain się but do not 
refer to ‘reflexive’ states of affairs? Does it matter to him that the vast majority 
of clauses which contain się do not in fact denote ‘reflexive’ states of affairs as 
shown by counting the instances of się in the narrative The Emperor’s New Suit 
for example? Consider the following sentences which demonstrate the range of 
interpretations of clauses that contain się (I supply an interpretation and a 
comment in [square brackets] after each example):  
 
(5: 18) Ta książka sprzedaje się dobrze. 
 ta    książka             sprzedaje           się  dobrze   
 this book.NOM.Sg  sell.PRES.3Sg self  good 
 ‘This book sells well’ [‘potential’, cf. ‘This book is literally selling 

itself’]. 
 
(5: 19) Te książki sprzedaje się dobrze. 
 te      książki             sprzedaje          się  dobrze   
 these book.NOM.Pl  sell.PRES.3Sg self  good 
 ‘These books sell well’ [‘potential’, cf. Note the singular agreement 

on the verb despite the plural form of the subject]. 
 
(5: 20) Okno zamyka się (automatycznie). 
 okno                zamyka                 się  (automatycznie) 
 window.NOM close.PRES.3Sg   self (automatically) 
 ‘The window is closed/closes automatically’ [‘anticausative’, no 

Agent possible, since it occurs ‘automatically’. This entails that the 
window can not be considered an Agent, such that it closes itself, 
since this would contradict the claim that it occurs automatically.]. 
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(5: 21) Spotykamy się o szóstej godzinie. 
 spotykamy        się  o  szóstej godzinie  
 meet.PRES.1Pl self at six o’clock 
 ‘We meet at six o’clock’ [‘reciprocal’.98 Some may object to this 

example based on the idea that the verb spotykać ‘to meet’ is 
inherently ‘reciprocal’ (X can not meet Y without Y meeting X). 
Thus one could argue that the reciprocal interpretation stems from 
the verb and not się. This objection may be partially countered by 
the next example (10). A kiss is not always answered, 
unfortunately.]. 

 
(5: 22) Całowali się. 
 całowali           się  
 kiss.PAST.3Pl self 
 ‘They kissed’ [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
In the following examples, we find się in clauses that can be described as 
‘agentless passives’. The difference between these examples and the 
‘anticausative’ is that the ‘anticausative’ does not allow the presence of an 
Agent, either structurally or notionally. In the ‘agentless passives’ below, it is 
only the structural constraint that applies, so a preposition phrase referring to an 
Agent is structurally disallowed. Notionally, one can infer the existence of an 
Agent (the states of affairs described below do not occur automatically, for 
example).  

However, the identity of the Agent is suppressed and left vague, and is 
consequently categorised either as impersonal or generic. Note that the verb 
shows agreement with the subject in Polish. In the examples below, the verb 
regularly shows 3rd person singular agreement despite the fact that it is not 
difficult to construe the Agent as some plurality in (11) since it would be odd to 
utter (11) if only one person had said that he is good. 
 
(5: 23) Mówi się, że on jest dobry. 
 mówi               się  że   on jest dobry  
 say.PRES.3Sg self that he is    good 
 ‘It is said that he is good’ [‘impersonal passive’, identity of the 

agent suppressed, generic]. 
 
(5: 24) Dzieci bije się  w Polsce (*przez rodziców). 
 dzieci                   bije                    się  w Polsce (*przez rodziców) 
 children.NOM.Pl beat.PRES.3Sg self in Poland (*by parents) 

                                                 
98 Note also the following forms that can give rise to ‘reciprocal’ interpretations: 
kłócić się – ‘to argue’, zgodziłby się – ‘to agree with’, Pobieramy się w 
przyszłym roku.– ‘We are getting married next year’ (Fisiak et al 1978: 139), Jaś 
i Matysia kochają się. – ‘John and Mary love each other’ (Kubiński 1982: 56-
57). 
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 ‘Children are beaten in Poland (*by (their) parents)’ [Generic 
‘passive’, ‘norm’]. 

 
(5: 25) W lecie      gości   zaprasza                 się  do ogrodu. 
 w lecie      gości.ACC.Pl zaprasza              się  do ogrodu  
 in summer guests            invite.PRES.3Sg self to garden 
 ‘In the summer the guests are invited to the garden’ [Generic 

‘passive’, ‘norm’]. 
 
The next two sentences reveal a causative::anti-causative alternation when we 
compare certain sentences that do not contain się with sentences that do contain 
się. 
 
(5: 26) Janek zbił szklankę. 
 Janek          zbił                      szklankę  
 John.NOM break.PAST.3Sg glass.ACC.Sg 
 ‘John broke the glass’ (Kubiński 1987: 18). 
 
(5: 27) Szklanka zbiła się. 
 szklanka           zbiła                     się  
 glass.NOM.Sg  break.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘The glass broke’ [‘anticausative’, i.e., the glass just broke, on its 

own]. 
 
Another alternation is found in the following pair of sentences: 
 
(5: 28) Janek zachwyca się tym krajobrazem. 
 Janek               zachwyca             się  tym           krajobrazem  
 John.NOM.Sg please.PRES.3Sg self this.INST scenery.INST 
 ‘John is pleased with/by this scenery’ (Kubiński 1987: 85-86). 
 
(5: 29) Ten krajobraz zachwyca Janka. 
 ten                 krajobraz              zachwyca             Janka  
 this.NOM.Sg scenery.NOM.Sg please.PRES.3Sg John.ACC 
 ‘This scenery-NOM pleases John’99 
 
Note that in (5: 29), whilst it may be the scenery that is the source of the 
pleasure and as such might be considered as one of the central participants with 
respect to what the clause is about, it is in fact demoted to a peripheral role, as 
indicated by its instrumental case. Thus (5: 28) tells us something about John 
                                                 
99 Cf. also Janek interesuje się tym ‘John is interested in this’ and To interesuje 
Janka ‘This interests John’ which shows a similar alternation. Other Polish 
psych-verbs (infinitive forms), including nudzić ‘bore’, zadowalać ‘please’, 
fascynować ‘excite’, niepokoić ‘concern’, martwić ‘worry’, zadziwiać ‘amaze’, 
irytować ‘irritate’, brzydzić ‘disgust’, wzburzać ‘disturb’, zawstydzać 
‘embarrass’, and szokować ‘shock’ can show a similar alternation. 
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and his feelings instead of informing us something about the scenery. However, 
in (5: 29) this is not the case, and focus is made both on the scenery and its 
effect on John. 

5.5 Meaning and compositionality  
Before I proceed with my analysis of the contribution that się is making in these, 
and other sentences, I return to my earlier question about how the linguist is to 
deal with all those clauses which contain się but do not refer to ‘reflexive’ states 
of affairs. One move is to state that the meaning of się has shifted or extended to 
mean ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’, ‘generic agent’, or ‘potential’, as the case may be, 
depending on the sentence under consideration at the time. Before I criticise the 
ad hoc nature of this solution to the linguistic problem, let us explore why 
certain linguists present this type of ‘shifted meaning’ analysis for this and other 
‘difficult’ morphemes. (Cf. also the notion of ‘type-shifting’ in formal 
semantics, Partee and Rooth 1983, Partee 1975, 1995, and ‘type-coercion’ in 
Pustejovsky 1993, 1995). 

As I alluded in chapter 2., some of the problems in linguistics stem from 
a misunderstanding of Frege’s principle of compositionality, the so-called 
Fregean Principle where ‘the meaning of a complex expression should be a 
function of the meaning of its parts’ (Allwood et al 1977: 130). This principle is 
echoed by other linguists when they consider the relationship between linguistic 
form (for example, morphemes) and the meanings of complexes composed by 
the concatenation of these forms (for example, sentences). 

Note Fodor, who asserts that: 

[T]he meaning of a sentence is a function of the 
morphemes it contains and the way in which those 
morphemes are syntactically combined. (Fodor 
1977: 4). 

And the following claim that: 

“[S]entence meaning” is arrived at mechanically 
through the amalgamation of word meaning along 
with grammatical information. (Katz 1972: xxiv). 

These two quotes seem to suggest that most (if not all) of the linguistic 
problems, especially lexical semantic problems, that have held the attention of 
linguists and philosophers can be mechanically solved by merely looking at 
what a sentence ‘means’. Moreover, consider Weinreich (1980: 125) who claims 
that: 

[T]he goal of a semantic theory of a language, as we 
conceive it, is to explicate the way in which the 
meaning of a sentence of specified structure is 
derivable from the fully specified meanings of its 
parts. (Quoted in Reid 1991: 327-8). 
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From these quotes we can assume that there is a general consensus about the 
relationship between the ‘meaning’ of a sentence and the ‘meanings’ of the 
morphemes/words found in that sentence. Given this background we can now 
understand that what drives the linguist to label a particular morpheme ‘passive’ 
or ‘reciprocal’ or ‘potential’ as the case may be, depends on the sentence he is 
looking at. When he has adopted a number of different meaning categories such 
as ‘passive’ or ‘reciprocal’ in his linguistic toolbox, and is confronted with a 
sentence which has the meaning of the ‘passive’ or the ‘reciprocal’, he must at 
all costs find some morpheme in that sentence which he can label as ‘passive’ or 
‘reciprocal’ so as to ‘account’ for the ‘passive’ or ‘reciprocal’ sentence meaning. 

But the problem still remains even when the linguist allows the meaning 
of a word to shift. It is strange in the least that the linguist can inform us of what 
a word means only after he has been given the meaning of the sentence in which 
the word appears. But surely this begs the question as to how he (or native 
speakers of the language) got to the meaning of the sentence in the first place (if 
not from information obtained from the words that were found in that sentence!).  

We can further question the logic of these ‘shifted meaning’ explanations 
by asking the following: given any particular sentence containing się that has a 
‘passive’ meaning, for example, is it the case that the ‘meaning shift’ has 
occurred from the ‘reciprocal’ meaning to the ‘passive’ meaning? Or perhaps the 
meaning has shifted from the ‘reciprocal’ via the ‘reflexive’ to the ‘passive’? 
These are very strange questions to put to a synchronic description of the 
language system, and I would add that they are unnecessary questions because 
they bring no bearing to the point of investigation.  

Thus, discussions of the ‘meaning’ of individual morphemes that allows 
the meaning of these morphemes to shift and change under the very nose of the 
investigator give us no real answer as to how linguistic communication takes 
place. They may clumsily answer the question of what is communicated (the 
message) and the range of functions utterances may perform, but they shed no 
light onto the problem of how and why particular instances of communication 
are structured in the way that they are so that they can perform the functions that 
they do. 

If it is true that language description and explanation is to be (partly) 
performed by the statement of rules (or for example the output of the interaction 
of violable ‘constraints’ as held in Optimality Theoretic approaches) then, if 
these rules (or constraints) are to carry any weight in their application, these 
rules must be ‘firm’. What I mean here is that if these rules are to have any 
status within the analysis they can not be stated in an ad hoc way, nor can they 
be contravened (or ‘outranked’) in an ad hoc way. This sentiment is upheld by 
the view that the meaning of a word may be partly stated in terms of rules for 
using that word (pace Wittgenstein).  

Without firm rules for using a word we can not say that the word has a 
firm meaning. But when we look closely at a language, firm rules for the use of 
particular words do emerge in our consciousness and hence prompt us to make 
some tentative statement concerning the meanings of those words. But each time 
the linguist argues that his first rule for the use of a word, (i.e., something related 
to the meaning of that word), is contravened or broken or merely relaxed, what 
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he in effect does is undermine his own analysis. If a whole series of 
‘contraventions’ of rules are allowed (i.e., shifts in meaning, different meanings) 
the end result of the analysis is confusion and does little to further an 
understanding of the morphemes under investigation. 

Now this generalised thesis of ‘meaning = use’ has been taken by some 
linguists and particularised, but with erroneous results. In the light of my 
criticism of how strict compositionality has become a touchstone for many 
linguists, consider again how easily the meaning of się has been equated with 
particular ‘uses’ of the morpheme. Thus it is not uncommon to see in the 
literature statements to the effect that “in sentence A (a sentence which 
denotes/refers to a ‘reflexive’ state of affairs) we have a ‘reflexive’ use of the 
morpheme X, and in sentence B we have the ‘passive’ use of the morpheme X. 
Thus, in sentence A the morpheme means ‘reflexive’ and in sentence B the 
morpheme means ‘passive’.”  

The philosopher most commonly associated with the thesis of identifying 
a word’s meaning with the use of that word is Wittgenstein. Note in the 
following quote, he refers to ‘[T]he meaning of the word’ and not meanings of 
the word: 

The meaning of the word is what is explained by the 
explanations of its meaning. (Wittgenstein 1953: 
560). 

Thus, it seems that it is not really possible, straight off, to give a single statement 
concerning the meaning of a word. But what is possible is to give a number of 
explanations about the meaning of a word and, as a result of this, some idea of 
the meaning of a word will emerge. But again it should be stressed that we will 
not focus on a single meaning in particular, but rather we will attempt to reveal 
the meaning which is to be found in all the interpretations in general. The 
distinction between meanings and the interpretation of meanings has been 
observed by a number of linguists and has been invoked as a mode of 
understanding Wittgenstein’s thesis, ‘meaning is use’: 

The meaning of the utterance is a function of the 
meaning of the expression and its pragmatic 
context: What belongs to the meaning of the 
expression is only what all the utterances have in 
common as regards meaning. The thesis 
‘use=meaning’ is thus to be understood in such a 
way that the manner of use that is typical for all of 
the utterances determines the meaning of the 
corresponding expression. (Kutschera 1975: 113).100 

It is clear then that what is meant by the thesis ‘use=meaning’ is that we should 
not expect that statements of individual, particular uses of a word be 

                                                 
100 See also J.D. Fodor (1977: 19ff). 
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apprehended as the meaning of that word. Instead we should consider that which 
is common to all manner of uses of a word. This is not to say however that, once 
this has been done, the linguist has found the exact and true meaning of the 
word. Consider Kutschera’s comments on one of the fundamental differences 
between the Tractatus and Wittgenstein’s latter Philosophical Investigations: 

Along with the idea that there are well-defined 
objects and attributes in the world that come into 
question as exact meanings of linguistic 
expressions, Wittgenstein also gives up the idea that 
there is such a thing as absolute precision in the 
meanings of words. The ideal of exactitude in the 
Tractatus is for Wittgenstein a myth, a metaphysical 
fiction. Exactness is never anything but an exactness 
sufficient for a specific context, there is no absolute 
exactness. And there is no true sense of a sentence, 
to be worked out with complete precision by means 
of analysis, one which is hidden to some extent 
behind its formulation in ordinary language, what is 
really intended by that formulation. Rather, the 
sense of any sentence is defined only within certain 
limits and it remains open how these limits are to be 
drawn closer together with a more precisely detailed 
definition. 

The idea that reality is not given to us independently 
of its description in language is thus the guiding 
idea for a radical criticism of the basic ideas of the 
Tractatus and destroys their foundation completely. 
(Kutschera 1975: 107-108). 

But even if objective exactness and truth is unattainable with respect to meaning, 
this should not be a hindrance for the linguist. What we should ask ourselves is 
whether the statements of meaning (via explanations) are sufficient to the 
context, i.e., the scientific discourse we enter into as linguists. The goal has to be 
to generalize and thus explain the infiniteness of reality by subsuming it within 
something finite. At another level, the linguist will have to assume that the 
linguistic reality of grammatical categories, for example, is not given to him 
independently of their description in his linguistic language, i.e., his meta-
language or language of representation. 

To conclude this section, and to finally move on from this digression, my 
objection to stating ‘reflexive’ as the meaning of się, is based on the observation 
that the ‘reflexive’ is but one of many functional aspects of this linguistic sign 
(an interpretation), but it is not its meaning proper. 
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5.5 Some further observations concerning się and siebie  
In this section I present another series of Polish sentences which contain either 
się or siebie and discuss a number of alternations in the interpretations of these 
sentences. This discussion serves as the grounds upon which I will make a 
statement of what is explained by the explanations of the meanings of these 
sentences.  

Some of the previous work on Polish ‘reflexives’, for example, Kański 
(1986) and Kubiński (1987), have focused on more formal approaches to 
linguistic structure, including mainstream Generativism and arc-pair grammar 
respectively. As can be expected, these approaches have little to say concerning 
the meaning of the morphemes in question (się and siebie) beyond describing 
the various syntactic configurations that they are found in.  

One of the main points of departure behind the current investigation is 
based on the work of Andersen (1983), (1991) and (1994a), especially in his 
later work on the ‘passive’. One of his goals has been to characterize the 
semantic, structural components of the ‘passive’ in terms of the particular 
morpho-syntactic properties of sentences that are interpreted as ‘passives’ in 
various languages. His approach also takes into account that the semantic 
structures of sentences are often underspecified with respect to the different 
interpretations that may obtain to those sentences. A similar approach is adopted 
here in my attempt to identify some of those structural components that are 
relevant to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation.  

In contrast to Andersen’s work however, I will also endeavour to discuss 
the opposition between different forms that may be employed in ‘reflexive’ 
constructions. Other sources of inspiration in this project are some of the 
findings made by Dancygier (1997) in her particularly enlightened study of 
‘reflexive markers’ in Polish. I also place some of these observations within 
Transitivity Theory and briefly comment on the textual distribution of się in the 
light of a mini-corpus study that I performed. What now follows is a discussion 
of a number of different types of interpretation that can be associated with the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun system in Polish. First, I discuss distinctions in semantic 
roles and how participants may come to be contrasted with each other. This is 
followed by a discussion of transitive and intransitive argument structures. I go 
on to discuss się and certain distinctions in Aspect in Polish, which is followed 
by a discussion of the notions ‘high degree of engagement’ and ‘reponsibility of 
the subject’. Finally, I remark on się and ‘statements of norms’ and provide a 
summary statement of the oppositions that are relevant to się and siebie. 

5.5.1 Distinction of semantic roles 
The first two sentences I wish to discuss are the following: 
 
(5: 30) Zobaczyłem się w lustrze. 
 zobaczyłem     się  w lustrze   
 see.PAST.1Sg self in mirror.LOC 
 ‘I saw myself in the mirror’ 
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(5: 31) Zobaczyłem siebie w lustrze. 
 zobaczyłem     siebie       w lustrze  
 see.PAST.1Sg self.ACC in mirror.LOC 
 ‘I saw myself in the mirror’ (adapted from Dancygier 1997: 315).101 
 
In Dancygier’s analysis, the difference in interpretation between the two 
alternatives with się and siebie in (18a) and (18b) respecively is that with się, the 
speaker reports no surprise as to seeing herself in the mirror because ‘[…] się 
invites the construal whereby the unity of sentient subject and the perceived 
object comes as no surprise to the experiencer’ (Dancygier 1997: 315). Note 
however, that the sentence with siebie can be used if the speaker showed 
surprise at seeing herself in the mirror. Perhaps the mirror was at an odd angle to 
her where she did not expect to see her reflection, or perhaps she was expecting 
to see someone else in the mirror (perhaps someone standing next to her).  

The hypothesis is that, with siebie, we are presented with two different 
semantic roles, which are furthermore kept distinct from one another even 
though they are associated with a single entity. The idea that a semantic role can 
be considered an aspect of some entity’s involvement in the situation or state of 
affairs referred to by the sentence is supported by interpretations of the 
following sentences:  
 
(5: 32) Zobaczyłem się w jej oczach.  
 zobaczyłem     się  w  jej  oczach  
 see.PAST.1Sg self in her eyes 
 ‘I saw myself in her eyes’ [mere reflection]. 
 
(5: 33) Zobaczyłem siebie w jej oczach. 
 zobaczyłem     siebie      w  jej  oczach 
 see.PAST.1Sg self.ACC in her eyes 
 ‘I saw myself in her eyes’ [my character, personality, attitude, i.e., 

two roles ‘the seer’ and ‘the seen’]. 
 
Thus, in (19), się gives rise to the interpretation where ‘her eyes’ act as a 
physical reflecting surface, thereby suggesting a unity between the ‘see-er’ and 
the ‘seen’ on the physical plane; the usual state of affairs for reflecting surfaces, 
hence no surprise. In (20) however, the presence of siebie allows for an 
interpretation where two different aspects of the participant are highlighted: 
again the physical ‘see-er’, and some somewhat contrasting spiritual or 
psychological aspect of the participant. This may be his character or some 
personality trait, for example. Note that this is not the usual state of affairs that 

                                                 
101 Unless indicated by a reference, the Polish sentences and accompanying 
statements concerning the interpretations of all the other Polish sentences in this 
thesis stem from in-depth interviews and discussions with native-speaker 
informants.  
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arises when one looks in a reflecting surface, thus the element of surprise in the 
interpretation. 

In the personal pronoun paradigm (‘non-reflexive’), we find two forms of 
each pronoun, the ‘strong’ and the ‘weak’ forms, as shown in the accusative 
singular below:102 

 
          ‘weak’ – ‘strong’ 

1st: mi – mnie  (‘me’) 
2nd: cię – ciebie  (‘you’) 
3rd: go – jego  (‘him’) 

                  ją – ją             (‘her’) 
                  to –  to            (‘it’) 
 
To explore this notion of contrast associated with siebie (and a concomitant lack 
of this feature with respect to się), note the following examples: 
 
(5: 34) Zobaczyłem się w lustrze, (*a nie jego). 
 zobaczyłem      się  w lustrze, *a    nie  jego  
 saw.PAST.1Sg self in mirror, *but not him 
 ‘I saw myself in the mirror, not him’ 
 
(5: 35) Zobaczyłem cię w lustrze, (*a nie jego). 
 zobaczyłem      cię  w lustrze, *a nie jego  
 saw.PAST.1Sg you in mirror, *but not him 
 ‘I saw you in the mirror, not him’ 
 
(5: 36) Zobaczyłem siebie w lustrze, a nie jego. 
 zobaczyłem      siebie      w lustrze, a    nie  jego   
 saw.PAST.1Sg self.ACC in mirror, but not him 
 ‘I saw myself in the mirror, not him’ 
 
(5: 37) Zobaczyłem ciebie w lustrze, a nie jego. 
 zobaczyłem      ciebie.ACC w lustrze, a    nie  jego   
 saw.PAST.1Sg you              in mirror, but not him 
 ‘I saw you in the mirror, not him’ 
 
Thus, in all of the contrastive environments above, the strong form of the 
pronoun must be used. Note also that the ‘but not him’ phrase attached to each 
of the above also contains the strong form of the pronoun, jego, because a nie 
*go would be ungrammatical in this context.  

                                                 
102 See also Rappaport (1988). 
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5.5.2 Transitive and intransitive argument structures 
Concerning the status of structures which contain się, it has been claimed that 
się is a detransitivising morpheme, such that a transitive verb is made 
intransitive. Note the following comments: 

The ‘reflexive particle’ się has both clearly syntactic 
functions and clearly derivational ones, the latter 
particularly in combination with prefixes, as in the 
recent zdzwonić  się ‘get in touch with one another 
by telephone’ (<dzwonić ‘call, telephone’). Other 
functions, such as that of making transitive verbs 
intransitive, could be treated as syntactic or 
derivational. Dropping się occasionally serves as a 
mechanism for deriving causative verbs [which are 
typically transitive, RR]: wściekać ‘enrage’ (earlier 
wściekać się ‘be/become enraged’). (Rothstein 
1993: 376). 

However, contrary to the expectations suggested above, it is possible to have się 
present in intransitive structures: structures that are intransitive before się has 
been added, as in (27): 
 
(5: 38) Siedział i gadał. 
 siedział                     i     gadał 
 sit.PAST.3Sg.Masc and talk.PAST.3Sg.Masc  
 ‘He sat and talked’ 
 
(5: 39)  Siedziało się i gadało. 
 siedziało                   się   i     gadało  
 sit.PAST.3Sg.Neutr self and talk.PAST.3Sg.Neutr 
 ‘One was sitting and one was talking’  
  
(5: 40) *Siedział krzesła/krześle. 
 siedział                    krzesła/krześle 
 sit.PAST.3Sg.Masc chair.ACC/chair.LOC 
 ‘He sat the chair’ 
 
Furthermore, we have examples which contain się and are ambiguous with 
respect to the understanding of transitivity suggested in the above quotation. 
Consider (5: 41): 
 
(5: 41) Zanudziłem się.  
 za-      nudziłem           się  
 PERF-bore.PAST.1Sg self 
 ‘I bored myself’ 
 ‘I was bored (by something)’ 
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In this example, we are faced with an ambiguity such that two distinct 
interpretations are possible. In (5: 42) however, this ambiguity does not arise. 
 
(5: 42) Zanudziłem siebie. 
 za-      nudziłem           siebie  
 PERF-bore.PAST.1Sg self.ACC 
 ‘I bored myself’ 
 
Finally, with respect to the transitivity of verbs found in sentences which contain 
się, we have examples which are clearly transitive in that more than one nominal 
participant is present in the structure: 
 
(5: 43)  Wtedy ma się problemy. 
 wtedy ma                     się  problemy 
 then    have.PRES.3sg self problem.ACC.Pl 
 ‘Then one has problems’ 
 
(5: 44)  Wieczorem czyta się książkę. 
 wieczorem           czyta                 się  książkę 
 evening.INST.Sg read.PRES.3sg self book.ACC.Sg 
 ‘One reads a/the book in the evening’ 
 
(5: 45) Do tej roboty używa się samochody 
 do tej roboty używa się samochody 
 for this.GEN work.GEN use.PRES.3Sg self motorcar.ACC.Pl 
 ‘For this job, one uses motorcars’  
 
(5: 46) Chwalił się Jankowi swą odwagą.  
 chwalił                 się  Jankowi    swą         odwagą  
 boast.PAST.3Sg self John.DAT his.INST courage.INST 
 ‘He boasted to John of his courage’  
 
(5: 47) Bawił się zapałkami. 
 bawił się zapałkami  
 play.PAST.3Sg self match.INST.Pl 
 ‘He played with the matches’ (adapted from Fisiak et al 1978: 30). 
 
The issue of whether a structure is transitive or intransitive is of importance to 
any claims one might make concerning the ‘reflexive’. For instance, if we 
consider the claim that coreference is definitional to the ‘reflexive’, then the 
observation that obviously intransitive structures with się are interpreted as 
‘reflexive’ presents something of a problem. Wierzbicka takes this very same 
observation quite seriously: 

If clauses with się are intransitive, then they can not 
be considered reflexive, since there is no object that 
can be co-referent with the subject. Thus the 
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definition of reflexive as an instance of co-reference 
is incorrect. (Wierzbicka 1995: 192). 

Moving on from this point, we have examples of a transitive verb and się which 
remain transitive. Note the accusative case (which also appears in several of the 
examples above) on the object nominal participant, mamy: 
 
(5: 48) słuchać się mamy 
 słuchać     się  mamy  
 listen.INF self mother.ACC 
 ‘to listen to one’s mother’, ‘to obey one’s mother’ 
 
It seems quite clear then that the presence or non-presence się is not an 
immediate factor that regulates the number of participants in the argument 
structure of the verb. 

5.5.3 Się and aspectual interpretations 
In the next pair of sentences, the contrast between the structure without się, (5: 
49) and the structure with się, (5: 50), results in two distinct interpretations:  
 
(5: 49) Piłam wino. 
 pi-łam                  wino  
 drink-PAST.1Sg wine.ACC 
 ‘I was drinking wine’ 
 
(5: 50) U-pi-łam się winem.103 
 u-pi-łam                         się           winem  
 PERF-drink-PAST.1Sg self.ACC wine-INSTR 
 ‘I got drunk with wine’ (Dancygier 1997: 322). 
 
The first sentence, (5: 49), could be used as an answer to the question What were 
you doing?, whilst (5: 50) would be best suited to answering the question What 
happened to you?. Note too the demotion of the object of the verb ‘wine’ from 
accusative case to the instrumental case, and the addition of the perfective 
marker to the verb in (5: 50), hence the label ‘antipassive’ for this construction 
type.  

The message in (5: 50) is more focused on the effects of the wine-
drinking on the subject than on the fact that wine was drunk. In this view, we 
consider the wine-drinker as more of a Patient (or at least Experiencer) with 
respect to the wine-drinking and less so as an Agent. Note too that the Patient 
role is the semantic role associated with the Object of a clause, in contrast to the 
Agent role associated with the Subject of a transitive clause. 

This co-alignment of perfective marking along with focusing on the 
effect of the activity on the Subject (from the presence of się) is not a surprising 
                                                 
103 Cf. Wypiłam wino ‘I drank the wine (finished)’; no się and focus on the final 
effects of the drinking event on the wine rather than on the drinker. 
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feature when one considers the nature of the perfective aspect. If we accept, with 
Comrie (1976: 3), that ‘[A]spects are different ways of viewing the internal 
temporal constituency of a situation’, and agree with Dancygier (1997: 321) that 
‘[P]erfectivity focuses on the end state of the action, which is manifested in the 
effect on the patient’, then it makes sense that there should be a certain degree of 
co-alignment of morpho-syntactic features that bring focus to the effect on some 
Patient. I claim this because, should there be a participant that can be identified 
as a Patient, it will be found at the end point of some transitive event, and not at 
the beginning point. (See also Hopper 1979 re. the relationship between aspect 
and information structure in discourse, and also Verkuyl 1993 re. aspect). Note 
however, that it is not the case in Polish that every verb that is in the perfective 
aspect must be accompanied with się. Nor is it the case that all verbs that are 
accompanied with się must be in the perfective aspect.104 

In the light of the above observations, it is interesting to note that there 
exists a number of transitive::intransitive verb alternations in Polish where the 
presence of się triggers an ‘inchoative’ interpretation, i.e., focus on the 
beginning point of the verbal event as some thing/entity changes from being in 
one state and moving to another. To exemplify this, the verb wydłużyć ‘to 
lengthen’ can be found in the following sentences: 

 
(5: 51) Cień wydłużył się. 
 cień                      wydłużył                 się  
 shadow.NOM.Sg lengthen.PAST.3Sg self  
 ‘The shadow lengthened’ 
 
(5: 52) Zmiana kąta naświetlenia wydłużyła cień. 
 zmiana                kąta                 naświetlenia  
 change.NOM.Sg angle.GEN.Sg light-source.GEN.Sg  
 wydłużyła                cień 
 lengthen.PAST.3Sg shadow.ACC 
 ‘The change of the angle of the light source lengthened the shadow’ 
 
Other verbs that demonstrate this transitive::inchoative (with się) alternation are 
prostować się ‘to straighten’; wypełnić się ‘to fulfil’; poszerzyć się ‘to broaden’; 
złamać się ‘to break’; and podrzeć się ‘to tear’. Kubiński mentions the following 
sentence in his discussion of ‘inchoatives’: 
 
(5: 53) Gwóźdź zgiął się. 
 gwóźdź     zgiął                   się  
 nail.NOM bend.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘The nail bent’ 
 ‘The nail got bent’ (Kubiński 1982: 57). 
 

                                                 
104 See also Bakker (1994). 
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We note that Kubiński’s second English interpretation for this sentence, ‘The 
nail got bent’, is a so-called GET-‘passive’. This would of course be different to 
‘The nail was bent (by some unknown agent)’. Following up on this, an 
interesting cross-linguistic pattern emerges. First we notice that there is a regular 
difference between BE-‘passives’ and GET-‘passives’ in English in terms of 
syntactic distribution: 
 
(5: 54) John was arrested by the police. 
 
(5: 55) Was John arrested by the police? 
 
(5: 56) John got arrested by the police. 
 
(5: 57) *Got John arrested by the police? 
 
Secondly we notice that the BE-‘passive’ focuses on the end point or result of the 
verbal action, whilst the GET-‘passive’ focuses on the beginning of what the 
verbal action implies, or the change that the verbal action implies. Now we are 
in a position to notice an interesting cross-linguistic pattern that emerges with 
respect to Polish and English in these ‘inchoative’ constructions. Recall that in 
Polish we observed an alternation with transitive::inchoative interpretations with 
the presence of się in the ‘inchoative’ construction. In English, the so-called 
GET-passive (‘inchoative’) allows the presence of the so-called ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun, but the BE-‘passive’ does not105: 
 
(5: 58) *John was himself arrested by the police. 
 
(5: 59) John got himself arrested. 
 

The following example, adapted from Dancygier (1997: 321), is another 
instantiation of the schema ‘perfective prefix + verb + się’. In this example 
however, it is an intransitive verb, the Polish for ‘walk’, that is modified:106 
 
(5: 60) Prze-spacerowa-łam się. 
 prze-  spacerowa-łam             się  
 PERF-walk-        PAST.1Sg. self 
 ‘I took a walk’ (cf. spacerować – ‘walk’). 
 
Because spacerować ‘walk.INF’ is an intransitive verb in Polish, we can not 
argue that the addition of się detransitivises spacerować. What się does is to 

                                                 
105 I do not have anything more to say about this patterning except that it 
deserves closer investigation from a cross-linguistic perspective. 
106 Note again that if się were an intransitive marker then it would be strange to 
employ it with an intransitive verb, hence again my claim that it is not merely an 
intransitivising marker. 
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inform us that the Agent role of the Subject has been modified. Unlike Agents 
that are not affected by the events that they are responsible for or 
initiate/precipitate, the Subject (indicated by the person and number agreement 
verbal inflection) is affected by the activity that has been initiated. Note 
Dancygier’s comment on this sentence: 

The presence of się in the object position implies 
that, in spite of the intransitive type of activity 
involved, the participant actually doing the walking 
is at the same time affected by the activity. 
(Dancygier 1997: 321).  

After constructing an additional example to contrast with (5: 60), consider (5: 
61): 
 
(5: 61) ?Przespacerowałam siebie. 
 prze-   spacerowa-łam           siebie 
 PERF-walk-         PAST.1Sg self.ACC 
 ‘I walked/strolled on myself’ 
 
Here the interpretation is rather odd and is really only acceptable if the person in 
question walked on an image of herself, an image, for example, that was part of 
a floor covering.  

The difference between the above examples with się and those with 
siebie is that, with siebie, we observe that the two participant roles, Agent and 
Patient, are kept distinct, and taken individually, are unaltered. By keeping the 
semantic roles distinct and unaltered, we can not talk of an ‘affected Agent’, for 
example in (5: 61). It is clear that the entity that initiates the walking activity in 
(5: 61) is co-referential with the entity walked on, but when we consider the 
event described in the sentence purely in terms of the semantic roles assigned to 
the Subject (indicated by 1st person singular inflection on the verb) and the 
Object (siebie), we note that there is no entailment that the subject is affected by 
the event denoted by the verb. By merely walking on an image of oneself, one 
does not affect oneself. 

5.5.4 Się and a high degree of engagement 
Returning to further examples with się, we observe a change in focus from 
reporting merely ‘what happened’ to ‘what happened to the person who 
performed the activity’.107 This dimension of the interpretation can be 

                                                 
107 Note that the following remarks concerning Swedish show a similar 
alternation in interpretation. However, the so-called ‘reflexive’ pronoun sig is 
not considered to be the form responsible for this alternation, but rather the 
páthos (glossed by Wessén in the quote as ‘med.’) verbal inflection -s: 

Han böjde sig (refl.) – han böjdes (med). Den nya 
verbformen böjdes uttrycker icke så mycket vad han 
gjorde (med sig själv), utan fastmera vad som 
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considered in terms of the degree of engagement that the person who was 
performing an activity has with the activity. In the unmarked instance, a 
transitive event portrays a transfer of energy from an Agentive source to a 
Patient of some kind. The affected entity is thus the Patient. In the unmarked 
instance, the Agent is not considered to be affected by the transfer of energy. 
Several Polish examples of this type of ‘engaged subject’ interpretation are 
given below: 
 
(5: 62) Tę książkę czytało się z przyjemnością.  
 tę książkę                  czytało               się  z     przyjemnością  
 this.ACC book.ACC read.PAST.3Sg self with pleasure.INST 
 ‘People read this book with pleasure’ (adapted from Rivero and 

Sheppard 2003: 92). 
 
(5: 63) Czekałem na nią (krótko). 
 czekałem            na nią           (krótko) 
 wait.PAST.1Sg for her.INST (shortly) 
 ‘I waited for her (for a short time)’ 
 
(5: 64) Naczekałem się na nią *(krótko). 
 na-      czekałem           się  na nią          *(krótko) 
 PERF-wait.PAST.1Sg self for her.INST (shortly) 
 ‘I waited for her (for a short time)’ 
 
(5: 65) Będę czekać na nią (krótko). 
 będę         czekać.INF na  nią           (krótko) 
 FUT.1Sg wait             for her.INST (shortly) 
 ‘I will wait for her (for a short time)’ 
 
(5: 66) Naczekam się na nią *(krótko). 
 na-      czekam           się  na   nią         *(krótko) 
 PERF-wait.FUT.1Sg self for her.INST (shortly) 
 ‘I will wait for her (for a short time)’ 
                                                                                                              

skedde med honom, att han var föremål för ett 
böjande. Vem det var som utövade handlingen, är 
vid den nya formen obestämt (och likgiltigt) […]. 
(Wessén 1965: 180). 

[Han böjde sig (refl.) ‘He bowed’ ‘He bent himself’ 
Han böjdes (med). ‘He bowed’ ‘He was bent (by 
someone)’. The new verb form böjdes does not 
express so much what he did (with himself), but 
rather, what happened to him, that he was subject to 
a bending. Who it was who performed the action is, 
with respect to the new form, unspecified (and 
irrelevant).] 
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With Naczekam się na nią (and Naczekałem się na nią) there is a strong 
implication that the waiting took some considerable time (or will take time). 
This follows from the high degree of engagement that the subject has with 
respect to the verb event. This interpretation of a ‘high degree of engagement’ of 
the subject can be related to the modification in the semantic role of the 
previously agentive subject participant. Some other Polish verbs that 
demonstrate this alternation are listed below: 
  
budzić ‘to wake (sb)’  dobudzić się ‘to succeed in waking up’ 
czytać ‘to read’  naczytać się ‘to read a great deal’ 
gadać ‘to talk’  nagadać się ‘all talked out, talked enough’ 
jeść ‘to eat’   najeść się ‘to eat until nicely satisfied’ 
moczyć ‘to soak’ wymoczyć się ‘to soak in the bath for a long 

time, to put into soak’ (e.g., what one might do 
with dirty clothes) 

siedzieć ‘to sit’  nasiedzieć się ‘to sit for a long time, wait’ 
słuchać ‘to listen’ nasłuchać się ‘to hear enough, a lot’ 
spać ‘to sleep’  wyspać się ‘to sleep well, a good sleep’ 
 
In Swedish, the ‘reflexive’ pronoun (and, as is suggested in the quote below, the 
pathos inflection) can also be found with verbs in sentences that are also 
interpreted as showing the subject participant’s ‘higher degree of engagement’:  

Vid en del intransitiva verb har reflexivt pronomen 
kunnat tilläggas för att uttrycka icke någon 
förändrad betydelse, utan endast subjektets livligare 
deltagande i handlingen. Den reflexiva formen blir 
ofta i huvudsak likvärdig med en aktiv form. 
 Ex.: hvila – hvila sik, byria – byrias (>>Nu börias 
min sorgh>> Wiwallius), ökia – ökias, þora – þoras, 
hämna – hämnas, lyþa – lyþas (nsv. lyss), likna – 
liknas, falla – fallas ’falla, bli oduglig’, anda – 
andas… (Wessén 1965: 178). 

[With some intransitive verbs it is possible to add 
the reflexive pronoun without expressing a different 
meaning, but to only express the subject’s more 
lively participation in the action. The reflexive form 
is often mainly equivalent to an active form. 
 E.g.[infinitive verb forms] hvila – hvila sik rest – 
rest onself, byria – byrias begin – had begun  (<<Nu 
börias min sorgh>> Wiwallius Now begins my 
sorrow), ökia – ökias increase – be increased, þora 
– þoras, hämna – hämnas avenge – be avenged, lyþa 
– lyþas listen – obey (nsv. lyss, modern Swedish 
listen), likna – liknas resemble, falla – fallas fall 
‘falla, bli oduglig’, anda – andas breathe…] 
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What is particularly interesting from a cross-linguistic perspective, is that we 
find unrelated languages that employ quite different grammatical categories 
which, however, give rise to quite similar alternations in interpretation, i.e., 
where the interpretation ‘high degree of engagement’ obtains with the presence 
of ‘reflexive’ morphology. In Australian languages, the formal properties of the 
morphology that is associated with the ‘reflexive’ range from ‘verbal, nominal 
or pronominal affixes, clitics and analytic pronouns.’ (Gaby 2001: 11). In 
Diyari, for example we have a verbal derivational suffix that is found between 
the verb stem and the tense inflection: 
 
(5: 67) ngathu nhanha wilha karlkayi 
 ngathu   nhanha     wilha            karlkayi  
 1Sg.A   3Sg.F.O    woman.ABS wait.for.PRES 
 ‘I wait for the woman’ 
 
(5: 68) nganhi karlka-thadi-yii nhangkangu wilha-nhi 
 nganhi      karlka-thadi-yii            nhangkangu  wilha-nhi  
 1Sg.S       wait.for-REFL-PRES  3Sg.F.LOC    woman-LOC 
 ‘I wait for the woman’ (Austin 1981: 153, quoted in Gaby 2001: 

54). 
 
Note that the case of the ‘woman’ participant alternates from the absolutive to 
the locative in the ‘reflexive’ example (as glossed by Gaby). The woman is no 
longer a core participant in the transitive ngathu nhanha wilha karlkayi, but is 
construed as a circumstance in the intransitive nganhi karlka-thadi-yii 
nhangkangu wilha-nhi. What the alternation in verb form (and concomitant case 
marking as mentioned above) signals is interpreted as follows: 

If the meaning of the two sentences differs at all, it 
is only to focus attention in [5: 66] towards the 
speaker and their waiting, rather than the woman (as 
in [5: 67]). (Gaby 2001: 54). 

In the context of the present discussion, a focus of attention ‘towards the speaker 
and their waiting’ is taken as being something very similar to focusing on the 
subject being more highly engaged in the waiting activity as in the Polish 
Naczekałem się na nią *(krótko) mentioned above. It is quite reasonable to 
suggest that the reason why one would place focus on a person and his waiting 
(instead of the person who was being waited for) is to highlight that the waiting 
took some time, or was inconvenient for the person waiting, for example. 

In English, we also find the ‘reflexive’ pronoun forms in sentences which 
are interpreted as showing a higher engagement of the Subject with respect to 
the activity the subject is performing in conjunction with a resultative state. This 
includes the idea that the Subject, whilst performing the activity denoted by the 
verb, is also affected by the activity or the results of the activity. The following 
examples show that both transitive and intransitive verbs can be employed in 
such sentences: 
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(5: 69) He is so greedy. At lunch, he ate himself into a chronic stomach 
ache./*At lunch, he ate into a chronic stomach ache. 

 
(5: 70) You can never trust her with the bottle. Last night she drank herself 

into a stupor./*Last night she drank into a stupor. 
 
(5: 71) Till he had drunk himself sleepy. (Stevenson, Treasure Island). 
 
(5: 72) Sabina is drinking herself to an early death./*Sabina is drinking to 

an early death. 
 
These examples show that, with a ‘reflexive’ pronoun, there is focus on the 
result of drinking (alcohol) on the subject. Consider also to drink oneself drunk, 
to drink oneself sleepy, to drink oneself tame, to drink oneself to death, to drink 
oneself into incoherence, to drink oneself into spirit, to drink oneself out of a 
situation. The following sentences demonstrate a similar type of interpretation 
where the effect or result of the verbal activity is in focus: 
 
(5: 73) It would be disgraceful indeed if a great country like Russia should 

have run herself into such a stale-mate position. (Contemp. Rev. 
Sept. 444). 

 
(5: 74) He […] had nothing to do but work himself into a rage if he saw a 

mudlighter mismanaged. (W. B. Yeats, Reveries). 
 
(5: 75)  Endeavouring to work herself into a state of resentment. (Dickens, 

Dombey and Son). 
 
Returning now to Polish, we observe that the next set of sentences, containing a 
transitive verb, further exemplifies the above observations concerning co-
reference on the one hand and semantic roles (participant roles) on the other.  

In (5: 76) we have a transitive clause, with ‘soup’ marked for accusative 
case. In (5: 77) zupa is in the nominative case (i.e., Subject case) with się 
immediately following it. Our first observation is that (5: 76) does not express a 
‘reflexive’ state of affairs. What się is doing in this sentence, as in all other 
sentences in which it appears, is marking the fact that the entity referred to by 
the Subject nominal, zupa, is not an Agent, or at least is not an Agent which can 
be characterized by the three aspects relevant to Agents which I have previously 
discussed. Note also that it does not make sense to assume (or even argue for) 
some notion of co-reference in (5: 77). What is the soup, as something which is 
being cooked, co-referent with?: 
 
(5. 76) Gotuję zupę.  
 gotuję                zupę  
 cook.PRES.1Sg soup.ACC  
 ‘I am cooking the soup’ (Dancygier 1997: 316). 
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(5: 77) Zupa się gotuje.  
 zupa           się  gotuje  
 soup.NOM self cook.PRES.3Sg 
 ‘The soup is cooking’ (Dancygier 1997: 316). 
 
In example (5: 78), however odd it may be, the presence of siebie (instead of się) 
radically changes the interpretation of the sentence: 
 
(5: 78) ?Zupa gotuje siebie. 
 zupa           gotuje                 siebie  
 soup.NOM cook.PRES.3Sg self.ACC 
 ‘The soup is cooking itself’ 
 
The presence of siebie in (5: 78) demands that we consider two distinct and 
unaltered macro-semantic roles, Agent and Patient, as being applicable to one 
and the same entity (they are co-referential). This, in turn, prompts us to 
interpret the soup as some kind of fantastical anthropomorphic soup, such that 
the soup (or at least part of it) has jumped out of the pot and is standing next to 
the stove, cooking itself! But note, notwithstanding however strange the 
interpretation is, it is motivated, and in this discussion, explained by, the 
contribution made by siebie since what we are confronted with is a distinct and 
unaltered presentation of two semantic roles, Agent ‘the cooker’ and, Patient, 
‘the thing cooked’. 

5.5.5 Się and the responsibility of the subject 
A pair of sentences that demonstrates that the dimension of responsibility108 (as 
mentioned above with respect to defining the Agent role) is of relevance to our 
discussion of się and siebie is given below as (5: 79) and (5: 80): 
 
(5: 79) Uderzył się o kant stołu (przez przypadek)/(*celowo). 
 uderzył           się  o    kant          stołu (przez przypadek)/  
 hit.PAST.3Sg self on edge.ACC table.GEN (by accident)/  
    (*celowo) 
 (purposefully) 
 ‘He hit himself against the corner of the table (accidentally)/(on 

purpose)’ 
 
(5: 80) Uderzył siebie o kant stołu (*przez przypadek)/(celowo). 
 uderzył           siebie       o   kant           stołu (*przez przypadek)/  
 hit.PAST.3Sg self.ACC on edge.ACC table.GEN (by accident)/  
 (celowo)  
 (purposefully) 

                                                 
108 Interestingly, Terrill (1997: 78) observes that ‘the Djabugay reflexive -yi 
refers to accidental events only; for volitionally controlled events, a reflexive 
pronoun is used instead of the verbal morphology.’ (Quoted in Gaby 2001: 65).  
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 ‘He hit himself against the corner of the table (accidentally)/(on 
purpose)’ 

 
Note that with się, in (5: 79), we can not construe the Subject as acting 
volitionally, hence the sentence is bad with the adverbial celowo attached. This 
follows from the idea that the Agent role is not kept distinct (from the Patient 
role) and has been altered some way. In this example, the dimension of 
responsibility is of relevance since we can not hold the Agent fully responsible 
for the event initiated, hence the interpretation of the event as occurring 
‘accidentally’. Example (5: 80), with siebie, shows the expected contrast in 
terms of the status of the Agent role. The Agent role is left unaltered and 
remains distinct from the Patient role. The result of the presence of siebie in the 
structure is that we can not say that the event was accidentally initiated by the 
Subject, since the Agent is to be held fully responsible for the event. As a 
consequence the sentence is bad with the adverbial przez przypadek. 

Another pair of examples that quite clearly demonstrates a change in how 
we come to consider the subject responsibility as being relevant to an alternation 
in the presence of się or siebie is given below: 

 
(5: 81) Janek upił siebie.  
 Janek         u-        pił                       siebie  
 John.NOM PERF-drink.PAST.3Sg self.ACC 
 ‘John got himself drunk’ 
 
(5: 82) Janek upił się. 
 Janek         u-         pił                       się  
 John.NOM PERF-drink.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘John got drunk’ (Kubiński 1982:58). 
 
In his discussion of these two sentences, Kubiński argues that with the sentence 
with siebie, the agentive function of the subject NP is stressed or emphasized. In 
Janek upił siebie we come to consider John as someone who got drunk on 
purpose, as a defiant, rebellious drunk.  

With Janek upił się the fact that John got drunk ‘just happened’; no moral 
judgment is made in this case. However, moral judgment is brought down upon 
John in the case of Janek upił siebie. The justification of the moral judgment in 
this example (besides whatever one might think about alcoholic beverages)  
stems from the fact that John is construed as having acted volitionally and taking 
on responsibility for his action of drinking. 

Following on from this idea that the event reported by a sentence that 
contains się ‘just happened’ or was ‘just so’ without reference being made to 
some external or responsible agent, we can consider the following pair of 
sentences which illustrate a transitive::anticausative alternation: 
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(5: 83) Maszynsta zatrzymał pociąg. 
 maszynsta                zatrzymał          pociąg  
 engine-driver.NOM stop.PAST.3Sg train.ACC 
 ‘The engine driver stopped the train’ 
 
(5: 84) Pociąg zatrzymał się. 
 pociąg        zatrzymał          się  
 train.NOM stop.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘The train stopped’ (Siewierska 1988: 268). 
 
Another possible interpretation of the second sentence above is ‘The train just 
stopped’, highlighting the fact that the train, despite pociąg being inflected for 
nominative case, is not considered responsible for the fact that it stopped. 
Siewierska’s own claim concerning this sentence is that ‘[t]he situation 
expressed in the anticausative is presented as if it were to have evolved 
spontaneously.’109 (Siewierska 1988: 268). Since the train is not considered to be 
responsible for what happened, and no other participant or external agent is 
referred to, the event is interpreted as having occurred spontaneously.  

It is interesting to note in this context that Polish allows alternative ways 
of indicating different focus on the semantic roles of nominal participants. In the 
following two sentences we observe a difference in the case marking of the 
nominal participant ‘fog’. In the first sentence it is in nominative case, whilst in 
the second example this participant is demoted to instrumental case. Note the 
corresponding differences in the English translations: 
 
(5: 85) Mgła zasnuła las. 
 mgła         zasnuła                        las  
 fog.NOM cover.PAST.3Sg.Fem forest.ACC 
 ‘Fog covered the forest’ 
 

                                                 
109 The following definition of the ‘anticausative’ is given by Andersen: 

The anticausative represents a spontaneously 
occurring event (or ‘experience’) which is not 
initiated by an ‘external agent’ or other cause. In 
Finland the term automatiivi (‘automative’) is 
generally employed for this type of interpretation; 
cf. Kulonen-Korhonen (1985). (Andersen 1994a: 
240). 

Cf. the following ‘spontaneous’ events: Sok zrobił się kwaśny ‘That juice turned 
sour’, Janek zrobił się blady ‘John became pale’ (Siewierska 1988: 268). Note 
that in the second example we notice that the change in John occurs even though 
he does not want it to happen; it happens independent of the Subject 
participant’s will. 
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(5: 86)  Las zasnuło mgłą. 
 las               zasnuło                         mgłą   
 forest.ACC cover.PAST.3Sg.Neut fog.INSTR 
 ‘The forest was covered with/by fog’ (Siewierska 1988: 276). 
 
The second sentence is translated by Siewierska as a ‘passive’, indicating the 
different perspective taken on the role of the ‘fog’ in the situation being 
described. 

To further explore the idea of a decreased volitionality with respect to the 
Subject with sentences containing się, consider the following pair of sentences: 
 
(5: 87) Tu nie chodz-ono. 
 tu    nie chodz-ono   
 here not walk-PAST.3Sg    
 ‘One did not walk here’  
 
(5: 88) Tu się nie chodz-iło. 
 tu    się   nie  chodz-iło  
 here self not walk-PAST.3Sg 
 ‘One did not walk here’ 
 
In example (5: 87), the interpretation has been explained to me by native 
speakers of Polish as being ‘One did not walk there, it was just so, perhaps the 
people themselves decided.’ This contrasts with the notion of prohibition present 
in the interpretation of (5: 88), i.e., it was not the individual (potential ‘walk-er’) 
who was in a position to decide whether to walk there or not, but rather someone 
else had made this decision and imposed it upon the individual (and others)110. 
                                                 
110 Davison (1980: 43) remarks that ‘[I]n Turkish, ‘present’ or ‘aorist’ passive 
sentences (without agents) are used to express prohibitions – although, 
objectively speaking, the active should be equally suitable for this purpose.’ 
(Davison 1980: 43). The notion of a prohibition is expressed in the second 
sentence below: 

(a) Buraya gilmez. 
 buraya gil-    me-z 
 here-to enter-not-PRES 
 ‘One does not enter here’ 
 
(b) Buraya girilmez. 
 buraya gir-    il-       me- z 
 here-to enter-PASS-not-PRES 
 ‘Do not enter; One does not enter here’ (Davison 1980: 43, see also 

Underhill 1976: 331). [‘prohibition’]. 
 
It is also possible to express the notion of a ‘norm’ or ‘timeless truth’ (see next 
section) in Turkish by means of the so-called ‘passive’ marker: 

(c) Ankaraya bu yolile gidilirk. 
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This type of interpretation is also consistence with the above characterization of 
the contribution that się makes to the structure. The Subject entity is 
characterised as not being a cardinal Agent. For example, in terms of the 
dimension of responsibility, the Subject is not seen as a volitional entity free to 
make the decision whether to walk across a certain area or not.111 

Another example which clearly demonstrates that the notion of volition is 
relevant to a discussion of these forms is given below: 

 
(5: 89) Jankowi złamały się okulary. 
 Jankowi     złamały                       się  okulary  
 John.DAT break.PAST.3Pl.Fem self glasses.ACC.Pl.Fem 
 ‘John accidentally broke his/someone’s glasses’ (Rivero and 

Sheppard 2003: 100). 
 
In this sentence with się, the human participant is seen as not acting on purpose, 
hence the interpretation given by Rivero and Sheppard which shows that the 
event was accidental. This interpretation contrasts with the possible 
interpretation of the following sentence: 
 
(5: 90) Janek złamał sobie okulary. 
 Janek          złamał                            sobie        okulary  
 John.NOM break.PAST.3Sg.Masc self.DAT glasses.ACC 
 ‘John broke his glasses’ 

                                                                                                              
 Ankara-ya bu  yol-ile   gid-il-ir 
 Ankara-to this road by go-PASS-PRES 
 ‘One goes to Ankara by this road’ (Davison 1980: 60). 
 
111 The following two examples from Bats (North Caucasian, ergative language, 
spoken in Georgia) demonstrate that besides different pronoun forms, as in 
Polish, differential case marking may be employed to signal differences in 
‘control’ or volitionality: 

(a) Txo (ABS) naizdrax kxitra.  
 ‘we fell to the ground’ 
 
(b) Atxo (ERG) naizdrax kxitra.  
 ‘we fell to the ground’ (Comrie 1981: 53). 
 
In the (a) sentence we have an intransitive Subject in the absolutive case, which 
contrasts with (b) where we have an intransitive Subject in the ergative case. 
Note that ergative case marking is usually reserved for marking transitive 
Subjects (i.e., Subjects of transitive verbs). The interpretation that obtains is that 
in (a) the falling to the ground is considered to be accidental. In (b) however, the 
falling to the ground is done on purpose, perhaps to escape detection from some 
animal that is being hunted or some enemy. What these sentences provide is 
independent evidence for the linguistic relevance of this parameter. 
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5.5.6 Się and statements of norms  
Now that I have indicated that the dimension of responsibility and volitionality 
is altered with respect to Subjects when się is present in the structure, we can 
move on to explain why się is to be found in sentences which can be considered 
expressions of a ‘norm’, that is to say, an expression of what usually or 
‘normally’ happens. Let us consider again, a little more closely, the following 
examples, repeated here as (5: 91) and (5: 92): 
 
(5: 91) Dzieci bije się  w Polsce (*przez rodziców). 
 dzieci                   bije                     się  w Polsce (*przez rodziców) 
 children.NOM.Pl beat.PRES.3Sg  self in Poland (*by parents) 
 ‘Children are beaten in Poland (*by (their) parents)’ [generic 

‘passive’, ‘norm’]. 
 
(5: 92) W lecie      gości   zaprasza                 się  do ogrodu. 
 w lecie      gości.ACC.Pl zaprasza               się  do ogrodu  
 in summer guests             invite.PRES.3Sg  self to garden 
 ‘In the summer the guests are invited to the garden’ [generic 

‘passive’, ‘norm’]. 
 
These two sentences can be considered examples of sentences which express 
some kind of norm, or some general statement of what is normally the case, 
either because of etiquette or because of some other culturally determined social 
practice. In (5: 91), the Subject nominal is obviously not in control of the event 
denoted by the verb and can not be considered to be in a responsible or 
volitional disposition towards the event. In fact, we would say that they are the 
unfortunate Patients or Experiencers of the event. A similar analysis holds for 
the Subject of (5: 92); it is a report on what normally happens in the garden 
during the summer. Note that it is not the guests who are responsible for the 
invitation; they do not invite themselves, for example, but rather it is they who 
enjoy the effects of the invitation. 

Sentences which express a norm are often accompanied with an adverbial 
of place, e.g., w Polsce, or of time, w lecie, in some way delimiting the space or 
time of the applicability of the norm. This is also seen in examples (5: 93) and 
(5: 94): 

 
(5: 93) Na jesieni chodziło się na grzyby. 
 na  jesieni  chodziło             się  na grzyby  
 on autumn walk.PAST.3Sg self on mushroom.ACC.Pl 
 ‘In the autumn one would go mushroom picking’ 
 
(5: 94) Na balu się tańczy nie rozmawia 
 na balu się  tańczy                 nie  rozmawia  
 on ball self dance.PRES.3Sg not talk.PRES.3Sg 
 ‘One dances at a ball, not talks.’ (Siewierska 1988: 265). 
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Note also that it is not really the mushroom-picker who decides when 
mushrooms are to be picked, but rather the season of the year that dictates the 
availability of the mushrooms, and hence the norm associated with mushroom 
picking.  

Continuing our discussion of ‘norms’ and the presence of się in sentences 
which express ‘norms’, consider the following sentences which can be 
considered ‘timeless truths’, a very strong species of ‘norm’, or ‘characteristic’ 
property of particular entities: 
 
(5: 95) Olej unosi się na wodzie. 
 olej            unosi                 się   na wodzie  
 oil.NOM   float.PRES.3Sg self  on water.LOC 
 ‘Oil floats on water’ 
 
(5: 96) Woda gotuje się przy 100ºC. 
 woda            gotuje                się    przy 100ºC  
 water.NOM  boil.PRES.3Sg self   at      100ºC 
 ‘Water boils at 100ºC’ 
 
(5: 97) Gorące powietrze podnosi się. 
 gorące      powietrze podnosi            się   
 hot.NOM air.NOM  rise.PRES.3Sg self 
 ‘Hot air rises’ 
 
(5: 98) Ziemia kręci się wokół słońca. 
 Ziemia        kręci               się   wokół  słońca  
 Earth.NOM turn.PRES.3S self around sun 
 ‘The Earth orbits the sun’ 
 
There is no possibility of the Subjects in (5: 95 – 98) excercising any 
volitionality with respect to the events they are set to participate in since they are 
all inanimate entities. In (5: 99), however, we do have an animate subject, and 
again the interpretation is one that we can type as expressing a ‘characteristic’: 
 
(5: 99) Chłopiec bije się. 
 chłopiec    bije                    się   
 boy.NOM fight.PRES.3Sg self 
 ‘The boy fights’ ‘The boy is pugnatious’ [‘characteristic property’]. 
 
The interpretation that obtains for (50) is a general statement of some 
characteristic of the boy in question. The boy is pugnacious. This is perhaps not 
a timeless truth (lets hope not), but a statement of what is normal for this 
particular boy and his behaviour.112 There is also a suggestion that the boy’s 
behaviour is not completely under his control, but rather that ‘he is just so’. 

                                                 
112 Note that the sentence: 
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In connection with several examples in the section above, I have already 
commented on the notion of contrast which is associated with sentences which 
contain siebie. However, before I finalize this section with a summary statement 
of the semantic contribution made by się and siebie respectively, consider the 
following sentences which include the verb, myć ‘wash’, which was found in the 
sentence (5: 12) above: 
 
(5: 100) Jaś i Małgosia lubią się myć, (*ale nie innych). 
 Jaś              i   Małgosia           lubią                się   myć,      
 John.NOM and Maggie.NOM like.PRES.3Pl self wash.INF  
 (*ale nie innych) 
    but not others 
 ‘John and Maggie like to wash (themselves), but not the others’ 
 
(5: 101) Jaś i Małgosia lubią siebie myć, ale nie innych. 
 Jaś              i   Małgosia           lubią                siebie       myć     
 John.NOM and Maggie.NOM like.PRES.3Pl self.ACC wash.INF  
 ale nie innych 
 but not others 
 ‘John and Maggie like to wash (themselves), but not the others’ 
 
Note that it is only possible to make a contrast between some other(s) and John 
and Maggie with respect to the washing event by having siebie in the sentence. 
A similar contrast is not possible with się. Contrast is not possible with się 
simply because the distinct participant roles that are necessary for the contrast, 
an Agentive ‘wash-er’ and a Patient ‘wash-ee’, are not present in the structure. 
As mentioned above, this is the effect się has on the semantic role structure of 
the sentence. In the case of siebie (and its inflectional variants), both participant 
roles are left distinct and thus are available for the contrast made in (52). 

5.6 The oppositions involving się and siebie 
To summarize this section on Polish się and siebie, I have examined a number of 
different sentences and considered the contribution made by each of these 
morphemes (and in the light of some of Dancygier’s (1997) insights). Finally we 
may now provide a summary statement of the systemic meaning of each of these 
morphemes. Firstly, in terms of the dimension of reference, się does not encode 
co-reference with the Subject, whilst siebie does encode co-reference to some 
participant. Secondly, in terms of semantic roles, siebie encodes that the 

                                                                                                              
(a) Chłopcy biją się. 
 chłopcy          biją                  się  
 boy.NOM.Pl fight.PRES.3Pl self 
 
is ambiguous between the following interpretations:  

‘The boys are fighting each other’ and ‘Boys are pugnatious’. 
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distinction between Agent and Patient roles remains distinct and unaltered, 
whilst się does not. We can formalise this complex opposition in the following 
way: let the ‘dimension of co-reference’ be A, and the ‘dimension of semantic 
role’ be B.   
 
Table 3. Oppositions between się and siebie. 
 

 A (reference) B (semantic role) 

się Not co-
referent 

Merged (no distinct case forms 
available) 

siebie Co-referent Not merged (distinct case forms 
available) 

 
 
These aspects of systemic meaning which are encoded in these morphemes, 
represented above, hold in each and every instantiation of the said morphemes, 
to full effect, without a ‘shift’ in meaning. By defining the meaning of the 
morphemes in the manner given above, I have provided a statement of the 
opposition that holds between these two forms (hence our Polish speakers’ 
perception of the two forms as two distinct forms). Futhermore, the opposition 
that holds between these two forms is a paradigmatic opposition. This is in 
accordance with the structuralist approach to linguistic structure and, primarily, 
a concern with linguistic systems. 

5.7 Transitivity, a short background 
The ‘Transitivity notion’ (H&T p251) (note their initial capital), goes beyond 
the structural detail of syntactic transitivity, i.e., that a verb may take an Object 
(athough not insignificant in itself) and includes the semantic properties of a 
large number of other morpho-syntactic features. H&T argue that, given a more 
global perspective of considering how effectively an activity is performed by an 
Agent upon a Patient, certain ‘component parts of the Transitivity notion’ (H&T 
p251) can be isolated and studied. Thus, Transitivity does not merely rest with a 
single property of the verb, but is a property of the whole clause, including 
certain properties of the participants and even properties of inflectional and 
derivational morphological categories. 

Taking the notion effective transfer of an action as a representation of 
high Transitivity, H&T list the following parameters of Transitivity, along 
which clauses can be ranked (H&T p252): 
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HIGH  LOW 
A. PARTICIPANTS 2 or more participants, 1 participant 
  A and O 
B. KINESIS  action  non-action 
C. ASPECT  telic  atelic 
D. PUNCTUALITY punctual  non-punctual 
E. VOLITIONALITY volitional  non-volitional 
F. AFFIRMATION  affirmative  negative 
G. MODE  realis  irrealis 
H. AGENCY  A high in potency  A low in potency 
I. AFFECTEDNESS of O O totally affected  O not affected 
J. INDIVIDUATION of O O highly individuated O non-individuated 
 

INDIVIDUATED  NON-INDIVIDUATED 
proper  common 
human, animate  inanimate 
concrete  abstract 
singular  plural 
count  mass 
referential, definite  non-referential 

 
A number of investigations into the grammars of different languages were made 
by H&T, and after finding an extensive and systematic relationship between 
those features found in the HIGH column, and conversely, between those 
features in the LOW column, they proposed the following linguistic universal: 

Transitivity Hypothesis 

If two clauses (a) and (b) in a language differ in that 
(a) is higher in Transitivity according to any of the 
features 1A-J, then, if a concomitant grammatical or 
semantic difference appears elsewhere in the clause, 
that difference will show (a) to be higher in 
Transitivity. (H&T p255). 

For H&T, differences are ‘concomitant’ when they are necessarily present, thus: 
‘…the Transitivity Hypothesis refers only to OBLIGATORY morphosyntactic 
markings or semantic interpretations; i.e., it states that the co-variation takes 
place whenever two values of the Transitivity components are necessarily 
present.’ (H&T p255). Their observation is that whenever a value of one of the 
transitivity parameters is necessarily present in a clause (be it a feature of the 
morpho-syntax of the language or a particular semantic interpretation), its value 
will be in the same column as the value assigned to the morpho-syntactic feature 
which was the cause of it being necessarily present in the first place. 

A point to bear in mind, however, is that whilst the values of the 
parameters may be considered as presenting a categorial binary choice (a verb 
event may be considered to be telic or atelic, for example), from a more global 
perspective the notion of Transitivity presents us with a cline along which 
clauses may be considered MORE or LESS Transitive. High Transitivity can thus 
be perceived as the culminative effect of the sum of the HIGH features found in a 
clause. A clause which displays more HIGH properties than another clause is said 
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to be more Transitive than the other. This is the compositional and scalar view 
of Transitivity proposed by H&T.   

One question that springs to mind is why do we find this particular 
pattern of co-variance of features? H&T find a correlation between High 
Transitivity and the information-structural phenomenon of foregrounding, and 
between low Transitivity and backgrounding, and go on to argue that an 
independent discourse function of clauses determines ‘the defining properties of 
Transitivity’ (H&T p251). Consider also their statement that ‘[t]he grammatical 
and semantic prominence of Transitivity is shown to derive from its 
characteristic discourse function: high Transitivity is correlated with 
foregrounding, and low Transitivity with backgrounding.’ (H&T p251).  

This is reminiscent of the figure/ground distinction found in discussions 
of Gestalt psychology. Within this approach to human perception and cognition, 
recall the notion of prägnanz; the overarching principle of interpretation of 
visual input (Chandler 2001: 151) discussed in section 2.10. Here we find 
striking similarities with the reasoning employed in the H&T’s notion of 
Transitivity, where features found along a number of different parameters are 
said to contribute to an overall perception of the foregrounding of a figure (in 
contrast to the backgrounding that obtains of the ground).  

The notion of prägnanz (Chandler 2001: 151) need not be considered in 
isolation, but also in conjunction with other overarching ideas concerning the 
relationship of linguistic categories, our perceptual mechanisms, and human 
physiological make-up in general (more discussion of this is found in the 
Cognitive Grammar framework, for example, see Harder (1996) and Langacker 
(1987)). 

The parallels that exist between Transitivity (along with the observable 
semantic and morpho-syntactic co-variances discussed by H&T), information-
structural foregrounding and backgrounding, and Gestalt psychology are fully in 
line with a mode of explanation found in functionalist linguistics, that is to say, 
general cognitive abilities are involved in linguistic communication. A stronger 
version of this Functionalist thesis would be to say that the general cognitive 
faculties that are involved in the interpretation of visual input (note, 
interpretation not perception) are also involved in the interpretation of human 
linguistic communication to the extent that certain morpho-syntactic and 
semantic aspects of human language are, to some degree (at least at some non-
random level of formal distribution patterns), determined by the operation of 
these general cognitive faculties.  

The above thesis stands in opposition to the view held by most 
Generativist linguists, who argue that the structure of human language 
(especially the syntactic component) is not even remotely determined by general 
cognitive faculties, but instead, by a specialised, modular, task-specific language 
faculty. The discussion above, involving the principles found in Gestalt 
psychology, seems to shed doubt on the Generativist assumption. (See 
Newmeyer (1998) for further detailed discussion of this point.)  

Returning to Transitivity, investigation into the structure of ‘narrative’ 
sequences reveals ‘[…]that the foci of high Transitivity and low Transitivity 
correlate with the independent discourse notions of foregrounding and 
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backgrounding respectively.’ (H&T p294). This may be even extended to a more 
general notion of ‘conversation’.  

Assuming that narrative is a ‘cultural universal’ (H&T p282), the non-
trivial character of their observation lies in the idea that the discourse notions of 
foregrounding and backgrounding are in fact independent of High and Low 
Transitivity, i.e., that despite there being no logical necessity for it, 
foregrounding in fact does correlate with High Transitivity. I believe that this is 
the case, and this belief is supported by the empirical evidence that one is 
confronted with when a narrative text is examined. After identifying the 
foregrounded clauses in a text, one observes that not all of the clauses are highly 
Transitive. Furthermore, a number of relatively high Transitive clauses are to be 
found as background clauses. This then can be exploited as support for the idea 
that the two notions, ‘Transitivity’ and ‘information structure’, are found at 
independent levels of representation. If there were a direct dependency 
relationship between these two levels, we would not find ‘discrepancies’ like the 
ones I just mentioned. This observation is not an attempt to invoke a ‘the 
exceptions prove the rule’ type of argument (it would be specious to do so). The 
point being, in Transitivity Theory, there is no rule that links the high Transitive 
clause to foregrounding beyond a non-random statistical tendency. 

Faced with evidence that there is no logical necessity for High 
Transitivity to correlate with foregrounding, the fact that it does correlate can be 
invoked as a mode of explanation in a discussion of a particular morpho-
syntactic feature found in a language. I have not seen this done previously in the 
literature. We will now turn to this ‘mode of explanation’ and make it more clear 
in the next section of this chapter where I also outline the communicative results 
of the opposition that is to be found between these two forms. 

5.8 Semantic roles and Transitivity: a micro corpus-study 
In the previous section, I outlined Hopper and Thompson’s (1980) notion of 
Transitivity in language. In this section I will comment on the textual 
distribution of sentences which contain się and present an explanation of the 
non-random distribution of such sentences within a narrative text in terms of 
H&T’s Transitivity notion. As a narrative text sample, I used a Polish translation 
of  The Emperor’s New Suit/Nowe Szaty Cesarza (Hans Christian Andersen, 
(1837), see Appendix 3) where it is presented in its entirety with the English 
version of the same story for purposes of comparison.  

The first task was to manually count the total number of main clauses in 
the Polish text and to label them as either background clauses or foreground 
clauses. The criteria that I used to distinguish between these two types of clause 
were the following: foregrounded clauses contain the ‘essential’ information 
with respect to events contained within the story being told, whilst the 
backgrounded clauses contained information that was considered to be 
peripheral to the main events of the story, for example commentary, or scene-
setting information. Furthermore, a sequential re-ordering of foregrounded 
clauses would result in essentially a different story being told since such clauses 
are temporally ordered in the same order as the events of the story. Grossly put, 
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if one were just given the backgrounded clauses from a narrative, then it would 
be impossible to say what happened in the story or what the story is about. On 
the other hand, given just the foregrounded clauses, one would have some idea 
of the events contained within the narrative and the order in which these events 
took place.  

Before I proceed by discussing the findings of the text investigation, it 
should be made clear why a narrative text was the text type used for this study. 
Firstly, my choice was guided by the fact that H&T base their own study on 
narrative text types. Secondly, I concur with Delancy (below) that narrative texts 
and discourse can be considered to be closely connected to human interaction, 
especially the narration of eyewitness accounts: 

We can take the basic instance of narrative 
discourse (at least logically, and no doubt also 
ontogenetically and phylogenetically) to be the 
eyewitness account, i.e. a narration of an event or 
series of events which the speaker has observed 
first-hand, and the basic purpose of such a narration 
is to recreate in the hearer’s mind something like the 
speaker’s mental representation of the event.  
(Delancy 1987: 65). 

Furthermore, Delancy offers us a link between information structural aspects of 
narrative texts and more general psychologically grounded phenomena via the 
notion of salience: 

Now, considering narrative as a recreation of actual 
experience, we can hypothesize that those events 
will be foregrounded which in actual perception of 
the event were perceptually or psychologically most 
salient – which is to say that, in telling a true story, 
one concentrates on the most interesting parts. 
(Delancy 1987: 65). 

As an initial hypothesis one would assume that the distribution of się within a 
narrative text would be random with respect to the information structure of that 
text. However, the empirical mini corpus-study that I conducted revealed that 
this is not the case as shown in the following tables. 
 
Table 4. Proportions of forgrounded and backgrounded clauses in the text and 
the distribution of się with respect to foregrounded and backgrounded clauses. 
 

 Foregrounded Backgrounded 
Clauses 

(133 total) 22% 78% 

się in the clause
(31 total) 13% 87% 
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Table 5. Proportion of forgrounded and backgrounded clauses in which się 
occured ( with się) or did not occur (without się). 
 

 Foregrounded Backgrounded 
with się  14% 26% 

without się 86% 74% 
 
Out of a total of 133 main clauses, 22% of these clauses were foregrounded 
clauses and 78% backgrounded. There were 31 tokens of się distributed 
throughout the text. The interesting result was that 87% of the total number of 
się’s were found in backgrounded clauses. This means that, for the text under 
investigation, 26% of the backgrounded clauses contained się whilst only 14% 
of the foregrounded clauses contained się.  

The fact that it is almost twice as probable (in the text that I examined) 
for a backgrounded clause to contain się than it is for a foreground clause is a 
demonstration of a non-random distribution. In the light of Comrie’s comments 
below, non-random distributions are discrepancies that demand explanation: 

In a representative sample of languages, if no 
universal were involved, i.e. if the distribution of 
types along some parameter were purely random, 
then we would expect each type to have roughly an 
equal number of representatives. To the extent that 
the actual distribution departs from this random 
distribution, the linguist is obliged to state, and if 
possible, account for this discrepancy. (Comrie 
1981: 19). 

Although we are not dealing with a ‘sample of languages’ in the present study 
(just one, of course), the distribution of all the tokens of się (hence the type) is 
not purely random, since, if this were the case, we would observe an equal 
distribution of się with respect to foregrounded and backgrounded clauses. 

In an attempt to explain why we find a preponderance of się’s in 
backgrounded clauses (compared to their much lower frequency in foregrounded 
clauses), I will invoke the notion of Transitivity. When we look closely at some 
of the parameters of Transitivity proposed by H&T (mentioned in the previous 
section) several of them are of relevance when we consider the systemic 
meaning of się.  

The first parameter is VOLITIONALITY. We are informed by the theory 
that non-volitional Subjects are a feature of LOW-TRANSITIVITY. Considering 
how się can be seen as the sign that modifies the Agent semantic role of the 
Subject,113 such that the Subject can not always be held responsible for initiating 
                                                 
113 Recall that I have characterized the following three aspects of being of 
relevance to Agenthood. An Agent is:  

i) responsible for the result that obtains with respect to the event 
initiated by the Agent, 
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the event denoted by the verb, i.e., it has LOW volitionality, it is quite natural that 
we find się in backgrounded clauses, since these clauses correlate with clauses 
that demonstrate LOW TRANSITIVITY. Furthermore, when we consider the idea 
that the Agent is to be maximally distinguishable from the Patient in terms of 
affectedness in HIGH TRANSITIVE clauses, we see that this does not hold for those 
clauses which contain się, since się presents us with Agents which are affected 
by the event denoted by the verb.  

Finally, we observe a co-alignment of a particular property of the altered 
Agent (with się) with the non-individuation of O, namely in the so-called 
impersonal passives which contain a NON-REFERENTIAL, ‘generic’ Subject as in 
example (5: 102), repeated here for the reader’s convenience: 
 
(5: 102) Mówi się, że on jest dobry. 
 mówi               się  że  on jest dobry  
 say.3Sg.PRES self that he is    good 
 ‘It is said that he is good’ [Impersonal ‘passive’, identity of the 

agent suppressed, generic]. 
 
This particular property, (NON-REFERENTIAL) of the Subject is not encoded by 
się (and hence does not form part of its systemic meaning). Rather, it emerges 
from the cooperative effects of the Transitivity hypothesis (assuming that it is 
universal). The presence of features found on the LOW-TRANSITIVITY side of the 
scale may be additionally inferred from the presence of other morphological 
categories that encode one or more LOW TRANSITIVITY features.  

Note that it must be an inference that the 3rd person singular present tense 
denotes NON-REFERENTIAL in the above example because there are, of course, 
sentences which contain a 3rd person singular present tense inflected verb form 
with referential subjects. The NON-REFERENTIAL interpretation must then be 
considered to be one of its contextual meanings.  

The relevance of the evidence that the language user brings to bear in this 
inferential process is based on the observation that when he is presented with a 
clause which is Low in Transitivity (because of the overt presence of particular 
morphological encodings, for example się) he may infer via abductive reasoning 
(as discussed in section 2.6.3) the presence of other LOW TRANSITIVITY features 
in the same clause. This type of inference is licensed by observing the overt co-
variance of certain morpho-syntactic features. This lies at the heart of the 
empirical support of the Transitivity Hypothesis.  

Conversely, when presented with a clause which contains a number of 
morphological markers which encode features found on the HIGH TRANSITIVITY 
scale, then we may infer the presence of other HIGH TRANSITIVITY features. (See, 
for example, my discussion of the two Finnish examples repeated below, in 
section 2.8.): 

                                                                                                              
ii) not affected by the event, and 

iii) maximally different and distinguishable from the Patient (and of 
course all and any other semantic roles). 
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(5: 103) Henry rakensi talon.  
 Henry rakensi talo-n  
 Henry built house-ACC 
 ‘Henry built a/the house’ (examples adapted from Chesterman 

1991: 92). [‘resultative’]. 
 
(5: 104) Henry rakensi taloa. 
 Henry rakensi talo-a  
 Henry built house-PART 
 ‘Henry was building a/the house’ ‘Henry was engaged in house-

building’ [‘irresultative’].  
 
Similarly, in Swedish, we find that there is no overt verbal inflectional category 
to indicate aspectual differences. Neither is this language a case-marking 
language. However, by alternating the species of the object, one does observe an 
alternation in telicity: 
 
(5: 105) Han skrev brevet igår.  
 han skrev            brev-et           igår  
 he   write.PAST letter-Sg.DEF yesterday 
 ‘He wrote the letter yesterday’ (examples adapted from Platzack 

1998: 75). 
 
(5: 106) Han skrev brev igår. 
 han skrev         brev        igår  
 he write.PAST letter.Sg yesterday 
 ‘He was writing letters yesterday’ ‘He wrote letters yesterday’ ‘He 

spent yesterday letter-writing’  
 
In the first example, what is entailed is that a completed letter came into 
existence, whilst in the second example we do not know whether even a single 
letter was completed. Note the different English translations of expressing the 
difference between the two Swedish sentences. In the second example, the 
progressive form of the verb ‘writing’ can be used, while in the first example it 
may not be used as a correct translation (cf. ‘?He was writing letters yesterday’). 

Relating the first of the two Swedish sentences to the H&T’s Transitivity 
hypothesis, we notice that INDIVIDUATED O(bjects) are found on the High 
Transitivity side of the scale. This feature co-varies with TELIC ASPECT on the 
same High Transitivity side of the scale. Thus, even though TELIC ASPECT is not 
encoded in any part of the morphological structure of the sentence (the verb 
skrev takes exactly the same form in both sentences), we can infer that the first 
sentence is [+ telic] from the definite species of the object nominal. 

Note that just as it does not make much sense to claim that the partitive 
case in Finnish encodes imperfective aspect, neither can I claim that the definite 
form of an object noun encodes [+telic] in Swedish: 
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(5: 107) Han drack vinet i två timmar, men som tur var fanns det tillräckligt 
kvar för festen. 

 han drack         vin-et         i  två timmar, men som   tur   var  
 he drink.PAST wine-DEF in two hours,  but   REL  luck was  
 fann-s           det               tillräckligt kvar för fest-en  
 find.PAST-s DemonPron sufficient  left   for party-DEF 
 ‘He drank of the wine for two hours, but as luck would have it there 

was enough left over for the party’ 
 

What I can claim, however, is that the overt co-variance of morpho-syntactic 
features which encode particular meanings found in the Transitivity-theoretic 
approach can be further exploited in terms of constructing a system of co-
alignment of interpretations which may be inferred as being present, as long as 
the inferred interpretations are on the same side of the TRANSITIVITY scale as the 
original morpho-syntactic cues. By doing so we maintain the semiotic 
distinction between the signatum of a sign and its interpretans, and we do not 
have to claim that an inflectional category has more that one meaning. 

5.9 Summary and conclusion 
In this chapter I set out with three aims in mind. During the course of the chapter 
I presented a unified analysis of się and siebie by stating their context-
independent, invariant systemic meaning. By appreciating the structuralist 
approach to linguistic systems, I was able to couch the statement of meaning for 
these two morphemes in terms of a opposition along the dimensions of 
‘reference’ and ‘semantic role’. This opposition was further seen as playing a 
role in the modulation of Transitivity in a clause.  

The second aim of the chapter was to expand on the Transitivity 
hypothesis and show how it can be exploited as a mode of explanation with 
regard to the non-random distribution of się in narrative texts. The Transitivity-
theoretic framework was also shown to be explanatory with respect to certain 
aspects of the inferred interpretation of clauses, for example, the interpretation 
of an impersonal subject in example sentence (5: 102).  

At no point during the discussion did I suggest that the meanings of się or 
siebie had changed or shifted in any of the different example sentences which 
contain these morphemes, since the approach adopted in this thesis is purely 
synchronic. In each of the example sentences, the meaning of the respective 
morphemes is consistently present in its entirety. The differences in 
interpretation between pairs of sentences that differed minimally in terms of the 
presence or non-presence of się or siebie was explained and motivated in terms 
of the respective meanings of these morphemes and did not rely on any ad hoc 
re-statement of meaning components or the like. 

By relating the ‘permanent systemic meaning in tongue’ of the 
morphemes się and siebie, found at one level of representation, to the more 
general concept of Transitivity, we can confirm, at least in spirit, the 
Structuralist observation that ‘[l]a langue est un systéme où tout se tient’ 
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(Baldinger 1980: 141) [a language is a system in which everything holds onto 
everything else]. 

In the next chapter, we turn to a discussion of the English ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun system. 
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6. ‘Reflexives’ and Diathesis in English 

6.1 Introduction 
In the two previous chapters of this study, I presented a discussion of the two 
sets of Greek verbal agreement marking, energia and páthos, originally 
identified by Dionysios Thrax as instantiating the two diatheses, and a 
discussion of the so-called ‘reflexive’ pronoun system in Polish. It should now 
be quite clear what the present author’s conceptualisation of what Diathesis is 
and its role in encoding information that is relevant to a number of different 
interpretations, including the ‘reflexive’.  

To recap, I have shown that Diathesis can be realised in distinct morpho-
syntactic forms. These forms indicate different perspectives on the macro-
semantic role a participant comes to play in the clause (in the examples 
discussed, the ‘subject’ participant). In light of the introduction of the idea of 
Gestalt theory in the chapter on linguistic signs (chapter 2.), I have suggested 
that the morphological means that encode different semantic roles with respect 
to a particular clausal participant can be explained in terms of the Gestalt theory 
figure-ground distinction. It is the possibility of adopting different points of view 
with respect to these macro-semantic roles, and being able to encode certain 
aspects of this idea in particular morphological categories, that is common to 
both Greek and Polish. Note that, in essence, it is the adoption of different 
points of view that allows us to distinguish the figure from the ground in the 
visual domain. Recall that I also discussed this in the context of depth perception 
with respect to those figures in which we could not find any evidence that 
particular perspectives were encoded. Our conclusion was that in the visual 
domain, the different depth perspectives were not encoded in any structural 
property of the figures, but rather, the perspectives were inferred interpretations 
of the visual structures. 

In the following discussion on English, I will highlight a number of 
similarities that hold between English, and Greek and Polish. Furthermore, I will 
supply evidence from several other, areally and genetically unrelated languages 
which will show that the diverse interpretations that obtain with respect to the 
English ‘reflexive pronoun’ system are not merely language-specific, ad hoc or 
opportunistic interpretations. Instead, I claim that the range of different 
interpretations that can be associated with the English ‘reflexive’ pronouns is 
symptomatic of what I characterize as changes or differences in Diathesis [note 
the initial capital]:  

Diathesis, as an empirically supported linguistic 
phenomenon, is concerned with relating particular 
distinct linguistic signs to a conceptualisation of the 
number and nature of the particular roles clausal 
participants come to play in the transfer of energy. 
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Note that it is only by coming to understand what Dionysios Thrax meant 
with the term ‘diathesis’ have I been able to conceive of with a way of 
comparing and analysing the different languages presented in this thesis.114 In 
fact, it may be the case that all languages havemorphological categories at their 
disposal that encode some aspect of that property that I have come to 
characterize as Diathesis, since it can not be a coincidence that all of the 
languages that I have looked at (admittedly some more closely than others) 
employ individual yet distinct forms which give rise to a strikingly similar range 
of interpretations.  

I do not claim that the individual forms in the different languages are 
necessarily instances of the same grammatical category. Some languages 
employ alternations in case endings; in others, we find certain nominal forms, 
including free-standing pronoun forms, but also verbal enclitic forms; in some 
languages we find verbal inflectional morphology (Agreement morphology in 
the case of Classical Greek), and sometimes even derivational morphology. 
When we closely examine those languages that employ verbal inflectional 
morphology we also find instances where it is plain to see that the relevant 
inflectional morphology is not always in the same paradigmatic slot associated 
with the verbal stem.115 Thus, I can in no way claim that there exists a universal 
morpho-syntactic category or grammatical category, called ‘reflexive’ or 
‘passive’, ‘middle’ or whatever one might like to call it, since the different 
languages I have presented so far in this thesis (and the other languages that 
follow) employ a range of different morpho-syntactic strategies to give rise to 
the interpretations discussed so far. 

Recall that a morpho-syntactic strategy, or simply put, a grammatical 
‘form’, is identified in terms of its formal distributional properties, including the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic sense relations into which it enters. If two forms 
from two different languages do not share exactly the same paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic distributional properties (since these are properties directly relevant 
to the identity of forms) then we are in no position to claim that these two forms 
are equivalent, and hence, this undermines any universalist aspirations116 one 
might wish to entertain on that front. 

However, if it is the case that:  
 
i. all languages have distinct morphological categories at their 

disposal that encode some aspect of that property that we have 
come to characterize as ‘Diathesis’, and  

ii. the different ranges in interpretations that obtain with respect to 
this notion of changes in Diathesis, including ‘reflexive’, 

                                                 
114 Recall the distinction made by Thrax concerning (i) forms, (ii) the meanings 
of forms and (iii) form::meaning combinations, and the similar distinctions 
made in the semiotic conceptualisation of linguistic signs made in chapter 2. 
115 See the discussion below for examples of this phenomenon. 
116 See Seiler (1972). 
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‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’, ‘anticausative’, ‘characteristic property’, 
‘high degree of engagement’ and so on, are not to be ‘explained’ 
away in terms of homonyms or ad hoc ‘extensions’ or 
‘layering’117 of meaning, 

 
then it is my claim that we have in fact identified a universal property that is 
relevant to our understanding of language systems. What may118 be universal is 
that all languages encode some meaning which is interpreted as a relevant 
component of the different interpretations ‘reflexive’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘passive’, 
‘anticausative’, ‘characteristic property’, ‘high degree of engagement’ and so on, 
since we observe a cross-linguistic patterning of these interpretations. This 
meaning component that is encoded, may in turn, be characterised as being an 
instance of what is relevant to the linguistic universal I have come to 
characterise as Diathesis. In addition, this strongly suggests that there exist 
substantive universals in terms of the manner that language users interpret these 
various meaning components that are relevant to Diathesis. These ‘manners of 
interpretation’ can be said to include inferential processes such as abductive 
reasoning and metonymy as discussed in section 2.6.3.  

Note that it is not unreasonable to assume that any person can construe a 
particular event as being ‘reflexive’ (should it in fact be so), and thus entertain 
the thought of the ‘reflexive’. What I do not assume is that each and every 
natural language encodes the ‘reflexive’ as a meaning of some morphological 
category. No. Rather, there exist meanings that are subject to general cognitive 
processes such that they give rise to ‘reflexive’ interpretations, and these 
meanings are instances of grammatical forms relevant to Diathesis. 

The above claims fly directly in the face of currently received wisdom 
concerning substantive linguistic universals. But the synchronic empirical 
evidence presented in this thesis clearly demonstrates that the ‘passive’ and 
‘reflexive’ are not distinct individual meanings encoded in distinct individual 

                                                 
117 This technical term, ‘layering’, is employed by Bybee et al (1994: 21) in their 
studies of ‘grammaticalization’ for example. I will not spend time here in 
demonstrating the vacuousness of this term with respect to the structuralist-
semiotic approach taken in this thesis. The approach taken in their theory of 
‘grams’ and ‘grammaticalization’ explicitly excludes the action of oppositions in 
the linguistic system: 

For us, grams do not derive their meaning from the 
oppositions they enter into in a language, but rather 
have semantic content of their own which 
contributes to the formation of the conceptual 
system of the language. (Bybee et al 1994: 46). 

118 At this point in my research I am loath to say that this phenomenon is 
universal based on the limited number of languages, fifty-five, that I have 
investigated (with varying degrees of depth), or referred to. Hence the somewhat 
careful use of the epistemic modal may. 
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morphemes (or in distinct syntactic structures for that matter), but rather they are 
interpretations of other meanings. Of course, these meanings are components of 
these interpretations as long as these interpretations are considered to be 
explicatures, (in the Relevance Theoretic sense of the term, see Carston 1998).  

6.1.1 Observations concerning the cross-linguistic distribution of 
‘reflexive’ morphology 
Before we examine the distribution of the ‘reflexive’ pronouns in English, we 
should consider the distribution of the morphology in several other languages 
that is associated with, or ascribed, ‘reflexive’ interpretations. In these languages 
we will come to see a number of different and distinct structural categories that 
are associated with the ‘reflexive’ interpretation. 

I am quite sure that if more languages were looked at, even more distinct 
structural strategies than the few listed below (and earlier in this thesis) would 
be identified without much difficulty. Considering these observations, 
(discussed here and in the following sub-sections) it is difficult to reconcile the 
findings of Bybee (1985) and certain facts of Swedish for example. Bybee has 
postulated the following ‘universal’ hierarchical order (relative to the verb root) 
of verbal morphological categories, as instances of grammatical categories, that 
are considered relevant to the verb root: 

 
VERB STEM + VALENCE + VOICE + ASPECT + TENSE + MOOD + 
AGREEMENT(number/person/gender) 
 
Relevant to the above schema is the following assertion: 

Valence refers to differences in the number or role 
of argument that the verb stem can take. Voice 
indicated the perspective from which the situation 
described by the verb stem is viewed. Aspect refers 
to the way the internal temporal constituency of the 
situation is viewed. (Bybee 1985: 28). 

The other relevant verbal morphological categories can be characterised as the 
following: 

Tense places the situation in time with respect to an 
established point in time, either the moment of 
speech, or some other point in time. 

Mood refers to the way the speaker presents the 
truth of the proposition in the discourse and real-
world context, e.g., degrees of probability, 
possibility, and certainty. 
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Agreement:  

i) Number concord with one or more of the 
arguments of the verb:- subject, object and indirect 
object agreement are distinguished. 

ii) Person agreement:- concord of person with one 
or more of the arguments of the verb. Subject, 
object and indirect object agreement are 
distinguished. 

iii) Gender agreement:- concord with one or more 
arguments of the verb according to their assignment 
to lexical classes either arbitrarily or based on 
inherent qualities of the entity referred to. 

Given the above claims concerning grammatical structure, if we are justified in 
talking of a ‘middle voice’, for example, (the existence of which is assumed by 
many linguists), we would expect to observe the particular morphemes that 
encode this grammatical function somewhere between the verb stem and overt 
tense morphology as per the hierarchical ordering postulated by Bybee above. 
Furthermore, the idea of tense morphology being found closer to the verb stem 
than voice morphology is rendered theoretically impossible. If we inflect the 
following Swedish verb forms for the ‘past tense’, we immediately notice that 
the ‘middle voice’ inflection (or whatever voice inflection one wishes to call it) 
is found to the right of the tense inflection, i.e further away from the verb stem; 
 
 cf. stäng-er      stäng-de;        stäng-s             stäng-de-s 

(Pres.Active)  (Past.Active) (Pres-‘Middle’)  (Past-‘Middle’) 
 
Faced with this evidence, we may either conclude that Bybee’s ‘universal’ 
hierarchy is not valid, or that the -s morpheme in Swedish is not an instantiation 
of the category of ‘middle voice’ (or that the notion of the ‘middle voice’ is a 
figment of far too many linguists’ imagination). 

To set the record straight, the problems I have with the above claim of a 
universal hierarchy of verbal grammatical categories does not mean that I am 
against the search for linguistic universals; in fact, this is a very important part 
of modern-day linguistic investigation. The suggestion that I have made above, 
and will lend further empirical support to below, is that linguists may have been 
looking in the wrong places for their universals.119 For example, one also 
observes that a number of linguistic schools assume the existence of linguistic 
universals, for example, the cross-linguistic structural ‘equivalence’ of certain 
morphological categories, whilst at the very same time it is their research goal to 
demonstrate the existence of linguistic universals and ‘universal grammar’. In 

                                                 
119 For an interesting study in the ‘universal’ definitions available to humans via 
language see Casagrande and Hale (1976).  
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the next quote, we see that the notion of the ‘reflexive’ as a ‘universal structure’ 
is a commonly held notion: 

[M]odern grammarians have treated the reflexive as 
a universal structure, or, if not a universal structure, 
at least a universal concept. That is, there exists in 
every language something like a set of pronouns 
whose function is to indicate that the entity they 
refer to (typically some object) is the same as the 
entity (typically a subject) referred to by another 
expression. (Haiman 1995: 213). 

The discussion addressing the pronoun system above is assumed to be the 
structural property of the ‘reflexive’. To some extent I am in agreement with 
Haiman. However, there exist many languages, including English, where the 
‘concept’ of the ‘reflexive’ may obtain in the mind of the hearer without there 
being a pronoun (‘reflexive’ or not) present in the structure of the utterance: 
 
(6: 1) A: Why did John take so long in the bathroom? 
 B: John was washing. 
 
(6: 2) Peter committed suicide.  
 
(6: 3) John rolled over in bed. 
 
(6: 4) Sit your ass down! (Gangster character in the popular film Enemy of 

the state).120 
 
Other languages, as we have observed in Classical Greek, for example, may 
employ overt verbal agreement inflectional marking,121 i.e., something that is 
                                                 
120 Several languages employ a number of different kinds of nouns in giving rise 
to a reflexive interpretation, for example, body, self, soul, etc. (see also Faltz 
1977: 32). There exists an obvious metonymic relationship between a person 
and his ‘ass’, such that ‘Sit your ass down!’ and ‘Sit yourself down!’ may come 
to be interpreted as similar instructions. In each instance the addressee is 
instructed (with varying degrees of politeness and force) to do something to the 
addressee’s self. Since there exists a metonymic relationship (in this case a part-
whole relationship) between a person’s ‘ass’ and that person, the resulting 
reflexive interpretation is inevitable, since it is not possible to sit one’s ass down 
without sitting oneself down. This in turn, gives us the reason why this 
construction can be used by a Speaker so as to solve his onomasiological 
problem. Note the particular function one’s buttocks plays in the sitting activity 
in that is it the most affected part of the body. (Cf. ?Sit your head down; ?Sit 
your back down.). 
121 Note that in Bybee’s (1985) schema, ‘Agreement’ is a completely different 
and distinct grammatical category (‘gram’) from ‘Voice’. The fact that the 
verbal inflectional category identified by Thrax, diathesis, shows differences in 
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not a pronoun form indicating one entity is the same as some entity, to give rise 
to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation: 
 
(6: 5) Herodotos 2,131,2: ho:s e: paîs apé:gxato hupò ácheos 
 ho:s  e:                      paîs                  apé:gxato 
 that  DET.NOM.Sg  child.NOM.Sg  strangle(Aor).3Sg.PATH 
 hupò   ácheos 
 under  distress.GEN.Sg 
 ‘That the girl hanged herself [i.e., committed suicide, PKA] out of 

grief.’ (Andersen 1991: 31). 
 
In Western Desert (Australian language) we find a special bound clitic after the 
Subject agreement inflection that can give rise to either ‘reflexive’ or 
‘reciprocal’ interpretations, depending on the number of the Subject noun 
phrase: 
 
(6: 6) pungurnatju watarrku(ngku) 
 pu-ngu-    rna-           tju      watarrku(-ngku) 
 hit-PAST-1Sg.SUBJ-REFL oblivious(-ERG)  
 ‘I hit myself, inadvertently’ (Dixon 1980:434). 
 
A similar state of affairs is found in Russian, where the –sja/’s verbal clitic is 
found in sentences that are interpreted as ‘reflexive’ (see Hougaard 1982 and 
Nilsson 1982 for more detailed discussion of this morpheme): 
 
(6: 7) Ivan moetsja. 
 Ivan           moet-sja   
 Ivan.NOM wash.PRES-sja 
 ‘Ivan is washing’ 
 
Evidence has been found that certain verbal prefixes are relevant to the idea of 
the ‘reflexive’ as seen in Chitimacha, Tunicia and Atakapa: 

The Chitimacha reciprocal and reflexive prefix is 
ap´c which seems compounded of the locative 
prefix ap´-, indicating “motion toward” and a 
phonetic c which apparently conveys the reflexive 
idea […] At any rate there is some evidence in 
Tunicia, and even a little in Atakapa, of the former 
existence of a reflexive prefix c-. In the former 
language we have a number of names of parts of the 
body beginning either with c or s followed 
immediately by another consonant – an abnormal 

                                                                                                              
form when there are differences in the person and/or number of the subject 
demonstrates that it is clearly an instance of ‘Agreement’. This observation 
again poses serious problems for Bybee’s ‘universal heirarchy’. 
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arrangement in Tunicia. Another instance appears to 
occur in the use of the verb nīyū. Thus nīyūkani 
means ‘I think’, but icnīyūkani, ‘I reflect’. Another 
case is pītū, ‘to lose’, and cpītū, ‘to forget’. 
(Swanton 1919:28). 

And also in Hixkaryana: 

Derbyshire (1979: 62) states that “reflexivity is 
expressed primarily by verbal affix” and also that 
“there is a set of verb prefixes which has a range of 
meaning that includes reflexive, but also covers 
reciprocal, pseudo-passive and (simply) intransitive: 
e-, os-, ot-, as-, at-.” (Verheijen 1983: 304). 

Of the several languages looked into for the present study, a number of them 
display verbal morphology in a number of different paradigmatic slots. In the 
Yidiny example below, note that the RM (‘reflexoid marker’) in Gaby’s 2001 
study, A typology of the reflexoid in Australian languages122 is found between 
the verb stem and the tense marking, i.e., the RM is a realisation of a verbal 
category that is relatively closer to the verb stem than the category of tense: 
 
(6: 8) ngayu bambiidyinyu [Yidiny] 
 ngayu bambi-idyi-nyu  
 1Sg.S cover- RM-PAST 
 ‘I covered myself’ (Dixon 1977: 281, quoted in Gaby 2001: 16). 
 
However, Gaby also discusses examples from Panyjima where we find the RM 
in a position to the right of the tense marker. The RM in this case is a realisation 
of a verbal category that is relatively further from to the verb stem than the 
category of tense: 
 
(6: 9) ngatha kampalartapula ngarn.ngarnpa [Panyjima] 
 ngatha       kampa-larta-pula ngarn.ngarnpa   
 1Sg.NOM shave-FUT-RM   chin 
 ‘I’ll shave my chin’ (Dench 1991: 181, quoted in Gaby 2001: 32). 
 
(6: 10) wilinpirnapula kartukarra padyamari [Panyjima] 
 wilinpi-rna-     pula kartukarra padya-mari  
 shake-  PAST-RM  head          anger-CAUS 

                                                 
122 All of the following examples attributed to Gaby (2001) and her sources are 
Australian languages. Gaby’s (2001) survey of the different morphological 
markers associated with the ‘reflexive’ interpretation is the most wide-ranging 
(51 Australian languages surveyed) and well-structured investigation of this area 
of the languages of the Australian-language family available. 
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 ‘[He’s] shaking his head from anger’ (Dench 1991: 145, quoted in 
Gaby 2001: 31). 

 
In Greek we observed that the two sets of agreement endings on the verb (the 
‘active’ and the páthos sets of endings) were identified as being relevant to the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation. In Bunuba, we find that whilst the RM is found 
between the verb stem and the tense marker, it is distinct from the verb stem and 
the agreement marker (in the example below ninthila’l-ma). In fact, the 
agreement morphology is closer to the verb stem than both the RM and the tense 
morphology, and is thus structurally quite different from Greek (and again poses 
a problem for Bybee’s ‘universal hierarchy’: 
 
(6: 11) ninthila’lmayni [Bunuba] 
 ninthila’l- ma-  y-     ni  
 pinch.1Sg-ma2-RM-PAST  
 ‘I pinched myself’ (Rumsey 2000: 94, quoted in Gaby 2001: 12). 
 
In a number of Australian languages we have now observed that the RM 
morphology is associated with the verbal domain. However, we also have 
examples where the RM123 is identified as an inflectional category of the 
nominal domain, as the Yankunytjatjara example below clearly illustrates: 
 
(6: 12) marlulanku wakarnu [Yankunytjatjara] 
 marlu-               la-           nku waka-rnu   
 kangaroo.ACC-1Pl.ERG-RM spear-PAST 
 ‘We speared ourselves a kangaroo’ (Goddard 1985: 65, quoted in 

Gaby 2001: 62). 
 
In the next example, we find that the RM is found between the verb stem and the 
mood verbal category, in this case the ‘imperative’. The example does not 
indicate the position of the RM relative to the tense category however: 
 
(6: 13) nyingka thurrungka bulaadya kirrka ngumband [Kayardild] 
 nyingka      thurrung-ka  bula-     a-    dya   kirrka  
 2Sg.NOM   snot-NOM   remove-RM-IMP nose-NOM  
 ngumban-  d 
 2Sg.POSS-NOM 
 ‘You clean that snot out of your nose’ (Evans 1995: 353, quoted in 

Gaby 2001: 52). 
                                                 
123 The Yankunytjatjara ‘reflexive’ morphology,  -tyu/-nku, with a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation is exemplified in the following example: 

(a)  mararnatyu kurnrtarnu [Yankunytjatjara] 
 mara-         rna-          tyu  kurnrta-rnu  
 hand.ACC-1Sg.ERG-RM cut-PAST 
 ‘I cut my own hand’ (Goddard 1985:64). 
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The grammatical categories referred to in the Australian examples above have 
all been labelled by above-mentioned grammarians and researchers with 
interlinear glosses that are the same as (and thus we may assume that the 
categories are, at least, in some sense similar to if not equivalent to)124 the type 
of interlinear glosses linguists have used in a number of ‘European’ languages. 
Note that in each of the examples a distinct grammatical form was identified as 
being the ‘RM’ for each language.125  

Finally, in this brief cross-linguistic overview of the morphological 
categories (in terms of paradigmatic ‘slots’) that have been associated with the 
‘reflexive’, consider the following examples of instances where verbal 
derivational morphology is employed to give rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation: 
 
(6: 14) 42,194: Käänny, pursi, Pohjolasta [Finnish Kalevala]  
 käänn-y                        pursi          Pohjola-    sta  
 turn-   1VAL.2Sg.Imp boat.NOM Northland-ELT 
 ‘Turn yourself, boat, from Northland!’ 
 
(6: 15) 18,90: käänny                      pain       omille        maille 
 käänn-y                         pain       omi-     lle    mai-           lle 
 turn-   1VAL.2SgImp   towards own.Pl-ALL country.Pl-ALL 
 ‘Turn yourself towards (your) own countries!’ (Andersen 1994a: 

255). 
 
The derivational suffix is glossed as 1VAL (‘valence-of-one’), -U- (-tU-, -ntU-, 
-pU-, -stU-, -UtU-, …), where U is subject to vowel harmony (front::front, 
back::back). For those transitive verbs that take this suffix, an intransitive verb 
obtains. Intransitive verbs that take this suffix remain intransitive, whilst 
adjectives and nouns that take this suffix derive intransitive verb stems. Thus, 
this derivational suffix has the effect of modulating the valency to one, either by 
adding the possibility of a participant (in the de-nominal derivations), or by 
removing the possibility of a participant (i.e., an intransitivising effect on 
transitive verbs).126 By adding this ‘valence-of-one’ suffix to the formative in 
this way, we come to see it as a stem-forming suffix in the sense that an 
intransitive verb stem obtains. This can be inflected for person and mood, as in 
the examples above, (or can serve as the basis for non-finite verb forms). Such a 
                                                 
124 This, of course, remains an empirical question, but is not of immediate 
relevance to the present observation that the ‘RM’ has a wide range of different 
distributional properties, including the position of its paradigmatic ‘slot’ in the 
verbal and nominal domains.  
125 Note that in each instance of a distinct ‘RM’ in a structure, it is identified by 
the linguist as an ‘RM’ because it is perceived as being the distinct form that is 
immediately relevant to the ‘reflexive’ interpretation when those structures are 
interpreted as ‘reflexive’. 
126 For further discussion, see Andersen (1994a: 253ff) and the references 
therein. 
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verb form may give rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation, again, as demonstrated in 
the examples above. 

Note that not all stem-forming suffixes of this type will give rise to a 
reflexive interpretation. In Rembarrnga we find both stem-forming suffixes 
(STM) and an RM in one and the same construction that is interpreted as 
‘reflexive’:  
 
(6: 16) ngabirrabatydyabatydyarriny [Rembarrnga] 
 nga-birra-batydya-batydya-ø-      rri-   ny  
 1-   chest-REDUP-hit-        STM-RM-PP 
 ‘I was hitting my chest’ (Saulwick 2000: 7, quoted in Gaby 2001: 

32). 
 
The same morphology is found in constructions that are not interpreted as 
‘reflexive’ however: 
 
(6: 17) ngurahgah  ngabordiwinattiny     ngurahgah [Rembarrnga]  
 ngurah-gah  nga-bordi-wina-ø-     tti-   ny   ngurah-gah 
 fire-    ALL  1-   spear- lose-STM-RM-PP   fire-    ALL 
 ‘I left my spear in the fire’ (Saulwick, 2000: 28, quoted in Gaby 

2001: 31). 
 
We also find the RM (in the example below in a sentence with a ‘reciprocal’ 
interpretation) in conjunction with grammatical categories that are not common 
to the ‘European’ family of languages, including ‘topicaliser’ verbal 
morphology: 
 
(6: 18) garnmalamilayiga [Bāgandji] 
 garnma-la-    mila-yiga  
 steal-    TOP-RM- 3Pl.S 
 ‘They steal one another’s things (Hercus 1982: 186, quoted in Gaby 

2001: 40). 
 

Finally, we find certain pronoun forms that are sometimes labelled as 
‘REFLEXIVE’, (such as the ‘reflexive’ pronouns in English himself, myself, 
yourself and so on), which I will pre-theoretically call ‘simple’ pronouns (that is 
to say, exactly the same in form as the ‘non-reflexive pronouns’) such as dig 
‘you’, and mig ‘me’ in Swedish: 
 
(6: 19) Du slog dig. 
 du  slog           dig  
 you hit.PAST you 
 ‘You hit yourself’ 
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(6: 20) Du slog mig. 
 du slog         mig  
 you   hit.PAST me 
 ‘You hit me’ 
 
(6: 21) Jag slog dig. 
 jag slog        dig   
 I    hit.PAST you 
 ‘I hit you’ 
 
(6: 22) Jag slog mig. 
 jag slog         mig  
 I     hit.PAST me 
 ‘I hit myself’ 
 
In summary, by looking at just a limited number of different languages we 
observe that there exist several structurally distinct morphological means that 
can be exploited in giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation: 
 

i. zero morphology (e.g., English) 
ii. two sets of verbal subject-Agreement inflections (e.g., Classical 

Greek) 
iii. clitic on the right edge of verbal complex, after Tense + 

Agreement, i.e., distinct from Agreement (e.g., Western Desert) 
iv. clitic on the right edge of verbal complex after Tense, no change 

with respect to Agreement (e.g., Russian) 
v. prefix (e.g., Chitimacha, Tunicia, Atakapa, Hixkaryana) 
vi. suffixation before Tense (e.g., Yidiny) 
vii. suffixation after Tense (e.g., Panyjima) 
viii. suffixation after Agreement but before Tense (e.g., Bunuba) 
ix. suffixation between verb stem and Mood inflection (Kayardild) 
x. derivational affixation (verbal, nominal, adjectival) 1VAL (e.g., 

Finnish Kalevala) 
xi. RM in the verbal domain along with derivational morphology (e.g., 

Rembarrnga) 
xii. RM after Topicalizer inflection (e.g., Bāgandji) 
xiii. nominal inflection after Case (e.g., Yankunytjatjara) 
xiv. ‘simple’ pronouns (e.g., Swedish) 
xv. ‘reflexive’ pronouns with no special forms for person or number 

(e.g., Polish się, French, Spanish) 
xvi. ‘reflexive’ pronouns with no special forms for person or number 

but inflected for case (e.g., Polish siebie) 
xvii. ‘reflexive’ pronouns (e.g., English) 

 
With all of the structural strategies that can be employed in sentences that are 
interpreted as ‘reflexive’ mentioned above, it is difficult to see how the 
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‘reflexive’ can be considered to be a ‘universal structure’ as Haiman suggests (in 
the quote repeated for the reader’s convenience below): 

[M]odern grammarians have treated the reflexive as 
a universal structure, or, if not a universal structure, 
at least a universal concept. That is, there exists in 
every language something like a set of pronouns 
whose function is to indicate that the entity they 
refer to (typically some object) is the same as the 
entity (typically a subject) referred to by another 
expression. (Haiman 1995: 213). 

Finally, it should be noted that the 17 structurally distinct morphological 
strategies for coming up with a ‘reflexive’ interpretation listed above are not 
limited or restricted in terms of the idea that they give rise only to ‘reflexive’ 
interpretations. The very same morphology (or lack of morphology in the case of 
zero-morphology) can be employed in sentences that give rise to interpretations 
other that the ‘reflexive’. We are thus able to add a little more detail to our 
understanding of the formal categories that are relevant to the ‘reflexive’ than 
that expressed in the following summary of Geniušienė’s (1987) work: 

One can distinguish four types of middle codes 
[Reflexive Markers, RM, for Geniušienė, RR]: 
those with (i) a bound grammatical morpheme, i.e. 
the middle suffix (as in the Scandinavian “s-
passive127, the Russian passive suffix -sja, and Old 
Greek), serving as a bound grammatical 
morpheme; (ii) a free grammatical morpheme 
(not subject to paradigmatic variation with respect 
to person congruence) as in Romanian, Italian, 
Spanish, Slovak, Czech, and Polish; (iii) no formal 
code whatsoever as in English, Dutch and West-
Frisian; and (iv) a free lexical morpheme (subject 
to paradigmatic variation with respect to person and 
number congruence with the subject as well as 
triggering coreference with the subject, which is due 
to some lexical status, however bleached) such as 
the reflexive sich in German or the reflexive se in 
French. (Abraham 1995: 5). 

Furthermore, besides the morphology mentioned in (i – xvii) above, in each of 
the languages, other distinct strategies exist, which can be employed in giving 
rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation (i.e., the list is not exhaustive). This is not an 

                                                 
127 Again, it is interesting to note that the Swedish ‘-s passive’ is seen to be a 
formal instance of a ‘middle code’, cf. my discussion of Dionysious Thrax’s 
definition of the ‘middle’ in section 4.4.1. 
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unexpected state of affairs when we consider that the onomasiological and 
semasiological perspectives are not simply mirror images of each other. 

6.1.2 Some introductory observations concerning Diathesis in 
English 
Let us now consider some parts of Jespersen’s discussion of voice in English. 
Firstly we should note that, as did Dionysios Thrax before him, Jespersen 
remarks that there are ‘active and passive substantives’ (i.e., in his 
conceptualisation of ‘voice’ or diathesis):  

agent nouns: fisher, liar, conqueror, saviour ‘are 
active’ 

passive substantives: ending in –ee lessee, referee128 
(Jespersen 1924: 169). 

With respect to the ‘middle voice’, he does not commit himself by providing any 
examples in either English or Greek. He does, however, comment on the 
relationship of this putative voice form (it must be a form that he is referring to 
because he asserts that ‘it has no separate notional character of its own’ [my 
emphasis]) and something which he calls ‘purely reflexive’:  

On the “Middle voice” as found, for instance, in 
Greek there is no necessity to say much here, as it 
has no separate notional character of its own: 
sometimes it is purely reflexive, i.e. denotes identity 
of subject and (unexpressed) object, sometimes a 
vaguer reference to the subject, sometimes it is 
purely passive and sometimes scarcely to be 
distinguished from the ordinary active; in some 
verbs it has developed special semantic values not 
easily classified. (Jespersen 1924: 169). 

Recall too Poutsma’s (1926:13) comments on the English ‘reflexive voice’ 
discussed in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. Thus, there has been a previous 
understanding by these scholars of English that the ‘reflexive’ is in some way 
connected to ‘voice’ or diathesis. Understanding what Thrax said about diathesis 
helps us in understanding the linguistic means that are employed (at least in 
Greek) in giving rise to the idea of the ‘reflexive’. Note that in this study I have 
not limited myself in trying to characterize the ‘reflexive’ in terms of particular 

                                                 
128 Jespersen also notes that English employs the -ee derivational ending in 
‘active substantives’, including refugee and absentee (Jespersen 1924: 169). 
Recall the attested evidence in section 4.6 where we saw that the ‘active’ set of 
personal agreement endings in Greek could be used in sentences that were 
interpreted as ‘passive’ and also ‘reflexive’. Jespersen (1924: 168) also discusses 
‘active and passive adjectives’. Cf. also the terms ‘nomen agentis’ and ‘nomen 
patientis’ in the Roman grammatical tradition. 
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abstract syntactic configurations of binary tree structures, but rather I have 
addressed the idea of the ‘reflexive’ (or at least sentences that are interpreted as 
‘reflexive’) in terms of the morphological elements languages employ in these 
sentences. What I thus attempt to pursue is an eminently empirical approach to 
the ‘reflexive’, instead of being a solely theoretical approach. The task on hand 
is clearly to provide an explanation of the meanings of particular forms, and not 
to provide an abstract set of theoretical syntactic constraints that are said to 
govern the use or distribution of a limited subset of these particular forms (i.e., 
‘anaphoric’ pronouns only). Without too greatly anticipating the discussion that 
follows, I will argue that the meaning encoded in the ‘reflexive’ pronoun forms 
in English is demonstrably an aspect relevant to Diathesis. 

With respect to English, the ‘reflexive’ forms listed in the following table 
are of interest: 
 
Table 6. The English pronoun system, a partial representation of the forms. 

 

 
‘subject 
form’ 

‘object 
form’ 

‘attributive 
possessive’ 

‘predicative 
possessive’ 

‘reflexive’ 

 sing pl sing pl sing pl sing pl sing pl 
1st I we me us my our mine ours myself ourselves 
2nd you you you you your your yours yours yourself yourselves 

3rd he they him them his their his their himself 
their selves 
themselves 

3rd she they her them her their hers theirs herself 
their selves 
themselves 

3rd it they it them its their its theirs itself 
their selves 
themselves 

 

6.1.3 The structure of this chapter 
The structure of this chapter is the following: In the next section I briefly discuss 
the Generativist approach to the problem of the ‘reflexive’. In each of the 
subsequent sub-sections that follow, I present and discuss a number of English 
sentences; some are paradigmatic sets of sentences; others are sentences taken 
from the work of a number of different British writers who form part of the 
corpus of written material that I used in my investigation. Each sub-section is 
devoted to a discussion of a particular type of interpretation that can be 
associated with the (so-called) ‘reflexive’ pronoun system in English 

In each of these sub-sections, I will argue for and establish the existence 
of a particular type or species of interpretation. These interpretations include 
what I call the ‘emphatic’, ‘decomitative’, ‘characteristic property’, ‘anti-
causative’, ‘high degree of activity’, ‘reciprocal’, ‘beneficial’, ‘resultative’, and 
‘reflexive’ interpretations. 

 In some cases, the interpretation will be argued for in terms of the 
intuitions one has as a native-speaker of a language. Other native-speakers may 
then agree or disagree with the interpretations offered (although I myself do not 
see them as controversial). In other cases, I present an interpretation of a 
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sentence which is supported by both textual and contextual features. The 
majority of these examples are taken from British literary writers. The author 
and title of the novel will follow each example. 

I then relate this interpretation and a type of interpretation found in either 
Greek or Polish (employing the páthos agreement inflection or the się/siebie 
pronouns) when possible. In addition, I supply (when possible) additional cross-
linguistic evidence to support the existence of the type of interpretation being 
treated, and its relevance to ‘reflexive’ morphology. The discussion of these 
different types of interpretation is complemented with quotes and references to 
other linguists. This evidence should then demonstrate that the interpretations 
that obtain with respect to English are not merely ad hoc or opportunistic 
interpretations. Instead, these interpretations are verification of a non-randomly 
distributed property of language: to wit, the characterization of Diathesis 
presented in this thesis is a interesting fact concerning the relation between 
language structure (in terms of the meanings encoded in the morphology under 
investigation) and language function (in terms of the functions or interpretations 
assigned to the relevant morphology).  

If I have succeeded with the above, then I have shown how original and 
insightful Dionysios Thrax’s first characterization of diathesis was, and what a 
significant contribution the Tekhnē Grammatikē has made to linguistic science. 
Secondly, by listing the different structural components129 of the ‘reflexive’ 
sentences that have been treated in this study, I will have demonstrated an 
empirical method of establishing what linguistic elements are exploited in 
natural language in giving rise to ‘reflexive’ interpretations; in effect this will 
serve as a description of the conceptual structure of the ‘reflexive’ in terms of 
the linguistic structural components that form part of this conceptual structure. A 
summary of the structural components relevant to the ‘reflexive conceptual 
structure’ is given in chapter 7. 

It is my claim that by being sensitive to both the onomasiological and 
semasiological perspectives with respect to the distribution and the different 
interpretations associated with ‘reflexive’ morphology, and by associating these 
observations with Thrax’s definition of diathesis, we can now proceed in 
mapping out the different interpretations that we find with English sentences 
which contain a ‘reflexive’ pronoun. We may also begin to understand some of 
the claims by other authors about the relationship between ‘reflexive’ 
morphology and diathesis, (despite myself not being in agreement with these 
authors with respect to what the ‘middle’ voice is): 

The striking property of the middle is the reflexive 
(REFL) as a lexical or grammatical morpheme 
signalling this specific diathesis. This reflexive 
pronoun appears either in suffixal form as in all 
Germanic Scandinavian languages (the so-called s-
passive, which is the synthetic passive form next to 

                                                 
129 Note that the importance of the structural aspects of these components was 
made apparent in my earlier discussion of linguistic signs and semiotics. 
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the periphrastic passive with the etyma blive 
“become” or är “be” [sic])’ (Abraham 1995: 4). 

Despite reading a significant amount of the linguistic literature that treats the 
‘reflexive’ and/or voice phenomena in preparation for the present study, I have 
not found one single investigation into the ‘reflexive’130 that has been able to 
bring together all of the cross-linguistic observations concerning the forms 
associated with the ‘reflexive’ without resorting to ad hoc non-explanatory 
formalism, the postulation of unfounded universalist ‘equivalents’, or circular 
explanations that propound a change in meaning or a change in the ‘use’ of the 
distinct forms when it is those very ‘meanings’ or ‘uses’ that are to be explained. 
At the end of my discussion of the distribution of the ‘reflexive’ forms in 
English, I highlight points of contact between the interpretations that obtain and 
the linguistic concept of Diathesis. 

6.2 Some Generativist observations and the ‘emphatic’ 
interpretation 
In the sections that follow, I present and discuss a number of different 
interpretations that can be associated with the pronouns himself, yourself, myself, 
themselves and so on. The first point to make is that the interpretations that 
obtain are not going to be ‘explained’ in terms of a series of homophones. Of 
course there are differences between the ‘emphatic’ interpretation (see examples 
and discussion in section 6.3) and the ‘reflexive’ interpretation of sentences that 
contain these pronouns, but it should be our task to locate the similarities in 
terms of the meaning of these distinct pronoun forms, since there is an obvious 
sameness of form shared across these two types of interpretation. Thus, we 
should not disregard the formal similarities in any of the sentences below that 
contain a ‘reflexive’ pronoun, and we should not deal with the problem of the 
sameness of forms as an ‘accidental fact of English’ or ‘pragmatic use’ or claim 
that the forms are accidentally ‘homonymous’, as explicitly claimed in the 
following quotes: 

[I]t would seem warranted to conclude that the 
similarity of reflexives and intensifiers as exhibited 
by their form is an accidental fact of English, and 
not the reflection of some underlying identity. 
(Verheijen 1983: 291). 

We should note, however, that R-pronouns and 
particularly the reflexive ones can also be used 
emphatically, or as marking point of view (see, e.g. 

                                                 
130 This is besides the work found in Andersen (1991) and (1994a), to which this 
study adds in terms of empirical coverage and theoretical discussion, especially 
the Saussurian notion of systemic opposition and the introduction of the term 
‘Diathesis’ with an initial capital. 
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Cantrall, 1974), and in that use they are known to 
violate sentence-level restrictions. We will not 
consider this pragmatic use of R-pronouns, but only 
their standard use, in which they are interpreted as 
bound variable. (Reinhart 1983: 131). 

What we call the reflexive use is to be kept distinct 
from the emphatic use (accompanied by stress, 
which is not necessary in the reflexive use) and the 
adverbial use (where self acts as an adverbial 
constituent on its own), which are not considered 
here. (Hellan 1980: 166). 

Many languages seem to have reflexive and 
emphatic grammatical elements. In some languages, 
such as English, French, and Persian, these phonetic 
elements are homonymous. In other languages, such 
as German, Russian, and Japanese, they are 
phonetically distinct. […] 
 Through a detailed study of Persian and some 
comparison (although cursory and superficial) with 
other languages, I will suggest that the reflexive and 
the emphatic have completely distinct 
characteristics in their underlying syntactic and 
semantic structure. (Moyne 1971: 141). 

Note that the studies by the above linguists were all performed within the 
Generativist school of linguistic thought, where the ‘problem’ of unbound 
anaphors is a serious theoretical obstacle in the postulation of Principle A, i.e., 
an anaphor must be bound in its governing category (Reinhart 1976, 1981, 1983, 
Reinhart and Reuland 1993), or ‘locally A-bound’ (Haegeman 1999: 363ff, 
551ff) or ‘c-commanded by an appropriate antecedent’ (Radford 1997: 115). 
One of the moves made by the above scholars is to label those instances of 
‘reflexive’ pronouns that do not abide to Principle A of the Binding Conditions 
as ‘logophors’ or ‘long-distance reflexives’ (Cole, Hermon & Huang 2001, Sells 
1987). Thus, the problem of unbound anaphors magically disappears since they 
are no longer members of the category anaphor!131  

As mentioned earlier in this study, I will not overly concern myself with 
trying to postulate the particular structural configuration(s) that ‘allows’ an 
anaphoric pronoun to be present or not, or descriptions of configurations that in 
some way ‘explain’ how one determines what the antecedent of the anaphor is. 
My main task is to try and characterize the meaning of these pronouns in terms 
of values related to dimensions of semantically relevant oppositions, and thereby 
explain why the different types of interpretations of sentences that contain these 
forms obtain. 

                                                 
131 Note that the fact that anaphors are defined in terms of Principle A thus 
renders the Generativist position completely circular at worst, or ad hoc at best. 
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However, since so much of the linguistic literature (especially that part 
that deals with the ‘reflexive’) deals with Binding Conditions in an attempt to 
provide a structural typology of the distribution of anaphors and pronouns, I 
would be remiss if I did not outline in some small detail for the reader some of 
the claims made in this area. The following list of points are taken from 
Haegeman and Guéron (1999: 369-370): 

1. Reflexives have to be locally A-bound [i.e., not 
in an A´- position, RR]. 

2. X is bound if X is co-indexed with a c-
commanding antecedent. 

3. X is locally bound if X is bound by an 
antecedent in an A-position. 

4. X is locally bound if X is bound within its 
binding domain. 

5. The binding domain of X is the domain in 
which X has to be bound. 

6. The binding domain of the reflexive is 
delimited by the first c-commanding subject. 

7. When the reflexive is the subject of a finite 
clause, this clause is the binding domain. 

8. When the reflexive is the subject of a non-finite 
clause, or of a small clause, the binding domain 
is extended and delimited by the immediately 
higher subject [presumably the subject of a 
finite clause, RR]. 

9. When the reflexive is contained within the 
subject, the binding domain is extended and 
delimited by the immediately higher subject. 

Some of the relevant distributional tests that are presented in the literature 
distinguish bound anaphors132 from unbound pronouns. They are also listed 
below. (These points are adapted from Zribi-Hertz (1998: 696). See this 
reference for more detailed discussion.): 
 
Deixis. With respect to deixis, pronouns (in distinction to anaphors) do not need 
an antecedent in the sentence or previous discourse: 
 

                                                 
132 In the present thesis, the discussion of ‘anaphors’ in the above text concerns 
the ‘reflexive’ pronoun forms in English.  
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(6: 23) Wash him! [+ deictic gesture] 
 
(6: 24) *Wash himself! [+ deictic gesture] 
 
This entails that one can not introduce a new referent or discourse topic with an 
anaphor. Thus, anaphors demand that the participant being referred to via the 
anaphor is one that has already been introduced into the discourse. Pronouns, of 
course, may introduce reference to a particular participant in the discourse 
without any linguistic antecedent (in the sentence or previous discourse), but the 
entity being referred to must then be present in the context or situation in which 
the discourse takes place. 
 
Sentence grammar. An anaphor is said to always have its antecedent within the 
sentence. A pronoun, on the other hand, may have its antecedent in a separate 
sentence:133 
 
(6: 25) Johni arrived yesterday. Everybody came to meet himi. 
 
(6: 26) Johni arrived yesterday. *Everybody came to meet himselfi. 
 
C-command. An anaphor is always c-commanded by its antecedent (in terms of 
Principle A): 
 
(6: 27) Johni’s brother hates himi. 
 
(6: 28) *Johni’s brother hates himselfi. 
 
(6: 29) John’s brotheri hates himselfi. 
 
Clause-boundedness (1): Only an anaphor may occur within the same minimal 
governing category as its antecedent. A pronoun may not occur within the same 
minimal governing category as its antecedent. If a pronominal form is clause-
bound, then it is an anaphor. [Note that this is definitional for anaphors, see my 
comment above] : 
 
(6: 30) Johni hates himselfi. 
 
(6: 31) *Johni hates himi. 
 
                                                 
133 The following example taken from Dicken’s A Christmas Carol serves as an 
interesting counter-example to this claim: 

 
(a) “Oh, I have.” said Scrooge’s nephew. “I am sorry for him; I 

couldn’t be angry with him if I tried. Who suffers by his ill whims? 
Himself, always. Here, he takes it into his head to dislike us, and he 
won’t come and dine with us.” (Dickens, A Christmas Carol). 
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Clause-boundedness (2): An anaphor may only occur within the same minimal 
governing category as its antecedent. If a pronominal form is an anaphor, then it 
is clause-bound. [Taken together, Clause-boundedness (1) and Clause-
boundedness (2) demonstrate the circularity of the status of the definition of 
anaphors and Principle A, cf. the definitions ‘If a pronominal form is clause-
bound, then it is an anaphor’ and ‘If a pronominal form is an anaphor, then it is 
clause-bound’]: 
 
(6: 32) Johni thinks that Paul hates himi. 
 
(6: 33) *Johni thinks that Paul hates himselfi. 
 
(6: 34) John thinks that Pauli hates himselfi. 
 
Split antecedents. A pronoun may have a split antecedent whose two 
components bear two distinct θ-roles. An anaphor may not have such an 
antecedent: 
 
(6: 35) Johni spoke to Maryj about themij. 
 
(6: 36) ?*Johni spoke to Maryj about themselvesij. 
 
One problem with the last claim is that firstly we are not told what the two 
distinct θ-roles are that themij bears in Johni spoke to Maryj about themij. 
Secondly, this claim, made within the Generativist school of thought would 
preclude the ‘reciprocal’ interpretation. In fact, this very interpretation can be 
found with sentences that contain themselves, as demonstrated in the following 
example (see additional examples in section 6.8):  
 
(6: 37) ‘It’s just as likely as not,’ said Bob, ‘one of these days; though 

there’s plenty of time for that, my dear. But however and whenever 
we part from one another, I am sure we shall none of us forget poor 
Tiny Tim – shall we – or this first parting that there was among us.’ 

 
 ‘Never, father.’ cried they all. 
 
 ‘And I know,’ said Bob, ‘I know, my dears, that when we recollect 

how patient and how mild he was; although he was a little, little 
child; we shall not quarrel easily among ourselves, and forget poor 
Tiny Tim in doing it.’ (Dickens, A Christmas Carol). 

 
In the above example, a stage is set where we understand the family as being in 
agreement with Bob, as indicated in ‘Never, father.’ cried they all. Once he has 
established that they are in agreement, he exhorts the members of the family to 
honour the death of Tiny Tim by not being quick to quarrel with each other, 
quarrel easily among ourselves, since by doing so they would undermine the 
unity of the family and so dishonour the memory of Tiny Tim. Hence the 
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‘reciprocal’ interpretation. Other ‘reciprocal’ interpretations that can be 
associated with the English ‘reflexive’ pronouns are discussed in section 6.8 
below. 

Returning to the claims made in terms of the Binding Principles, we 
observe that there are a number of contexts where either pronouns or anaphors 
may appear, i.e., they are not in strict complementary distribution. This in turn 
undermines the strict structural division between pronouns and anaphors 
suggested by these Principles, since the structural account assumes that for a 
particular structural context only one of the pronominal forms will occur: strict 
either/or – complementary distribution triggered solely by structural context 
considerations. The following sentences demonstrate that there is in fact no strict 
complementary distribution of the pronoun and anaphor forms:134 

 
(6: 38) Billi informed us that there is a picture of himi hanging in the 

National Gallery. 
 
(6: 39) Billi informed us that there is a picture of himselfi hanging in the 

National Gallery. 
 
(6: 40) Maryj placed the gun next to herj. 
 
(6: 41) Maryj placed the gun next to herselfj 
 
Thus, if it is correct that (as Principle B states) a pronoun must be free in its 
governing category, whilst an anaphor must be bound in its governing category, 
the conclusion that I draw is that the syntactic node or position where him and 
himself (and her and herself) in the above sentences are both bound and free 
positions at the same time. This renders the difference between Principles A and 
B null and void. Alternatively, we might suggest that, in English, the ‘governing 
category’ relevant to anaphors is not exactly the same as the ‘governing 
category’ relevant to pronouns. For example, the governing category for 
pronouns may be (much?) smaller in syntactic scope that the governing category 
for anaphors. This would allow a pronoun to be ‘free’ in the same structural 
position as which an anaphor would be ‘bound’ (since the anaphor would be 
found within its governing category, since anaphors are bound). However, this 
move would force us to identify a particular structural (syntactic) position only 
in terms of what element (be it a pronoun or anaphor) occupies that position, and 
not in terms of some ‘independently’ motivated structural property such as c-
command.135 

                                                 
134 I will of course ignore the ad hoc move which states that himself in the above 
is not an anaphor but is a logophor instead. 
135 Other categories of ‘unbound reflexives’ can be found in Keenan (2002: 
328):  

i. Exception NPs: Each studenti thought that no one but himselfi would get an A. 
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Co-reference, or ‘referential dependence’ (Haegeman & Guéron 1999: 
363), is understood as being established in terms of c-command and the Binding 
Conditions outlined very briefly above. However, in the following sentences the 
pronoun is free (i.e., it is unbound in its local domain) but the co-reference 
suggested by the indexing still does not obtain with respect to these sentences: 
 
(6. 42) *Hej will do the work, and then Johnj will go home. 
 
(6: 43) *Bill hit heri and apologized to Ingridi.  
 
Note that the linear surface word-order should not be of particular relevance to 
the Generativist theorist, since c-command is an underlying structural property, 
not a surface property. In fact, we do have sentences which are grammatical 
where the pronoun form precedes its antecedent, in the linear surface word-
order:  
 
(6: 44) The idea that hej might have AIDS worried Johnj. (adapted from 

Van Hoek 1997: 8). 
 
(6: 45) That shes could lose the election was unthinkable to Sallys. 
 
(6: 46) The idea that Johnj might have AIDS worried himj. 
 
(6: 47) That Sallys could lose the election was unthinkable to hers. 
 
The following set of sentences, which display the same surface word order show 
a particularly interesting pattern of grammaticality judgements: 
 
(6: 48) Near herj, Desdemonaj found her handkerchief. 
 
(6: 49) *Near herj, Desdemonaj lost her handkerchief. 
 
(6: 50) Near herj, Desdemonaj intentionally dropped her handkerchief. 
 
(6: 51) *Near herj, Desdemonaj accidentally dropped her handkerchief. 
 
(6: 52) Near himi, Othelloi discovered his wife’s handkerchief. 
 
(6: 53) *Near himi, Othelloi ignored his wife’s handkerchief. 
 
(6: 54) *Near himi, Othelloi discarded his wife’s handkerchief. 
 

                                                                                                              
ii. Coordinations: Johni tackled a problem that neither himselfi nor the teacher 
could solve. 

iii. Comparatives: No onei likes to work with anyonej smarter than himselfi,j. 
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Note that, in a formal framework, it is not clear how we would come up with 
different structural descriptions for the grammatical and ungrammatical 
sentences given above. The crucial difference between the grammatical and 
ungrammatical sentences is one of point of view and the potential influence on, 
or relevance to, the object nominal the subject may subsequently have. In the 
starred sentences the verb indicates explicitly that the subject participant can not 
hold such a relationship. This is a matter of verb semantics and 
information/discourse structure, not syntactic structure (and hence, can not be 
captured by the Binding Conditions since they do not include ‘semantic’ 
information such as that alluded to above).  

This point may be more clearly demonstrated in the following examples 
where the starred examples are even less acceptable than the starred examples 
above: 
 
(6: 55) Near herselfj, Janej saw a scrap of paper.  
 
(6: 56) *Near herselfj, Janej missed a scrap of paper.  
 
(6: 57) *Near herselfj, Janej dropped a scrap of paper. 
 
(6: 58) ?Near himselfi, Billi noticed a lock of golden hair. 
 
(6: 59) *Near himselfi, Billi ignored a lock of golden hair. 
 
(6: 60) *Near himselfi, Billi discarded a lock of golden hair. 
 
In (6: 55), the idea that the scrap of paper is of significance to Jane obtains; one 
wonders whether she is going to put this piece of paper to some purpose. If we 
change the object to a potentially threatening creature the idea of the 
significance of the object to the animate subject is made more clearly: 
 
(6: 61) Near herselfj, Janej saw a poisonous spider. 
 
The idea that a lock of golden hair can be potentially significant to someone is 
perhaps less probable, hence the question mark for ?Near himselfi, Billi noticed a 
lock of golden hair. In the context of a detective story, Bill solving the crime 
because of his discovery of a golden hair, however, may save the sentence. 
Consider now the following pair of sentences: 
 
(6: 62) Janej saw a poisonous spider coming towards herselfj 
 
(6: 63) Janej saw a poisonous spider coming towards herj 
 
In the first sentence, we interpret the scene from Jane’s point of view. 
Furthermore, the spider is considered to be a bigger potential threat to Jane than 
if the spider was merely ‘coincidentally’ coming towards her (as it may be in the 
second example). Thus, from Jane’s point of view, she considers herself as 
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potentially more involved in the scene in (6: 62) than in (6: 63). We may further 
come to infer that the spider is conscious of her presence in (6: 62) and is 
intentionally coming towards her, and hence her greater concern. This inference 
does not obtain for (6: 64) as demonstrated below:  
 
(6: 64) ??Janej saw a poisonous spider coming towards herselfj, but she 

knew that the spider was oblivious of her presence. 
 
(6: 65) Janej saw a poisonous spider coming towards herj, but she knew that 

the spider was oblivious of her presence. 
 
For the purposes of the present discussion, I will not spend any further space on 
the current formalist accounts of the distribution of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in 
English. Note that the Principle A and Principle B accounts do not address the 
distribution of the other ‘RMs’ and other instances of ‘reflexive’ morphology in 
many of the languages discussed in the previous sections, and in the cross-
linguistic examples that I give later in this section. Thus, whatever interesting 
contribution the syntactic/configurational properties of forms classified as 
anaphors may make to understanding the linguistic properties of the 
interpretation known as the ‘reflexive’, the present semiotic structural approach 
to morphology can be seen as being complementary to this. 

6.3 The ‘emphatic’ interpetation 
In this section, I claim that the ‘emphatic’ interpretation is related to the 
‘relfexive’ interpretation, not only in terms of form, but also in terms of a shared 
meaning component. Examples taken from several different languages, 
including examples from English, French, Persian, Riau Indonesian, Irish, 
Classical Greek, Vedic, Swedish, Finnish, Kayardild, Diyari, Djaru, and 
Yankunytjatjara will be presented and discussed to support my claim. In the 
following English examples, the ‘emphatic’ reflexive interpretation is 
exemplified: 
 
(6: 66) Bill spray-painted the car bright orange himself. 
 
(6: 67) John wants to buy the car himself. 
 
(6: 68) The King himself appeared on the balcony after the crowd had 

dispersed. 
 
König and Siemund (2000: 44) have identified three ‘uses’ of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun in this emphatic interpretation, further distinguishing between the 
adnominal (6: 69) use and the adverbial use (6: 70, 6: 71): 
 
(6: 69) I myself have swept this courtyard. (adnominal, contrastive). 
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(6: 70) I have swept this courtyard myself. (adverbial, exclusive, i.e., 
‘alone’, ‘without help’). 

 
(6: 71) I have myself swept this courtyard. (adverbial, inclusive, i.e., ‘also’, 

‘too’, ‘in addition to some other(s)’). 
 
These scholars observe that: 

Adnominal intensifiers evoke alternatives to the 
referent(s) of the NP to which they are adjoined and 
characterize these alternatives (Y) as periphery or 
entourage of the referent(s). (König and Siemund 
2000: 44). 

Note that the alternatives of contrast, exclusion or inclusion are not made with 
just anyone or any group. Rather, this individual or group must be saliently 
related in some way to the focus nominal participant: in the examples above, the 
Speaker. In the examples taken from my corpus of British writers, we will see 
evidence supporting this very claim. Haiman also relates the ‘emphatic’ 
appositional pronoun (seemingly as a ‘use’ of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun) with the 
‘reflexive’ use of the same in terms of whether the sameness of reference in a 
particular context is ‘marked, noteworthy or surprising (cf. Faltz 1977)’ 
(Haiman 1995: 226). 

Returning to König and Siemund’s observations, they list the following 
conditions for the use of ‘adnominal –self’ such that the antecedent of the 
pronoun is X: 

X has a higher position than Y in a hierarchy 

X is more significant than Y in a specific situation 

Y is defined in terms of X 

X is the centre of perspective (logophoricity). 
(König and Siemund 2000: 45). 

These conditions are somewhat more detailed than Ariel’s (1988) discussion of 
the same phenomenon, where a ‘contrast with other nominal conceptions’ is 
envisaged. Yet, at the same time, there is significant congruence in these 
observations. Note that if Y is defined in terms of X, we conclude that X is 
higher in some assumed hierarchy than Y. The hierarchies are not always fixed, 
but are constructed according to the circumstances of the speech situation. Thus, 
Verheijen (1983) argues against Edmondson and Plank, who claim that the 
‘intensifier’ reflexive: 

associates a pragmatic scale with propositions that 
is graduated in terms of the speakers expectations 
(remarkability) of the involvement of certain 
individuals in the actions, states or processes 
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denoted by the schemata. (Edmondson and Plank 
1978: 104). 

Edmondson and Plank (1978) support the above claim with the observation that 
the following sentence is not acceptable: 
 
(6: 72) *The serfs themselves worked in the fields. 
 
Verheijen challenges the above with the following sentence, since it is not 
unexpected that serfs are found working in the fields: 
 
(6: 73) The serfs’ wives stayed at home, but the serfs themselves worked in 

the fields. (Verheijen 1983: 276). 
 
However, note that the second nominal, ‘the serf’s wives’, is defined in terms of 
‘the serfs themselves’ and can thus be contrasted in the above example with ‘the 
serfs themselves’. (cf. ‘X has a higher position than Y in a hierarchy’ and ‘Y is 
defined in terms of X’). The sentence is then acceptable. A further condition that 
must be fulfilled for this type of sentence to be acceptable is that there is a 
perceived contrast between the activities the two sets of participants are engaged 
in, (that is to say, not necessarily in who is performing the activities). Thus, for 
example since there is no perceived contrast between ‘staying at home’ and 
‘staying at home’ the first sentence is not acceptable: 
 
(6: 74) *The serfs’ wives stayed at home, but the serfs themselves stayed at 

home. 
 
(6: 75) The serfs’ wives stayed at home, but the serfsi themselvesi washed 

theiri hair. 
 
In support of Edmondson and Plank (1978), however, note that the expected 
contrast may have less to do with the presence of the ‘emphatic’ reflexive, and 
more with the conjunction but: 
 
(6: 77) The serfs’ wives stayed at home, and the serfsi themselvesi stayed at 

home. 
 
(6: 78) The serfs’ wives stayed at home, and the serfsi themselvesi washed 

theiri hair. 
 
In other contexts, but is found in sentences expressing ‘empathic’ repetition, 
without the ‘emphatic’ reflexive pronoun: 
 
(6: 79) This is considered very pacey, which is the new word for trendy. 

Nobody, but nobody, says trendy any more. (27th Aug. 1968, Daily 
Mirror). 
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It is not only the subject nominal of sentences that is available for anaphoric 
emphasis, but also the object nominal (both ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ objects): 
 
(6: 80) Alex kept the distinctive red and white Marlborough packet in his 

left hand, and tossed the cigarette itself nonchalantly into the sea 
with his right. 

 
(6: 81) After attacking the Baghdad’s elite royal guard, George ‘Crusader’ 

Bush sent Saddam himself an explosive Christmas present. 
 
A particularly interesting example of emphatic contrast is given below where the 
pronoun form is not in a structural apposition with a noun phrase but must be 
considered as the subject of a main clause: 
 
(6: 82)  On the following day, news went round the village of St. Mary 

Mead that Miss Marple was at home again [from Mayfair, London, 
RR]. She was seen in the High Street at eleven o’clock. She called 
at the Vicarage at ten miniutes to twelve. That afternoon three of the 
gossipy ladies of the village called upon her and obtained her 
impressions of the gay Metropolis and, this tribute to politeness 
over, themselves plunged into details of an approaching battle over 
the fancywork stall at the Fête and the position of the tea tent. 
(Christie, Sleeping Murder). 

 
The contrast lies in the difference of importance to the reader, wryly suggested 
by the narrator, between the experiences that Miss Marple enjoyed in the ‘gay 
Metropolis’ of London and the excruciatingly provincial details of some 
impending clash of will at the forthcoming village Fête.  

In the Ancient Greek tradition of rhetoric, the device called ‘anaphora’ 
αναφορά was ‘the repetition, with emphasis, of the same word or phrase at the 
beginning of several successive clauses’ (Smyth 1920: 673). The emphasis may 
be one of contrast, as above, and, for example, the contrastive parallelisms in 
structure clearly apparent in the following examples of ‘anaphora’136: 
 
(6: 83) To think on death it is a misery, 
 To think on life it is a vanity; 
 To think on the world verily it is, 
 To think that here man hath no perfect bliss. (Peacham). 
 
(6: 84) In books I find the dead as if they were alive; in books I foresee 

things to come; in books warlike affairs are set forth; from books 
come forth the laws of peace. (Richard de Bury).  

 

                                                 
136 Examples of anaphora can be found at: www.virtualsalt.com/rhetoric. 
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(6: 85) They are the entertainment of minds unfurnished with ideas, and 
therefore easily susceptible of impressions; not fixed by principles, 
and therefore easily following the current of fancy; not informed by 
experience, and consequently open to every false suggestion and 
partial account. (Samuel Johnson). 

 
In each of the above examples, the anaphora is indicated by that which is 
underlined. In all of the above, the last anaphoric repetition is not of exactly the 
same form as the preceding, hence the contrast that obtains in the series of 
comparisons. Thus, ‘to think on’ contrasts with ‘to think that’, ‘in books’ with 
‘from books’, and ‘and therefore easily’ with ‘and consequently’. 

Verheijen (1983: 276) further relates this contrast found in the emphatic 
interpretation to what he calls the ‘double opposition constraint’, as 
demonstrated in the following example: 

 
(6: 86) *John’s wife gave you the flowers: he himself gave you the flowers. 

(Dirven 1973: 287, quoted in Verheijen 1983: 276). 
 
This sentence improves considerably if there is a difference between the items 
given by the two participants: 
 
(6: 87) John’s wife gave you the flowers: he himself gave you the 

tablecloth. 
 
This can be schematically represented as: 
  

John’s wife:flowers::John:tablecloth. 
 
Finally, it must be noted that in his discussion of ‘intensive reflexive NPs’ 
(similar to the ‘empahtic’ reflexives), Baker (1995: 77, 80) sets forth two 
different conditions concerning their distribution: 

Contrastiveness condition: Intensive reflexive NPs 
are appropriate only in contexts in which emphasis 
or contrast is desired. 

Condition of relative discourse prominence: 
Intensive reflexive NPs can only be used to mark a 
character in a sentence or discourse who is 
relatively more prominent or central than other 
characters. 

Before we look at several examples of this interpretation found in the corpus, it 
should be pointed out that, in the context of the ‘emphatic’ reflexive 
interpretation, emphasis, in terms of ‘emphatic stress’, does not make an 
unacceptable sentence acceptable. For example, (6: 88) does not improve if 
emphatic stress is placed on the pronoun as in (6: 89): 
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(6: 88) *Johni’s brother hates himselfi. 
 
(6: 89) *Johni’s brother hates HIMSELFi. 
 
This is somewhat clearer in the next sentence because of the change in gender of 
the subject nominal: 
 
(6: 90) *Johni’s sister hates HIMSELFi 
 
Thus, emphasis, or emphatic stress, does not automatically override structural 
considerations, or ‘save’ sentences from being unacceptable. This indicates that 
stress and the ‘emphasis/contrast’ that is associated with it, is something that is 
not immediately determined by, i.e., encoded in, the pronoun form and the 
semantic contribution the pronoun form makes to the semantic structure of the 
sentence. Note too that we have unbound anaphors (and, of course, ‘free’ 
pronouns) that are not stressed and which give rise to quite a different 
interpretation when compared to those instances the pronoun is stressed: 
 
(6: 91) John wants to buy the car himself. (‘I know that you want to buy the 

car and I know that John wants to buy the car’). 
 
(6: 92) John wants to buy the car HIMSELF. (‘I know that John wants to 

buy the car without the help of anyone else’). 
 
In the following example, a contrast holds not only between the participants, but 
also between what actions they perform. It is the presence of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun in the text below that allows the reader to infer that the character 
Tommy sat next to Tuppence137, because this position would then contrast with 
Mr. Carter’s sitting opposite to Tuppence : 
 
(6: 93) Upon Tommy’s request for Mr. Carter, she [a secretary] showed 

them [Tommy and Tuppence] into a small study on the ground floor 
where she left them. Hardly a minute elapsed, however, before the 
door opened, and a tall man with a lean hawklike face and a tired 
manner entered the room. 

 
 “Mr. Y. A.?” he [Mr. Carter] said, and smiled.  His smile was 

distinctly attractive. “Do sit down, both of you.” 
 
 They [Tommy and Tuppence] obeyed. He himself took a chair 

opposite to Tuppence and smiled at her encouragingly. There was 
something in the quality of his smile that made the girl's usual 
readiness desert her. (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 

 

                                                 
137 We can be sure that he most definitely did not sit opposite to her. 
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The inference that Tommy did not sit opposite to Tuppence does not obtain if 
we remove the ‘reflexive’ pronoun from the structure: 
 
(6: 94) He took a chair opposite to Tuppence and smiled at her 

encouragingly. 
 
In the above example, we have no idea where Tommy did not sit in relation to 
Tuppence. 

The idea of exclusion can also be expressed in sentences that give rise to 
an ‘emphatic’ interpretation. Although I discuss the ‘decomitative’ interpretation 
in more detail below, in section 6.4, observe that in the next example, we see 
both a contrast between who is to write to whom, but also the idea that Alfred is 
not to write to Lady Tadminster: 
 
(6: 95) “Then you’ll write to the Princess after tea, Alfred? I’ll write to 

Lady Tadminster for the second day, myself. Or shall we wait until 
we hear from the Princess?” (Christie, The Mysterious Affair at 
Styles). 

 
We have now seen that the ‘emphatic’ interpretation is available for the third 
and first person forms. The following two examples demonstrate that this 
interpretation obtains for the second person. In the first example, the lawyer 
gently reprimands Julius by drawing a parallel between the ease with which the 
criminal escaped capture (via help from Mr. Brown) after putting the room into 
disorder (and thus making the lawyer look foolish), and how Mr. Brown had 
previously made Julius look foolish:  
 
(6: 96) “The room was in great disorder. That looks as though her flight 

was unpremeditated. Almost as though she got a sudden warning to 
go from some one.” 

 
 “Mr. Brown, I suppose,” said Julius scoffingly. 
 
 The lawyer looked at him deliberately for a minute or two. 
 
 “Why not?” he said.  “Remember, you yourself have once been 

worsted by him.” 
 
 Julius flushed with vexation. (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 
 
Julius, by scoffing at what has happened to the room initially shows that he is 
aloof and untouched by what has happened. In his thoughtful response to this 
scoffing remark, the lawyer indicates that Julius should not be aloof and 
untouched. He does this by explicitly drawing a parallel between what has 
happened in the room and what has happened earlier to Julius. By using the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun, yourself, the lawyer demonstrates a similarity between the 
two events whilst contrasting the two participants (or ‘victims’ in this case). The 
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realisation that his scoffing remark was not suitable to the circumstances 
described above, causes Julius to blush with embarrassment – he had 
momentarily forgotten that he himself had been the victim of Mr. Brown. When 
reminded of the parallelism between what happened to him and what happened 
to the lawyer’s room, the sympathy he feels for the lawyer starkly contrasts with 
the feelings of scoffing pride he had just expressed – hence his vexation. This 
interpretation does not obtain if the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is deleted from the 
structure: 
 
(6: 97) “Why not?” he said. “Remember, you have once been worsted by 

him.” 
 
The contrast in the next example is between what one group of people knew (or 
claimed to know) and what the girl did not know: 
 
(6: 98) “They’ve been telling me things – dreadful things – that  my 

memory went, and that there are years I shall never know about – 
years lost out of my life.” 

 
 “You didn’t realize that yourself?” 
 
 The girl’s eyes opened wide. 
 
 “Why, no. It seems to me as though it were no time since we were 

being hustled into those boats. I can see it all now.” She closed her 
eyes with a shudder. (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 

 
Again, it is not possible to remove the ‘reflexive’ pronoun without loosing this 
interpretation: 
 
(6: 99) “You didn’t realize that?” 
 
An alternative strategy would, of course, be to stress the subject pronoun, but the 
emphasis placed here would suggest that the girl was in some way remiss or 
negligent in what she had done (or failed to do), and thus we might infer that she 
should have known better: 
 
(6: 100) “YOU didn’t realize that?” 
 
In the next example, we observe that there is a contrast between a character, 
Katharine, and a metonymic interpretation of ‘the house’, i.e., the guests in the 
house. Thus, our interpretation of contrast does not demand that a literal 
interpretation (explicature) of one entity be contrasted with an explicature of 
another.  
 
(6: 101) Considering that the little party had been seated round the tea-table 

for less than twenty minutes, the animation observable on their 
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faces, and the amount of sound they were producing collectively, 
were very creditable to the hostess. It suddenly came into 
Katharine’s mind that if some one opened the door at this moment 
he would think that they were enjoying themselves; he would think, 
“What an extremely nice house to come into!” and instinctively she 
laughed, and said something to increase the noise, for the credit of 
the house presumably, since she herself had not been feeling 
exhilarated. At the very same moment, rather to her amusement, the 
door was flung open, and a young man entered the room. (Virginia 
Woolf, Night and Day). 

 
In this example, we are furthermore confronted with a change in the narrative 
point of view (Lodge 1992: 25 ff), or focalization, which may include aspects 
relevant to the ‘cognitive, emotive and ideological orientation’ (Rimmon-Kenan 
1983: 71ff) of the ‘centre of consciousness’ (ibid, 73) identified in the text. The 
narrative in Night and Day is in effect a third person narrative, as indicated in 
the first part of the extract. However, the reader ‘enters’ into Katharine’s mind 
along with the narrator, thus changing the narrative’s point of view. This move 
is overtly indicated in ‘It suddenly came into Katharine’s mind’.  

Now that we are ‘in Katharine’s mind’ we can follow what she is 
thinking about in her own imaginary world about an invented visitor to the 
party. The reader must then take another step, further away from the third person 
narrator, and, momentarily, from Katharine’s point of view, into the mind of 
Katharine’s imaginary visitor (‘he would think’).138 The reader is then briefly 
given direct privy to his thoughts via a direct quote, as indicated by the quotation 
marks that appear in the text at this point: “What an extremely nice house to 
come into!”. In effect, what we have here is a complex change in a series of 
points of view, moving from the third person narrator, to Katharine, and then to 
an imaginary character invented by Katharine, and back to Katharine.  

However, the focalisation is predominantly Katharine’s, as suggested, 
amongst other things, by the fact that it is she who invents the imaginary guest, 
her prior lack of exhilaration and then by ‘her amusement’ at the coincidence of 
the arrival of a new guest to the party at the very same moment. No-one else 
would consider this a coincidence and be amused by the arrival of a new guest 
because the thought that makes the arrival of the new guest a coincidence is a 
thought only Katharine is privy to. Note that the third person narrator at this 
junction reveals that he/she does not know the actual reason behind Katharine’s 
laugh, as indicated by the epistemic adverbial ‘presumably’ in the text. This 
again supports the idea that Katharine, and not the narrator, is the centre of the 
cognitive orientation. Katharine is quite engrossed with her own thoughts, and is 
thus, in a sense, subject to them. This subjectivity is demonstrated by her 
‘instinctive’ laugh.  

                                                 
138 Because the imaginary visitor is in Katharine’s mind, whatever is in the 
imaginary guest’s mind is to all intents and purposes, in Katharine’s mind. 
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Now that we have identified what the dominant point of view is in the 
passage, we can more clearly see the contrast that is being made between the 
exhilaration of the other guests and ‘the animation observable on their faces’, 
and the lack of exhilaration subjectively felt by Katharine and the instinctive 
laugh that springs from her. The ‘double opposition constraint’ of Verheijen 
(1983: 276) mentioned above is thus observable in this instance of the 
‘emphatic’ reflexive ‘since she herself had not been feeling exhilarated’. This 
can be schematically represented (cf: John’s wife:flowers::John:tablecloth 
mentioned above): 
 
the guests enjoyment of the party:Katharine’s feeling of detachment from the 
party::the noise the guests are making:Katharine’s laugh and subsequent 
comment 

 
Understanding this schema then allows us to explain why the reader interprets 
Katharine’s laugh, and what she says subsequent to her laugh, as a cynical 
attempt of going through the motions of enjoying herself, and not as signs of 
genuine enjoyment. (Recall the narrator’s expression of uncertainty concerning 
the laugh with the use of the word presumably). The fact that Katharine 
establishes the dominant point of view in this passage does not in any way jar 
with her relative importance as a character in the novel. Baker (1995: 80) 
identifies this phenomenon as a ‘condition of relative discourse prominence’, 
where he claims that ‘intensive’ [emphatic] reflexive pronouns ‘can only be used 
to mark a character in a sentence or discourse who is relatively more prominent 
or central than other characters.’ (In section 6.11, I discuss a number of 
additional examples where I relate the literary notions of free indirect speech 
and narrative point of view to the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English.) 

There exist several other languages where a similar ‘emphatic’ 
interpretation obtains with the presence of distinct ‘reflexive’ morphology. The 
conclusion that I draw from considering the English, French, Persian, Riau 
Indonesian, Irish, Classical Greek, Vedic, Swedish, Finnish, Kayardild, Diyari, 
Djaru, and Yankunytjatjara examples mentioned below, and the remarks I make 
concerning them, is that the ‘reflexive’ and ‘emphatic’ interpretations are in fact 
related, not only in terms of form, but also in terms of a shared meaning 
component. This fact thus lends support to the claim that the reflexive and 
empathic interpretations that obtain in English are not due to sets of homonyms 
herselfreflexive:herselfemphatic for example, as claimed by Verheijen in the quote 
repeated below: 

[I]t would seem warranted to conclude that the 
similarity of reflexives and intensifiers as exhibited 
by their form is an accidental fact of English, and 
not the reflection of some underlying identity. 
(Verheijen 1983: 291). 
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In Gil’s (2001) study of the ‘reflexive anaphor’,139 sendiri, in Riau Indonesian, 
he identified a number of different interpretations of sentences that contain this 
form. One interpretation is, of course, the ‘reflexive’ interpretation: 
 
(6: 102) Saya tembak sendiri. 
 Saya tembak sendiri 
 1SG  shoot    sendiri 
 ‘I shot myself’ [Playing Nintendo game, with lots of shooting] 

(Gil 2001: 88). 
 
(6: 103) Ali tahu Fatimah suka sendiri. 
 Alij tahu   Fatimahi suka sendirii 
 Ali  know Fatimah like  sendiri 
 ‘Ali knows that Fatimah likes herself’ (Gil 2001: 89). 
 
A number of other interpretations also obtain, but the interpretation that is most 
relevant to the observation that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English is found in 
‘emphatic’ or ‘intensive’ interpretations is the interpretation of sendiri labelled 
‘intensive’ by Gil, as exemplified in the following spontaneous speech examples 
and his short informative description of the context and situation of the 
utterance: 
 
(6: 104) Aku  sendiri tak ada rumah. 
 aku  sendiri tak   ada     rumah 
 1SG sendiri NEG  EXIST  house 
 ‘Only I don’t have a house’ [Speaker complaining about his life; 

after making this statement, he points to each of his friends in turn 
and says that that friend does have a house]. (Gil 2001: 92).
  

(6: 105) Mister sendiri yang kasi. 
 mister            sendiri yang kasi 
 white.person sendiri REL    give 
 ‘You yourself gave them to me’ [Playing cards; previously I 

[Gil] had complained that speaker cheats while dealing to get a 
good hand; this time I dealt speaker a good hand, and the speaker 
observes]. (Gil 2001: 93). 

  

                                                 
139 This is per traditional definitions of this form. Gil’s study concludes that 
sendiri is not a reflexive anaphor, but rather a ‘conjunctive operator’. What this 
form marks is that a certain element within the construction is ‘in opposition to a 
universally quantified set of semantically parallel elements’ (Gil 2001: 98). Gil’s 
interlinear gloss for this word is ‘sendiri’. 
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(6: 106) Tanya Pai sendiri. 
 tanya Pai sendiri 
 ask    Pai sendiri 
 ‘Ask Pai’ [Group of friends having an argument; interlocutor 

doesn’t believe something speaker just said; speaker tells him to ask 
another friend for confirmation]. (2001: 93). 

  
In all of the above examples, the same notion of contrast present in the English 
examples discussed above is also present.  

Irish is another language where we find the ‘reflexive’ nominal, in this 
case féin, employed in both ‘reflexive’ and ‘empathic’ interpretations: 

 
(6: 107) Ghortaigh Seán é.  
 ghortaigh   Seán é  
 hurt.PAST Sean him 
 ‘Sean hurt him.’ (Lyutikova 2000: 233). 
 
(6: 108) Ghortaigh Seán é féin. 
 ghortaigh   Seán é      féin   
 hurt.PAST Sean him SELF 
 ‘Sean hurt himself.’ [‘reflexive’]. 
 
(6: 109) Bhí an t-easpag féin i láthair. 
 bhí           an    t-easpag féin    i láthair   
 be.PAST DET bishop   SELF present 

‘The bishop himself was present.’ [‘emphatic’]. 
 
A similar distribution with respect to the pronoun αυτός ‘self’ (Smyth 1920: 92, 
302ff)140 in Greek is also observed: 
 
(6: 110) παρέδοσαν σφας αυτούς – ‘they surrendered themselves’ (Smyth 

1920: 304). [‘reflexive’]. 
 
(6: 111)  αυ̉τω̣̃ µοι ε̉πέσσυτο – ‘he sprang upon me myself’ (Smyth 1920: 

306). [‘emphatic’]. 
 
(6: 112)  Homer Illiad:  16,230: nípsato d' autòs cheîras  
 nípsato                           d'    autòs              cheîras 
 wash(Aor).3Sg.PATH  Ptc  self.NOM.Sg  hand.ACC.Pl 

                                                 
140 Cf. ‘In Hom.[er] αυ̉τόν may mean myself, thyself, or himself, and ε αυ̉τόν, οϊ 
αυ̉τω̣̃, etc. are either emphatic or reflexive.’ (Smyth 1920: 306). Note that in 
Greek, in addition to the ‘reflexive’ pronouns and the active and páthos verbal 
inflections, ‘[t]he personal pronouns are sometimes used in a reflexive sense’ 
(Smyth 1920: 304, and his examples supplied therein). 
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 ‘And he himself washed his hands.’ (Andersen 1994a). 
[‘emphatic’]. 

 
In Vedic, Kulikov pointedly observes that: 

Like English –self, Vedic reflexive pronouns can be 
employed in both usages, i.e. either as a marker of 
the coreference with the subject or as an intensifier. 
[i.e., an ‘emphatic’, RR]. (Kulikov, to appear). 

The nominal expression tanū-/(ā)tmán- (‘body’) and its case and number 
agreement inflection establishes the relevant Vedic form (Kulikov 2000: 233):  
 
(6: 113) (RV141 1.147.2) vandārus te tanuvàm vande agne 
 vandārus       te      tanuvàm             vande  
 praiser.NOM your REFL.ACC.SG praise.PRES.1Sg.MED 
 agne 
 Agni.VOC 
 ‘As your praiser, I praise myself, o Agni.’ (Kulikov, to appear). 

[‘reflexive’ interpretation].  
 
(6: 114) (RV 7.86.5) áva drugdhāni pítrijā sr jā nó ’ava jā vayáṃ cakr mā 

tanūbhiḥ 
 áva    drugdhāni pítrijā                      srjā  
 away sins.ACC fatherly.ACC.Pl.N remit.PRES.2Sg.IMPV.ACT 
 nó  ’ava    jā      vayáṃ cakr mā                  tanūbhiḥ 
 our away which we      do.PF.1Pl.ACT    REFL.INS.Pl 
 ‘Remit our fatherly sins (i.e., sins which our fathers have 

committed), [remit] those which we have committed ourselves.’ 
(Kulikov, to appear). [‘emphatic’ interpretation].  

 
(6: 115) (RV 7.30.2) hávanta u tvā háviyaṃ vívāci tanūs ̣u śūrā sūriyasya 

sātáu 
 hávanta                           u tvā          háviyaṃ  
 call.PRES.3Pl.INJ.MED you.ACC worthy.of.sacrifice.ACC 
 vívāci                       tanūs ̣u              śūrā 
 verbal.contest.LOC REFL.LOC.Pl   heros.NOM 
 sūriyasya sātáu 
 sun.GEN fight.LOC 
 ‘The heroes themselves (= even the heroes) call in the verbal contest 

you (= Indra), worthy of sacrifice, in the fight for sun.’ [‘emphatic’ 
interpretation] (Kulikov, to appear). 

 

                                                 
141 Kulikov’s examples are attested examples from the R gveda, which was 
written in the second half of the second millennium B.C. 
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Moving away from the Indo-European family of languages, we find in Finnish 
and the dialect of the Kalevala, a distinct ‘reflexive’ noun form itse ‘self’. This 
distinct form, which is glossed as ‘SELF’ below, is found both in ‘reflexive’ and 
‘emphatic’ interpretations: 
 
(6: 116)  Hän haavoitti itsensä. 
 hän-ø haavoitt-i itsensä 
 he-NOM wound-PAST himself 

‘He wounded himself’ (Andersen 1994a: 296)142 [‘reflexive’ 
interpretation]. 

                                                 
142 See also Geniušienė (1987: 313). Note too that there is verbal inflectional 
morphology, known as the ‘reflexive conjugation’ (Posti 1980) in the Kalevala, 
which can be employed in giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation (glossed 
below as PATH(os). Note that Andersen glosses this inflection as ‘Med’.): 

(a) 8,36: laskeite rekoseheni!  
 laskeite                         rekosehe-   ni! 
 lower.2Sg.IMP.PATH sledge.ILL-Px.1Sg 
 ‘Lower yourself into my sledge’ (Andersen 1994a: 241) 

[‘reflexive’]. 
 

The same set of inflectional endings can be employed in sentences that are 
interpreted as ‘passive’, ‘anticausative’ and ‘spontaneous’ events for example: 

(b) 40,165-166: Miekka luottihe lujahan, kitasihin kiinnittihe  
 miekka         luott-i-        he               luja-han, kitasi-hin 
 sword.NOM lead-PAST-3Sg.PATH firm-ILL gill.Pl-ILL  
 kiinnitt-i-       he 
 fasten-PAST-3Sg.PATH 
 ‘The sword was thrust into the firm (fish), (it) was fastened into (its) 

gills [scil. by Väinämöinen]. (Andersen 1994a: 238) [‘passive’]. 
 
(c) 10,325 Jousi tungeikse tulesta 
 jousi                   tungeikse              tulesta 
 crossbow.NOM thrust.3Sg.PATH fire.ELT 
 ‘A crossbow emerged out of the fire’ [‘anticausative’]. 
 
(d) 31,91: kun tuo poika potkaisihe  
 kun   tuo             poika        potkaisihe 
 when that.NOM boy.NOM kick.3Sg.PAST.PATH 
 ‘When that boy burst out kicking’ (Andersen 1994a: 241) 

[‘spontaneous’ event]. 
 

In short, there exists in the Kalevala three distinct ways of giving rise to a 
‘reflexive’ interpretation, and two of these distinct morphosyntactic strategies 
can be employed in giving rise to interpretations other that the ‘reflexive’, 
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(6: 117) 28,159-160: tapoin pojan pohjolaisen, itsen Pohjolan isännän  
 tapoi-n             poja-n      pohjolaisen          itse-n  
 kill.PAST-1Sg son-ACC northlander.GEN SELF-ACC  
 Pohjola-n          isännä-n  
 northland-GEN master-ACC 
 ‘I have killed the son of the northlander, the master of northland 

himself.’ (Andersen 1994a: 298) [‘emphatic’ interpretation]. 
 
(6: 118) 24,171: itseäsi syötetähän 
 itse-ä-si                      syöte-tähän 
 SELF-PART-Px.2Sg feed-INDEF 
 ‘They (indef) will feed you yourself.’ 
 ‘You yourself will be fed.’ (Andersen 1994a: 299). [‘emphatic’ 

interpretation].143 
 
In several Australian languages, we have evidence that ‘reflexive’ morphology 
[RMs] can be employed in giving rise to this ‘emphatic’ interpretation by 
emphasising a particular argument over a (potential) other. This is exemplified 
by the following examples from Kayardild, Diyari, Djaru, Yankunytjatjara:  
 
(6: 119) Kakudyu, nyingka dathinki warradya mungkidyi?  [Kayardild]  
 kakudyu, nyingka      dathin-ki    warra-dya     mungkidyi 
 Uncle,     you.NOM   there-LOC go-UNMKD RM 
 ‘Uncle, have you been there yourself?’ (Evans 2001, quoted in 

Gaby 2001: 63). 
 
(6: 120) nhulu munhthali thayirna warrayi [Diyari] 
 nhulu        munhtha-li thayi-rna   warra-yi  
 3Sg.NF.A self-ERG   eat-PART AUX-PRES  
 ‘He ate (it) himself’ (Austin 1981: 153, quoted in Gaby 2001: 82). 
 
(6: 121) ngarnanyunu murrgun yambaaba garrunan nganinga [Djaru] 
 nga-rna-nyunu      murrgun yamba-aba     garrun-an     nganinga 
 C-1Sg.NOM-RM three       child-REDUP keep-PRES 1Sg.DAT 
 ‘I have three children of my own’ (Tsunoda 1981: 154, quoted in 

Gaby 2001: 63). 
 

                                                                                                              
including the ‘emphatic’ interpretation, and the ‘passive’, ‘anticausative’ 
/‘spontaneous’ interpretations. 
143 Note that the (so-called) ‘reflexive’ noun for ‘self’ själv in Swedish can also 
be found in sentences that give rise to ‘emphatic’ interpretations as in: 

(a) Ät själv också! 
 ät           själv också 
 eat.IMP self  also 
 ‘You eat too!’ (not ‘Eat yourself too!) [‘emphatic’]. 
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(6: 122) nyuntunku palya, mani purlkatyarra, palu ngayulutyu mani 
tyukutyuku [Yankunytjatjara] 

 nyuntu-nku       palya,          mani    purlka-tyarra 
 2Sg.NOM-RM good.NOM  money big-HAVING.NOM  
 palu               ngayulu-tyu      mani     tyukutyuku 
 but.of.course 1Sg.NOM-RM money  little.NOM  
 ‘You’re alright, with plenty of money. But of course I’ve only got a 

little’ (Goddard 1985: 65, quoted in Gaby 2001: 63). 
 
The conclusion that I now draw from considering the above examples and 
remarks concerning English, French, Persian, Riau Indonesian, Irish, Classical 
Greek, Vedic, Swedish, Finnish, Kayardild, Diyari, Djaru, and Yankunytjatjara 
is that the ‘reflexive’ and ‘emphatic’ interpretations are in fact related, not only 
in terms of form, but also in terms of a shared meaning component.144 Thus, I 
have empirically demonstrated that Verheijen’s (1983: 291) remarks (see above) 
are quite unwarranted. 

Taken in isolation, looking at just English and the ‘reflexive’ pronoun 
forms, we might very well claim that the similarity in form that obtains with 
respect to the ‘reflexive’ and ‘emphatic’ interpretations is a coincidental 
similarity – ‘an  accidental fact of English’. But the ‘coincidence’ is immediately 
challenged when a qualitative look into the ‘reflexive’ morphology of thirteen 
other languages (taken from different language families) immediately 
demonstrates to us that this ‘coincidence’ shows up with striking regularity 
cross-linguistically. Thus, it is only by looking at the problem of the ‘reflexive’ 
with a cross-linguistic perspective, that we can ever hope to come up with any 
understanding of the forms that instantiate this interpretation in English. Note 
that the analysis developed in this investigation is primarily qualitative, and not 
quantitative. The number of times a particular interpretation may obtain per 
every thousand words, for example, is of course not in any way relevant to the 
question whether a particular interpretation obtains and the linguistic 
significance of the fact that it does obtain.145 

                                                 
144 Again, I do not claim that the different forms identified in the different 
languages are equivalent. Knowing that one and the same form may give rise to 
a number of different interpretations and that one and the same interpretation 
can obtain via different forms obviously prevents us from doing this. My claim 
rests of the idea that, in one and the same language, the ‘emphatic’ and 
‘reflexive’ interpretations can be associated in terms of meaning, in those 
instances where there is an association in terms of a common form. I invoke this 
same reasoning in the discussion of the other interpretations of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronouns in English later on in this chapter. 
145 Of course, for some linguists, the frequency with which a particular 
interpretation obtains when associated with the presence of a distinct form is 
deemed relevant to the labelling of that form. For example, it is assumed that the 
most frequent ‘use’ of a form is relevant to the form’s systemic meaning. My 
own research into the ‘reflexive’ pronouns in English has revealed to me that 
giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation is not the most frequent ‘use’ of the 
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This brings to a close this subsection on the ‘emphatic’ interpretation. In 
the following sections I will continue to identify a number of different 
interpretations associated with the ‘reflexive’ pronouns in English and report on 
a number of relevant cross-linguistic observations, as was done for the 
‘emphatic’ interpretation. The cross-linguistic observations should be seen as 
evidence for the claim that these interpretations are not merely ad hoc or 
‘opportunistic’ interpretations that are being made with respect to English, but 
rather that they are symptomatic of a more general linguistic phenomenon, 
namely that of Diathesis. When all of these interpretations have been identified 
and examined in English, I will relate these observations to what we have come 
to understand by Dionysious Thrax’s original and insightful definition of 
diathesis. 

6.4 The ‘decomitative’ interpretation 
The ‘decomitative’ interpretation can be characterised in terms of delimiting a 
nominal expression in its relation to the predicate, in the sense that other 
participants are excluded from the possibility of adopting the same relation to 
the predicate. What is most apparent in this interpretation is that it is indicated 
emphatically that reference is being made to a particular participant (or group of 
participants) and not to some other, i.e., a relationship of exclusion is suggested. 
The emphatic indication of exclusion of course relates this interpretation to the 
‘emphatic’ interpretation discussed in the previous section. This interpretation 
obtains in sentences like the following: 
 
(6: 123) I assume that you wrote this letter (by) yourself and that no one 

helped you. [i.e., ‘on your own’]. 
 
(6: 124) Inglethorp was sitting a little by himself – I think, unconsciously, 

every one had drawn his chair slightly away from him – and he gave 
a faint start as Poirot pronounced his name. [i.e., ‘on his own’] 
(Christie, The Mysterious Affair at Styles). 

 
In the second example, the information that ‘every one had drawn his chair 
slightly away from him’ supports the interpretation of Inglethorp sitting 
somewhat isolated from the others in the group. 

The notion of exclusion is suggested particularly clearly in the next 
example, where we again (see example (6: 124) above) have an emphatic 
contrast associated with the presence of but and the ‘reflexive’ pronoun: 
                                                                                                              
‘reflexive’ pronoun (although I have not prepared exact figures on this). In the 
Kalevala, Andersen (1994a: 297) notes that out of the 446 instances of the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun  itse ‘self’ only two instances of this form are found in 
constructions that have a ‘reflexive’ interpretation, cf. also the results of my 
empirical investigation with respect to the ‘reflexive’ pronoun się in Polish (see 
section XX) where the most common ‘use’ of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is not to 
give rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation. 
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(6: 125) Tommy raised his hand, and silenced the clamours of disgust. 
 
 “I call it a theory – but I’m pretty sure of my facts – facts that are 

known to no one but myself. In any case what do you lose? If I can 
produce the papers – you give me my life and liberty in exchange. Is 
it a bargain?” (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 

 
Thus, we come to know that it is Tommy, and only Tommy, who knows the 
‘facts’ which support his theory, i.e., Tommy is alone in knowing these ‘facts’ to 
the exclusion of the others. A similar interpretation, ‘alone’, may obtain in 
Swedish, with the use of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun sig: 
 
(6: 126) Paul tvättade sig. 
 Paul tvätt-ade      sig 
 Paul wash-PAST PRON 
 ‘Paul washed (himself). [‘reflexive’]. 
 
(6: 127) Paul tvättade för sig. 
 Paul tvätt-ade      för sig  
 Paul wash-PAST for PRON 
 ‘Paul washed alone’ [i.e., not in the company of someone else]. 
 
(6: 128) Paul tvättade för sig själv. 
 Paul tvätt-ade      för sig       själv   
 Paul wash-PAST for PRON self 
 ‘Paul washed for himself’, ‘Paul washed alone’ [i.e., he benefits 

from his own washing, but does not necessarily wash in isolation of 
others or he washed in isolation of others, but does not necessarily 
benefit from his own washing]. 

 
And also in German: 
 
(6: 129) Paul arbeitet für sich. 
 Paul arbeitet        für sich   
 Paul work.PRES for PRON 
 ‘He works alone’ [‘decomitative’]. 
 
In the Australian language Yankunytjatjara, the RM [reflexoid marker] is found 
in sentences where one wishes to stress that the subject participant acts alone (6: 
130), or without assistance from someone else (6: 131): 
 
(6: 130) palurunku nyinanyi/yankuku [Yankunytjatjara] 
 paluru-       nku  nyina-nyi/yanku-ku 
 DEF.NOM-RM sit-PRES/go-FUT  
 ‘He’s keeping to himself/going by himself’ (Goddard 1985: 64, 

quoted in Gaby 2001: 62).  
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(6: 131) marlulanku wakarnu [Yankunytjatjara] 
 marlu-               la-           nku  waka-rnu 
 kangaroo.ACC-1Pl.ERG-RM  spear-PAST 
 ‘We speared ourselves a kangaroo’ (Goddard 1985: 65, quoted in 

Gaby 2001: 62). 
 
The idea that a nominal participant is engaged in an activity where the absence 
of some potential ‘Helper’ is explicitly signaled is also found in Kannada in 
sentences that exhibit the ‘reflexive’ verbal suffix. In the Kannada example 
below where there is no ‘reflexive’ morphology, neither the presence nor the 
absence of a Helper is specified146:  
 
(6: 132) huḍuga u:tạma:ḍida [Kannada, Dravidian]  
 huḍuga u:tạma:d ̣ida  
 boy       dined 
 ‘The boy dined’ [can have a non-specified Helper who helped the 

boy to dine] (Bhat 1978: 21). 
 
(6: 133) huḍuga u:tạma:ḍikoṇḍa 
 huḍuga u:tạma:d ̣ikoṇḍa 
 boy       dined.REFL 
 ‘The boy dined on his own’ [indicates the absence of a Helper]. 
 
Returning to the Australian languages, in Yawuru and Kayardild we also find 
‘reflexive’ morphology employed in sentences to stress that the subject acts 
alone and without assistance: 
 
(6: 134) ngamakilbiranyjin [Yawuru]   
 nga-          ma-  kilbira-nyji-n  
 1Sg.NOM-RM-sing-   RM-IMP 
 ‘I sing alone’ (McGregor 2000: 114, quoted in Gaby 2001: 63). 
 
(6: 135) nyingka marinda kinaadyu! [Kayardild]   
 nyingka    marin-da    kinaa-dyu  
 you.NOM RM-NOM tell-POT 
 ‘You tell the story by yourself!’ (Evans 2001, quoted in Gaby 2001: 

63). 
 
In Riau Indonesian, we observe that the morphological form traditionally 
interpreted as ‘reflexive’, sendiri, is found in sentences that give rise to a 

                                                 
146 In the two Kannada examples, we observe a privative opposition between the 
two forms and their associated interpretations. This opposition may be 
informally expressed as ‘boy dined-reflexive’ = [‘+ absence of Helper’]:: ‘boy 
dined’ = [indifferent to ‘+ absence of Helper’] 
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‘decomitative’ interpretation. In the following example, the subject participant 
was alone when he was engaged in the activity denoted by the predicate: 
 
(6: 136) Kami tidur Siang Malam sendiri. 
 kami      tidur  Siang Malam       sendiri 
 1EXCL sleep [restaurant name] sendiri 
 ‘I slept alone at the Siang Malam’ [i.e., ‘by myself’, RR] 
 [Street boy complaining he had to sleep alone the previous night, 

and not with the other gang members, as usual] (Gil 2001: 93). 
 
In English, the ‘decomitative’ interpretation is not restricted to human or 
animate participants, but may also obtain with respect to inanimate (3rd person) 
entities. In the following example, the expression slight in itself is to be 
interpreted as referring to the single piece of evidence taken alone, in potential 
contrast with other pieces of evidence which may been found later in the 
investigation of the crime and added to the first piece of evidence: 
 
(6: 137) “See here, it was like this,” he said at last. “There was something in 

that case – some piece of evidence, slight in itself perhaps, but still 
enough of a clue to connect the murderer with the crime. It was vital 
to him that it should be destroyed before it was discovered and its 
significance appreciated.” (Christie, The Mysterious Affair at 
Styles). 

 
Once we come to understand that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun system is relevant to 
the ‘decomitative’ interpretation (as the cross-linguistic evidence indicates), we 
can now come to understand why so many languages employ ‘reflexive’ 
morphology in expressions that indicate a property that is characteristic of some 
nominal expression.  

Considering some entity in a relation of exclusive contrast with some 
other potential entities, we have adopted a particular perspective in our 
consideration of that entity and the role it plays in the predication. This 
perspective may allow us to consider particular aspects of that entity as being 
essential to that entity in the sense that the entity is seen as not being able to 
exert any choice with respect to the ‘characteristic property’. The idea of 
‘characteristic’ property is explored and exemplified in the next section.147 

6.5 The ‘characteristic property’ interpretation 
In the previous section I discussed the ‘decomitative’ interpretation and claimed 
that this interpretation results from adopting a particular perspective with respect 
to the ‘reflexive’ pronoun’s antecedent. The perspective allowed us to infer that 
the nominal participant was ‘isolated’, ‘alone’ and ‘without help’ in its role in 

                                                 
147 Note that I do not claim that the distinct morphological means employed in 
these languages is structurally equivalent to the ‘relfexive’ pronoun in English. 
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the predicate. I further suggested that once we consider an entity as ‘isolated’ in 
contrast with other potential entities, we are in a position to consider that which 
is ‘essential’ or ‘characteristic’ to that entity (in a sense that is relevant to that 
context in which it appears).  

With respect to animate participants, in English, two distinct aspects of 
the sentient being are highlighted in a regular way via the perspectives invoked 
by the ‘reflexive’ pronouns. I will henceforth call these two aspects the ‘mental’ 
(abstract) and the ‘physical’ (concrete). The ‘mental’ refers to the ‘inner’ life of 
the person, and includes non-tangible, abstract aspects such as hopes, values, 
emotions, sense of identity, mental representations of the ‘inner’ life of the 
person and so on. The ‘physical’ refers to the physical existence of the person, 
including his body, the space occupied by the body, and physical representations 
of the body. In both instances, these ‘parts’ stand in a metonymic relationship 
with that whole. After I have described some of these ‘essential’ or characteristic 
properties that are part of the interpretation of sentences that contain a 
‘reflexive’ pronoun, I will provide a number of cross-linguistic examples where 
‘reflexive’ morphology is employed in expressing information that is interpreted 
as being a ‘characteristic property’ of, or an ‘essential’ part of a clausal 
participant, thus lending support to the linguistic significance of this species of 
interpretation. 

6.5.1 Aspects of the inner life 
In the English examples that follow, one observes that two different aspects of 
the entity are regularly focused on in sentences which contain the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun. In the first series of examples we find that the ‘mental’ aspect of the 
participant is referred to: 
 
(6: 137) When he saw her – his thoughts were brought up with a sudden jerk. 
 
 “As you say,” he remarked, pulling himself together, “there’s not a 

hint here as to what she’s up to.” (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 
 
The mental aspect of the individual, ‘his thoughts’, is explicitly referred to in the 
context preceding his ‘pulling himself together’, which is interpreted as ‘he 
regained control over his thoughts’. 
 
(6: 138) Tommy had to admit that this was true. Nevertheless, his sense of 

uneasiness deepened. In spite of himself he believed in the 
omniscience of the enemy. (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 

 
Again, reference is made to the character’s ‘inner’ life in terms of his ‘sense of 
uneasiness’. The expression ‘in spite of himself’ continues the reference to the 
character’s inner life by highlighting the challenges that the events that have 
surrounded the character pose to the character’s system of beliefs. Usually, he 
would believe that no-one is omniscient).  
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(6: 139) Having already lunched heartily, Tommy contented himself with 
ordering a Welsh rarebit and a cup of coffee. (Christie, The Secret 
Adversary). 

 
In this example above, the contentment that Tommy feels does not obtain from 
eating the Welsh rarebit and a cup of coffee, but rather from the mere thought of 
eating it, and, thus, he consequently orders it. This allows us to identify the 
contentment as a psychological state that Tommy enjoys and not a physical 
feeling of contentment. 

In the next example, the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is interpreted as referring to 
the true (i.e., essential) identity of the character [Tommy], as indicated by the 
remark made by the narrator concerning ‘his own identity’: 
 
(6: 140) Remembering how guarded she had always been in her manner, he 

saw that he had probably been under observation all the time. Had 
he said anything to give himself away? Hardly. He had revealed a 
wish to escape and a desire to find Jane Finn, but nothing that could 
have given a clue to his own identity. (Christie, The Secret 
Adversary). 

 
Continuing with the claim that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is interpreted as 
highlighting the ‘true’ and ‘essential’ aspects of the antecedent (in 
contradistinction to the ‘accidental’ or ‘adventitious’), consider the next 
example, taken from Virginia Woolf’s letters. In this example, the inanimate 
third person ‘reflexive’ form is in apposition with its antecedent. One of the 
points being made by Woolf, in her exhortation ‘Avoid the middlebrow!’, is that 
one should pursue the essential, true, and ‘pure’ aspects of art and life, and not 
pollute or ‘mix indistinguishably’ these pursuits with ‘money, fame, power, or 
prestige’: 
 
(6: 141) The middlebrow is the man, or woman, of middlebred intelligence 

who ambles and saunters now on this side of the hedge, now on 
that, in pursuit of no single object, neither art itself nor life itself, 
but both mixed indistinguishably, and rather nastily, with money, 
fame, power, or prestige. (Virginia Woolf, letter to The New 
Statesman but never sent. Quoted in Death of the Moth and Other 
Stories, 1942). 

 
Thus we have a contrast, according to Woolf, between an appreciation of art 
proper, in its ‘unmixed’ form, and tainted ‘middlebrow’ art. The interpretation 
that highlights this ‘essence’ referred to above is found in a number of 
expressions where we have the idea that the abstract antecedent is considered to 
be the epitome or very perfection of the idea that it stands for: 
 
(6: 142) “There is nothing weak-minded or degenerate about Miss Howard. 

She is an excellent specimen of well-balanced English beef and 
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brawn. She is sanity itself.” (Christie, The Mysterious Affair at 
Styles).  

 
(6: 143) “Is it possible? My poor friend! You have not yet realized that it 

was Miss Howard who went to the chemist's shop?” 
 
 “Miss Howard?” 
 
 “But, certainly. Who else? It was most easy for her. She is of a good 

height, her voice is deep and manly; moreover, remember, she and 
Inglethorp are cousins, and there is a distinct resemblance between 
them, especially in their gait and bearing. It was simplicity itself. 
They are a clever pair!” (Christie, The Mysterious Affair at Styles).  

 
Both expressions can be paraphrased as ‘she is very sane’ and ‘it was very 
simple’ respectively. 

6.5.2 Aspects of the physical entity 
We have seen in the examples in the previous section that the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun can be employed to refer to a particular aspect or property of its 
antecedent, via the adoption of a particular perspective. The perspective that 
obtains with respect to this type of pronominal reference allows one to focus on 
certain aspects of the participants ‘inner’, mental life. The following example 
sentences, however, do not focus on the ‘inner’ life of the participant, but rather, 
on the physical aspect of the antecedent in the sense illustrated below: 
 
(6: 144) How often my soul visits the National Gallery, and how seldom I go 

there myself! (Logan Pearsall Smith, Afterthoughts, quoted in 
Haiman 1995).  

 
In the above example, mentioned by Haiman in his illuminating discussion of 
‘the divided self’, we clearly apprehend the difference between the ‘inner’ life of 
the speaker/1st person narrator, and the ‘physical’ aspect of the person, by the 
contrast set up in ‘my soul’ (the person’s wistful imagination) versus ‘myself’ 
(his physical body). 

As I mentioned in the introduction to this section on ‘characteristic 
properties’, making reference to physical representations of an entity may 
include the use of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun as in a photograph of yourself, a 
painting of herself, some image of himself and so on. However, I have found an 
attested example of a ‘representation’ reflexive where the importance of its 
antecedent’s ‘essence’ or essential characteristics/properties is quite apparent (in 
the instances of the ‘reflexive’ that are underlined): 

 
(6: 145) Scrooge was at first inclined to be surprised that the Spirit should 

attach importance to conversations apparently so trivial; but feeling 
assured that they must have some hidden purpose, he set himself to 
consider what it was likely to be. They could scarcely be supposed 
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to have any bearing on the death of Jacob, his old partner, for that 
was Past, and this Ghost’s province was the Future. Nor could he 
think of any one immediately connected with himself, to whom he 
could apply them. But nothing doubting that to whomsoever they 
applied they had some latent moral for his own improvement, he 
resolved to treasure up every word he heard, and everything he saw; 
and especially to observe the shadow of himself when it appeared. 
For he had an expectation that the conduct of his future self would 
give him the clue he missed, and would render the solution of these 
riddles easy. (Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol).  

 
Scrooge takes very seriously the ghostly representation of himself in the Future, 
‘the shadow of himself’, and is prepared to rely on what the ghost says to him 
and ‘treasure up every word he heard’, since he has identified the ghost as ‘his 
future self’. The expression ‘his future self’ refers to Scrooge’s belief in what 
Scrooge will be in the future. Note that if the ghost of Scrooge’s future were not 
perceived by Scrooge as being a ‘truthful’ representation of himself, he would 
not be so interested in this entity’s conduct.  

The idea that a person’s self is what a person intrinsically is, in contrast 
to the physical body, is exemplified in the following sentences: 
 
(6: 146) In reality the busy little creature within me, whom we call self, was 

digging pits for comfort to flow in, of any kind, in any form. 
(Meredith, Richmond). 

 
(6: 147) So long as the ‘self’ in not implicated in what is done by the body, 

the self is not responsible and cannot be justly punished. (Cliford 
Allbutt, Systematic  Medicine). 

 
The physical entity that can be referred to with the ‘reflexive’ form may include 
the whole of the antecedent’s body (6: 148 – 151) or a part of the antecedent’s 
body (6: 152): 
 
(6: 148) John covered himself with the parachute. Now he was invisible to 

the eyes of his enemies.  
 
(6: 149) “Me for Whittington!” said Julius darkly. The train was just starting 

as he swung himself aboard.  (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 
 
(6: 150) At ten o’clock hope deserted him, and he flung himself on the bed 

to seek consolation in sleep. In five minutes his woes were 
forgotten. (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 

 
(6: 151) As he spoke the last words, we drew up in front of the fine old 

house. A lady in a stout tweed skirt, who was bending over a flower 
bed, straightened herself at our approach. (Christie, The Mysterious 
Affair at Styles). 
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(6: 152) He had cut himself whilst shaving off his beard. [part of the body]. 
 
An interesting construction is found with the predicate to repeat oneself: 
 
(6: 153) Since the microphone had been inadvertently switched off during 

the last five minutes of his speech, the politician ended up having to 
repeat himself using a bullhorn so that the crowd could hear all of 
his message about the proposed ban on rubber boats in the city’s 
reservoir. 

 
Notionally, the antecedent for the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is not the person per se, 
but rather, those words which the person has just uttered. In this interpretation, 
there exists a metonymic relationship between the words that have been uttered 
and the person who has uttered them, in the sense that the words uttered stands 
for the person associated with those words. A very similar type of metonymic 
relationship, where one entity can been seen as standing for another, is evident 
in sentences where we find ‘reflexive’ morphology in Australian languages such 
as Kayardild and Pitta-Pitta: 
 
(6: 154) dyulwak marindyu diyaadyu, bilda diyandyuthu [Kayardild] 
 dyulwak         marin-dyu         diya-a-  dyu   bilda        diya-ndyu-thu  
 trevally.NOM self-  M.PROP eat-RM-POT 3Pl.NOM eat-RM-POT 
 ‘Trevally will eat his own totem, they [trevallies] will eat one 

another’ (Evans 1995: 281, quoted in Gaby 2001: 29). 
 
(6: 155) malhu thatyinhaRa, thatyimalikala nhuRa [Pitta-Pitta] 
 malhu thatyi-nha-Ra thatyi-mali-kala   nhuRa  
 NEG   eat-    IMP-Pl eat-    RM- LEST you.PL 
 ‘Don’t eat it [sc. totem] you will eat yourself’ (Blake 1979: 206, 

quoted in Gaby 2001: 30).  
 
In the cultures practiced by some of the Australian peoples there exists a 
metonymic relationship between the members of certain groups and the totems 
that are avoided by those groups (Dixon 1980).  

However, not all such metonymic relationships are determined by 
cultural factors. The following example allows an interpretation where the 
inference of the presence of tracks stands in a metonymic relationship with the 
message encoded in part with the ‘reflexive’ morphology: 
 
(6: 156) diyga'ilngarriay [Bunuba] 
 diyga'il-  ngarri-ay  
 find.1Sg-ngarri148-RM 

‘I’m finding myself [my own tracks, etc]’ (Rumsey 2000: 94). 

                                                 
148 The form ngarri is described as a ‘bivalent root form’ by Rumsey (2000: 
93ff). 
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Turning now to the cross-linguistic evidence supporting the linguistic 
significance (i.e., the regularity) of this type of ‘characteristic property’ 
interpretation, we see that many areally and genetically unrelated languages 
employ morphology that is associated with the ‘reflexive’ to give rise to this 
interpretation. In most cases this morphology is glossed as REFLEXIVE or RM 
[reflexive/reflexoid marker].  

In traditional analyses of Swedish, for example, certain instances where 
verbs are inflected with the –s ‘passive’ suffix149 are called deponens verbs. (See 
also the Swedish examples provided in chapter 2.) Here it is has been claimed 
that the phonological material that looks like the –s inflectional ending has 
‘lexicalised’ or fused with the verb stem, so, under these assumptions, it is in 
fact not an instance of the verb inflectional category (see Ottósson (1992) for 
more detailed discussion on this point). However, a number of these deponens 
verbs are found in sentences that give rise to the ‘characteristic property’ 
interpretation discussed above:  
 
(6: 157) Pojken slår barn.  
 pojk-en    slår              barn   
 boy-DEF  beat.PRES  child 
 ‘The boy beats children’ (Geniušienė 1987: 250). 
 
(6: 158) Pojken slåss. 
 pojk-en    slå-  ss  
 boy-DEF beat-RM150 
 ‘The boy fights’ [i.e., ‘the boy is pugnacious’, RR]. 
 
(6: 159) Kon stångar alla. 
 ko-n         stångar      alla  
 cow-DEF butt.PRES all 
 ‘The cow butts everybody’ 
 
(6: 160) Kon stånga-s151 
 ko-n stånga-      s  
 cow butt.PRES-RM 
 ‘The cow butts (is given to butting)’ [i.e., the cow is a ‘butt-er’, 

RR]. 
 
In the following example, the Swedish grammarian explicitly remarks that the 
interpretation associated with the –s inflection is one that concerns an ‘egenskap 
hos subjektet’ a property of the subject: 

                                                 
149 Which is also found in sentences that are interpreted as ‘reflexive’. 
150 This is Geniušienė’s gloss for the relevant form. 
151 Cf. also the Swedish nässlan bränns ‘the nettle burns’, hunden bits ‘the dog 
bites’. 
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(6: 161) Bensin antändes lätt.  
 bensin antändes                lätt 
 petrol  ingnite.PRES-RM light  
 ‘Petrol ignites easily’ (Wallin 1964: 273). 
 
(6: 162) Bensin är lättantändligt. 
 bensin är  lätt-antändligt  
 petrol  is  light-‘igniteable’ 
 ‘Petrol is easily ignited’ 
 
The fact that many other, unrelated languages employ ‘reflexive’ morphology in 
giving rise to this ‘characteristic property’ interpretation provides evidence that 
the verb forms in Swedish are not arbitrary anomalies where there is a mis-
match between the forms and the interpretations that are regularly associated 
with them. Thus, in the Slavic languages we observe the following instances of 
the RM [reflexive marker] and the ‘characteristic property’ interpretation: 
 
(6: 163) Šuo kandžiojasi. [Lithuanian, ’RM’ = -si]  
 šu-o          kandžioja-si  
 dog-NOM bites-       RM 
 ‘The dog bites’ (Geniušienė 1987: 84). [‘characteristic property’]. 
 
Cf: 
 
(6: 164) Šuo kandžioja vaikus. 
 šu   -o        kandžioja  vaik- us 
 dog-NOM bites          child-ACC.Pl 
 ‘The dog bites children’ 
 
(6: 165) Berniuk mušasi. 
 berniuk     muša-si 
 boy-NOM beats-RM 
 ‘The boy fights\is pugnacious’ [‘characteristic property’]. 
 
(6: 166) Avys badosi. 
 av-ys                bado-si  
 sheep-NOM.Pl butt-RM 
 ‘Sheep butt.’ [’characteristic property’] 
 ‘Sheep are butting one another.’ [‘reciprocal’] (Geniušienė 1987: 

138). 
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(6: 167) Zirgs spārdās. [Latvian, ‘RM’ = -s] 
 zirg-   s        spārdā-s  
 horse-NOM kicks-  RM 
 ‘The horse kicks.’ [The horse is in the habit of kicking]152 

(Geniušienė 1987: 83) 
 
Cf: 
 
(6: 168) Zirgs spārda visus. 
 zirg-    s          spārda   vis           -us   
 horse -NOM   kicks     everyone-ACC.Pl 
 ‘The horse kicks everyone’ 
 
In Russian, we find an interesting structural similarity with the Swedish 
expression nässlan bränns ‘the nettle burns’: 
 
(6: 169) Eto krapivo žžetsja. [Russian, ‘RM’ = -sja/-’s] 
 eto krapivo        žžet-sja  
 this nettle.NOM sting.3Sg.PRES-RM 
 ‘This nettle stings’(Vinogradov 1947: 635, quoted in Cranmer 1978: 

47). 
 
(6: 170) Eta sobaka kusaetsja.  
 eta  sobaka      kusaet-             sja  
 this dog.NOM bite.3Sg.PRES-RM 
 ‘This dog bites’ (Cennamo 1993: 34). 
 
(6: 171) Eta bulavka koletsja.  
 eta bulavka     kolet-                  sja  
 this pin.NOM prick.3Sg.PRES-RM 
 ‘This pin pricks’ (Cennamo 1993: 57). 
 
(6: 172) Kurica nesëtsja ežednevno.  
 kurica       nesët-              sja   ežednevno  
 hen.NOM lay.3Sg.PRES-RM every day 
 ‘The hen lays (eggs) every day’(Cennamo 1993: 26). 
 
Geniušienė calls this particular type of interpretation ‘absolute RVs’ [reflexive 
verbs, RR]. She claims that they ‘imply either an indefinite (“someone”) or 
generalized (“all members of a class”) Patient, which results in the development 

                                                 
152 The ‘reflexive’ form of the Latvian verbs for ‘fight’, ‘swear’, ‘tease’, ‘pester’, 
‘pinch’, ‘elbow’, ‘push’ in all can give rise to a ‘characteristic property’ 
interpretation. Note that they can also be found in sentences that are interpreted 
as ‘reflexive’. Interestingly all of the properties that are ascribed in this manner 
are negative properties, and concomitant behaviour. 
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of the modal potential meaning in absolute RVs when they come to denote a 
habitual activity as a particular permanent characteristic of the Agent.’ 
(Geniušienė 1987: 85).153 

Examining van de Kerke’s remarks concerning this type of interpretation 
in Quechua [relevant morphology is –ku, glossed by the author as 
‘RE(flexive)’], we furthermore notice a similarity with the above examples, in 
terms of the non-specific nature of the Patient/or action. Thus, in the next 
example, we are not informed what María weaved. Instead, María herself is 
characterised by her weaving: 
 
(6: 173) Matyaqam awakushpa tiyaq. [Quechua] 
 Matya-qa-m      awa-   ku- shpa tiya-q  
 María-TOP-AF weave-RE-SS   live-NOM 
 ‘María lived (by) weaving’ cf. ‘María weaved’, ‘María was a 

weaver’ (Coombs 1988: 8, quoted by van de Kerke 1991: 81fn). 
 
The next Quechua example illustrates that the same verbal morphology, -ku, is 
found in sentences that give rise to a reflexive interpretation. Thus, we might 
presume that this is the reason why this morphology is glossed as ‘RE’: 
 
(6: 174) Xwan maylla-ku-n. 
 Xwan maylla-ku-n  
 Juan   wash-  RE-3 
 ‘John washes himself’ 
 
In the context of our ‘characteristic property’ interpretation, van de Kerke 
explicitly states that ‘[w]hen -ku is present in this use, the action is seen as non-
specific or as characteristic of the actor’ (1991: 81fn). Thus, if we take the 
Lithuanian example above, Berniuk muša-si, which translates as ‘The boy is 
pugnacious’, we notice that it is not specified in the construction with whom the 
boy is inclined to fight. Rather, we infer that it is some non-specific ‘everyone’. 

Finally, this type of interpretation (associated with ‘reflexive’ 
morphology) is found in the Australian language Uradhi, where it is claimed that 
this construction type ‘is used to describe a property of an entity, with the 
implication that it has the propensity to be the Undergoer of some activity by an 
unspecified Actor.’ (Gaby 2001: 48): 
 

                                                 
153 Geniušienė also observes that the ‘Academy Grammar’ [for Lithuanian] 
(Sokols 1959: 556-564), was the first grammar to treat RVs [reflexive verbs] as 
a morphological class of verbs outside the category of voice because the 
grammarians observed several other ‘RV’ types of interpretation, including 
‘RVs’ of ‘permanent action’, as in zirgs spera-s ‘the horse kicks, gumija stiepja-
s ‘rubber streches’, and ‘passive RVs’, e.g. nauda glabāja-s bankā ‘money is 
kept in a bank’ (Sokols 1959: 560). (Geniušienė 1987: 22). 
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(6: 175) ulu utagha ughaani. [Uradhi] 
 ulu             utagha    ugha-ani  
 3Sg.NOM dog.ABS smell-RM.PRES 
 ‘The dog smells’[ie. is smelly] (Crowley 1983: 376, quoted in Gaby 

2001: 48). 
 
(6: 176) ama uluma-uluma ughaani [Uradhi] 
 ama         uluma-uluma ugha-ani  
 man.ABS 3Sg.RM        smell-RM.PRES 
 ‘The man is smelling himself’ [‘reflexive’]. 
 ‘The man smells/is smelly’ [‘characteristic property’]. 
 
In her discussion of certain transitive and intransitive verb alternations with the 
verbs bite, butt, itch, kick, pinch, scratch, sting [as in That dog bites people/That 
dog bites], Levin observes that: 

Both variants of this alternation are used to indicate 
that the subject typically shows a propensity for the 
action named by the verb. That is, the action named 
by the verb is in some sense characteristic of the 
subject. The understood object in the intransitive 
variant is interpreted as something like “people”. 
The subject need not be animate. Interestingly, in 
Russian this use of the verb involves the affixation 
of the reflexive morpheme -sja to the verb (see 
Babby (1975)). (Levin 1993: 39). 

Something similar to the idea of the ‘non-specific nature of the Patient/or 
action’, introduced above in the discussion on Quechua, is found in the putative 
‘active/middle’ (Levin 1993: 26) verb alternation in English exemplified by the 
following two sentences: 
 
(6: 177) The butcher cuts the meat. 
 
(6: 178) The meat cuts easily. 
 
Levin comments that ‘[t]he intransitive variant of this alternation, the middle 
construction, is characterized by a lack of specific time reference and by an 
understood but unexpressed agent.’ (Levin 1993: 26). A similar lack of specific 
time reference is found in the ‘characteristic property’ interpretation since the 
properties that are predicated of the nominal referent are long-lasting or 
‘essential’ properties. Note that the copula construction, the meat is easily cut 
(cf. also the dog smells, the dog is smelly) can also be said to lack a specific-time 
reference in the sense suggested by Levin.154 She also describes the ‘middle’ 

                                                 
154 See also Fagan (1992), and especially Klingvall (2003) for a more detailed 
discussion of these middle constructions and temporal notions, including aspect.  
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alternation as being restricted to verbs with ‘affected objects’ (Levin 1993: 26); 
thus, in this particular discussion of the construction, it is the role that is played 
by the nominal participant that is relevant to this interpretation. Several other 
languages employ ‘reflexive’ morphology (as glossed by different typologists) 
to signal this type of so-called ‘middle’ alternation. 

Later on in this chapter, I will relate the above observations, and those 
that follow, to the conceptualisation of Diathesis presented earlier in this thesis. 
A crucial part of this notion of Diathesis is the demonstration that languages 
provide morphological means for encoding information that is relevant to the 
adoption of different points of view concerning a nominal participant’s 
involvement or status in the clausal event/action. One of the strategies (relevant 
to this idea of point of view) and which is uncontroversially a structural 
property of language, is the transitive::intransitive alternation: 

[T]he number of syntactic core arguments depends 
not on the number of entities involved in the 
situation referred to, but on the manner in which the 
situation is conceptualised by the speaker, and one 
cannot speak, for example, of a ‘transitive action’ or 
an ‘intransitive action’, because the same action 
may be viewed as ‘transitive’ or ‘intransitive’, 
depending on the point of view. (Wierzbicka 1995: 
188). 

In the Slavic (and sometimes Germanic)155 linguistic tradition (see for example 
section 5.5.2 on Polish), the verbal inflectional and clitic forms associated with 
the ‘reflexive’ interpretation have been identified as ‘de-transitivizing’ 
morphology (although see my counter-arguments in my discussion on Polish). 
However, we might also claim that by signalling changes in the nature of the 
role that a particular participant plays in the clause (as I do in my discussions of 
Polish and Greek), the language user may come to adopt a particular ‘transitive’ 

                                                 
155 For example, consider Abraham’s discussion concerning what reflexivity has 
to do with non-basic (derived) voice: 

Reflexivity as a passive marker is a widely 
employed device in the languages of the world. This 
is in line with the observation that reflexive clauses 
cannot undergo passivization. […] But the fact that 
reflexive pronouns, across the entire person-
marking paradigm, mark detransitivised lexicals 
(Abraham 1986, 1987, 1993[a]) lends an 
explanatory quality to this generalization. (Abraham 
1993b: 822). 

Note that one might just as easily turn this around and discuss a ‘passive marker’ 
(whatever that might be) as a marker of the ‘reflexive’, thus undermining the 
‘explanatory quality to this generalization’. 
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or ‘intransitive’ point of view, as suggested by Wierzbicka. Accepting this 
standpoint would explain the non-random relationship between the morphology 
relevant to Diathesis and the distribution of the same morphology in terms of 
Hopper and Thompson’s (1980) Transitivity theory.  

Thus, the transitive::intransitive distinction and the morphology 
associated with this distinction is something that opens itself up to explanation 
in terms of the overarching idea of Diathesis. This theoretical position is then 
analogous to the Transitivity-theoretic position where one observes a correlation 
of foreground and background information with morphology associated with 
High and Low Transitivity. Without overly anticipating the conclusions of this 
chapter, I will argue that just as Transitivity is an empirically robust observation 
concerning how languages encode information that is relevant to the reporting 
on how effective a transfer of energy from one clausal participant is to another, 
then so Diathesis is a linguistic phenomenon at a similar level of generalisation 
where we find encoded information that is relevant to reporting on the point of 
view that has been adopted concerning a participant and that participant’s role in 
a transfer of energy.  

In the next section, I discuss the ‘anticausative’ interpretation in English 
and provide cross-linguistic evidence that demonstrates the regularity with 
which other languages employ ‘reflexive’ morphology in sentences that are 
interpreted as ‘anticausative’. 

6.6 The ‘anti-causative/spontaneous’ interpretation 
‘Anti-causative/spontaneous’ interpretations include the idea that an event or 
some process occurs spontaneously, without help or action from some Agent 
participant or force156 that can be said to have caused the event or process. This 
interpretation is most recognizable for inanimates in the third person, which are 
themselves, in turn, associated with lower agentivity: 

For human referents, anaphoric type tends to be 
constant across agentivity levels; for inanimate 
referents, on the other hand, lexical NPs tend to be 
associated with higher agentivity, while pronouns 
tend to be associated with lower agentivity. (Fox 
1995: 154). 

When a speaker, for example, gives rise to the idea that some event occurs 
spontaneously, this does not necessarily mean that the event, in actual fact, did 

                                                 
156 This is different to claiming that there exists a non-specific or generic Agent, 
as in, for example, ‘impersonal passives’. For additional remarks concerning the 
‘anticausative’ interpretation see sections 5.4 and 5.5.5 with respect to Polish. In 
this context of exclusion of an external Agent, see Rapoport’s (1999: 150) 
discussion of the ‘middle’ interpretation that obtains in connection with English 
expressions of the type Milk chocolate melts smoothly all by itself  (i.e., without 
any ‘outside’ help). 
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come about spontaneously. In certain cases, it is clear to see that speakers report 
only on certain perceived aspects of some situation or event, which is of course 
in line with the semiotic underdeterminacy thesis argued for in this thesis. 
Consider for example, Siewierska’s definition of the anticausative: 

The situation expressed in the anticausative is 
presented as if it were to have evolved 
spontaneously. (Siewierska 1988: 268).157 

Note Siewierska’s use of the subjunctive in ‘as if it were’, suggesting that the 
situation (in the ‘real’ world) need not have evolved spontaneously; it depends 
on the perspective taken by, or the ‘fancy’ of, whoever is reporting on the 
situation, and what ever ‘rises in the speaker’s mind’ at that moment:  

When the transitive and intransitive application of a 
verb seem to be equally natural, this is mostly 
owing to the fact that the action it denotes, although 
originated by a force lying outside a person or thing, 
is fancied to lie within that person or thing; in other 
words the person or thing which is in reality the 
recipient of the action is at the same time thought of 
as its originator. Thus when we say The door 
opened we fancy the door to be endowed with some 
power to set itself in motion, although a moment’s 
reflection makes us aware that the movement is in 
reality due to the operation of some outside agent: 
some person or animal, a puff of wind, etc. When 
the notion of a self-originating movement makes 
itself strongly felt, there will be a tendency to 
furnish the verb with a reflexive pronoun; i.e. such a 
sentence as The door opened will be changed into 
The door opened itself. In the above example such a 
notion would hardly rise in the speaker’s mind, 
unless he wanted to describe a remarkable 
phenomenon. (Poutsma 1926: 54). [my emphasis]. 

As Poutsma’s insightful example illustrates, ‘self-originating movement’ 
(because the example is about an inanimate door opening) can not be 
‘logically’158 ascribed to the inanimate entity. However, since no Agent 
participant is present in the intransitive structure, and it is explicitly excluded in 
the structure containing the ‘reflexive’ pronoun, one infers that the movement in 
the door – its opening – occurs spontaneously. The explicit exclusion of an 
                                                 
157 Note too Babcock’s definition of ‘intransitive passives’ in Spanish where we 
find ‘reflexive’ morphology present [se] in the structure. He defines this 
interpretation as one where ‘the activity proceeds naturally and spontaneously 
from the subject’ (Babcock 1970: 41). 
158 For example, in terms of formal, truth-conditional semantics. 
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external (to the door) Agent is somewhat clearer when the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is 
preceded with by as in: 
 
(6: 179)  The door opened by itself. 
 
In a sense, there exists a logical tension between what is ‘factually’ the case in 
anti-causatives, and what the anti-causative suggests. First of all, one denies the 
existence of an Agent (or at least an external Agent), but at the same time the 
Speaker suggests that the entity itself initiated the event or process. So, in fact, it 
is sometimes possible for one to infer the existence of an Agent, albeit not an 
external Agent (external to the entity which is involved in the event/process).  

Allowing the Hearer to infer that the inanimate entity is some type of 
Agent in the event further allows the Hearer to infer that the entity possesses 
certain ‘Agent-like’ features, including volitional intent, being able to control, or 
in some other way regulate the outcome of the event, and even intelligence: 
 
(6: 180) This computer is so smart dude! It switches itself off if you don’t 

opperate the keyboard for longer than an hour.  
 [i.e., if you don’t do something to the computer, the computer will 

do something to itself instead of you].  
 
(6: 181) This advanced new car almost drives itself.  
 [Note the almost. Although the car can not do everything a human 

driver can do, a comparison is made between the skills a human 
driver can employ and the functionality of the advanced technology 
in the car. The explicit comparison between a human operator and 
the car itself suggests that the car shares certain traits that one would 
expect from a human operator]. 

 
(6: 182) The wood won’t chop itself, you know John. (adapted from Cantrall 

1974: 47). 
 
(6: 183) John must think that a dissertation writes itself. (Cantrall 1974: 47). 
 
In the last two examples, we see that the perceived lack of human engagement or 
interest in the job on hand prompts the Speaker to contrast the supposed 
impossibility of wood chopping itself, and dissertations writing themselves with 
what possibly could be done by John. The suggestion is of course that one might 
entertain the idea that wood can chop itself, but reality is somewhat different.  

The following literary example presents a very clear picture of the fact 
that Katharine’s mother, a budding writer, is not in complete control of the 
creative writing process, but rather, she is subject to it, and ‘spells of 
inspiration’. The presence of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun (underlined in the text) 
gives rise to an ‘anti-causative’ interpretation in the sense that the mother is not 
seen as someone who produces ‘the right phrase’, but rather ‘the right phrase’ 
suggests itself (to her). The independence from an external ‘creator’ ascribed to 
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the words she writes down is reinforced by the circumstances under which she is 
subject to ‘spells of inspiration’: 
 
(6: 184) Katharine would calculate that she had never known her 

[Katharine’s mother] write for more than ten minutes at a time. 
Ideas came to her chiefly when she was in motion. She liked to 
perambulate the room with a duster in her hand, with which she 
stopped to polish the backs of already lustrous books, musing and 
romancing as she did so. Suddenly the right phrase or the 
penetrating point of view would suggest itself, and she would drop 
her duster and write ecstatically for a few breathless moments; and 
then the mood would pass away, and the duster would be sought for, 
and the old books polished again. These spells of inspiration never 
burnt steadily, but flickered over the gigantic mass of the subject as 
capriciously as a will-o’-the-wisp, lighting now on this point, now 
on that. It was as much as Katharine could do to keep the pages of 
her mother’s manuscript in order […] (Virginia Woolf, Night and 
Day). 

 
The ‘anti-causative’ interpretation outlined above is supported by a number of 
other pieces of textual evidence indicating the mother’s lack of control over the 
creative writing process. I have listed the more obvious pieces of co-textual 
evidence below: 
 

i. the unplanned, short bursts of writing activity the mother is 
engaged in 

ii. the fact that ideas came to her (instead of her actively coming up 
with the ideas)  

iii. the ideas came to her when she was not concentrating on her 
writing, but when she was in motion  

iv. the suddenness with which the right phrase would suggest itself to 
her 

v. she would drop her duster as if almost possessed, (compare the 
effect if she had put her duster down) 

vi. the mother would lose her breath whilst writing, indicating how 
overwhelmed she was in the writing process 

vii. the inspiration to write is described as a mood which would pass 
away, as something beyond the mother’s control 

viii. the capriciousness and lack of steadiness of the spells of 
inspiration again indicate that they lie outside the control of the 
mother 

 
In the light of the above observations, the fact that Katharine had to keep the 
manuscript in order (and not the mother) indicates that just as the mother does 
not have full control over the process of writing, neither does she have control 
over the product of her writing. The point that is being made here is that my 
earlier characterisation of the ‘anti-causative’ interpretation can be lent quite 
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convincing textual support if a text which gives rise to such an interpretation is 
read closely. The other clues that the author has provided concerning the 
character’s role in her writing activity, (i) – (viii), once they are identified as 
such, come to reinforce and resonate with the ‘anti-causative’ interpretation in a 
positive way. 

The fact that several genetically, and areally, unrelated languages 
regularly employ ‘reflexive’ morphology in sentences that are interpreted as 
‘spontaneous’ or ‘anti-causative’159 (as indicated by the examples below) 
provides empirical evidence that this species of interpretation is linguistically 
significant. Furthermore, it also provides evidence for my claim for the 
structural, ‘underlying’ identity of the ‘reflexive’ forms in English, when 
employed in ‘reflexive’ interpretations and ‘anti-causative’ interpretations. Thus, 
we are not dealing with homonyms in this part of the English system. 

In this context, one language that deserves our attention is Japanese and 
the verbal inflectional suffix, -are.160 This verbal suffix is found in sentences 
that give rise to a range of different interpretations, including the ‘passive’, 
‘potential’161, ‘honorific’162 and ‘anticausative’ interpretations:  

                                                 
159 Other terms that I have come across in the literature for this type of 
interpretation (usually called a ‘meaning’ or ‘use’) are ‘decausative’, 
‘deagentive’ and ‘automatic’. 
160 Many thanks to Yoko Mizufune and Fred Anderson for helpful discussions 
on Japanese verbal morphology. 
161 This interpretation is similar to the ‘middle’ interpretation in English This 
bed does not sleep comfortably (cf. these books sell easily, and the French Ce 
journal se vend partout ‘This newspaper sells everywhere’; Ces écrits se lisent 
facilement ‘These writings read easily’). In Russian, the ‘passive’ verbal 
inflection -sja can be used for a similar range of interpretations as is the distinct 
form, -are-, in Japanese. Thus, the ‘passive’ is illustrated by: 

(a) Dom stroitsja. 
 dom             stroit-sja  
 house.NOM build.PRES-sja 
 ‘The house is being/getting built’ [‘passive’]. 
 
and the ‘potential’/‘middle’ by: 
 
(b) Mne ne spitsja. 
 mne          ne     spit-sja  
 1Sg.DAT NEG sleep.PRES-sja 
 ‘I can’t get to sleep/I am not sleepy’ [‘potential’]. 
 
(c) Eta kniga lexko prodajotsja. 
 eta kniga           lexko  prodajot-sja  
 this book.NOM easily sell.PRES-sja 
 ‘This book sells easily’ [‘potential’]. 
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(6: 185) Taroo wa sikar-are-ta.  
 Taroo wa   sikar-  are-    ta  
 Taroo TOP scold-PASS-PAST 
 ‘Taro was scolded’ [‘passive’] (Shibatani 1985: 823). 
 
(6: 186) Boku wa nemur-e-nakat-ta.163  
 boku wa    nemur-e-          nakat-ta  
 I        TOP sleep- POTEN-NEG-PAST 
 ‘I could not sleep’ (adapted from Shibatani 1985: 823). [‘potential’]. 
 
(6: 187) Boku wa okir-are-nakat-ta.  
 boku wa    okir-  are-        nakat-ta  
 I        TOP wake-POTEN-NEG-PAST 
 ‘I couldn’t wake up’ (Yoko Mizufune, p.c.). [‘potential’]. 
 
(6: 188) Sensei ga waraw-are-ta.  
 teacher NOM laugh-HON-PAST 
 ‘The teacher laughed (hon.)’ (Shibatani 1985: 823). [‘honorific’]. 
 
(6: 189) Mukasi ga sinob-are-ru. 
 mukasi   ga      sinob-         are-      ru  
 old.time NOM think.about-SPON-PRES 
 ‘An old time comes (spontaneously) to mind’ (Shibatani 1985: 823). 

[‘anticausative’]. 
 
Note that in the ‘interlinear morphemic translation’ [IMT]164 (Lehmann 1982: 
200) for each instantiation of the suffix -are- above, Shibatani has changed the 

                                                                                                              
In Russian, as in Japanese, the ‘spontaneous’/‘anticausative’ interpretation can 
obtain with sentences that contain the same verbal suffix as above: 

(d) Ostorozhno, dveri zakryvajutsja (avtomaticheski). 
 ostorozhno dveri           zakryvajut-sja (avtomaticheski) 
 carefully    doors.NOM close.PRES-sja (automatically) 
 ‘Be careful, the doors close automatically’ [‘anticausative’]. 
 
162 See Shiabatani (1985: 823) for an insightful discussion as to how the 
‘honorific’ interpretations obtains in this particular example. 
163 There are two verb classes in Japanese, RU-verbs and U-verbs. Each 
regularly determine a difference in form of the morpheme -are-. RU-verbs, 
ending in -iru, -eru, take -are-, whilst U-verbs, ending in -aru, -uru, -oru, take -
e-. The two forms, -are- and -e- are thus allomorphs. Thanks to Yoko Mizufune 
for this information on Japanese. 
164 In his technical article concerning the ‘Directions of interlinear morphemic 
translations’ found in Folia Linguistica; Acta Societatis Linguisticae Europaeae, 
Lehmann informs us that ‘homonymy will normally be resolved in IMTs, 
leaving the irrelevant meanings unmentioned. But polysemy should not be 
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interlinear gloss to ‘PASS’, ‘POTEN’, ‘HON’ and ‘SPON’ just in those 
instances when a ‘passive’, ‘potential’, ‘honorific’ and 
‘spontaneous’/‘anticausative’ interpretation obtains. 

Convenient perhaps, but logically unfortunate. By changing the 
interlinear morphemic gloss of what is obviously one and the same morpheme in 
Japanese, the underlying unity of the linguistic sign instantiated by -are- is 
completely undermined. By looking at the glosses and comparing the sentences, 
doubt is cast over whether this is a single linguistic sign that is being employed 
in giving rise to a number of different, yet related, interpretations, or whether we 
are dealing with a series of ‘accidental’ homonyms. Only by performing a cross-
linguistic investigation, such as that found in the present thesis, is it revealed to 
the analyst that several other languages employ individual yet distinct forms in 
giving rise to a similar (if not exhaustively the same) range of interpretations.  

The presence of ‘reflexive’ morphology with the 
‘anticausative’/‘spontaneous’ interpretation has already been attested in Polish. 
The following three sets of paradigmatic sentences demonstrate the productivity 
of this interpretation in Polish: 
 
(6: 190) Janek zbił szklankę. 
 Janek          zbił                     szklankę  
 John.NOM break.PAST.3Sg glass.ACC.Sg 
 ‘John broke the glass’ (Kubiński 1987: 18). 
 
(6: 191) Szklanka zbiła się. 
 szklanka           zbiła                     się  
 glass.NOM.Sg  break.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘The glass broke’ [‘anticausative’, i.e., the glass just broke, on its 

own]. 
 
(6: 192) Maszynsta zatrzymał pociąg. 
 maszynsta                zatrzymał          pociąg  
 engine-driver.NOM stop.PAST.3Sg train.ACC 
 ‘The engine driver stopped the train’ 
 
(6: 193) Pociąg zatrzymał się. 
 pociąg        zatrzymał          się  
 train.NOM stop.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘The train stopped’ (Siewierska 1988: 268). 
 

                                                                                                              
resolved.’ (Lehmann 1982: 203). It is quite clear that Shiabatani has not 
followed these instructions, and has ‘resolved’ the fact that one and the same 
morpheme can give rise to a number of different interpretations. As discussed in 
section 5.4, an unfortunate circularity of argument then raises its head.  
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(6: 194) On zmęczył konia. 
 on z-męczył                     konia  
 he PERF-tire.PAST.3Sg horse.ACC 
 ‘He tired the horse (out)’ ‘He wearied the horse’ 
 
(6: 195) Koń zmęczył się. 
 koń   z-        męczył             się 
 horse PERF-tire.PAST.3Sg self 
 ‘The horse grew weary’ [‘spontaneous’].  
 
As remarked in a footnote above, the same type of paradigmatic alternation is 
found in Russian: 
 
(6: 196) On utomil loshad.165  
 on utomil             loshad  
 he exhaust.PAST horse.ACC 
 ‘He exhausted the horse’ [‘causative’]. 
 
(6: 197) On utomilsja. 
 on utomil-            sja  
 he exhaust.PAST-sja 
 ‘He grew weary’ [‘anticausative’]. 
 
And in German: 
 
(6: 198) Die Tür öffnet sich. 
 die Tür öffnet sich  
 the door open.PAST self 
 ‘The door opened’ [anticausative’]. 
 
In Kannada, ‘reflexive’ morphology can be employed to disambiguate a 
sentence, such as (6: 199), which remains unmarked as to whether an event 
explicitly denies the existence of an external Agent participant. The explicit 
encoding that no external Agent participant is to be exist in the conceptual 
structure associated with the sentence is found in the ‘reflexively’ marked 
sentence (6: 200): 
 

                                                 
165 Special thanks to Leonid Kulikov, p.c., for his comments on these examples, 
especially the observation that the Russian verb in these examples contains a 
‘causative’ marker, here the suffix -i-, which is cognate with the Sanskrit 
‘causative’ -ay(a)- and reflects the old Indo-European and, (most likely) the 
Proto-IE ‘causative’ suffix *-ei-. In Sanskrit, the minimal pair tām-aya-ti ‘he 
exhausts, makes weary’ and tām-ya-ti ‘he gets exhausted, becomes weary’ 
illustrates an alternation similar to the Russian examples mentioned in the text. 
Note that Sanskrit form is the exact cognate of the Russian tom-i-t. 
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(6: 199) Ba:gilu tereyitu. [Kannada]  
 ba:gilu tereyitu  
 door     open.PAST 
 ‘The door opened’ [possible with non-specified agent] (Bhat 1978: 

20). 
 
(6: 200)  Ba:gilu teredukoṇḍitu. 
 ba:gilu teredukoṇḍitu  
 door     open.PAST.reflexive166 
 ‘The door opened on its own’ [no external agent participant is 

possible, ‘anticausative’]. 
 
The same type of interpretation is found in Swedish: 
 
(6: 201) Dörren stängs automatiskt. 
 dörr-en      stäng-s         automatiskt  
 Door-DEF close-PATH automatically 
 ‘The door closes automatically’ [‘anticausative’]. 
 
The ‘anticausative’ interpretation is also found in the Australian language, 
Uradhi:  
 
(6: 202) minhthi angkaanin [Uradhi]  
 minhthi     angka-ani- n  
 scab.ABS  peel-  RM-PAST 
 ‘The scabs peeled off’ (Crowley 1983: 376, quoted in Gaby2001: 

42). 
 
The ‘natural’ process of a scab is to fall off without the help of some external 
force. A scab will fall off, even though no external force is applied to it. Gaby 
(2001: 42) reports that in this example the ‘scabs must peel off spontaneously, 
since any implied external Agent would require a Passive reading’ (which is not 
present in this sentence). 

In the Austronesian language, Nêlêmwâ, the ‘anticausative’ interpretation 
obtains when objects fall ‘naturally’ to the ground under the invisible force of 
gravity. Note again the presence of the ‘reflexive’ morphology [RM], a verbal 
prefix, in the structure: 
 
(6: 203) hla penuk du bwa doo pwâmâgo [Nêlêmwâ] 
 hla  pe-nuk     du    bwa    doo    pwâ-mâgo  
 3Pl  RM-fall  DIR  ON    earth  fruit-mango 
 ‘Mangoes fall by themselves (without being poked)’ (Lichtenberk 

2000: 48). 
 

                                                 
166 Bhat’s (1978) gloss. 
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Another example from the same language family, Riau Indonesian, also has an 
‘anticausative’ interpretation (called ‘deagentive’ by Gil 2001) which involves 
‘reflexive’ morphology, sendiri. (See also the previous examples from Riau 
Indonesian): 
 
(6: 204) Ini putar sendiri. 
 ini                 putar    sendiri  
 DEM.PROX  revolve sendiri 
 ‘It’s going around by itself’ [About a cassette player apparently 

revolving on its own] [‘anti-cauasative’] (Gil 2001: 92). 
 
In the Uralic family of languages, the Finnish Kalevala’s so-called ‘reflexive 
conjugation’ is employed in the expression of ‘spontaneous actions’: 
 
(6: 205) 11,289: neiti parka huokoaikse  
 neiti          parka          huokoaikse 
 girl.NOM poor.NOM sigh.3Sg.MED 
 ‘The poor girl burst out sighing.’ (Andersen 1994a: 242). 

[‘anticausative’]. 
 
Andersen characterizes this interpretation as one where we come to think of the 
event or action as one which overcomes the ‘Agent’, in the sense that the 
‘Agent’ is no longer in control (Andersen 1994a: 241). 

Finally, to add to the discussion of Classical Greek in chapter 4., we 
observe that the páthos subject agreement inflection can give rise to an 
‘anticausative’ interpretation as indicated in the following example (an example 
which can also give rise to three other distinct interpretations, as indicated by the 
English paraphrases): 
 
(6: 206)  Homer Il. 10,576: ’ές ρ‘’ άσαµίυθους βάυτες έϋξέστας λούσαυτο  
 és hr’   asamínthous        bá-        nt-       es   eüxéstas                      
 to then bathing tub(APl) go(Aor)-PartA-NPl well polished(APl)  
 loú-sa-nto  
 wash-Aor-3Pl.PATH 
 ‘Then having climbed into the well-polished bathing tubs they…  
 (a) were (automatically) cleansed’ [‘anticausative’] 
 (b) washed each other’ [‘reciprocal’] 
 (c) washed themselves’ [‘reflexive’] 
 (d) were washed’ [‘passive’] (adapted from Andersen 1991: 28). 
 
The interpretation of the above sentence that obtains in the textual context from 
which it was taken is the (c) ‘reflexive’ interpretation. This again demonstrates 
that the ‘reflexive’ interpretation (or what ever other interpretation that may 
obtain) can be considered to be dependent on information that is found outside 
the clause (plus, of course, the linguistic material found within that clause) under 
investigation. Thus, we have further empirical grounds to argue that the 
‘reflexive’ it is not the signatum or ‘systemic meaning’ of the sign, but rather an 
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inferred interpretation that includes information over and above the information 
encoded in the distinct linguistic signs present in the clause. 

In the next section I will discuss and exemplify a type of interpretation 
which I call the ‘high degree of engagement’ interpretation. I will argue that this 
type of interpretation can be regularly associated with the ‘reflexive’ pronouns 
in English just as it can be associated with morphology in other languages which 
can give rise to the ‘reflexive’ interpretation. 

6.7 The ‘high degree of engagement’ interpretation 
The first distinction to be made in discussing the ‘high degree of engagement’ 
[henceforth ‘HiDE’] interpretation is the difference between it and the notion of 
‘intensive engagement’ that is present in the following expressions: to overeat 
oneself, to oversleep oneself, and to overwork oneself. For further discussion of 
this type of expression see Poutsma (1926: 145). 

The ‘HiDE’ interpretation is an interpretation where the interaction 
between two participants is seen as more dynamic with the presence of the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun form than when compared to the simple pronoun or lack of 
pronoun form. The antecedent of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun form is understood as 
entering into a more energetic interaction with the other participants, whist being 
itself a core participant. This participant can also be said to have a fuller 
inclusion in the event; for example, the Agent participant may have more self-
awareness of his intentions, and by virtue of this, an onstage referent may adopt 
a semisubjective view of himself.  

The first two English sentences I wish to discuss have been discussed 
previously by Van Hoek (1997: 181): 
 
(6: 207)  John put the books under him. 
 
(6: 208) John put the books under himself. 
 
In the first sentence, we envision John merely storing the books. For example, 
perhaps they have been stored in a box. This contrasts with the interpretation 
that obtains with the second sentence (which I call the ‘HiDE’ interpretation). In 
this sentence, the idea that John was using the books to raise himself up on his 
chair may come to mind, or the idea that John was using his body to hide the 
books. In either case there is a suggestion that the books are in physical contact 
with John. This suggestion of physical contact is not present in the sentence 
which contains the simple pronoun. These interpretations (whichever may be the 
relevant one in the context in which such a sentence may be found) are clearly 
interpretations that demand a higher degree of engagement (or at least the 
thought of it) between John and the books. I claim that John hiding a book with 
his body demands a fuller inclusion of the animate participant in the event (in 
this case ‘John’) than what John merely putting a book under him demands. By 
changing the verbal event from put to other verbs, the notion of the degree of 
engagement can be made somewhat clearer. This is demonstrated in the 
following series of sentences: 
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(6: 209) ?John placed the books under him. 
(6: 210) John placed the books under himself. 
 
(6: 211) ??John positioned the books under him. 
(6: 212) John positioned the books under himself. 
 
(6: 213)  *John carefully positioned the books under him. 
(6: 214) John carefully positioned the books under himself. 
 
I claim that positioning or placing something somewhere involves a higher 
degree of involvement from the Agent participant than merely putting something 
somewhere, and consequently the sentences which contain the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun form are better that those with the simple pronoun form. Note that 
when something has been placed or positioned somewhere, this presupposes that 
whatever has been placed or positioned was correctly placed or positioned. 
(Note that this presupposition is defeasible in the sense that something can be 
incorrectly placed or positioned; see also Levinson 1983: 167ff.). Cf.: 
 
(6: 215)  Sarah put the chess pieces on the board. 
(6: 216) Sarah placed the chess pieces on the board. 
(6: 217) Sarah positioned the chess pieces on the board. 
 
The verbs place and position conjour notions of precision and exactness, 
something which the verb put is indifferent to. Thus we might well assume that 
in (6: 216) and (6: 217) Sarah was successful in setting up the chess pieces in 
anticipation of a game of chess. 

Before I present and discuss a number of other English sentences, taken 
from literary works, we will now look to several other languages where 
‘reflexive’ morphology is present in sentences that give rise to ‘HiDE’ 
interpretations. This will demonstrate that this phenomenon is not limited solely 
to English. The first language that we refer to is Spanish: 

With other verbs of this category [Causatives of 
emotion, RR], the reflexive is defined in CG 
[Gramática castellana, RR] as the reflexive of 
interest, saber, creer, imaginar, comer, beber, 
tomar, quedar, estar [‘know’, ‘believe’, ‘imagine’, 
‘eat’, ‘drink’, ‘drink’, ‘have left’, ‘be’, RR] are 
given as examples of this type. The addition of the 
reflexive morpheme [me, te, se, RR] to these verbs 
supposedly indicates an intensification of the inner 
life with which the action is executed. (Babcock 
1970: 17). 
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Some example sentences which are said to illustrate the ‘intensifying use’ 
(Babcock 1970: 66) of the ‘reflexive’ morpheme are given below167: 
 
(6: 218) Yo me se lo que hago.  
 ‘I know deep down what I am doing’ (Babcock 1970: 66). 
 
(6: 219) Yo me se la lección. 
 ‘I know my lesson from inside’ (Babcock 1970: 66). 
 
(6: 220) Juan se tostaba al sol.  
 ‘John was tanning himself in the sun’/‘John was getting tanned in 

the sun’ (Babcock 1970: 70). 
 
(6: 221) Juan se lo comió todo.  

‘John ate it all up’ (Babcock 1970: 66). 
 
(6: 222) Juan se bebió toda la cerveza. 
 ‘John drank up all the beer’ (Babcock 1970: 66). 
 
Butt and Benjamin (2000: 352) call this type of interpretation (which I call 
‘HiDE’) the ‘total consumption’ interpretation which is employed to ‘emphasize 
the totality of an act (Butt and Benjamin 2000: 352)’, i.e.,  a telic interpretation,  
as illustrated below: 
 
(6: 223) como pizza – I eat pizza (no quantity specified) 
(6: 224)  me comí una pizza – I ate a (whole) pizza 
 
(6: 225) se bebió un litro de vino – he drank a litre of wine 
 
A similar interpretation can be associated with this type of pronoun form in Late 
Old English. Keenan observes that: 

[U]ses of dative, sometimes accusative, never 
nominative or genitive pronouns which are not 
required by the verb and do not satisfy its semantic 
role requirements […] They always take the local 
subject as antecedent, agreeing with it in person, 
number and gender; semantically they may highten 
the involvement of its referent: e.g. subject acted 
intentionally or was affected by the action. They 
may suggest a telic interpretation of the action. 
(Keenan 2002: 329). 

                                                 
167 Butt and Benjamin (2000: 352) notes that the forms me, te, se, nos and os are 
‘object pronoun’ forms and not dedicated ‘reflexive’ forms (cf. Swedish mig 
‘me’ and dig ‘you’) 
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A similar pattern to the Spanish can be observed in English. Note that the object 
nominal does not have to be modified with a determiner or quantifier in the first 
example (with an atelic interpretation), whilst the second example is 
ungrammatical: 
 
(6: 226) John drank beer. 
(6: 227) *John drank himself beer. 
 
The both of the following sentences show that a telic interpretation (i.e., the beer 
that John drinks is finished): 
 
(6: 228) John drank a beer. 
(6: 229) John drank himself a beer. 
 
However, if we change the quantity of beer that was drunk by John to such a 
small amount of beer such that we can not reasonably say that John was highly 
engaged in the beer-drinking activity, then the sentence with the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun form is bad: 
 
(6: 230) John drank a tiny sip of beer. 
(6: 231) *John drank himself a tiny sip of beer. 
 
Note that it is not merely because we have added a quantifying expression, a tiny 
sip, to the sentence that mades it ungrammatical. Rather it is because this idea of 
a small amount of beer clashes with the ‘HiDE’ interpretation associated with 
the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in this type of sentence. By changing the quantifier 
expression to an expression which indicates that a large amount of beer was 
drunk, and that John was obviously highly engaged in his beer-drinking activity, 
then the sentence becomes quite acceptable again: 
 
(6: 232)  John drank himself a huge barrel of beer. 
 
I have already mentioned this type of interpretation, in section 5.5.4, in 
connection with Polish. Very briefly, we can mention that this type of 
interpretation can also be regularly found in other Slavic languages, including 
Russian, Lithuanian and Latvian. For example, when we add the ‘reflexive’ 
verbal suffix to the Russian verb sidet ‘sit’, we get otsidet’sja, which is 
interpreted as to ‘sit snug’ (Cranmer 1978: 110) and indicates the subject’s 
heightened participation or engagement in the sitting activity. 

Geniušienė remarks that expressions that include certain verbs to which 
an RM [‘reflexive’ marker] is added show: 

[t]he meaning of getting absorbed in the action 
denoted by the base NV: Lithuanian skaityti ‘read’ 
→ į-si-skaityti ‘get absorbed in reading’, mąstyti 
‘think’ → su-si-mąstyti ‘get lost in thought’; 
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Latvian lasīt ‘read’ → aiz-lasītie-s ‘get absorbed in 
reading’. (Geniušienė 1987: 155). 

Moving away from the Indo-European family of languages, we observe that in 
the Australian languages Bandjalang and Uradhi, the RM can also be found in 
sentences which show a greater involvement of the subject participant in the 
activity denoted by the predicate: 
  
(6: 233) ngagam gaadaleen maanyuni buruurni bulaangi [Bandjalang] 

ngagam gaada-le-  en                  maanyu-ni buruur-ni bulaa-ngi  
 dog.S    chase-RM-PAST.INDF those-     O two-    O cow-  O  
 ‘the dog chased the two cows (repeatedly)’ (Crowley 1978: 109, 

quoted in Gaby 2001: 68). 
 
(6: 234) yungkaypa [Uradhi] 
 yungka-ypa 
 cry-      RM 
 ‘cry a lot/all the time’ (Crowley 1983: 366, quoted in Gaby 2001: 

68). 
 
Gaby (2001: 68-69) claims (correctly in my estimation) that this type of 
interpretation (associated with the RM) may be the result of a cross-linguistic 
generality. Interestingly, she proceeds to relate this with a diachronic 
observation made by Geniušienė, who reports that ‘in Turkology it is sometimes 
assumed that the -n- suffixes […] have developed from an affix expressing an 
iterative or intensive action’ (Geniušienė 1987: 305) [my emphasis, RR].   

By examining some attested sentences in English, I wish to demonstrate 
that the examples supplied below also give rise to a similar type of 
interpretation, which I call ‘hightened degree of engagement’ interpretation. I 
have provided some of the context in which the instance of the ‘reflexive’ form 
is found so as to aid us in understanding the interpretation that obtains. In our 
first example (6: 235), we see Scrooge sett[ing] himself to consider the hidden 
purpose of his conversations with the Spirit. He becomes highly engaged in 
trying to figure out the purpose of these conversations, as indicated by the 
different alternatives that he entertains:  
 
(6: 235) Scrooge was at first inclined to be surprised that the Spirit should 

attach importance to conversations apparently so trivial; but feeling 
assured that they must have some hidden purpose, he set himself to 
consider what it was likely to be. They could scarcely be supposed 
to have any bearing on the death of Jacob, his old partner, for that 
was Past, and this Ghost’s province was the Future. Nor could he 
think of any one immediately connected with himself, to whom he 
could apply them. But nothing doubting that to whomsoever they 
applied they had some latent moral for his own improvement, he 
resolved to treasure up every word he heard, and everything he saw; 
and especially to observe the shadow of himself when it appeared. 
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For he had an expectation that the conduct of his future self would 
give him the clue he missed, and would render the solution of these 
riddles easy. (Dickens, A Christmas Carol). 

 
Thus we see that, prompted by his renown selfishness, Scrooge expends energy 
in exploring a number of different avenues of interest (whether they are to do 
with the death of Jacob or someone else connected to Scrooge) and comes to the 
conclusion that they are to do with his own improvement, which is all in line 
with his habitually egotistic mode of reasoning. Just as he becomes highly 
engaged in thinking about what the Spirit’s purpose is, note that Scrooge decides 
to treasure up what he will subsequently hear and see, again showing Scrooge’s 
keen interest in these matters and the fact that he is prepared to expend energy in 
pursuing this matter to his own advantage. 

The next example is somewhat longer that the previous, but we will see 
that it admirably exemplifies the fact that the current protaganist, Mary, is, in the 
first two paragraphs at least, highly engaged in her work tasks. This notion is 
reinforced by the presence of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in the beginning of the 
second paragraph (underlined). The description presented in the first two 
paragraphs is placed in contrast with her patent lack of engagement in the final 
paragraph: 
 
(6: 236)  The suffrage office was at the top of one of the large Russell Square 

houses, which had once been lived in by a great city merchant and 
his family, and was now let out in slices to a number of societies 
which displayed assorted initials upon doors of ground glass, and 
kept, each of them, a typewriter which clicked busily all day long. 
The old house, with its great stone staircase, echoed hollowly to the 
sound of typewriters and of errand-boys from ten to six. The noise 
of different typewriters already at work, disseminating their views 
upon the protection of native races, or the value of cereals as 
foodstuffs, quickened Mary’s steps, and she always ran up the last 
flight of steps which led to her own landing, at whatever hour she 
came, so as to get her typewriter to take its place in competition 
with the rest. 

  She sat herself down to her letters, and very soon all these 
speculations were forgotten, and the two lines drew themselves 
between her eyebrows, as the contents of the letters, the office 
furniture, and the sounds of activity in the next room gradually 
asserted their sway upon her. By eleven o’clock the atmosphere of 
concentration was running so strongly in one direction that any 
thought of a different order could hardly have survived its birth 
more than a moment or so. 

 […] 
 But the afternoon spirit differed intrinsically from the morning 

spirit. Mary found herself watching the flight of a bird, or making 
drawings of the branches of the plane-trees upon her blotting-paper. 
(Woolf, Night and Day). 
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Mary’s high degree of engagement in her work, and hence the justification of 
the ‘reflexive’ pronoun which supports this idea, is prefigured by the narrator’s 
mention of the busy typewriters and the echoing sound they make in the 
building. Immediately the reader is confronted with an image of energetic 
activity. Notice Mary’s keenness in getting to work, as indicated by her 
quickening steps that eventually break into a run as she approaches her office. 
Note also how the work to be done is seen as a competition. Thus, when Mary 
has sat herself down to her letters, we are not at all surprised, considering her 
high degree of engagement in the work activity, that her work asserts its sway on 
her in the concentrated atmosphere of the office. This intense activity is then 
cleverly contrasted to the obvious lack of productive activity that takes place in 
the afternoon (as described in the final paragraph of the quote). Let us now 
consider what interpretations (and crucially, differences in interpretation) might 
obtain if the ‘reflexive’ pronoun were deleted from the structure. Cf.: 
 
(6: 237) She sat herself down to her work. 
(6: 238) She sat down to her work. 
 
In the first example, we might think that she was keen and willing to perform 
her work, whilst in the second example, this idea is not necessarily present. Note 
that if someone is unwilling to do a piece of work we will not reasonably expect 
that person to be highly engaged in performing the said piece of work. This idea 
is supported by the following examples: 
 
(6: 239) ??Unwillingly, she sat herself down to her work. 
(6: 240) Unwillingly, she sat down to her work. 
  
In the quotes that follow, a similar interpretation obtains. In each case we 
observe the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in a context where the participant is highly 
engaged or on the point of becoming highly engaged in some activity: 
 
(6: 241) “Jane Finn? Ah!” Mr. Carter appeared to reflect. “Well, the question 

is, what do you know about her?” 
 
 Tuppence drew herself up. 
 
 “I don’t see that that’s got anything to do with it.” 
 
 There was something very magnetic about Mr. Carter’s personality. 

Tuppence seemed to shake herself free of it with an effort, as she 
said: 

 
 “We couldn’t do that, could we, Tommy?” 
 (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 
 
Notice that what Tuppence does in the example above is described with an 
effort, thereby indicating that she is necessarily engaged in what she is doing. In 
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the following three example the same, ‘HiDE’ interpretation is present and is 
variously supported by contextual features.  
 
(6: 242) “Milles tonnerres!” cried Poirot, dumfounded. “And I – who have 

both the keys in my pocket!” He flung himself upon the case. 
Suddenly he stiffened. “En voila une affaire! This lock has been 
forced. (Christie, The Mysterious Affair at Styles). 

 
(6: 243) He [Poirot] betook himself without more ado to a Turkish Bath 

establishment which he knew to be open all night. He emerged into 
the busy daylight feeling himself once more, and able to make 
plans. (Christie, The Secret Adversary). 

 
(6: 244) Of the intervening weeks I will say little, but my admiration and 

sympathy went out unfeignedly to Mary Cavendish. She ranged 
herself passionately on her husband’s side, scorning the mere idea 
of his guilt, and fought for him tooth and nail. (Christie, The 
Mysterious Affair at Styles).  

 
In the first example, Poirot’s heated exclamations (he often resorts to his native 
French168 when he is excited and involved in what he tasks himself to do) 
resonate with his high degree of engagment. In the second example, notice that 
goes to the Turkish Bath without more ado, i.e., with no delay. In the final 
example, note the passion of Mary Cavendish’s support for her husband.     

In the next section I will outline yet another type of interpretation that can 
be associated with the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English. This is, perhaps 
surprisingly, the ‘reciprocal’ interpretation. 

6.8 The ‘reciprocal’ interpretation 
In this section I present a number of English sentences which contain a 
‘reflexive’ pronoun and yet give rise to a ‘reciprocal’ interpretation. I then 
proceed, as I have done in previous sections, to present a number of cross-
linguistic examples where we find morphology associated with the ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation (and is in most cases traditionally glossed as such) in sentences 
that give rise to a ‘reciprocal’ interpretation. Of course, this might cause the 
reader to wonder why such pronouns are lablled ‘reflexive’, and not ‘reciprocal,, 
for example. Note however, that the English expression each other is usually 
considered to have ‘reciprocal’ meaning. I have discussed the second example 
below earlier in this chapter. 
  
(6: 245) Ok ladies and gentlemen, now that George and Saddam are done 

introducing themselves, we can move on to the business of the day. 
[‘reciprocal’]. 

                                                 
168 The French spoken in Belgium of course. 
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(6: 246) ‘It’s just as likely as not,’ said Bob, ‘one of these days; though 
there’s plenty of time for that, my dear. But however and when ever 
we part from one another, I am sure we shall none of us forget poor 
Tiny Tim – shall we – or this first parting that there was among us.’ 

 
 ‘Never, father.’ cried they all. 
 
 ‘And I know,’ said Bob, ‘I know, my dears, that when we recollect 

how patient and how mild he was; although he was a little, little 
child; we shall not quarrel easily among ourselves, and forget poor 
Tiny Tim in doing it.’ (Dickens, A Christmas Carol). [‘reciprocal’]. 

 
In the first sentence above, we can not reasonably say that George has done 
something, and that the thing he has done is to himself, and neither can we say 
the same of Saddam. Hence we do not obtain a ‘reflexive’ interpretation. 
Whatever is being done by George is directed to Saddam, but also concerns no 
one else besides George. 

Note that I am not the only linguist who has claimed that the English 
‘reflexive’ pronoun (the English RM, ‘reflexive marker’ for Geniušienė below) 
can be found in sentences that give rise to a ‘reciprocal’ interpretation: 

It has been claimed, however, that the English RM 
can, in principle, express the reciprocal meaning, as 
in the following instances (which admit of semantic 
reflexive interpretation as well). (Geniušienė 1997: 
209). 

The following three sentences are mentioned to exemplify the above claim: 
 
(6: 247) I know all of them but they don’t know themselves. [words of an 

employee about his employers] (Geniušienė 1997: 209). 
[‘reciprocal’]. 

 
(6: 248) The chimpanzees are grooming themselves (Geniušienė 1997: 209, 

see also Napoli 1976: 48). [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
(6: 249) So if a fist-fight started in the Slumberer’s classroom, the Slumberer 

allowed the two protagonists to beat themselves silly while he stood 
by and watched. (attested example quoted by Geniušienė 1997: 
209). [‘reciprocal’]. 

 
From a cross-linguistic perspective it is not uncommon to find sentences that 
contain the ‘reflexive’ marker (at whatever paradigmatic slot) which can give 
rise to a ‘reciprocal’ interpretation (although we should note that not all 
examples exclusively give rise to ‘reciprocal’ interpretations): 
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(6: 250) Les enfants, ça se lave en dix minutes. [French] 
 les    enfants    ça       se  lave  en dix minutes 
 DET child.PL PRON se wash in  ten minute.PL  
 ‘Children, they wash each other in ten minutes’ [‘reciprocal’] 

‘Children, they can be washed in ten minutes’ [‘middle’, see 
Cornish 1986] 

 ‘Children, they wash themselves in ten minutes’ [‘reflexive’] 
(Cornish 1986: 62). 

 
(6: 251) Il se bat. 
  il se bat 
 he se fight.PRES 
 ‘He is fighting’ [‘reciprocal’] 
 ‘He beats himself’ [‘reflexive’] (Donaldson 1973: 20). 
 
Another delightfully ambiguous French sentence is provided by Donaldson, 
where the different interpretations that obtain are in to some degree dependant 
on what one identifies as the antecedent of the subject pronoun: 
  
(6: 252)  Elles se battent avant chaque donne. 
 elles se battent       avant   chaque donne 
 3Pl  se beat.PRES before each      deal 
 ‘They (e.g. sadists) beat each other (fight) before each deal.’ 

[‘reflexive’]; ‘They (f.pl., e.g. masochists) beat themselves before 
each deal.’ [‘reciprocal’]; ‘They (e.g. ‘the cards’) are shuffled 
before each deal.’ [impersonal ‘passive’] (Donaldson 1973: 21). 

 
As I mentioned earlier, in Western Desert (an Australian language) we find a 
special bound clitic after the Subject agreement inflection that can give rise to 
either ‘reflexive’ or ‘reciprocal’ interpretations, depending on the number of the 
Subject noun phrase (Dixon 1980:434).  

Similarily, in Russian and Polish the ‘reflexive’ verbal clitic -sja/-s and 
‘reflexive’ pronoun się respectively can be found in sentences that give rise to 
‘reciprocal’ interpretations169: 

 

                                                 
169 As does the páthos verbal inflection in Greek, which, besides the ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation, is found in sentences that are interpreted as ‘reciprocal’. See the 
example repeated below for the reader’s convenience: 

(a) Homer Illiad 10,542: dexiê:i e:spázonto épessí te meilichíoisi 
 dexiê:i             e:spázon-to                   épessí             te 
 right.DAT.Sg  greet(Past)-3Pl.PATH word.DAT.Pl CONJ  
 meilichíoisi 
 friendly.DAT.Pl 
 ‘They [i.e., Nestor and Odysseus] greeted (each other) with the right 

[hand] and with friendly words.’ 
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(6: 253)  My vstretilis’ na ulice. [Russian] 
 my            vstretilis’                      na ulice 
 1Pl.NOM meet.PERF.PAST-sja on street.LOC 
 ‘We met on the street’ [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
(6: 254) Całowali się. [Polish] 
 całowali           się  
 kiss.PAST.3Pl self 
 ‘They kissed’ [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
And with the ‘reflexive’ in German: 
 
(6: 255) Sie küßten sich. 
 sie   küßten       sich 
  3Pl kiss.PAST self 
 ‘They kissed (each other)’ [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
In several non-Indo-European languages we also find ‘reflexive’ morphology 
that is regularly employed in sentences that give rise to ‘reciprocal’ 
interpretations: 
 
(6: 256) garnmalamilayiga [Bāgandji] 
 garnma-la-    mila-yiga 
 steal-    TOP-RM-3plS 

‘They steal one another’s things’ (Hercus 1982: 186, quoted in 
Gaby 2001: 40). [‘reciprocal’]. 
 

(6: 257) yo marnaknatydya barrardetymoerroeniny [Rembarrnga] 
 yo  marnak-na-    tydya barra-rdety-moe- rroe-niny 
 yes arm-     NML-LOC 3a-     cut-   STM-RM-PP 
 ‘Yes, they would cut each other on the arm’ (Saulwick 2000: 6, 

quoted in Gaby 2001: 17). [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
(6: 258) balagarra nyundyalnyundyalnbarrinyu [Dyirbal]  
 balagarra nyundyalnyundyal-nbarri-nyu  
 3DU.S    kiss.REDUP-         RM-   NFUT 
 ‘The two people are kissing’ (Dixon 1972: 93, quoted in Gaby 

2001: 35). [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
(6: 259) dyiyawu wurlungga gidyilulu [Wambaya] 
 dyiyawu wurlu-  ngg- a gidyilulu  
 give        3DU.A-RM-NF money.IV.ACC 
 ‘They’re giving each other money’ (Nordlinger 1998: 193, quoted 

in Gaby 2001: 52). [‘reciprocal’]. 
 
Similarly, in the Carib language, Hixkaryana, (refered to earlier in section 6.1.1), 
‘reflexive’ morphology can give rise to interpretations that include the 
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‘reciprocal’ interpretation. This is indicated in the example sentence below, 
where the relevant morpheme is underlined: 

Derbyshire (1979: 62) states that “reflexivity is 
expressed primarily by verbal affix” and also that 
“there is a set of verb prefixes which has a range of 
meaning that includes reflexive, but also covers 
reciprocal, pseudo-passive and (simply) intransitive: 
e-, os-, ot-, as-, at-.” (Verheijen 1983: 304). 

(6: 260) nosompamnohyatxoko biryekomo komo karaywa rwon hook 
[Hixkaryana] 

 nosompamnohyatxoko           biryekomo 
 IIIs-detrans170-teach-rec.past compl.coll.child 
 komo karaywa     rwon    hoko 
 coll.   non-Indian talk-of  concerning 
 ‘The children taught each other Portugese’ [‘reciprocal’] 
 ‘The children taught themselves Portugese’ [‘reflexive’] 
 ‘The children were taught Portugese’ [‘passive’] 
 ‘The children learnt Portugese’ [‘converse’171, RR] (Derbyshire 

1979: 62). 

                                                 
170 Calling this piece of morphology ‘reflexive’, as in all the the examples in this 
thesis, assumes some form of onomasiologically based definition (as employed 
by Geniušienė (1987) and discussed in section XX). Derbyshire glosses his 
relevant morphome ‘detrans(itive)’. The point that is made above, however, 
notwithstanding whatever one might come to call this morpheme, is that the 
same morphology associated with the ‘reflexive’ interpretation is regularly 
associated with the ‘reciprocal’ interpretation. Note that if Derbyshire is correct 
in his analysis of this morpheme (admittedly, I have not looked closer into it), 
then it is possible that this morpheme, despite being in a different paradigmatic 
slot to the VAL1 morpheme discussed in the Kalevala and Greek in sections 
4.5.1/6.1.1 and 4.6 respectively, may be quite similar in structure to these VAL1 
derivational suffixes. The interest lies of course in the fact that the Kalevala, 
Greek and Hixkaryana all represent areally, and genetically, unrelated language 
families. 
171 This ‘converse’ relation associated with an alternating non-presence and 
presence of ‘reflexive’ morphology is also found in Lithuanian: 

(a) Petras paskolino man pinigu. 
 Petr-  as       paskolino  man            pinig   -u 
            Peter-NOM lent           1.Sg.DAT  money-GEN.Pl 
            ‘Peter lent me some money’ 
 
(b) Aš pasiskolinau iš Petro pinigu. 
 Aš               pa-       si    -skolinau  iš        Petr-  o         
            1.Sg.NOM  PREF-RM -lent          from   Peter-GEN   
  pinig-   u  
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And finally, in Riau Indonesian we find the ‘reflexive’ form sendiri in sentences 
that give rise to a ‘reciprocal’ interpretation: 
 
(6: 261) Nembak mati sendiri. 
 nembak   mati sendiri                  
 AG-shoot die sendiri  
 ‘They’re shooting each other dead’ [Describing laptop picture of 

two men pointing guns to each other's heads] (Gil 2001: 92). 
[‘reciprocal’]. 

 
(6: 262) Perang sendiri-sendiri. 
 perang sendiri-sendiri 
 fight    DISTR-sendiri 
 ‘They're fighting each other’ 
 [Watching movie “Village of the Damned”; climax scene in which 

large police force assaults group of nine possessed children, who, 
through supernatural powers, make the policemen turn the guns on 
each other, as a result of which the entire assault force is wiped out; 
speaker comments] (Gil 2001: 92). [‘reciprocal’]. 

 
The conclusion we must then draw from the above cross-linguistic evidence is 
that we can reasonably say that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun (at least the plural forms) 
in English contributes, as its systemic meaning, a conceptual feature that is 
relevant to both the ‘reflexive’ and ‘reciprocal’ interpretations. This also holds 
for the other interpretations that I have presented so far, and for those below. 
Secondly, the fact that areally and genetically unrelated languages employ 
distinct morphology in giving rise to these, and similar, interpretations lends 
empirical support to the linguistic phenomenon I have come to call Diathesis. In 
the next section I briefly mention the ‘beneficial’ interpretation that can be 
associated with ‘reflexive’ morphology. 

6.9 The ‘beneficial’ interpretation 
The ‘beneficial’ interpretation can be characterized as one where a participant is 
seen as benefiting or obtaining some good from the activity that that participant 
engages in. In this interpretaion, the benefits of the activity usually accrue to the 
Subject participant. Compare the following sentences: 
 
(6: 263) Mary bought a car. 
(6: 264) Mary bought herself a car. 
(6: 265) Mary bought a car for herself. 
 
In the first sentence we can not assume that the car that Mary bought is for 
Mary. It may well have been bought for the benefit of someone else. Note that 

                                                                                                              
 money-GEN.Pl 
            ‘I borrowed some money from Peter’. (Geniušienė 1987: 73). 
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the second sentence in the set, (6: 264), does not give rise to a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation; Mary does not perform some action to herself, but rather to a car. 
In English, many different predicates and the ‘reflexive’ pronoun can be found 
in sentences that can be classified as ‘beneficial’, e.g., She wrote herself a poem 
(i.e., for her own enjoyment or benefit); He made himself a sandwich; They each 
chose themselves a king to lead them into prosperity; Bill is so happy. He has 
just spotted himself a new house; and: 
 
(6: 266)  Piglet had got up early that morning to pick himself a bunch of 

violets; and when he had picked them and put them in a pot in the 
middle of his house, it suddenly came over him that nobody had 
ever picked Eeyore a bunch of violets, and the more he thought of 
this, the more he thought how sad it was to be an Animal who had 
never had a bunch of violets picked for him. (Milne, The House at 
Pooh Corner). 

 
Now that it is quite clear that this interpretation is a productive interpretation 
associated with the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English, we can now turn to but a few 
cross-linguistic examples which demonstrate the cross-linguistic regularity with 
which this interpretation obtains in associated with ‘reflexive’ morphology. 

Recall that in Quechua, the relevant ‘reflexive’ morphology is the verbal 
suffix –ku. Kemmer (1993: 79) lists the following expressions as ‘indirect 
reflexive uses of the MM/RM’: 

 
(6: 267) apa-ku-y ‘lift something for oneself’ [Ayacucho Quechua] 
 llamka-ku-y ‘work for oneself’ 
 aklla-ku-y ‘choose for oneself’ 
 chaski-ku-y ‘receive for oneself’ 
 maña-ku-y ‘request for oneself’ [‘beneficial’]. 
 
The following sentences give rise to a similar interpretation (relevant morpheme 
glossed as ‘RE’ by Van de Kerke): 
 
(6: 268) Xwan libruta qukun. 
 Xwan libru-ta      qu-   ku-n 
 Juan   book-ACC give-RE-3Sg 
 ‘Jaun gives himself a book’ 
 
(6: 269) Xwan libruta rantikun. 
 Xwan libru-ta      ranti-ku-n 
 Juan   book-ACC buy-RE-3Sg 
 ‘Juan buys himself a book’ (Van de Kerke 1991) [‘beneficial’]. 
 
The following examples from Lithuanian and two different Australian languages 
also exhibit ‘reflexive’ morphology in sentences which give rise to a ‘beneficial’ 
interpretation: 
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(6: 270) marlulanku wakarnu [Yankunytjatjara] 
 marlu-               la-           nku waka-rnu   
 kangaroo.ACC-1Pl.ERG-RM spear-PAST 
 ‘We speared ourselves a kangaroo’ (Goddard 1985: 65, quoted in 

Gaby 2001: 62). 
 
(6: 271) ngadyunggu ngarnanyununggula nganinga yambigina yuwarnan  

guyuwu [Djaru] 
 ngadyu-nggu nga-rna-          nyunu-nggu-la 
 1Sg-    ERG C-   1Sg.NOM-RM-    nggu-3Sg.DAT   
 nganinga  yambigina yuwarn-an        guyu-wu 
 1Sg.DAT child          send-     PRES  meat-DAT 
 ‘I send this little boy for meat for myself’ (Tsunoda 1981: 155,  
 quoted in Gaby 2001: 51). 
 
(6: 272) Bus nueita ir nusipirkta. [Lithuanian] 
 bus  nuei  -t                              -a   ir    nu     -si    -pirk-    
                 will  go    -PAST.PASS.PART-N and PREF-RM-buy-     
                t                               -a 
                PAST.PASS.PART-N 
              ‘One will go and buy for oneself’ (Geniušienė 1987: 20). 
 
The distinction between the ‘reflexive’ interpretation and the ‘beneficial’ 
interpretation has been observed by Geniušienė, who calls this species of 
interpretation the ‘dative reflexive’, also known as the ‘indirect reflexive’. Cf:  

All the classifications distinguish semantic 
reflexives (referred to as the true reflexive meaning, 
or the direct reflexive meaning, or direct reflexives), 
‘dative’ reflexives, i.e. transitive RVs of the nu-si-
pirkti ‘buy for oneself’ type (referred to as the 
indirect reflexive meaning, or indirect reflexive 
verbs, or transitive reflexives, etc.), and reciprocal 
RVs (cf. Poržezinskij 1903: 18-32, 39-44; 
Marguliés 1924: 39-44, 82, 247, 270-271; 
Bernadišienė 1962; 6-9, 1971: 190-198). 
(Geniušienė 1987: 20). 

In the next section, I briefly discuss the ‘resultative’ interpretation and show that 
this is an interpretation that can be associated with ’reflexive’ morphology. 

6.10 The ‘resultative’ and ‘reflexive’ interpretation 
The ‘resultative’ interpretation relates a participant (usually the Subject) to a 
resultant state via the activity denoted by the predicate. This activity is initiated 
and subsequently perfomed by the said participant. For example: 
 
(6: 273)  He ran himself out of breath. 
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(6: 274)  She smoked herself silly.  
(6: 275) Bill shouted himself hoarse. 
(6: 276)  John often cries himself to sleep. 
 
Note that we can not call these sentences merely ‘reflexive’. The resultant state 
that obtains via the performance of the activity (not because the activity my be 
self-directed) is of vital importance with respect to the structure of these 
sentences, in the sense that if we were to delete the linguistic material which 
refers or describes the resultant state, then these sentences would be 
ungrammatical: 
 
(6: 277)  *He ran himself. 
(6: 278)  *She smoked herself. 
(6: 279) *Bill shouted himself.  
(6: 280)  *John often cries himself. 
  
With reference to Lithuanian, Geniušienė observes that this interpretation 
(which she calls a meaning) may in some case be limited to ‘achieving the aim 
by the action performed’ when it is associated with the ‘reflexive’ morpheme -
si-: 

The resultative meaning of achieving the aim by the 
action performed, which is rather close to the 
perfective stative meaning above: Lithuanian 
miegoti ‘sleep’ → at-si-miegoti ‘make up for lost 
sleep, have one’s sleep out’; verkti ‘cry’ → iš-si-
verkti ‘cry oneself out’, prašyti ‘ask’ → pri-si-
prašyti ‘ask and get (what one asked for)’, stovėti 
‘be kept (of wine, etc.) → su-si-stovėti ‘mature (of 
wine, etc.). (Geniušienė 1987: 154). 

This notion of achieving a result, or an aim that may be desirable or otherwise, is 
also found in the following Swedish and Norwegian examples which contain 
‘reflexive’ pronoun forms [sig and seg respectively] (adapted from Geniušienė 
1997: 298):  
 
(6: 281)  äta sig mätt ‘eat oneself full’   [Swedish] 
 dricka sig otörstig ‘drink one’s fill’ 
 gå sig trött ‘tire oneself out with walking’ 
 tvätta sig ren ‘wash oneself clean’ 
 träna sig svettig ‘train oneself into a sweat’ 
 supa sig snyg ‘drink alcohol so that one becomes more attractive’ 
 klä sig vackert ‘dress oneself so that one is beautiful’ 
 springa sig trött ‘tire oneself out with running’ 
 lese seg i søvn ‘read oneself into sleep’  [Norwegian] 
 slite seg i hjel ‘overstrain oneself with work’ 
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I will not spend much further space on discussing the various interpretations that 
English sentences which contain a ‘reflexive’ pronoun may give rise to and 
demonstrating that these various interpretations can be found in other, often 
unrelated, languages also in association with ‘reflexive’ morphology (not 
necessarily pronoun forms, as we have seen). It should be self-evident that the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation is an interpretation that can regularly obtain in 
sentences that contain ‘reflexive’ morphology, such as Bill hit himself, and in 
any other language where ‘reflexive’ morphology has been identified. (This falls 
out from adopting an onomasiological perspective with respect to linguistic 
functions and the forms that can be employed to perform those functions).  

What is necessary, however, is to briefly summarize the observations that 
have been made above concerning the distribution of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun 
forms in English (in terms of the different interpretations that can be associated 
with these pronoun forms). We have seen that several other languages regularly 
give rise to the interpretations that I have outlined above. Since these 
interpretations can all be found in association with ‘reflexive’ morphology in 
these different languages, and assuming arbitrariness of the sign (see section 
2.5), the conclusion we then must draw is that the forms that we have observed 
in English, notwithstanding the different interpretations that they can be 
associated with, all have common structural properties. Providing an explanation 
of the meaning of these forms is a step in characterizing the structural properties 
of these linguistic signs. 

By considering all of these interpretations, we come to observe the 
following structural similarities that can be ascribed as the systemic meaning of 
the pronouns in question. Firstly, the forms provide us with information 
concerning the gender and number of the antecedent participant. Secondly, we 
observe that the antecedents of these pronouns form part of the clausal 
predication. Thirdly, we observe that these pronouns inform us that the 
antecedent participant partakes in the predication to the explicit exclusion some 
other possible participant. Thus, in the ‘emphatic’ and ‘decomitative’ 
interpretations, the participant is presented via the pronoun to the exclusion of 
some other potential participants. By considering the participant in ‘isoloation’ 
in this manner, we are also able to focus on certain aspects of the participant, 
including those aspects one might call the essential aspects of the participant. I 
thus argued above that this may serve as giving rise to the ‘characteristic 
property interpretation’ exemplified in section 6.5.  

Since we are dealing with the exclusion of some other potential 
participant, this may also come to exclude some potential ‘Agent’ participant, 
hence the ‘anti-causative’ interpretation exemplified in section 6.6. The focus 
which the central participant receives (in association with the ‘reflexive’ form) 
in the ‘high degree of engagement’ interpretation also falls out from this 
structural aspect of exclusion.  

In those cases of the ‘reciprocal’ and the ‘reflexive’ interpretations, we 
observe that what they have in common (and can be related to the structural 
contribution of the ‘reflexive’ forms found in these cases) is the idea that with 
respect to the antecedent participant(s), two things are present: (i) the antecedent 
participant is in an energetic, active, disposition with respect to the activity 
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denoted by the predicate, and (ii) the antecedent participant is in an experiential, 
páthos-like, disposition with respect to the activity denoted by the predicate. By 
isolating such a participant (from others) via the ‘reflexive’ form, both marco-
semantic roles, the active and the páthos, may become available to the 
participant. Note that these two clausal roles are not mutually exclusive – we 
regularly conceive of activities whereby an event is intitiated by a single entity 
and may be directed at the same entity. 

In the ‘beneficial’ interpretation, again via our notion of exclusion, we 
observe that the effects of the activity can be seen to accrue to the antecedent 
participant, and to no other participant. Note that the effect is associated with 
some entity, e.g., a car, in examples (6: 264, 265) above. Similarly, in the 
‘resultative’ interpretation, we observe that the effects of the activity can be seen 
to accrue to the antecedent participant, and to no other participant. Note that the 
effect is associated with some state or condition, e.g., out of breath, hoarse, to 
sleep. 

In each of the above, I do not claim that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun encodes 
the ‘emphatic’ or ‘resultative’ and so on. Rather, we see that the structural 
aspects of the ‘reflexive’ pronouns are components of those complex 
interpretations. Moving from the systemic meaning of the pronoun forms to the 
interpretations proper demands inferential processes and the construction of a 
hypothesis in each case.  

Thus, it is within the semiotic model of communication that I outlined in 
chapter 2., that the above explanation of the meaning of these forms should be 
seen to fit. Looking back at the cross-linguistic data I have presented, we have 
seen a number of different linguistic signs (different in that they are structurally 
different) that can be employed in giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation. In 
Greek we saw that the within the category of diathesis, the active and páthos 
verbal inflections inform us of something about the person and number and 
macro-semantic role of the subject participant. In Polish we observed two sets of 
pronominal forms, się and siebie, active in a system of oppositions where the 
dimensions of co-reference and the distinction between semantic roles was 
deemed to be relevant. And now finally, I have presented my discussion of the 
‘reflexive’ pronouns in English. Despite very obvious structural differences, 
based on a number of cross-linguistic observations with respect to the non-
random distribution (in terms of associated interpretations) of the so-called 
‘reflexive’ morphology, I have posited a linguistic universal which I have come 
to call ‘Diathesis’ based to some extent on Thrax’s original observation. 

Before presenting the summary and conclusions for this chapter, I will 
discuss a number of instances of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun where the notion of 
‘narrative point of view’ is of relevance. By using a number of literary 
examples, I will demonstrate that the meaning of the ‘reflexive’ can be seen as 
relevant to triggering and reinforcing shifts in the narrative voice in a text. Thus, 
we move somewhat away from the traditional linguistic typological approach 
adopted for the most part of this thesis and gently approach the realm of literary 
theory. 
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6.11 The ‘reflexive’ pronoun and shifts in narrative point of 
view 
In section 6.3, I briefly introduced the notion of a shift in the narrative point of 
view in connection with my discussion of an example taken from Wolf’s Day 
and Night. In this section, I outline in a little more detail these notions of 
narrative point of view and focalization and provide several other instances 
where the ‘reflexive’ pronoun can be associated with changes in the narrative 
point of view, or focalization. I suggest that the shift that we observe is quite 
motivated in terms of the structural contribution (discussed in the previous 
section) the ‘reflexive’ pronoun makes in each of the examples provided below.  

Before presenting the literary examples, I must mention some views held 
on this topic by a number of different literary theorists, so as to clarify the 
phenomenon that we are dealing with. The literary theorist Genette, in his 
structuralist literary theory172, makes a distinction between ‘who is the character 
whose point of view orients the narrative perspective? and the very different 
question who is the narrator?’ (Genette 1980: 186). The character who orients 
the narrative pespective can be said to serve as the focalizer within the narrative. 

It is my claim that, in a narrative text, one of the functions of the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun in English is to maintain or even create the split between the 
narrator and the focalizer (cf. Webster 1990: 52) in those instances when the 
narrator and focalizer are not the same entity. In this construal of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun, it can be seen as modulating, via the notion of exclusion discussed in 
the previous sections, the relative distance between the narrator on the reader via 
the introduction of a character’s point of view. This is in line with the definition 
of focalization provided by Nelles (1990: 368), who states that it is ‘a relation 
between the narrator’s report and the character’s thoughts’. This modulation of 
the narrative distance (i.e., the closeness or distance perceived in the above 
relation) can be instantiated by limiting the point of view in the text or by 
overtly shifting the point of view from the narrator to a character in the story. 
Thus, we are in full agreement with Kearns (1999: 109), who claims that ‘[t]o 
focalize a narrative is to limit in some way the perspective available to the 
reader’.173  

The overarching narrative mode in Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass 
and Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland is in the third person. The narrator is not 
a character in the story, but is engaged in ‘some activity serving the needs of 
narration’ (Rimmon-Kenan: 1983: 88), introducing new characters to the story 
and describing their actions, and providing descriptions of the setting in which 
the story takes place, for example. However, we also come to notice that Alice, 
as the main character in these two novels, is sometimes ‘allowed’ to take over 
the predominant third person narrative voice. The result of this is that we no 
longer hear the narrator’s voice or opinion (should opinions be expressed by the 

                                                 
172 See also Culler (1975). 
173 See also Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 71ff) re. focalization. 
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narrator) but rather, Alice’s voice and opinions. This is a privileged position for 
any character, and is thus usually reserved for only main or central characters.  

Be that what it may, there are a number of different strategies available to 
the author which can be employed in signalling a shift in narrative perspective. 
By looking at the text extracts below, we should come to see that the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun in English (underlined) can be seen as playing a role in shifts of 
narrative perspective. In each of the examples I provide, the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun’s antecedent, Alice, must be considered to be the locus of the narrative 
point of view at that moment when the ‘reflexive’ pronoun appears in the text. 
After each example I provide a summary list of reasons why we see the 
narrative’s focalization proceeding via Alice: 
 
(6: 282) Alice looked round eagerly, and found that it was the Red Queen. 

“She’s grown a good deal!” was her first remark. She had indeed: 
when Alice first found her in the ashes, she had been only three 
inches high – and here she was, half a head taller than Alice herself! 
(Carroll, Through the Looking Glass).  

 
(i) Note the direct quotation of Alice’s remark, and exclamation, 

signalled with quotation marks. 
(ii) This is followed by another exclamation ‘She had indeed’ which is 

not marked off with quotation marks, suggesting Alice has begun 
to be the focalizer. 

(iii) From Alice’s point of view, the Red Queen has grown tremendously 
in height, but from the reader’s point of view we know that it is 
Alice herself who has shrunk in size. The relative differences in 
size of the characters is reported from Alice’s perspective since she 
is the main character. This state of affairs then provides some of 
the humour concerning the relativist ‘inverse’ state of the fictitious  
world presented in Through the Looking Glass. 

 
(6: 283) Just then she heard something splashing about in the pool a little 

way off, and she swam nearer to make out what it was: at first she 
thought it must be a walrus or hippopotamus, but then she 
remembered how small she was now, and she soon made out that it 
was only a mouse that had slipped in like herself. (Carroll, Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland).  

 
(i) The paragraph opens with Alice hearing something, thus direct 

reference to one of her senses is made. This is a regular way in 
which the reader is prepared to be subject to a change in 
focalisation. Recall that focalization may include aspects relevant 
to the ‘cognitive, emotive and ideological orientation’ (Rimmon-
Kenan 1983: 71ff) of the ‘centre of consciousness’ (ibid, 73) 
identified in the text. 

(ii) Next, we have explicit mention of what Alice thought and what she 
comes to remember about herself, and what she made out. These 
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are again relevant to establishing Alice as the cognitive centre 
present in the extract. 

(iii) Her description of the mouse, and its misadventure, is contrastively 
paralleled with her own via the ‘reflexive’ pronoun. 

 
(6: 284) Alice looked all round her at the flowers and the blades of grass, but 

she did not see anything that looked like the right thing to eat or 
drink under the circumstances. There was a large mushroom 
growing near her, about the same height as herself; and when she 
had looked under it, and on both sides of it, and behind it, it 
occurred to her that she might as well look and see what was on the 
top of it. (Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland).  

 
(i) Again, the papragraph opens with reference to Alice’s sense of sight 

(looking all around her) and a hackneyed and somewhat adult, 
comment, under the circumstances, that ironically (via litotes) 
evaluates the situation she finds herself. The expression gains 
added humour when we realise it must be ascribed to Alice, who is 
merely a young child. 

(ii) Referring to the mushroom and its postition in terms of where Alice 
is standing further projects Alice forward as the central point of 
orientation. Other entities in the scene are defined in terms of her, 
or relative to her, and not the other way around. This indicates that 
she is in a high position in the hierarchal system of entities 
presented in the text. 

(iii) We have an instance of free indirect speech, using a colloquial 
expression she might as well look and see, which also expresses 
Alice’s somewhat exasperated state of mind and again refers to her 
sense of sight. 

 
The next example is a quote which consists of a piece of a character’s dialogue 
in Christie’s The Secret Adversary, who I will call our S(peaker). We observe 
that the speaker is actually narrating a series of events to another character, the 
H(earer). What is of interest to us of course it the presence of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun and the identification of the point of view to be considered at the 
moment when the pronoun form appears in the text: 
 
(6: 285) “She always signed herself Rita Vandemeyer. All her friends spoke 

of her as Rita. Still, I suppose the girl must have been in the habit of 
calling her by her full name. And, at the moment she was crying out 
to her, Mrs. Vandemeyer was either dead or dying! Curious! There 
are one or two points that strike me as being obscure – their sudden 
change of attitude towards yourself, for instance. By the way, the 
house was raided, of course?” (Christie, The Secret Adversary).  

 
What we observe is that the point of view presented in the expression their 
sudden change of attitude towards yourself is not S’s, but rather, H’s. What is 
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being refered to is a change of attitude as reported by H, and experienced by H. 
S explicitly remarks that this struck her as obscure, thus indicating her lack of 
detailed knowledge of the nature of the change of attitude. Hence, there is no 
way in which we can say that S is a centre of cognitive orientation with respect 
to the reported change of attitude. Note that S did not witness the sudden change 
of attitude but is dependant on H’s report of it. 

Now, if I am correct in suggesting that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun forms can 
be employed in shifting the point of view in a narrative, for example, away from 
the narrator to a focalization through a character, we might expect that the 
‘simple’ pronoun forms in English might play a role in returning the focalization 
back to the narrator. The following example demonstrates just that. Notice that, 
at the point where the underlined pronoun form appears in the text, the point of 
view has shifted away from Maisie (as indicated by the free indirect discourse 
found in the first part of the extract, and the child’s observations I think you’re 
lovely; mamma; a pretty way with the fork) and back to the third person narrator. 
Note too the number of more ‘adult’ words that are used in the text after this 
pronoun: lurking; dormant; positive certitude; bequeathed from afar; separate 
and successive: 

 
(6: 286) Maisie didn’t know what people meant, but she knew very soon all 

the names of the sisters; she could say them off better than she 
could say the multiplication table. She privately wondered 
moreover, though she never asked, about the awful poverty, of 
which her companion also never spoke. Food at any rate came up by 
mysterious laws; Miss Overmore never, like Moddle, had on an 
apron, and when she ate she held her fork with her little finger 
curled out. The child, who watched her at many moments, watched 
her particularly at that one. “I think you’re lovely,” she often said to 
her; even mamma, who was lovely too, had not such a pretty way 
with the fork. Maisie associated this showier presence with her now 
being “big,” knowing of course that nursery-governesses were only 
for little girls who were not, as she said, “really” little. She vaguely 
knew, further, somehow, that the future was still bigger than she, 
and that a part of what made it so was the number of governesses 
lurking in it and ready to dart out. Everything that had happened 
when she was really little was dormant, everything but the positive 
certitude, bequeathed from afar by Moddle, that the natural way for 
a child to have her parents was separate and successive, like her 
mutton and her pudding or her bath and her nap. (James, What 
Maisie Knew). 

 
If we were to change the relevant sentence to the following, we would not be 
able to say that the focalization had returned to the narrator: 
 
(6: 287)  She vaguely knew, further, somehow, that the future was still bigger 

than herself, … 
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Defining focalization in terms of some centre of cognitive orientation and 
relating these ideas to the structural properties of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun should 
now help us in understanding the acceptability and non-acceptability of the 
following sentences174: 
 
(6: 288) Diana read a book about herself. 
(6: 289) *Diana read a book about her. 
 
(6: 290) *Diana is oblivious of that new book about herself. 
(6: 291) Diana is oblivious of that new book about her. 
 
In the first example, we can say Diana is in a position to construct a meaningful 
point of view or perspective with respect to the book since the sentence affirms 
that she has read it. Thus, there is no problem with the ‘reflexive’ form; in fact 
we must have this form because of the perspective that Diana inevitably 
constructs via her reading of the book. In the third example, however, it is 
explicitly stated that Diana has not read (or even heard of) the said book. Thus 
she is not in a position to construct a meaningful point of view with respect to 
the book; hence the ungrammaticality of this example containing the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun. 

Cantrall has observed that ‘[t]he speaker can use the third person 
reflexive to indicate empathy/sympathy with a participant.’ (Cantrall 1974: 45-
46). I claim that this empathy/sympathy is symptomatic of adopting a certain 
point of view, specifically, the point of view held by the antecedent of the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun. Thus, the speaker can align himself with a third person’s 
point of view by explicitly invoking that third person’s point of view via the use 
of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun. The following two examples demonstrate this: 
 
(6: 292) John let that log roll too close to him before he jumped. 
(6: 293) John let that log roll too close to himself before he jumped.  
 
In the second example, we see that the speaker expresses concern for the 
participant’s interests. This notion of empathy obtains via the speaker adopting 
John’s point of view. If we now manipulate this sentence in such a way so as to 
suggest that the speaker is not fully in a position to adopt John’s point of view, 
through being not absolutely sure of what happened to John, for example (note 
that John will know what happened to him), then the sentence which included 
the ‘reflexive’ pronoun is less acceptable: 
 
(6: 294) ??John seemed to have let that log roll too close to himself before 

he jumped. 
 
In this sentence, it is suggested that the speaker is privy to a point of view 
similar to that of John’s (i.e., too close to himself) but this clashes with the 

                                                 
174 That is, with the co-reference patterns indicated by the forms in italics. 
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uncertain seemed which we ascribe to the speaker and his knowledge of the 
event. Interestingly, this may imply a rather sardonic, ‘schizophrenic narrator’ 
(Culler 1975: 199). (Cf. the paradoxical humour in I seem to have got myself 
into trouble as simultaneously both an admission guilt and a plea for sympathy.) 

This then brings to an end my discussion of the role of the ‘reflexive’ 
pronoun in the context of narrative shifts of point of view. It is, of course, an 
area of research that demands far more thorough investigation than that I have 
provided here, and, I daresay, deserves it. 

6.12 Summary and conclusions 
 
In this chapter, I have attempted to demonstrate that the ‘reflexive’ pronoun 
forms in English are forms that are relevant to my characterization of Diathesis: 

Diathesis, as an empirically supported linguistic 
phenomenon, is concerned with relating particular 
distinct linguistic signs to some conceptualisation of 
the number and nature of the particular roles clausal 
participants come to play in the transfer of energy. 

By presenting a discussion with each of the example sentences given in this 
chapter (and elsewhere) I have attempted to relate a range of different 
interpretations to the above conceptualisation of Diathesis. I thus claim that 
Diathesis is some universal property of language, and can be compared to the 
notion of Transitivity in the sense that it is at a similar level of abstraction and 
generality. 

I thus claim that the ‘reflexive’ is not a meaning that is encoded in the 
‘reflexive’ pronoun form, but rather, it is an inferred interpretation (as per the 
characterization of interpretations in chapter 2.). Note also that the ‘reflexive’ is 
not a component of the meaning of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun forms.   

Seventeen distinct (and hence, non-equivalent) formal strategies which 
are employed in giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ interpretation were identified. These 
strategies were identified from looking at a limited number of languages. It 
should be noted too that other strategies exist in these individual languages, 
besides those listed, that can be employed in giving rise to a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation. This demonstrates the relevance of both the semasiological and 
onomasiological perspectives to language typology. 

As I have done in the earlier chapters of this thesis, I have related that 
which I have demonstrated Diathesis to be (and the morphology that is relevant 
to this phenomenon) to the findings of several other language typologists and 
grammarians who have investigated the ‘reflexive’. I argue that there is a certain 
amount of ad hoc and circular reasoning that is employed on this subject in the 
literature. I have attempted to show that the Structuralist conceptualisation of the 
linguistic sign presented in chapter 2, Linguistic signs, not only prevents this 
type of faulty reasoning, but also serves as a mode of explanation for the 
distribution of the distinct morphology in the different language systems. This 
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assessment should be correct, since I have taken the difference between 
semasiology and onomasiology into account. 

In the course of the chapter I did note, however, that several linguists 
have seen that ‘reflexive’ morphology, including the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in 
English, is relevant to diathesis/‘voice’. (However, it is clear that they do not 
employ this term as originally envisaged by Thrax. See for example, Bybee’s 
claim that there exists a ‘universal’ morpho-syntactic slot for ‘voice’ in the 
verbal domain. The grammatical slot that is relevant to diathesis is clearly 
‘Agreement’ in Bybee’s ‘universal’ schema.) 

Before entering into a discussion of the different species of 
interpretations that can be associated with the ‘reflexive’ pronouns in English, in 
section 6.2, I remarked on a number of Generativist assumptions and claims 
concerning the distribution of these forms. Amongst other things, I demonstrated 
that the distribution of these forms is not merely a syntactically-determined 
structural phenomenon (as dictated by the constraints outlined in Binding 
Theoretic approaches to these forms), but rather, the interpretation of sentences 
which include these forms is sensitive to (and ultimately motivated by) the 
signatum of these forms. 

The discussion of the different species of interpretation associated with 
the ‘reflexive’ pronouns included the following interpretations: (i) the 
‘emphatic’ interpretation, (ii) the ‘decomitative’ interpretation, (iii) the 
‘characteristic property’ interpretation, (including a discussion of ‘aspects of the 
inner life’ and ‘aspects of the physical entity’), (iv) the 
‘anticausative/spontaneous’ interpretation, (v) the ‘high degree of engagement’ 
interpretation, (vi) the ‘beneficial’ interpretation, (vii) the ‘reciprocal’ 
interpretation, (viii) the ‘resultative’ interpretation, and (ix) the ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation. 

In each instance of the above interpretations, I supplied a number of 
different cross-linguistic examples. These examples demonstrate that the 
particular types of interpretation I discuss are not ad hoc or opportunistic 
interpretations, but are in fact interpretations relevant to the characterization of 
Diathesis presented in the thesis. 

In each instance of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in the different interpretations 
described above, we came to notice that the English ‘reflexive’ pronoun form 
presents a particular conceptualisation of its antecedent. This mode of presenting 
the participant that serves as the pronoun’s antecedent is symptomatic of the 
meaning (signatum) of the pronoun. In summary, the pronoun presents the 
participant in contrastive contexts to the exclusion of some other participant. 
Focusing on a particular participant in this manner (or a group of such 
participants) allows the language user to infer a number of different situation 
types (as discussed above). The cross-linguistic regularity with which these 
types of interpretation obtain does not demonstrate that the different morpho-
syntactic strategies are the same across these languages, since they are obviously 
not. Instead, it empirically demonstrates the universality of what I have defined 
as Diathesis. 

Finally, I discuss a phenomenon called ‘point of view’ or ‘focalisation’ in 
literary theory, and relate this to the construal of the literary character/participant 
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that is invoked by the ‘reflexive’ pronoun. This was done by supplying several 
literary examples that illustrate this phenomenon. What is of particular interest 
here are shifts in the narrative point of view that can be associated with the 
presence of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun. For example, this included a movement 
from a mode of expression that expressed the thoughts of a first person narrator, 
to the thoughts or words of a third person character. This phenomenon, also 
called ‘free indirect speech’, can be reversed, of course, so that the story is again 
focalized through the narrator. I related this phenomenon to the presence of the 
‘non-reflexive’ (i.e., ‘simple’) pronoun form in an example taken from a literary 
text. 

In the next chapter, chapter 7., I present in summary some of the more 
important points raised in this study, and also a number of conclusions that can 
be drawn from my findings. 
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7. General summary and conclusions 
In the Introduction, chapter 1., I stated the main research question addressed in 
this thesis, namely What is the meaning of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun in English? 
During the course of the thesis, I have proposed that the answer is to be found in 
an understanding of the nature of the linguistic sign as presented in chapter 2., in 
a number of cross-linguistic comparisons, and in what Dionysios Thrax meant 
with the technical term diathesis. 

A characterisation of the linguistic sign in terms of Saussurian systems, 
and Peircian semiotics (section 2.3) was given, and further related to the notion 
of underdeterminacy. A crucial distinction was made between the meaning of a 
sign and an interpretation of a sign. The differences between form and function 
were thus established. The notion of ‘arbitrariness’ was examined and 
considered in the light of cross-linguistic investigations. The linguistic sign, and 
its relation to linguistic communication, was further discussed in terms of 
synergy, context and inference. The notions ‘compositionality’ and ‘truth’ were 
also examined. The above conceptualisation of linguistic communication was 
then related to some of Hopper and Thompson’s (1980) empirical findings in 
relation to Transitivity Theory, and also to the notion of underdetermination in 
the visual domain. 

The chapter on ‘prototypes’, chapter 3., presented a number of arguments 
demonstrating that this technical term is of no help in establishing an 
understanding of the ‘reflexive’, despite the claims of numerous linguists and 
typologists. It was suggested that the reason for this is that the relationship 
between the structural aspects of signs and the functional aspects of signs has 
been confused in the literature. Thus (in relation to English, or any other 
language) I am in no position to make any of the following claims, for example: 
the ‘reflexive’ is the prototypical use of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun; the ‘reflexive’ is 
the prototypical meaning of the ‘reflexive’ pronoun; the ‘reflexive’ meaning is 
prototypically expressed with a ‘reflexive’ pronoun; the prototypical ‘reflexive’ 
is expressed by a ‘reflexive’ pronoun and so on, because (i) they tell us nothing 
about the ‘reflexive’, and (ii) it is an abuse of the technical term called 
‘prototype’. 

The next chapter addressed Thrax’s original discussion of diathesis. Here 
I also argued that the present-day conceptualisation of this term is not the same 
as envisaged by the originator of the term. The reason for this difference was 
identified as being founded in a confusion of the relationship between the 
structural aspects of signs and the functional aspects of signs (in this case the 
two sets of verbal agreement inflectional endings). Numerous other linguists 
were quoted to demonstrate (amongst other things) the fact that the modern-day 
conceptualisation of diathesis is (i) not the same as Thrax’s (although they 
purport it to be), and (ii) that there is no consensus as to what relevance certain 
forms (including verbal agreement inflections, valency markers, clitic forms, 
pronoun forms and case endings) has with Thrax’s notion of diathesis. 
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Turning to Polish, I investigated a number of different interpretations that 
the ‘reflexive’ pronouns się and siebie can give rise to. I related these 
observations to my notion of Diathesis (as defined), and also to Hopper and 
Thompson’s Transitivity Theory. I also made some further clarifying remarks 
concerning Wittgenstein’s formula: ‘meaning = use’.  

Moving on to English, I employed the same approach that was used with 
Greek and Polish by identifying a number of different interpretations that can be 
associated with the ‘reflexive’ pronoun. A certain amount of cross-linguistic 
evidence was provided with respect to the regularity of these interpretations. I 
thus claim that they are linguistically significant. In summary, we can say that 
the ‘reflexive’ (as an interpretation) can be related to the structural aspects of 
several different linguistic signs, including the verbal agreement inflection in 
Greek, and the ‘reflexive’ pronoun forms in Polish and English. However, these 
signs do not encode the ‘reflexive’ as their meaning. Instead, they encode certain 
structural aspects relevant to the ‘reflexive’, including: 

 
i. The disposition of some participant with respect to the 

verbal action (Greek). 
ii. The distinction of semantic roles (Polish). 
iii. The presentation of a participant in contrastive contexts to 

the exclusion of some other participant (English). 
 

Using these observations I can now present a list of structural features that are 
relevant to the ‘reflexive’ interpretation.175 These features should be seen as the 
components of that complex which we term the ‘reflexive’ interpretation. Note 
that different languages will (to some extent) encode different components of 
this complex, depending on the morpho-syntactic categories that are operative in 
that language, (as indicated in the table below). At the same time, there is also 
an overlap (from a cross-linguistic perspective) of certain different structural  

                                                 
175 I do not claim that this list is exhaustive. By taking a more detailed look a 
other languages, one may find other structural features that are relevant to the 
‘relfexive’ interpretation. The list presented above is primarily based on 
observations made with respect to Greek, Polish and English. 
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properties (see also Andersen 1994a: 306-307 for further discussion).  
 
Table 7. Structural properties of language that can give rise to a ‘reflexive’ 
interpretation (from a semasiological perspective). 
 
signans signatum 
1. NP1 encodes the existence of a participant1 

2. NP2 encodes the existence of a participant2 

3. verb  encodes an action  
4. ‘active’ verbal agreement inflection encodes that the Subject participant is in an ‘energetic’ 

disposition with respect to the action denoted by the verb 
5. páthos verbal agreement inflection encodes that the Subject participant is in a ‘experiential’ 

disposition with respect to the action denoted by the verb  
6. Nominal case marking on NP1 
[NOM – ACC languages] 

encoding that NP1 is the Subject participant 

7. Acc/Oblique case marking on NP2 
[NOM – ACC languages] 

encoding that NP2 is not the Subject participant 

8. NP with Ergative case marking encodes that this participant is in an ‘energetic’ disposition 
with respect to the action denoted by the verb 

9. NP with Absolutive case marking 
[also as Subject of an intransitive] 

encodes that this participant is in an ‘experiential’ 
disposition with respect to the action denoted by the verb 

10. VAL 1 encoding that there is only one core participant in the 
predication 

11. English: ‘reflexive’ pronoun encoding co-reference with a participant, to the exclusion 
of others 

12. Polish: ‘reflexive’ pronoun siebie encoding that there are distinct semantic roles played by 
the pronoun’s antecedent 

13. Polish: ‘reflexive’ pronoun się encoding a lack of distinction in the semantic role played 
by the pronoun’s antecedent 

 
Thus, as an interpretation, we can come to say that the ‘reflexive’ interpretation 
contains several different structural components (i.e., components that are 
encoded in language). Each of these components can be employed by a Speaker 
as providing evidence for a ‘reflexive’ interpretation. Similarly, a Hearer can 
interpret an expression, i.e., infer, which contains these components as 
‘reflexive’. In this conceptualisation of linguistic communication (as discussed 
in chapter 2.), the locus of our investigation can be shown to lie along the 
structural aspects of language, and not the functional aspects. Thus, we may 
conclude that we are dealing with ‘systemic meanings’ and not ‘contextual 
meanings’ as previously exhorted by Guillaume (1984: 81).  

What falls out from this observation is that the linguist can not expect a 
systemic relationship to hold between the various interpretations that have been 
examined in this study, including (i) the ‘emphatic’ interpretation, (ii) the 
‘decomitative’ interpretation, (iii) the ‘characteristic property’ interpretation, 
(including a discussion of ‘aspects of the inner life’ and ‘aspects of the physical 
entity’), (iv) the ‘anticausative/spontaneous’ interpretation, (v) the ‘high degree 
of engagement’ interpretation, (vi) the ‘beneficial’ interpretation, (vii) the 
‘reciprocal’ interpretation, (viii) the ‘resultative’ interpretation, (ix) the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation, and also the (x) ‘passive’ interpretation and (xi) 
‘potential’ interpretation, in the sense of the term (systemic) invoked by 
Guillaume (1984: 81), following Saussurian Structuralism.  
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The above-mentioned interpretations do not instantiate grammatical 
categories, and neither can it be said that there exists one universal grammatical 
category (i.e., a substantive universal) that is employed to give rise to these 
interpretations, since I have demonstrated that various distinct grammarical 
categories are regularly employed in giving rise to these interpretations. The 
situation in which we find ourselves today with respect to the terminology used 
to discuss the relationship between particular signs and the interpretations that 
they are associated with is somewhat unfortunate. To be honest about it, I 
consider it quite misleading and particularly unfortunate to read in the linguistic 
literature, for sake of example, that a particular ‘linguistic sign is the 
reflexive/passive/reciprocal’ and so on,  when it is clearly the case that these 
labels merely refer to interpretations (functional aspects) and not to the 
meanings proper (structural aspects) of these signs. If our linguistic endevours 
are to be directed towards an understanding of the structure of language, then let 
us discover those structural aspects of language as they appear to us in terms of 
oppositions. Note that Saussure himself discussed a very similar problem in 
relation to linguistic terminology and a misunderstanding of the relationship that 
holds between form and substance, ‘the principle of differentiation’: 

Units and grammatical facts would not be confused 
if linguistic signs were made up of something else 
besides differences. But language being what it is, 
we shall find nothing simple in it regardless of our 
approach; everywhere and always there is the same 
complex equilibrium of terms that mutually 
condition each other. Putting it another way, 
language is a form and not a substance. This truth 
could not be overstressed, for all the mistakes in our 
terminology, all our incorrect ways of naming 
things that pertain to language, stem from the 
involuntary supposition that the linguistic 
phenomenon must have substance. (Saussure 1959: 
122).  

7.3 Some final remarks 
No linguistic study can take place in a vacuum. The arguments that I have put 
forward and the observations I have made in this study have relied on many of 
the observations made by linguists past and present. I hope that credit was given 
where credit was due. This does not mean, however, that I have always been in 
agreement with the views adopted by these linguists.  

I wish to suggest that, in addtion to my discussion that addresses the 
‘reflexive’ interpretation, this thesis makes a certain contribution to our 
understanding, or at least a clearer understanding, of the following points: 
 

- The relationship between the structural aspects of linguistic signs and 
the functional aspects of linguistic signs is not a one-to-one 
relationship. 
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- Structural underdeterminacy is a phenomenon that pervades all of 

language, and every language. Given this, we might re-consider some 
(if not all) of the grammatical category labels that we assign to 
particular linguistic signs. 

 
- Thrax’s characterisation of diathesis, and my own argumentation, 

demonstrate the ‘active’::‘passive’ relationship as one that is 
instantiated in the following pair of sentences: Bill hits John::Bill is 
being hit by John. This has far-reaching implications for modern 
linguistic theory, since almost all of today’s linguistic theories take a 
different view on the ‘active’::‘passive’ alternation, whilst taking the 
‘active’::‘passive’ alternation (in their view) as being central to their 
theoretical claims. 

 
- Whilst making cross-linguistic comparisons, the linguist should be 

aware of what he is comparing in the different languages. For example, 
is it forms, meanings, grammatical categories, or functions that are 
being compared? In my reading of the typological literature, I have 
noticed that linguists are not always clear about which level of 
linguistic representation the linguistic objects that they discuss are to be 
found at. My discussion of the linguistic sign and arbitrariness can be 
seen as step towards re-evaluating the nature of several cross-linguistic 
comparisons.  

  
- With respect to linguistic universals, I suggest that these might not be 

readily found at the structural level of the linguistic sign, but rather, at 
the level where linguistic functions are organised, i.e., the relationship 
between certain forms and the interpretations that they give rise to. 
Thus, I suggest that Diathesis is a linguistically significant 
generalisation (like ‘Transitivity’ in Transitivity Theory). Diathesis is 
concerned with the distribution of a number of different structural 
aspects of language that are relevant to conceptualisation of the number 
and nature of the particular roles clausal participants come to play in 
the transfer of energy. 
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Appendix 1: Further comments on Dionysios 
Thrax’s grammar 
For the reader’s benefit I have included below a number of other different 
translations of Thrax’s comments on the verb in Greek. I have decided to present 
this material in a slightly more detailed manner than might be expected, since 
the claims that I have made in chapter 4., and below, are claims that have not 
found widespread favour in the linguistic literature. Because of the differences 
in viewpoint that I express, it is incumbent upon me to provide detailed evidence 
and support for the claims that I make. 
 

* * * 
 
By comparing the translations of Dionysions Thrax’ grammar closely, and the 
relevant translator’s commentaries, we can observe that the interpretation 
presented in section 4.4.1 finds additional support from these scholars. Thus, 
note the difference in the words aanneemt ‘accept, carry’ and uitdrukt ‘express’ 
in Swiggers and Wouters’ (1998) translation in ‘dat tijden, personen en getallen 
aanneemt, en dat een activiteit of een ondergaan (van een handeling) 
uitdrukt’:176  

Het werkwoord is een woord zonder naamvallen, 
dat tijden, personen en getallen aanneemt, en dat 
een activiteit of een ondergaan (van een handeling) 
uitdrukt. Acht (accidentia) komen toe aan het 
werkwoord: wijzen, diathesen, species, figuren, 
getallen, personen, tijden, vervoegingen. [...] 

<B> Er zijn drie diathesen: activiteit (actief), 
ondergaan (van een handeling) (passief), 
tussenliggend. Activiteit (actief), bv. τύπτω [túptō 
‘ik sla’]; ondergaan (passief), bv. τύπτοµαι 
[túptomai ‘ik word geslagen’]; tussenliggend,FN dat 
nu eens een activiteit, dan weer het ondergaan [van 
een handeling] uitdrukt, bv. Πέπηγα [pépēga ‘ik ben 
verstijfd’], διέφθορα [diéphthora ‘ik ben ten onder 
gegaan’], ὲποιησάµην [epoiēsámēn ‘ik deed voor 
mezelf’], ὲγραψάµην [egrapsámēn ‘ik schreef voor 
mezelf’]FN. (Swiggers and Wouters 1998: 38). 

                                                 
176 The text used by Swiggers and Wouters for their translation is Uhlig, G. 
(1883) Dionysii Thracis ars grammatica, volumen primum. I have not translated 
the Dutch translation since there are a number of alternative English translations 
of the same Greek text discussed below. 
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The category mesótēs is translated as ‘tussenliggend’ lying in between, ‘dat nu 
eens een activiteit, dan weer het ondergaan [van een handeling] uitdrukt’, i.e., 
the active and the páthos meanings are both found to be expressed by forms 
falling within this category. What those forms are, and the ‘mis-match’ 
relationship between form and meaning that constitutes the ‘middle’ category, is 
given in Thrax’s examples. This point is highlighted in Swiggers and Wouters’ 
accompanying footnoted commentary : 

FN. Omdat de betrokken werkwoordsvormen een 
tussengroep vormen tussen het actief (= actieve 
uitgang + actieve betekenis) en het passief (= 
passieve uitgang + passieve betekenis). Ze hebben 
nl. ofwel een actieve uitgang én een passieve 
betekenis, ofwel een passieve uitgang én een actieve 
betekenis.’ (Swiggers and Wouters 1998: 38). 

Since the verbal forms in question form an 
intermediary group between the active (= active 
ending + active meaning) and the passive (= passive 
ending + passive meaning). Namely, they either 
have an active ending AND a passive meaning, or a 
passive ending and an active meaning. 

Another translation of the same text (§13), and to my knowledge the first 
published translation into English of the whole text, is the translation made 
available by Davidson (1874): 

A Verb is an indeclinable word, indicating time, 
person and number, and showing activity or 
passivity. The verb has eight accidents: Moods, 
Dispositions (voices!) [‘(voices!)’ is Davidson’s 
comment, RR], Species, Forms, Numbers, Tenses, 
Persons, Conjugations. There are five Moods: 
Indicative, Imperative, Optative, Subjunctive, and 
Infinitive. There are three Dispositions*: Activity, 
Passivity, and Mediality - Activity, as τύπτω (I 
strike); Passivity, as τύπτοµαι (I am struck); 
Mediality, marking partly activity and partly 
passivity, as πέποιθα (I trust), διέφθορα (I waste), 
έποιησάµην (I became), έγραψάµην (I registered).’ 
(Davidson 1874: 335). 

Note Davidson’s apparent frustration at what he believed to be a confusion of 
the technical terms set out by Thrax: 
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‘*∆ιάθεσις, the word which Roman stupidity 
rendered by Vox (voice).’ (Davidson 1874: 335).177 

                                                 
177 P.K. Andersen (pc) reports that there are no Latin grammars (written by a 
Roman grammarian) where the grammatical category ∆ιάθεσις has been 
translated or referred to as vox however. The Roman grammarians’ term genus 
verbi is a term that is traditionally understood as denoting the category of 
diathesis, however, the following quotes will show that the term understood by 
the Roman grammarians themselves as adfectus and significato are the terms to 
be associated with the Greek term διαθέσεις:  

Marcrobius (Keil v: 652.6-8): Quae Graeci 
διαθέσεις appellant, Latini genera nominaverunt. 
∆ιαθέσεις autem hoc significat apud Graecos, quod 
apud Latinos adfectus. Nam et qui agit et qui patitur 
mente adficitur. 

What the Greeks called διαθέσεις ’diathéses’, are 
called genera ‘classes’ in Latin. However, διαθέσεις 
‘diathéses’ signifies for the Greeks what adfectus 
‘disposition’ (does) for the Romans. For the one 
who perfoms and the one who experiences are 
disposed in the mind. (Andersen 1994a: 179). 

 

Pompeius (Keil v: 227.5-6): ceterum omne verbum 
duas res significant, aut agentis aut patientis, nec 
potest alia inveniri significatio. 

Yet every verb signifies two things, either (that) of 
performing or of experiencing, no other meaning is 
able to be acquired. (Andersen 1994a: 179). 

 

Sergius (Keil iv. 503.6-7): scire debemus quod 
omne verbum cuiuscumque generis duas 
significationes habet tantum, aut agentis aut 
patientis. 

We should realize that every verb of any class 
(generis) has only two meanings (significations) 
either (that) of performing or of experiencing. 
(Andersen 1994a: 180). 

The interested reader is referred to Andersen (1994a: 125-183) for further 
discussion of this point. 
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Andersen’s translation contrasts the English notions of ‘admitting’ particular 
inflectional forms (tense, person, and number), and ‘expressing’ the meanings 
enérgia or páthos : 

A verb is a word without case, admitting tenses, 
persons, and numbers (and) expressing either a 
performance (enérgeia) or an experience (páthos). 
Eight (types of attributes) follow the verb: moods, 
diatheses, shapes, forms, numbers, persons, tenses, 
and conjugations. (Andersen 1994a: 149). 

Note too Andersen’s translation of the words ένέργεια as ‘performance’ and 
πάθος ‘experience’: 

The διαθέσεις “dispositions” are three: ένέργεια 
“performance”, πάθος “experience”, (and) µεσότης 
“middle”. Performance, on the one hand, as τύπτω 
“I am hitting”, experience, on the other hand, as 
τύπτοµαι “I am hitting myself; I am mourning; I am 
being hit”, and µεσότης signifying at one time 
ένέργεια, at another time πάθος as πέπηγα, 
διέφθορα, έποιησάµην, (and) έγραψάµην. 
(Andersen 1994a: 150). 

Of particular interest are the author’s explanatory glosses (in English) of 
τύπτοµαι: “I am hitting myself; I am mourning; I am being hit”. As the examples 
below show, this one verb form with a πάθος, páthos, agreement inflection can 
give rise to three distinct types of interpretation. To wit, a reflexive 
interpretation, ‘I am hitting myself’, an active, transitive interpretation ‘I am 
mourning’, and a so-called passive interpretation ‘I am being hit’. Andersen 
further supplies the following glosses for the examples of the category mesótēs: 

πέπηγα – ‘to be fixed’ 

διέφθορα – ‘to be deranged, mad’: perfect verb 
forms, active inflectional endings, páthos meaning 

έποιησάµην – ‘to bring about, cause’ 

έγραψάµην – ‘to endict’: aorist verb forms, páthos 
inflectional endings, active meaning. (summarised 
from Andersen 1994a: 155-156). 
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Appendix 2: Remarks on the morphology of 
the Greek verb178 
Scholars of Classical Greek may object to the above binary characterisation of 
diathesis as it is morphologically realised in Greek. They would claim that there 
are three distinct forms of the verb in the 1st person singular in Greek which in 
turn demonstrates that there are, as is traditionally claimed, three distinct formal 
diatheses; the ‘active’, ‘middle’ and ‘passive’. Consider the following claim: 

Det grekiska verbet har tre diateser, aktivum, 
medium, passivum. De kan uttrycka transitiv, 
intransitiv eller passiv betydelse. (Blomqvist and 
Jastrup 1998: 214). 

[The Greek verb has three diatheses, aktivum, 
medium, passivum. They can express transitive, 
intransitive or passive meaning.] 

The authors’ explanation of these meanings is given below: 

Transitiv betydelse föreligger när subjektet 
uttrycker den handlande och handlingen har ett mål 
(objekt), passiv betydelse när handlingens mål 
uttrycks med subjektet och en handlande kan 
utpekas; den handlande resp[ektive] handlingens 
mål är inte alltid utsatt i texten utan kan 
underförstås ur kontexten eller talsituationen. 
Intransitiv betydelse föreligger, när ett mål (objekt) 
för handlingen inte kan anges; om en passiv 
verbform har intransitiv betydelse, uttrycker 
subjektet den handlande. (Blomqvist and Jastrup 
1998: 214). 

[Transitive meaning obtains when the subject 
expresses the actor and the event has a goal (object), 
passive meaning when the event’s goal is expressed 

                                                 
178 Many thanks to P.K. Andersen for helpful discussions concerning the details 
of Greek verbal morphology and allowing me to consult parts of a number of 
unpublished manuscripts. Despite not being a specialist scholar of Greek myself, 
it has been my intention to present an explanation of the system that is both 
valid and comprehensible to those readers who are not familiar with the Greek 
verbal system. There are, in fact, a number of other interesting morphological 
patterns that the Greek verb displays. However, I have not mentioned these other 
aspects of the verb since they do not have immediate bearing on the problem on 
hand, i.e., the identification of distinct sets of agreement inflectional markers on 
the right edge of the verb complex. 
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by the subject and an actor can be pointed out; the 
actor and the goal of the event are not always 
expressed in the text but can be understood from the 
context or speech situation. Intransitive meaning 
obtains, when a goal (object) for the event can be 
named; if a passive verb form has intransitive 
meaning, the subject expresses the actor.]. 

In the authors’ subsequent discussion of the ‘medium’ and the ‘passive’ forms, 
however, all the examples given display the páthos set of inflectional endings 
(for the first person singular), i.e., –µαι. More difficult to understand is their 
claim that ‘medialer former kan ibland har passiv betydelse’ (Blomqvist and 
Jastrup 1998: 215) [medial forms can sometimes have passive meaning]. One 
wonders why these forms are not just labelled passive in the first place, since 
they share the same endings. 

A stronger claim is made with respect to the so-called ‘aorist passive’ 
where the authors state that the ‘aorist har skilda former för aktivum, medium 
och passivum’ (Blomqvist and Jastrup 1998: 125). [aorist has separate forms for 
active, medium and passive]. No examples demonstrating this are given 
anywhere in the grammar. A similar claim is made by Rijksbaron in his 
specialist study of the Classical Greek verb: 

Greek has three voices: active, middle and passive. 
It should, however, be added immediately, that the 
middle and passive voices are not formally 
distinguished, except in the aorist and, to some 
extent, in the future tense stems. 

[…] 

It should be noted that ‘active’, ‘middle’ and 
‘passive’ are used here in a strictly morphological 
sense. Unfortunately, they are traditionally used in a 
semantic sense, particularly ‘passive’. As we will 
see later in more detail, not all passive forms have 
passive meaning, cp. e.g. `επορεύθην (passive 
aorist): ‘I marched’. (Rijksbaron 1994: 131-132). 

However, as the following brief discussion of the Greek verb shows, the claim 
that a third form, for example etuphthen ‘hit-aorist passive’179 is supposed to 
exist alongside tuptō ‘hit-active’ and tuptomai ‘hit-“middle”, has in fact nothing 
to do with Thrax’s identification of two sets of formal verbal agreement 
inflections.  

First let us return to Thrax’s definition of the (finite) verb: 

                                                 
179 See Smyth (1920: 719) strike, aorist passive – επλήγην. 
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A verb is a word which is without case inflection, 
displaying changes of tense, person, and number, 
and signifying also activity or passitivity. The verb 
has eight types of attributes: mood, state, species, 
shape, number, person, tense, and conjugation.  

[...] 

There are three states – active, passive and middle. 
Active is exemplified by tuptō (I strike), passive by 
tuptomai (I am struck), and middle sometimes 
signifies activity and sometimes passivity, for 
instance pepēga (I am fixed to the spot), diephthora 
(I am ruined), epoiēsamēn (I made for myself, I 
hade [something] made), egrapsamēn (I wrote down 
for my own benefit)FN. (Kemp 1986: 354). 

It seems that given any finite verb in Greek we should be able to perform a 
morphological analysis of ‘eight types of attributes: mood, state, species, shape, 
number, person, tense, and conjugation’ and determine what the distinct forms 
that instantiate these categories look like. However, Classical Greek is a highly 
inflectional language in which the individual morphological categories are not 
always distinct and distinguishable one from the other. This is because the value 
for one category can influence the form another category takes.  

The observation that personal verbal inflectional endings can display a 
change in form in co-variance with a change in other grammatical categories is 
not limited to Classical Greek. Note that in German we have two sets of distinct 
personal agreement endings which co-vary with a change in tense on ‘weak’180 
verbs: 
                                                 
180 The modal verbs display the following set of agreement endings for the 
singular in both the present tense and the past tense: 

 

Present tense singular Past tense singular 

1   Ich kann ‘I can’ 1   Ich konnte ‘I could’  

2   Du kannst ‘You can’ 2   Du konntest ‘You could’ 

3   Er kann ‘He can’  3   Er konnte ‘He could’  

 

i.e., the same paradigm for the past tense agreement endings for strong verbs: 

 

1  - ø 

2  –st 

3  – ø 
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Present tense singular 
1 Ich gehe ‘I walk’ 
2 Du gehst ‘You walk’ 
3  Er (sie,es) geh-t ‘He (she, it) walks’ 
 
Past tense singular 
1 Ich ging ‘I walked’ 
2 Du gingst ‘You walked’ 
3  Er (sie, es) ging ‘He (she, it) walked’ 

 
Here we see that in the present we have one set of endings in singular: 

 
1 -e 
2 -st 
3 -t 
 

Whereas in the past we have a different set of endings in the singular: 
 
1 -ø 
2 -st 
3 -ø  
 

If we return to the Greek finite verb forms, we observe that they take a subject 
agreement suffix expressing a particular person and number, of which there are 
(disregarding the dual)181 only six (3 × 2) theoretically different (possible) 
forms, i.e., forms for the three persons (1st, 2nd and 3rd ) and the two numbers 
(singular and plural). In the present tense indicative system, the active first 
person singular agreement is –ō (long vowel) as in tuptō ‘I hit’. If we change the 
mood of the verb to the optative mood whilst everything else (tense, active 
number and person agreement) remains the same, we have the form tupt-oi-mi. 
The -oi- being the sign of the optative mood, and -mi being the marker of the 1st 
person singular agreement instead of -ō. 

If we then change the tense of the verb to the past tense form and let 
everything else stay the same, we have e-tupt-on with the e- prefix formally 
marking the past tense. Note that the person and number agreement suffix for 
the 1st person singular is now -on, i.e., different to the -ō form seen on the 1st 
person singular present tense. Thus we have seen that the value that one verbal 
category takes influences the form another category is realised as. 

In Greek there are two distinct types of verbal conjugations; verbs that 
conjugate ‘athematically’ and those that conjugate ‘thematically’. The verb ‘to 
hit’ in Greek, as been presented in this discussion is conjugated as a thematic 
verb. The verb deiknumi ‘to show’, on the other hand, is an example of an 

                                                 
181 Petersen (1936: 166ff) provides a historical discussion of the dual forms for 
the Greek ‘middle’. Note that in his discussion, the terms ‘middle’ and ‘medio-
passive’ (ibid, 160) are seemingly interchangeable. 
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athematic verb. Note that in the present tense indicative 1st person singular the 
agreement inflection is -mi and not -ō as in the present tense indicative 1st person 
singular tuptō. Thus the way in which a verb is conjugated may also influence 
the particular form in which the active:páthos alternation is realised.  

Furthermore, each set of ‘active’ and páthos endings comes in two 
variants: the so-called ‘primary endings’ and ‘secondary endings’. The ‘primary 
endings’ are employed in the indicative mood of the ‘present’, future and 
perfect, whereas the ‘secondary endings’ are employed in all other cases, i.e., in 
the other moods as well as the ‘past’ tenses (including the aorist which is 
formally a ‘past’ tense form). There is no grammatical or semantic significance 
associated with the difference between the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ sets of 
personal endings however. This is indicated in the following paradigm for 
paideúo: ‘I teach’ in the singular182: 

 
Primary Endings    Secondary Endings 
               Present                                      Imperfect 
Active Páthos     Active Páthos  
1     paideú-o: paideú-o-mai     e-paídeu-o-n e-paideu-ó-me:n 
2     paideú-eis paideú-e:i    e-paídeu-e-s e-paideú-ou 
3     paideú-ei paideú-e-tai    e-paídeu-e(n) e-paideú-e-to 
 
                 Future                                        Aorist 
          Active Páthos     Active Páthos  
1     paideú-s-o: paideú-s-o-mai    e-paídeu-sa e-paideu-sá-me:n 
2     paideú-s-eis paideú-s-e:i    e-paídeu-sa-s e-paideú-so: 
3     paideú-s-ei  paideú-s-e-tai    e-paídeu-se(n) e-paideú-sá-to 
 
                  Perfect                                      Plusquamperfect 
           Active      Páthos        Active             Páthos  
1     pe-paídeu-ka    pe-paídeu-mai    e-pe-paideú-kei-n   e-pe-paideú-me:n 
2     pe-paídeu-ka-s  pe-paídeu-sai     e-pe-paideú-kei-s   e-pe-paideú-so 
3     pe-paídeu-ke     pe-paídeu-tai     e-pe-paideú-kei(n)  e-pe-paideú-to 
 
Generalising across the above paradigms, we can now set out the following 
schema for the agreement forms in the singular: 
 
Primary Endings    Secondary Endings 
      Active Páthos     Active Páthos        
1     -o -mai     -n -me:n 
2     -(ei)s -e:i/-sai     -s -so/-ou 
3     -ei/-ke -tai     -Ø -to 

                                                 
182 The paradigms given in this section for the verb παιδεύω (paideúo) are taken 
from Blomqvist and Jastrup (1998: 156-158). I have transcribed the forms from 
the Greek orthography to Latinate letters. 
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Turning now to the so-called ‘aorist passive’ and ‘future passive’ forms, note 
that they were not discussed by Thrax in his definition of diathesis (nor by any 
other Greek grammarian I have come across). However, the characteristic 
feature of these forms is the derivational suffix -(th)e:-183 which, when added to 
the ‘aorist stem’, creates an independent ‘stem’, i.e., the ‘stem’ of the so-called 
‘aorist passive’.184 This ‘stem’ in turn serves the basis for the formation of finite 
and non-finite verb forms (both of which take agreement endings). To this 
‘stem’ the sigmatic suffix -s- of the future is added to form yet another ‘stem’, 
i.e., the ‘stem’ of the so-called ‘future passive’.185 In other words, the ‘future 
passive’ is, strictly speaking, the future form of the ‘aorist passive’.  

The ‘aorist passive’, being an instance of the aorist tense-aspect system, 
takes the secondary set of agreement endings: 
 
Secondary Endings 
     Active Páthos        
1     -n -me:n 
2     -s -so/-ou 
3     -Ø -to 
 
Now consider the following paradigm, again in the singular, for the so-called 
‘aorist passive’ of paideúo: 
 
‘Aorist passive’  
1   e-paideú-the:-n  
2   e-paideú-the:-s  
3   e-paideú-the: 
 
and compare it with the paradigm given for the singular imperfect active 
paradigm: 

                                                 
183 Blomqvist and Jastrup (1998: 140) claim that the suffix found in the aorist 
passive (-θη- alt. -θε-) has ‘intransitiv betydelse’ [intransitive meaning]. But 
note the following: ‘Ändelserna och modussuffixen är dessama som I 
rotaoristen. Ändelser och suffix [sic] är alltså aktiva.’ [their emphasis]. [The 
endings and the mood suffixes are the same as in the root aorist. That is to say, 
the endings and suffix are active]. See also Smyth (1920: 180f.). 
184 See for example Lightfoot (1979: 244) re. forms that ‘are supposed to be 
distinctly passive, namely the -thē- forms for the future and the aorist’. Lightfoot 
claims that eskhómēn is the ‘middle’, whilst eskhéthēn is the ‘formal passive’, i.e 
‘I was possessed’. The -thē- forms are associated with ‘passive meaning’, 
(Lightfoot 1979: 245). 
185 ‘Stammen i futurum passivum bildas alltid genom att ett -σ läggs till 
stammen i aorist passivum’ (Blomqvist and Jastrup 1998: 123). [The stem for 
the futurum passivum is always formed by adding -σ to the stem of the aorist 
passivum]. Cf. ε-γράφη-ν > γρφαφή-σ-ο-µαι. Note that the ‘futurum passivum’ 
takes the páthos set of inflectional endings. 
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Imperfect Active  
1   e-paídeu-o-n   
2   e-paídeu-e-s   
3   e-paídeu-e(n) 
 
What we now see is that the ‘aorist passive’ does not in fact display another 
distinct set of personal endings that are distinct from the active and ‘middle’, 
i.e., the pathos set of inflectional endings, but rather the ‘aorist passive’ displays 
the active set of personal endings.186  

Now we can turn to another example given by Blomqvist and Jastrup 
(1998: 160-161) and again evaluate their claim that there are three formally 
distinct diatheses in Greek in the aorist tense/aspect system. I summarize their 
paradigm for the verb λαµβάνω (‘take hold of’, ‘grasp’, ‘seize’) 
 
Aorist activum 
Indicative (Sg) 
1   έλαβον 
2   έλαβες 
3   έλαβε(ν) 
 
Aorist medium 
Indicative (Sg) 
1   έλαβóµην 
2   έλάβου 
3   έλάβετο 
 
Aorist passivum 
Indicative (Sg) 
1   έλήφθην 
2   έλήφθης 
3   έλήφθη 
 
Observe that the person and number inflectional agreement endings of the ‘aorist 
active’ and the ‘aorist passive’ are the same. The so-called ‘aorist passive’ form 
is actually an instantiation of the active set of inflectional endings. 

Now we can return to our examples of the verb ‘hit’ with 1st person 
singular agreement in Greek: 
 
(A2: 1) tuptō ‘hit-active’ 
 
(A2: 2) tuptomai ‘hit-middle’ 
 

                                                 
186 Cf. ‘The middle has a different set of endings from the active. The passive 
has the endings of the middle except in the aorist, which has the active endings.’ 
(Smyth 1920: 108). 
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(A2: 3) etuphthēn ‘hit-aorist passive’ 
 
Note that the -n inflectional suffix found on etuphthēn is not a member of a 
distinct set of agreement endings. It is distinct from the active and the ‘middle’ 
set of endings. In fact, it is an instantiation of the 1st person singular active. If it 
is an example of the ‘active’ set of endings, then it can not at all be used to 
demonstrate that there are three distinct sets of person and number agreement 
inflections. Furthermore, one may question the validity of claiming that a verb 
that is obviously inflected for the active is an example of a ‘passive’. 

In the light of the above argument we should now consider Lightfoot’s 
(1979: 245ff) discussion of how the ‘middle’ meaning of the Greek ‘medio-
passive’ personal inflection came to be lost and the passive meaning came to be 
the dominant meaning. Note that he has to claim that at a particular stage in the 
history of the language the ‘middle’ inflectional forms submit to ‘a triple 
analysis’. Let us take his example to astu amunetai ‘the city defends itself’, ‘he 
defends the city’, ‘the city is defended’ (Lightfoot 1979: 246), and note his three 
different structural representations of this sentence. By working in accordance 
with common Generativist assumptions regarding the relationship between 
meaning and form, Lightfoot postulates three different structural analyses for 
this one sentence because three different interpretations of this sentence can 
obtain (if taken out of context): 

 
a. S 
 
 
NP  VP 
 
   

  V 
to astu  amunetai 
[nominative]  [middle] 
 

b. S 
 
 
NP  VP 
 
  
     NP  V 

to astu  amunetai 
[accusative]  [middle] 
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c. S 
 
 
NP  VP 
 
   

  V 
to astu  amunetai 
[nominative]  [passive] 
 
Passing over the putative alternation in case,187 we will focus on the glosses for 
the predicate in these structural representations. In examples (a) and (b) above, 
Lightfoot has glossed the verb as ‘middle’. Note that this gloss must refer to the 
form of the verb since this is part of the structural representation of the sentence. 
Only formal, structural aspects are represented above. Thus, with regard to the 
predicate, Lightfoot is happy to have the ‘middle’ form of the verb being present 
in the two structural representations which give rise to the two different 
interpretations (a) ‘the city defends (itself)’ and (b) ‘he defends the city’, 
respectively. The difference in interpretation stems from the different case 
marking on the nominal (note that in this example, the nominative case has the 
same ‘surface form’ as the accusative, if a feminine or a masculine noun were 
used then this ‘ambiguity’ between (a) and (b) would not arise).  

However, when it comes to the passive interpretation of the sentence, (c) 
‘the city is defended’, the gloss given for the predicate is ‘passive’. What does 
this tell us? Well, it seems that when a sentence is interpreted as expressing a 
‘passive’ meaning, then the inflection on the verb is the ‘passive’ inflection. If 
however, the interpretation of the sentence is ‘reflexive’, then the one and the 
same verb form is glossed as ‘middle’.188 This of course begs the question of 
how one got to the ‘passive’ and ‘reflexive’ interpretations in the first place, and 
furthermore, it does little to inform us of the system that is constituted by the 
verbal agreement inflectional category. 

                                                 
187 The ‘nominative’ and ‘accusative’ take the same form in this particular 
example which displays a 3rd person singular neuter noun. 
188 The putative change in case form (which is not visible at the surface 
representation of course) follows the same ad hoc reasoning. 
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Appendix 3: A narrative text 
The Polish narrative text used in the corpus investigation. Available at: 

 
http://hca.gilead.org.il/emperor.html 
English Translation: H. P. Paull (1872) 
  
http://witajciewbajce.w.interia.pl/start.html 
 

Foregrounded clauses are underlined. 
 

The Emperor’s New Suit 
NOWE SZATY CESARZA 

by 
Hans Christian Andersen 

(1837) 
1. Many, many years ago lived an emperor, who thought so much of 

new clothes that he spent all his money in order to obtain them; his 
only ambition was to be always well dressed. Przed wielu laty żył 
cesarz, który tak bardzo lubił nowe, wspaniałe szaty, że wszystkie 
pieniądze wydawał na stroje. 

2. He did not care for his soldiers, and the theatre did not amuse him; 
the only thing, in fact, he thought anything of was to drive out and 
show a new suit of clothes. Nie dbał o swoich żołnierzy, nie zależało 
mu ani na teatrze ani na łowach, szło mu tylko o to, by obnosić 
przed ludźmi coraz to nowe stroje. 

3. He had a coat for every hour of the day; and as one would say of a 
king “He is in his cabinet,” so one could say of him, “The emperor 
is in his dressing-room.” Na każdą godzinę dnia miał inne ubrania, i 
tak samo, jak się mówi o królu, że jest na naradzie, mówiono o nim 
zawsze: "Cesarz jest w garderobie". 

4. The great city where he resided was very gay; every day many 
strangers from all parts of the globe arrived.  W wielkim mieście, 
gdzie mieszkał cesarz, było bardzo wesoło; codziennie przyjeżdżało 
wiele cudzoziemców. 

5. One day two swindlers came to this city; they made people believe 
that they were weavers, and declared they could manufacture the 
finest cloth to be imagined. Pewnego dnia przybyło tam dwu 
oszustów, podali się za tkaczy i powiedzieli, że potrafią tkać 
najpiękniejsze materie, jaki sobie tylko można wymarzyć. 

6. Their colours and patterns, they said, were not only exceptionally 
beautiful, but the clothes made of their material possessed the 
wonderful quality of being invisible to any man who was unfit for his 
office or unpardonably stupid. Nie tylko barwy i wzór miały być 
niezwykle piękne, ale także szaty uszyte z tej tkaniny miały 
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cudowną własność: były niewidzialne dla każdego, kto nie nadawał 
się do urzędu albo też był zupełnie głupi. 

7. “That must be wonderful cloth,” thought the emperor. “If I were to 
be dressed in a suit made of this cloth I should be able to find out 
which men in my empire were unfit for their places, and I could 
distinguish the clever from the stupid. I must have this cloth woven 
for me without delay.” "To rzeczywiście wspaniałe szaty! - 
pomyślał cesarz. - Gdybym je miał na sobie, mógłbym się 
przekonać, którzy ludzie w moim państwie nie nadają się do swoich 
urzędów; odróżniłbym mądrych od głupich. Tak, ten materiał muszą 
mi utkać jak najprędzej". 

8. And he gave a large sum of money to the swindlers, in advance, that 
they should set to work without any loss of time. I dał obu oszustom 
z góry dużo pieniędzy, aby mogli rozpocząć pracę. 

9. They set up two looms, and pretended to be very hard at work, but 
they did nothing whatever on the looms. Oszuści ustawili warsztaty 
tkackie, udawali, że pracują, ale nie mieli nic na warsztatach. 

10. They asked for the finest silk and the most precious gold-cloth; all 
they got they did away with, and worked at the empty looms till late 
at night. Zażądali od razu najdroższych jedwabi i najwspanialszego 
złota; chowali je do własnej kieszeni i pracowali przy pustych 
warsztatach, i to często do późnej nocy. 

11. “I should very much like to know how they are getting on with the 
cloth,” thought the emperor. "Chciałbym jednak wiedzieć jak 
postąpiła robota" - pomyślał cesarz, 

12. But he felt rather uneasy when he remembered that he who was not 
fit for his office could not see it. ale zrobiło się mu nieswojo na myśl, 
że człowiek głupi albo niezdatny do urzędu, który piastuje, nic nie 
zobaczy; 

13. Personally, he was of opinion that he had nothing to fear, yet he 
thought it advisable to send somebody else first to see how matters 
stood. uspokoił się wprawdzie, że o siebie nie potrzebuje się 
obawiać, ale postanowił jednak posłać kogoś aby dowiedzieć się jak 
rzeczy stoją. 

14. Everybody in the town knew what a remarkable quality the stuff 
possessed, and all were anxious to see how bad or stupid their 
neighbours were. Wszyscy ludzie w mieście wiedzieli jaką cudowną 
własność miała mieć ta materia, i wszyscy pragnęli się przekonać, że 
ich sąsiad jest głupi lub zły. 

15. “I shall send my honest old minister to the weavers,” thought the 
emperor. “He can judge best how the stuff looks, for he is 
intelligent, and nobody understands his office better than he.” 
"Poślę do tkaczy mojego starego, poczciwego ministra - pomyślał 
cesarz - ten będzie mógł najlepiej ocenić ich pracę, bo ma dużo 
rozumu i nikt lepiej niż on nie sprawuje swojego urzędu". 

16. The good old minister went into the room where the swindlers sat 
before the empty looms. I oto stary poczciwy minister poszedł do 
sali, gdzie siedzieli dwaj oszuści i pracowali przy pustych 
warsztatach tkackich. 
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17. “Heaven preserve us!” he thought, and opened his eyes wide, “I 
cannot see anything at all,” but he did not say so. "Boże drogi - 
pomyślał stary minister i wytrzeszczył oczy - ależ ja nic nie widzę". 
Ale głośno nie przyznał się do tego. 

18. Both swindlers requested him to come near, and asked him if he did 
not admire the exquisite pattern and the beautiful colours, pointing 
to the empty looms. Obaj oszuści prosili go, aby łaskawie zbliżył się 
do nich, i pytali, czy wzór nie jest piękny i barwa wspaniała. 

19. The poor old minister tried his very best, but he could see nothing, 
for there was nothing to be seen. Wskazywali przy tym na puste 
warsztaty i biedny, stary minister otwierał w dalszym ciągu oczy, ale 
nie mógł nic dostrzec, bo nic tam nie było. 

20. “Oh dear,” he thought, “can I be so stupid? I should never have 
thought so, and nobody must know it! Is it possible that I am not fit 
for my office? No, no, I cannot say that I was unable to see the 
cloth.” "Wilki Boże! - pomyślał. - Czyżbym był głupi? Tego nigdy 
nie przypuszczałem i nikt nie powinien się  o tym dowiedzieć. 
Czyżbym nie nadawał się do swojego urzędu? Nie, nie mogę 
nikomu powiedzieć, że nie widziałem tkaniny". 

21. “Now, have you got nothing to say?” said one of the swindlers, 
while he pretended to be busily weaving. - No i co, nic pan nie 
mówi? - powiedział jeden z tkaczy.  

22. “Oh, it is very pretty, exceedingly beautiful,” replied the old 
minister looking through his glasses. “What a beautiful pattern, 
what brilliant colours! I shall tell the emperor that I like the cloth 
very much.” - O, to jest śliczne, bardzo ładne! - powiedział stary 
minister i patrzał przez okulary. - Co za wzór i jakie kolory! Tak, 
powiem cesarzowi, że mi się tkanina niezwykle podoba. 

23. “We are pleased to hear that,” said the two weavers, and described 
to him the colours and explained the curious pattern. - To nas cieszy 
- powiedzieli tkacze i wymienili nazwę barwy oraz objaśnili rysunek 
wzorów. 

24. The old minister listened attentively, that he might relate to the 
emperor what they said; and so he did. Stary minister pilnie uważał, 
aby móc dokładnie powtórzyć wszystko cesarzowi, co też uczynił. 

25. Now the swindlers asked for more money, silk and gold-cloth, which 
they required for weaving. Po czym oszuści zażądali więcej 
pieniędzy i nowego zapasu jedwabiu i złota, potrzebnego jakoby do 
dalszej pracy. 

26. They kept everything for themselves, and not a thread came near the 
loom, but they continued, as hitherto, to work at the empty looms. 
Ale znów wszystko schowali do kieszeni, a na warsztatach tkackich 
nie było ani jednej nitki. Pomimo to siedzieli jak przedtem przy 
pustych warsztatach. 

27. Soon afterwards the emperor sent another honest courtier to the 
weavers to see how they were getting on, and if the cloth was nearly 
finished. Cesarz posłał wkrótce innego uczciwego urzędnika, aby 
zobaczył, jak postępuje praca tkaczy i czy tkanina będzie już 
wkrótce skończona. 
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28. Like the old minister, he looked and looked but could see nothing, as 
there was nothing to be seen. Powiodło mu się zupełnie tak samo jak 
ministrowi. Patrzał i patrzał, ale ponieważ nie było nic na 
warsztatach, nie mógł więc nic zobaczyć. 

29. “Is it not a beautiful piece of cloth?” asked the two swindlers, 
showing and explaining the magnificent pattern, which, however, 
did not exist. - Czyż to nie cudowna tkanina? - zapytali obaj oszuści 
i pokazali mu, objaśniając, wspaniały wzór, który wcale nie istniał. 

30. “I am not stupid,” said the man. “It is therefore my good 
appointment for which I am not fit. It is very strange, but I must not 
let any one know it;” and he praised the cloth, which he did not see, 
and expressed his joy at the beautiful colours and the fine pattern. 
"Głupi nie jestem - pomyślał posłany człowiek. - A więc chyba nie 
nadaję się  do mojego świetnego stanowiska. Było to dość dziwne, 
ale nie trzeba tego po sobie okazać". Pochowali tkaninę, której nie 
widział, i zapewnił oszustów, jak bardzo mu się podobają piękne 
barwy i ładny wzór. 

31. “It is very excellent,” he said to the emperor. - Tak, to przepiękne - 
powiedział do cesarza. 

32. Everybody in the whole town talked about the precious cloth. 
Wszyscy ludzie w mieście mówili o wspaniałej tkaninie. 

33. At last the emperor wished to see it himself, while it was still on the 
loom. Wreszcie cesarz sam zapragnął zobaczyć materię na 
warsztacie. 

34. With a number of courtiers, including the two who had already been 
there, he went to the two clever swindlers, who now worked as hard 
as they could, but without using any thread. Wybrał się więc z całą 
gromadą oddanych mu ludzi, wśród których znajdowali się tamci 
dwaj dzielni urzędnicy, którzy już tu byli, i zastał sprytnych 
oszustów pracujących jak najgorliwiej, lecz bez nici i bez osnowy. 

35. “Is it not magnificent?” said the two old statesmen who had been 
there before. - Czyż to nie wspaniałe? - powiedzieli dwaj dostojni 
urzędnicy. 

36. “Your Majesty must admire the colours and the pattern.” - Niech 
jego cesarska mość tylko spojrzy, co za wzór, co za barwy! 

37. And then they pointed to the empty looms, for they imagined the 
others could see the cloth. I pokazali puste krosna, gdyż myśleli, że 
wszyscy prócz nich widzą tkaninę. 

38. “What is this?” thought the emperor, “I do not see anything at all. 
That is terrible! Am I stupid? Am I unfit to be emperor? That would 
indeed be the most dreadful thing that could happen to me.” "Cóż 
to? - pomyślał cesarz. - Nic nie widzę. To straszne! Czyżbym był 
głupi? Czy jestem niewart tego, aby być cesarzem? To byłoby 
najstraszniejsze, co mi się  mogło przytrafić". 

39. “Really,” he said, turning to the weavers, “your cloth has our most 
gracious approval;” and nodding contentedly he looked at the 
empty loom, for he did not like to say that he saw nothing. - O tak, to 
jest bardzo piękne - powiedział cesarz - raczę to bardzo pochwalić! - 
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kiwnął z zadowoleniem głową i zaczął oglądać puste krosna, bo nie 
chciał powiedzieć, że nic nie widzi.  

40. All his attendants, who were with him, looked and looked, and 
although they could not see anything more than the others, they 
said, like the emperor, “It is very beautiful.” Cały orszak, który 
otaczał cesarza, patrzał i patrzał, ale także nic nie widział, wszyscy, 
wszyscy jednak mówili tak jak cesarz: 
- Tak to jest bardzo piękne. 

41. And all advised him to wear the new magnificent clothes at a great 
procession which was soon to take place. I radzili monarsze, aby 
szaty z tego nowego wspaniałego materiału włożył po raz pierwszy 
na wielką procesję, która miała się  wkrótce odbyć. 

42. “It is magnificent, beautiful, excellent,” one heard them say; 
everybody seemed to be delighted, and the emperor appointed the 
two swindlers “Imperial Court weavers.” - Magnifique, 
zachwycające, excellent! - powtarzał jeden za drugim, i wszyscy 
byli niezwykle radzi. Cesarz ofiarował każdemu z oszustów krzyż 
do noszenia w dziurce od guzika i nadał każdemu tytuł nadwornego 
tkacza. 

43. The whole night previous to the day on which the procession was to 
take place, the swindlers pretended to work, and burned more than 
sixteen candles. Przez całą noc poprzedzającą procesję oszuści nie 
spali i szyli szaty przy szesnastu świecach. 

44. People should see that they were busy to finish the emperor’s new 
suit. Ludzie widzieli, jak się śpieszyli, aby wykończyć szaty cesarza. 

45. They pretended to take the cloth from the loom, and worked about in 
the air with big scissors, and sewed with needles without thread, and 
said at last: “The emperor’s new suit is ready now.” Wykonywali 
takie ruchy, jakby zdejmowali materiał z krosien, cięli wielkimi 
nożycami w powietrzu, szyli igłami bez nici i wreszcie powiedzieli: 
- Oto szaty gotowe. 

46. The emperor and all his barons then came to the hall; Cesarz 
przyszedł do nich z najdostojniejszymi dworzaninami 

47. the swindlers held their arms up as if they held something in their 
hands and said: “These are the trousers!” “This is the coat!” and 
“Here is the cloak!” and so on. , a dwaj oszuści podnosili ramiona 
takim ruchem, jakby coś trzymali w ręku, i mówili: 
- Oto spodnie, oto frak, a oto płaszcz! - I tak dalej.   

48. “They are all as light as a cobweb, and one must feel as if one had 
nothing at all upon the body; but that is just the beauty of them.” 
Wszystko takie lekkie jak pajęczyna; takie cienkie, że się nic na 
ciele nie czuje, ale na tym polega cała zaleta tych szat. 

49. “Indeed!” said all the courtiers; but they could not see anything, for 
there was nothing to be seen. - Istotnie - powiedzieli wszyscy 
dworzanie, ale nie mogli nic zobaczyć, bo przecież nic nie było. 

50. “Does it please your Majesty now to graciously undress,” said the 
swindlers, “that we may assist your Majesty in putting on the new 
suit before the large looking-glass?” - Może jego cesarska mość 
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raczy łaskawie zdjąć swoje suknie - powiedzieli oszuści - 
przymierzymy nowe szaty tu przed tym wielkim lustrem! 

51. The emperor undressed, and the swindlers pretended to put the new 
suit upon him, one piece after another; and the emperor looked at 
himself in the glass from every side. Cesarz zdjął ubranie, a oszuści 
udawali, że wkładają na niego różne części nowo uszytych szat. 
Objęli go wpół tak, jak gdyby coś zawiązywali, niby to tren; cesarz 
zaś kręcił się i obracał przed lustrem. 

52. “How well they look! How well they fit!” said all. “What a beautiful 
pattern! What fine colours! That is a magnificent suit of clothes!” - 
Boże, jak to dobrze leży, jak cesarzowi w tym do twarzy - mówili 
oszuści. - Jaki wzór, jakie barwy! To wspaniały strój! 

53. The master of the ceremonies announced that the bearers of the 
canopy, which was to be carried in the procession, were ready. - 
Baldachim, który będą nieść podczas procesji nad jego cesarską 
mością, czeka przed domem - oznajmił najwyższy mistrz ceremonii. 

54. “I am ready,” said the emperor. “Does not my suit fit me 
marvellously?” - Dobrze, jestem gotów - powiedział cesarz. - Czy 
dobrze leży? 

55. Then he turned once more to the looking-glass, that people should 
think he admired his garments. - I wykręcił się jeszcze raz przed 
lustrem, żeby się wydawało, że ogląda swój wspaniały strój. 

56. The chamberlains, who were to carry the train, stretched their hands 
to the ground as if they lifted up a train, and pretended to hold 
something in their hands; Dworzanie, którzy mieli nieść tren, 
schylili się do ziemi i czynili takie ruchy rękami, jakby ów tren 
podnosili; a potem szli i udawali, że coś niosą w powietrzu; 

57. they did not like people to know that they could not see anything. nie 
ośmielili się okazać, że nic nie widzą. 

58. The emperor marched in the procession under the beautiful canopy, 
and all who saw him in the street and out of the windows exclaimed: 
“Indeed, the emperor’s new suit is incomparable! What a long train 
he has! How well it fits him!” I tak oto kroczył cesarz w procesji pod 
wspaniałym baldachimem, a wszyscy ludzie na ulicy i w oknach 
mówili: 
- Boże, jakież te nowe szaty cesarza są piękne! Jaki wspaniały tren, 
jaki świetny krój. 

59. Nobody wished to let others know he saw nothing, for then he would 
have been unfit for his office or too stupid. Never emperor’s clothes 
were more admired. Nikt nie chciał po sobie pokazać, że nic nie 
widzi, bo wtedy okazałoby się, że nie nadaje się do swego urzędu 
albo że jest głupi. Żadne szaty cesarza nie cieszyły się takim 
powodzeniem jak te właśnie. 

60. “But he has nothing on at all,” said a little child at last. - Patrzcie, 
przecież on jest nagi! - zawołało jakieś małe dziecko. 

61. “Good heavens! listen to the voice of an innocent child,” said the 
father, and one whispered to the other what the child had said. - 
Boże, słuchajcie głosu niewiniątka - powiedział wtedy jego ojciec i 
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w tłumie jeden zaczął szeptem powtarzać drugiemu to, co dziecko 
powiedziało. 

62. “But he has nothing on at all,” cried at last the whole people. [On 
jest nagi, małe dziecko powiedziało, że jest nagi!] - On jest nagi!- 
zawołał cały lud. 

63. That made a deep impression upon the emperor, for it seemed to him 
that they were right; but he thought to himself, “Now I must bear up 
to the end.” Cesarz zmieszał się, bo wydało mu się, że jego 
podwładni mają słuszność, ale pomyślał sobie: "Muszę wytrzymać 
do końca procesji". 

64. And the chamberlains walked with still greater dignity, as if they 
carried the train which did not exist. I wyprostował się  jeszcze 
dumniej, a dworzanie szli za nim, niosąc tren, którego wcale nie 
było. 
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